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PREFACE

In this dissertation I employ the Wade-Giles system of romani- 

.zation for all Chinese books and names, with the exception of some 

well-known names and place names such as Confucius and Peking, I have 

converted traditional Chinese dates to their Western equivalents in the 

body of the narrative; however, I have retained the traditional Chinese 

dates in the quotations together with the Western dates„ I have pro

vided Chinese characters for transliterated Chinese words, names, and 

book titles with the exception of traditional Chinese dates, reign 

titles and posthumous titles of emperors; however, I have not fur

nished Chinese characters for book or article titles in the footnotes 
except for those few which are not listed in the bibliography.

Chinese and Japanese characters for journal titles on their first 

occurrence in the bibliography are given except for some well-known 

journals, Chinese characters for the names of the publishers are not

included except in a few cases where I think they may be helpful.

I have incorporated all citations into the body of the dis

sertation. Because many early Chinese works cannot be dated, I have 

decided to use the abbreviation of the book title and/or the name of

the author, rather than using the author and year method which is

conventional in social science studies.

Information on publishers is not included in the footnotes; 

however, I have provided the names of journals in the notes. Volume

iv



and page numbers are separated by a slash/; hence,- volume 32, page 147, 

reads 32/147. For pre-modern Chinese works divided into chuan, the 

number of the chuan is given on the verso of /, and the page and sec

tion are given on the recto of /. For example, in Kan-shui, 3/lb-2a, 

"3" means chuan 3, and "lb-2a" means page 1 verso to page 2 recto. In 
the case of reprints of older works, the new (i.e., reprint) page 

numbers are given with the old chuan number. For example, SS, 406/ 

12680, where "40611 refers to the original chuan, but "12680" is the new 

page number. SS_ is the abbreviation for Sung shih. A list of abbre

viations used in this dissertation precedes the bibliography.

Basically, I have followed the dissertation manual compiled by 
the University of Arizona. For matters not discussed in that manual,

I have abided by the Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies stylesheet.

I would like to express my thanks to my Ph.D. dissertation 

committee members: Professor Stephen West .who introduced me to the 

Ch'uan-chen sect a few years ago; Professor William Schultz who spent 

a great deal of time and effort improving the content and the style of 

this dissertation; and Professor Jing-shen Tao, my chief advisor, who 

has been a constant source of wisdom and guidance.

I am deeply indebted to Professor Charles Benn, who offered me 
valuable criticisms and suggestions on the present work. I am par

ticularly grateful to Professors Liu Ts'un-yan, Kubo Noritada and Sun 

K'e-k'uan, three leading authorities on my subject, for their generous 

assistance and patience in answering my many questions and for sharing 

with me their personal viewpoints and insights.
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I am, of course, deeply indebted to my wife, Katy Yao, for her 

tireless patience and unstinting support.
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ABSTRACT

During the second half of the twelfth century, a new Taoist 

sect called Ch'uan-chen (Total Perfection) emerged in North China, then 

ruled by the Jurchen. This new Taoist sect, with its simple and real

istic syncretic doctrine and special privileges granted to it by the 

Mongol ruler, attracted numerous followers at a time of great social 

and political disorder and dominated the religious scene for more than 

a century..

The founder of this sect, Wang Che (1113-1170), was an unsuc

cessful scholar who claimed to have experienced a revelation at the age 

of forty-eight. He consequently left his home in Shensi and travelled 

to Shantung where he founded several, religious associations and 

gathered about himself a coterie of seven disciples who were later 

known as the "Seven Disciples of the Ch'uan-chen Sect," and who con

tributed to the expansion of the sect.
Ch'uan-chen was in many aspects different from the orthodox 

Taoist sect of the times, the Heavenly Master sect. The doctrine it 

preached included tenets and practices borrowed from several different 

Taoist sects, many of which differed from those of the Heavenly Master 

sect. Because Wang Che had studied the Confucian classics and 

Buddhist sutras as well as the Taoist canon, he especially stressed 

those Taoist tenets which were also compatible with Confucian and
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Buddhist beliefs. He argued that the three doctrines were originally 
one.

The syncretic nature of Ch'uan-chen teachings has sometimes 

caused scholars to conclude that it was not actually a Taoist sect. 

However, although Ch'uan-chen doctrine was eclectic in nature, it was 

nevertheless fundamentally Taoist. Most Confucian and Buddhist ele

ments in Ch'uan-chen teachings had already been assimilated into the 

Taoist religion before the sect came into being. Moreover, it shared 

a common goal with other Taoist sects, that is, the search for immor

tality. In this regard,. Wang Che taught that immortality was to be 

attained through cultivating the "inner elixir." While the "outer 

elixir" school used nostrums made of metals and chemicals to be taken 

orally, the "inner elixir" regimen merely involved spiritual self- 

cultivation, believing all the necessary ingredients were present with

in the self. Ch'uan-chen also represented therefore a major stage in 

the development of the "inner elixir" school.

Through the efforts of Wang Che's seven talented disciples, 

Ch'uan-chen Taoism spread over north China, capturing a large popular 

following and even attracting the attention of several emperors. 

Chinggis Khan summoned Ch'iu Ch'u-chi, the best known disciple of Wang 

Che, to his court for advice on methods of attaining immortality. 

Although Ch'iu Ch'u-chi had no panaceas to.offer, the Khan held him in 

high esteem and granted special privileges to the Ch'uan-chen clergy. 

This imperial favoritism further enhanced the popularity of the sect.
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The Ch1uan-chen sect started to decline toward the end of the 
Yuan dynasty for a-number of reasons. The bureaucratization of the 

sect, the disappearance of its early spirit and its losing a series of 

debates to the Buddhists, all damaged its popular image. Although the 

Ch^uan-chen sect today no longer occupies an important place in Chinese 

life, it had a glorious past and had made contributions to Chinese 
society as well as to Taoist religion itself. During its heyday, it 

provided a sanctuary for the suffering masses during an era of great 

social and political instability, and it played a key role in preserv

ing the Chinese cultural tradition for posterity. Also, the Ch1uan- 

chen was the only sect to overshadow the.orthodox Taoist sect through

out the history of religious Taoism.



INTRODUCTION

Shortly after the fall of the Northern Sung dynasty in 1127,

there emerged in Jufchen-occupied North China several new religious

Taoist sects * Among them, the Ch'uan-chen ^  (or "Total Perfection")

sect's contributions and activities deserve a chapter in the history of 
1religious Taoism. Its significance, however, has generally been over

looked by traditional Chinese historians as well as by contemporary 

Western Sinologists. The lack of interest in Ch'uan-chen Taoism may 

very well be a reflection of this bias against "barbarian" dynasties 

and a reason for the relative lack of interest in its development. Des

pite the fact that the "barbarian" Jurchen Chin dynasty (1115-1234) 

ruled a large part of China for over a century— longer than many "authen

tic" Chinese dynasties—  it has long been regarded by many historians, 

past and present, as an unorthodox line which should never have been 

accorded a place as an official dynastic historical entity. Thus, very 

little room has been accorded the Chin dynasty in the general histories 

of China, and scholarly attention paid to it has been limited.

This same attitude is also reflected in other fields, such as 

philosophy and literature. If we examine the histories of Chinese

1. The term Ch1 lian-chen has been rendered into English as 
"completely sublimated" by Arthur Waley in his translation of the 
Ch'ang-ch'un chen-jen hsi-yu chi (hereafter referred to as Hsi-yu) 
compiled by Li Chih-ch1ang as The Travels of an Alchemist, 14; and 
by Holmes Welch as "Perfect Realization" in his Taoism: The Parting of
the Way, 145. The term has its origin in the Chuang-tzu and is 
translated by Burton Watson as "preserving the Truth within." See his 
The Complete Works of Chuang Tzu, 331.

1



philosophy and literature,: we find that the Chin dynasty has always 
been treated disproportionately.

Another, major reason for the lack of scholarship in the Ch'uan-
■chen sect is the problem of source material. Almost all of the works

by the Ch'uan-chen masters are found in the Tao-tsang (the Taoist

Canon), a huge repository of more than one thousand volumes on a variety
- 2of subjects related to Taoism. The Tao-tsang has several times been 

recompiled since its first appearance in the T'ang dynasty. Since only 

the government could afford such a large project, all compilations of 

the Tao-tsang before the 20th century were sponsored by rulers favorable 

to Taoism. Only limited sets were printed each time, and these were 
presented to major Taoist temples as imperial gifts. • „

An imperial edict issued to the Ch'ao-t'ien temple in

Nanking in 1476, stated that the Tao-tsang was meant for Taoists to read 

and praise so that they could bless the country and the people. The 

edict also stressed that the temple copy of the Tao-tsang should be 

carefully protected and should not be lent to outsiders (Ch*en Kuo-fu, 

178). Thus, it was especially difficult for scholars to gain access to 

it.

As a result, the lack of interest in Ch’uan-chen Taoism, because 

of a bias against non-Chinese dynasties and the inaccessibility of the

2. For the most complete history of the Tao-tsang, read Ch’en 
Kuo-fu* s Tao-tsang yuan-liu k'ao. For the best account of the Tao-tsang 
in English, read Liu TsVun-yan’s "The Compilation and Historical Value 
of the Tao-tsang," in Donald D. Leslie, et al. (eds.), Essays on the 
Sources for Chinese History.
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Taoist Canon, made perhaps'the most significant sect in the history of 

Taoism the least studied one.

For several centuries after the Yuan" dynasty (1260-1368) , from 
the time when Ch'uan-chen Taoist religion began to decline in popularity, 

Chinese scholars exhibited little, if any interest in it. It was not 

until the second half of the 19th century that the first major study of 
the Ch1 uan-chen sect, Ch'ang-chfun Tao-chiao yuan-liu k'ao

/ %  (A Study of the History of the Taoist Sect of Ch1 ang-ch yun) 
by Ch'en Ming-kuei (alias Ch'en Chiao-yu ) was com

pleted. It is only recently that certain scholars have shown enough 

interest to return to the subject.

Ch’en Ming-kuei’s work on the Ch1uan-chen sect was resumed by 

Ch’en Yuan during the Sino-Japanese War period. The. result was

a book Nan-Sung ch’u Ho-pei Hsin Tao-chiao k ’ao ifcll

Study of the New Taoist Sects in the Northern Provinces at the 

Beginning of the Southern Sung Dynasty) which contains an abundance of 

information and has been widely regarded as an important work in the 

field of the New Taoist sects as well as that of the Chin and the Yuan 

histories. More recently., there have been articles by Professors Yao 

Ts ’ung-wu and -Sun K ’e-k’uan^^ reappraising the impor

tance of the Ch’uan-chen sect.^

In terms of the* quantity of material, there are more studies in 

Japanese on the Ch’uan-chen than there are in any other language, includ

ing Chinese. The contemporary Japanese scholar Kubo Noritada yC? ,

3. See the bibliography for titles of their articles,
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the leading authority on this subject, has written numerous articles, 

and one book on the Ch'uan-chen sect. Other Japanese scholars, such as 

Yoshioka Yoshitoyo "d ^  ^  ̂  and Koyanagi Shigeta / J <  S ]  
also have contributed to the growing scholarship on this sect.

x The reason that Japanese scholars have studied the Ch*uan-chen 
sect more thoroughly than have their Chinese counterparts is probably 

because of the great interest they have had in matters pertaining to 

Manchuria and Mongolia, and the so-called conquest dynasties of Chinese 

history. Since the Ch'uan-chen sect was founded during the Chin dynasty, 

which had its roots in Manchufia, it is only natural that it should have 
received greater attention from Japanese scholars.

In the West, the attention given Chin dynasty history has been 

minimal. Although - accounts of the Ch'uan-chen sect can be found in a 

number of English works on Taoism, these are usually sketchy and often 

misleading. By far the most detailed account of the Ch'uan-chen sect in 

English is to be found in Arthur Waley's The Travels of an Alchemist 

which includes a lengthy introduction to the subject. Except for this 

isolated work, Western scholars have paid very little attention to this 

religious group.

It was not until recently that any major works on the Jurchen 

Chin dynasty have been available in English. Professor Hok-lam Chan 

has studied the historiography of the Chin dynasty, and he,is currently 

working on.the legitimacy debates during the Chin and Yuan dynasties.

The single comprehensive history of the Chin dynasty is Professor Tao 

Jing-shen's The Jurchen in Twelfth-Century China: A Study of Siniciza-

tion. In the field of literature. Professor Stephen West's Vaudeville



Narrative: Aspects of Chin Theater, which" appeared in 1977, is the first 

major contribution.to the study of Chin literature in any language. In 

Europe, Professor Herbert Franke is writing a book on Chin social his
tory which should be published in the near future.

With this growing interest in Chin dynasty studies, it is there

fore desirable that the subject of popular religions at that time be 

addressed. The present study is a step in that direction.
Since the Ch* uan-chen sect is an integral, part of the Taoist 

tradition in China, a few words about the development of Taoism before 

the Sung dynasty might be helpful.

Taoism is commonly used to denote two distinct but closely con

nected aspects of Chinese tradition; namely, philosophical Taoism (tao-
Y''— 7  _ u  ,chi a y| ^  ) and religious Taoism (tao-chiao ) • Philosophical

Taoism developed in the 4th and 3rd centuries B.C., and its most impor

tant texts were the Lao. Tzu and the Chuang Tzu. Religious Taoism did 

not become clearly recognizable as an entity until the time of Chang 

Tao-ling , who founded and organized the Heavenly Master Sect

about 142 A.D. Its roots can be traced back to philosophical Taoism, 

the state cults, magic cults and folk beliefs, and other forms of 

beliefs and practices. By the Northern Sung dynasty (960-1127), reli

gious Taoism had become an inseparable part of Chinese life, affecting 

Chinese people of various backgrounds and of different social strata. 

Religious Taoism has been associated with such practices as breath con

trol, dietetics, alchemy, and sexual techniques; all of which were 

thought to enable the practitioner to acquire physical immortality. 
Although the Ch'uan-chen sect had its root in the Taoist tradition, it



advocated certain practices and doctrines which were not the same as 

those emphasized by the orthodox Taoist religion. As we shall see in 

the following pages, some of the notable characteristics of the ortho

dox Taoist sects are missing from Ch’uan-chen Taoism. For this reason, , 

the Ch’uan-chen sect has been referred to by scholars, in general, as 

a "New Taoist sect."

Basically, this dissertation is a historical.survey of the devel

opment of the Ch’uan-chen sect during the 12th and 13th centuries in 

North China. Because some knowledge of its teachings is essential for 

understanding the nature of the sect, Ch’uan-chen doctrines will also be 

discussed. A brief summary of the social conditions and the development, 

of religious Taoism in the Northern Sung dynasty will be presented prior 

to sketching in the background of the sect’s emergence.

The purpose of this dissertation is to present as objective a - 

picture of the Ch’uan-chen movement as possible. With this in mind, 

interpretative matters concerning the. Ch’uan-chen sect will be taken up . 

in the last chapter. Moreover, the author has consciously avoided 
establishing a thesis first and then using the Ch’uan-chen sect as a

case to prove that thesis <
: . . ■ . . ;  . . ■ > ■ - . . , . -

Rather than forcing Ch’uan-chen Taoism into any theoretical mold, 

this writer had tried to let his readers view the Ch’uan-chen sect from 

a number of different angles. And following.that, certain interpreta

tions of the movement are delineated in the last chapter, some of which 

are complimentary rather than contradictory.

The primary sources for this study consist of the Ch’uan-ohen 

works in the Tao-tsang, literary collections by Chin-Yuan scholars, and
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the official dynastic histories. The secondary sources are almost en

tirely in Chinese and Japanese, reflecting the near absence of signifi

cant works on the Ch'uan-chen sect in Westem-language books. This 

lack of Westem-language materials convinced the author that there was an 

urgent need for such a work in English. It is the author's earnest hope 

that this study will be of service to historians of Taoism, and that it 

will enable interested readers generally to understand better the often 

neglected history of the Chin-Yuan period.



CHAPTER 1

THE RISE OF THE NEW TAOIST SECTS

Among the new Taoist sects which emerged during the early years 

of the Southern- Sung dynasty (1127-1279) in Jurchen-occupied North 

China, the three most important were the Ch' uan-chen (or "total
Perfection ") sect, the T'ai-i ylx (or "Grand Unity") sect, and the

Ta-tao /\ 12^ (or "Great Way") sect. These three sects were, in many 
ways, different than the orthodox Taoist sect: the Heavenly Master sect, 
known as Cheng-i j£ “  (or ."Right Unity") since the Yuan dynasty.

The emergence of these new Taoist sects was a result of chaotic 

social conditions and the imperfection of orthodox religious Taoism. A* 

brief survey of Taoist religion at the end of the Northern Sung dynasty 

(960-1127) and a concise description of the social conditions at that 

time will be given below to provide some background information for the 

rise of the new Taoist sects.

■ Religious Taoism at the end of the Northern Sung

Taoism reach a high point in the T'ang dynasty due to court par

tiality as evidenced by such beliefs as Lao Tzu being identified as an 

ancestor of the T1ang ruling house (Wang P'u, T 'ang hui-yaof 50/856-869; 
Sun K'e-k'uan, Han-yuan tao-lun, 21; cf. Charles Berm, Taoism as Ideolo

gy in the Reign of Emperor Hsuan-tsung (712-755), Chapter 1), and the 

elevation of Taoists over the Buddhists and Con fuci an is ts (Chi ku-chin 

Fo-Tao lun-heng compiled by Tao-httsan, in Taisho, 52/381? Hsu Kao-seng
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chuan, compiled by Tao-hsuanf in Taisho, 50/634). During the Sung, 

Taoism was again favored’ by several Sung emperors thus reaching a new 

peak of development.

The first emperor who is believed to have favored Taoism in the 

Sung dynasty was T'ai-tsung (reigned 976-997). Legend has it that a 

Taoist named Chang Shou-chen predicted that T'ai-tsung would

become the emperor. This incident may have caused T'ai-tsung to show
4 *special interest in the Taoists. At any rate, he built Taoist temples,

summoned famous Taoists to court, and even qouted Taoist classics when
conferring with his ministers (Chikusa Masaaki, So no Taiso to Taiso,

186-188).

T'ai-tsung*s partiality for Taoism was amplified by his succes

sor Chen-tsung (reigned 993-1022). Chen-tsung's involvement with Taoism 

began when he allegedly received a "Heavenly Script" in 1008. This 

"Heavenly Script" was modeled after the Tao-te-ching and contained 

praises of Chen-tsung. It is recorded in the Sung shih that Chen-tsung 

one night dreamed that a deity told him to conduct sacrifices for one 

month so that he might receive a "Heavenly Script." Heeding the dream, 

the emperor ordered sacrifices performed and waited for the sacred mes

sage. A scroll tied by a peice of yellow silk to a kite was found and

4. It is said that before T'ai-tsung became the second Sung 
emperor he sought sacred messages from the deity through Chang Shou-chen 
who served as a mediator. The diety reportedly stated that the second 
ruler of the Sung would build a huge temple. When T'ai-tsu learned of 
this, he summoned Chang Shou-chen to court to act as mediator. On this 
occasion the sacred message for the diety was that "Chin Wang {i.e., 
T'ai-tsung's title before becoming emperor] has a benevolent mind."
The next day T'ai-tsu died and T'ai-tsung assumed the throne. This 
story was probably fabricated to legitimatize T'ai-tsung's succession to 
the throne. See Wang Ch'in-jo (ed.), I-sheng pao-te chuan (TT, 1006); 
Sun K'e-k'uan, Sung-Yuan Tao^chiao chih fa-chan, 57-70.
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brought to the emperor. This scroll, containing a message for the Chao 

ruling house was known as the "Heavenly Script" ( S S 104/2539-2541; Li 

T’ao, Hsu Tzu-chih t'ung-chien ch' ang-pien, 68/la-2a; CPCSPM, 24/la-5b.) «

This episode is. significant as a case of outright fabrication of auspi

cious omens to improve the emperor's image after losing a war to the 

Khitan people who established the Liao dynasty lasting from 907-1125 

( Oda Ryumei, "Sodai no Dokyo" in Mantetsu chosa geppo, 22/8 (1942),
194; Nan Huai-ching, JjF "TaQ-chiao"ilf in Erh-shih shjh-chi

chih k'e-husueh, Tsung-chiao, ed9, Yen Ling-feng, 66-67).

The next step Chen-tsung took to establish a relationship be

tween the Sung ruling house and Taoism was naming the Taoist immortal 

Chao Hsuan-lang ^  ̂  as Chen-tsung1 s ancestor, a move most likely 

inspired by the T'ang ruling house having recognized Lao Tzu as its 

ancestor. It is reported in the Sung-ch'ao shih-shih

(Facts of the Sung dynasty) that Chen-tsung one night dreamed of seeing

a Celestial Master who told him he was one of the nine brothers of the 

Jen-huang (Man Emperor), and was also the ancestor of the. Chao clan.
Thus, the Chao family elevated its prestige by creating a sacred ances

tor. Had the ruling family had the surname Li, Chen-tsung probably 

would not have had such a dream for he could simply proclaim Lao Tzu 
as his ancestor (Li Yu, 7/8b; SS, 104/2541-2542; Sun K'e-k'uan, Sung- 

Yuan Tao-chiao chih fa-chan, 82-85). In addition, Chen-tsung built many 

Taoist temples, worshipped Lao Tzu, and held feng-shan sacri

fices assisted .by the famous official Wang Ch'in-jo jL who was

active during the period 1015-1025 (Sun K*e-k'uan, 72-76 . For feng- 

shan's relationship to Taoism, cf. Charles Benn, Chapter 2) .
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The close relationship between the Sung emperors and Taoism 

reached a peak during the reign of Hui-tsung (1101-1125)» Hui-tsung . 

(1082-1135), one of the most famous calligraphers in Chinese history, 

was known especially for his "slender gold style." He was also known 

as a "Taoist" emperor in Chinese history. Hui-tsung took several meas

ures to promote Taoism including searching for all available Taoist 

works throughout the country and giving Taoist titles to Buddhist dei

ties. In fact, Hui-tsung favored Taoism in a number of specific ways;

1. In 1107 Taoist priests and nuns were elevated to a status higher 
than that of their Buddhist counterparts (CPCSPM, 127/la).

2. In 1114 Hui-tsung established twenty-six Taoist ranks (SS, 

21/39.3; HHIS, A/12 a) .

3. In 1115 Hui-tsung proclaimed himself the "Patriarchal Taoist . 

Emperor" . (Keng Yen-hsi / "Lin Ling-su chuan" ^  ̂ 1 * ^
Chao Yu-shih's Pin-t1ui-lu , in Hsueh-hai lei-pien, (PPTS ed.), 5b-6a; 

HHIS, A/14a).
4. In 1116, following the suggestion of the Taoist Lin Ling-su

m

# 1120)-, Hui-tsung established the "Taoist Learning"
5(SSCSPM, 51/406).

5.. In 1118 Hui-tsung, at the urging of the prime minister Ts'ai 

Ching ^  (1047-1126) , ordered that all records concerning Taoist

5. The Tao husueh: ( T a o i s t  Learning) was not invented by 
Hui-tsung. Hsuan-tsung (reigned 712-755) of the T'ang dynasty had pro
moted Taoist studies. For more on the T'ang dynasty studies, read 
Charles Benn, Chapters 3 and 5. This and other measures taken by Hui- 
tsung clearly show that Hui-tsung emulated T 1ang emperors. .For example, 
Hsuan-tsung of the T'ang dynasty‘is another well-known Taoist emperor 
who has the title Ying-tao huang-ti y|[ _ (or "Emperor Responding
to the Way") . See Sun K'e-k'uan, Han-yuan tao-lun, 109.
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religion be collected and compiled into a book to be titled Tao Shih 

l&l •_ (History of Taoism) which is no longer extant (SS, 21/400) .

60 In 1118 an edict was issued to the imperial universities order

ing the establishment of two doctorates for each of the subjects Nein

ching j%J / Tao-te-ching, Chuang__Tzuz and liieh Tzu.̂

From these examples it can be seen that Hui-tsung's support of 

Taoism meant demotion of Buddhism. But Buddhists were just a small partX - '
of those affected by Hui-tsung's policies for he also initiated a number 

of projects which cut deep into the coffers. One of these projects was 

the smelting of eighteen ceremonial tripods. The first nine tripods 

were constructed at the suggestion of the occulist Wei Han-ching

in 1104. . A special palace was built to house the nine tripods, all 

of which were painted a different color. One of the nine tripods was 

placed in the middle of the palace; it was called the Imperial Tripod, 

painted yellow, and used for major sacrificial ceremonies. The other 

eight tripods were placed facing eight different directions, and each 

had a special name and a specific sacrificial function (SS,'104/2544- 

2545)
— ---- -------- 1

6. Nei-ching, also known as Huang-ti Nei-ching ^  ^  ,
(Yellow Emperorfs Internal Medicine) was supposed to be the earliest 
medical work in Chiga. It is divided into two parts: the "Su-wen" and 
the "Ling-shu"^R?), % The. "Su-wen" (Basic Questions) was a work on 
internal medicine in the form of a dialogue between the Yellow Emperor 
and his minister Ch!i Po • The "Ling-shu" (Wonder Pivots) was a
work on acupuncture. The first thirty-four chapters have been trans
lated into English by Ilza Veith as The Yellow Emperor1s Classic of 
Internal Medicine, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1972.

7. For more on the nine tripods, read Ku Chieh-kang, Shih-lin 
tsa-chih, 153-162; and Teng Chih-ch1eng, Tung-ching meng'hua lu chu, 
64-65. \ .
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Another extravagant outlay of public funds involved the building 

of a second palace to commemorate the minting of the nine tripods. This 

palace had separate halls sfor worship of such famous figures as the 

Yellow Emperor and the Duke of Chou, , as well as Wei Han-ching, the Tao- 

ist who had instigated the entire project .(SS, 104/2544-2545).

In 1116 Hui-tsung, following the advice of another oculist 

Wang Tzu-hsi (d. 1118) , moved the nine tripods to another

palace and gave each of them a new name. However, before long he re

stored their original names, feeling that he should not have listened 

to a "madman's" suggestion in the first place. Yet in 1118, Hui-tsung 

had nine more tripods cast at the suggestion of yet a third ocoulist 

(SS, 104/2545-2546). . The second set of nine tripods was housed at the 

Pao-lu Temple. Ip? . For the convenience of the emperor in per

forming scarificial ceremonies, a two-level passageway from the Pao-lu 
Temple to the Imperial Palace was ordered constructed (SSCSPM, 51/407).

The Pao-lu Temple itself was constructed according to the advice 

of Lin Ling-su, one of the most notorious Taoist priests in Chinese 

history, who happened to enjoy the favor of Hui-tsung nevertheless. Lin 

Ling-su was especially disliked-by the Buddhists since he was responsi

ble for many of Hui-tsung's campaigns against them. For instance, Hui- 

tsung once; had a dream in which the emperor was instructed by a Taoist 

deity to "remove the demonic shaved {heads]." Since only Buddhist monks 

practiced shaving their head, Lin seized this opportunity to urge that 
charged be leveled against the Buddhists for undermining Taoism. Lin 

suggested that because it was not possible to completely exterminate 

Buddhism, at least action should be taken to humiliate the Buddhist
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church; for example, converting Buddhist temples into Taoist ones,

designating the. deity Sakyamuni, the founder of Buddhism, as a Taoist
Celestial Ruler, and requiring Buddhist monks to let their hair grow
back (Keng Yen-hsi, 6a-6b, KRIS, A/17a).

Lin Ling-su not only convinced Hui-tsung of the need to suppress

Buddhism, he also induced him to do away with Lin's chief rival in the

Taoist hierarchy. In 1117 Lin brought false charges against the Taoist

Wang Tzu-hsi who was eventually imprisoned and later died a prisoner

(CPCSPM, 127/16a-16b; SS, 462/13528). Lin also had another colleague,

Wang Yun-ch'eng, murdered.

blatant disrespect for the

tsung), eventually brought

1120 he was removed to his
8 .shortly thereafter.

Another costly construction project initiated by Taoist urging 

was Mount Ken (originally called Ten Thousand Years Mountain).^ It. is 
said that when Hui-tsung first became emperor, he did not have many sons. 

Seizing this opportunity, Liu Hun-k'ang^j , a Taoist adept at

exorcism and conjuration, told the emperor in 1117 that if the northeast

8. It is recorded that when Lin. Ling-su met the crown prince on 
the road, he did not withdraw to show his respect. The prince reported 
this to the emperor who was irritated. Lin's show of disrespect for the 
prince could have been a reaction to the prince's partiality for Bud
dhism. SSCSPM, 51/408; Miyakawa Hisayuki, "Rin Rei-so to So no Kiso,"... 
Tokai Daigaku Kiy5-Bungakubu, 24 (1976), 6.

9. The Chinese term is ken-yueh . Ken is the seventh of
the "Eight Diagrams." It represents mountains and also indicates the 
male sex. This term was probably adopted to mark the omen of having 
many sons. The Chinese terms for "Ten Thousand Year Mountain" is simply 
Wan-sui shan ik . See CPCSPM, 128/14a-15b; cf. HHIS, A/15a.

But such perfidious behavior, as well as his 

crown prince Chao Huan Jf'M- (i.e. , Ch1 in- 

Lin himself into disfavor with Hui-tsung, In 

home in the town of Wen-chou where he died
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comer of the Imperial City were made higher it would be an auspicious 

omen favoring the. birth of male heirs. The emperor ordered several 
hills to be erected. Thereafter, numerous sons were b o m  to his women. 

This delighted Hui-tsung who, now a stout believer in Taoism, ordered 

construction of lofty mountains in the imperial city.

Because of his belief in the efficacy of Taoist magic (plus the 

pleasure he found in the flattery and praise of obsequious officials), 

Hui-tsung soon, exhausted the national wealth in his mountain-building 

project which was completed in 1122 after six years of arduous toil and . 
heavy expenditures (Ch'en Chun, 28/1312) «, Strange stones and rare 

plants were shipped to the capital from all parts of the country while 

upon Mount Ken lofty peaks and streams abounded, tens of thousands of 

plum trees were planted, deer were introduced, and numerous pavilions 

were built. The lavish project challenged the imagination, .and its 

boundless proportions seemed beyond the. capabilities of mere humans, 

an achievement fit only for the gods . (Wang Min-ch1ing, Hui-chu hou-lu, 

in Hsueh-chin t1 ao-yuan (PPTS., ed) , 2/2a-29b) . Yet this extravagant 

project was completed. How much expense and manpower were expended is 

unclear; however,. it is safe to assume that the figure, was astronomical^

Another project, also often criticized, carried out in connec- . 

tion with Mount Ken was known as the "Hawser of Flora and Rocks.

It started with one Chu Mien ^  \̂ }̂ J (d. 1126) presenting Hui-tsung with

10o The Chinese term for "Hawser of Flora and Rocks" is Hua-shih 
kang ^ A. ̂  jftlflj . Kang refers to a form of transportation, usually a ' 
fleet or convoy. Hua usually denotes flowers or plants which blossom; 
however, in this case, It also refers to plants which do not blossom.
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several unusual varieties of boxwood obtained from Chekiang where Chu 

was stationed. Chu had learned that the emperor was fond of receiving 

occasional rocks and plants from the prime minister Ts.* ai Ching who 

himself had helped Chu Mien enter the ranks of officialdom, and Chu was 

quick to utilize such attention-getting devices. As planned, Hui-tsung 

praised Chu's presentation; whereupon, the number of tribute plants and 

rocks on Mount Ken increased year by year. ̂  By about 1114 whole fleets 

(or convoys) of such plants and minerals of all kinds were being shipped 

to the capital where they supplied projects such as Mount Ken (SS ,470/

13684-13686; Wang Ch'enq, Tung-tu shih-lueh, 106/1622-1623: HHIS,
. ' : / 1

A/lOab) .

In addition to the special fleet which was charged with convey

ing a tremendous variety of plants and rocks to the capital, a "supply

bureau" was established in Soochow and headed by Chu Mien to collect
12these plants and rocks. It is recorded that whenever Chu Mien heard

that a certain household had any objects that were rare or unusual, he 

would enter the household, locate the items, cover them with a yellow 

silk scarf, and declare them the property of the emperor. Rather than 

remove the items right away, he entrusted them to the care of the family 

members and charged them with the responsibility of their safekeeping. 

Any sign of negligence, however slight, on the part of the household 

would invite severe punishment. Moreover, when Chu finally removed the 

plants and rocks, rather than pass through the doors, he ordered doors

11. For more on Chu Mien, read Teng Chih-ch1 eng, 195-199.

12. The "supply bureau" here refers to the Ying-feng chu,
, literally, the "respond-and-serve bureau."
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and walls t o m  down in order to move the objects» Thus, anyone posses

sing something of value would try to pass it off as inauspicious and 

unlucky, or get rid of it as soon as possible (SSCSPM, 51/400)•
At this time, the people of Kiangsu and Chekiang became more and

more annoyed by the continuing confiscation of their private property

and by heavy tax levies. When Fang La ^  jfjg" , a well-to-do merchant

exasperated with the heavy taxes, revolted in the winter of 1120,. many 
13joined him. As a gesture intended to relieve the people's resentment, 

the "Hawser of Flora and Rocks" and the "supply bureau" were abolished, 

and Chu Mien was removed from his post (SS, 470/13686; SSCSPM, 51/402) . 

However, after Fang La's capture, the supply bureau was reestablished 

and placed under the supervision of individuals as bad as, if not worse 
than, Chu Mien. It is said that no more than one-tenth of the collec

tion of unusual items ever reached the capital, and the rest filled up 

the homes of Wang Fu and Liang Shih-ch'eng, the new heads of the ' 

bureau (SSCSPM, 51/402). It was riot until the eve of Hui-tsung's abdi

cation in 1125 that the "Hawser, of Flora and Rocks", and the. "supply 

bureau" were permanently abolished. . Thus, it is easy to understand that 

Hui-tsung's fondness for Taoism is considered by many historians to be 

one of the main causes leading to the downfall of the Northern Sung 

dynasty (SSCSPM, 51/403; Chin Chung-shu,."Lun Pei-Sung mo-nien chih 

ts1ung-shang Tao-chiao," (Part II) Hsin-ya hsueh-pao 8/1 (1967), 256-257).

13. For more on Fang La's rebellion, see SSCSPM, 54/438-440;
and Kao Yu-kung> "A Study of the Fang La Rebellion," Harvard Journal 
of Asiatic Studies, 24 (1962-1963), 17-63. Kao lists several Chinese 
sources on the Fang La rebellion on page 27, note 32.



North. China at the End of the Northern Sung 
One of the Eui-tsung*s weaknesses was that he was too easily 

influenced by people around him. All too often the ideas and sugges

tions he implemented were formed on the basis of political miscalcula

tions and serious errors of judgement. For example, the plan presented 

by Chao Liang-ssu ^  (d. 1126) to enter into an alliance with the
alien Jurchen Chin in order to destroy the Sung's hated enemy the Khitan 

Liao led directly to the downfall of the Northern Sung. But Chao Liang-

ssu, whose real name was Ha Chih , came from a powerful Liao
15family. Chao argued that since the Jurchen and the Liao were sworn 

enemies and the Liao Emperor T'ien-tso was ineffectual and dissolute, 

the Liao would be powerless against them if the Sung would unite with 

the Jurchen in an attack on the Liao (SSCSPM, 53/426)«

The Jurchen, formerly subject to Liao overlordship, became inde

pendent in 1115 and quickly built up a military machine strong enough to 

defeat the Liao army. Aware of the situation, the Sung hoped that with 

the help of the Jurchen Chin they could eliminate their long-time enemy 

and recover the sixteen Yen-yiin ^  prefectures (comprising present 

day northern Shansi, northern Hupeh and the southern tip of Chahar) 

which Shih-Ching-t'ang ^2 of the Chin ^8* (936-946) had ceded to

15. Chao Liang-ssu was brought back from Liao by the Sung 
minister T'ung. Kuan j[ when the latter returned from Liao after a 
diplomatic mission. Ma Chih's name was first changed to Li Liang-ssu 
by T'ung Kuan and later he was granted the imperial name of Chao and 
thus came to be known as Chao Liang-ssu. Chao's biography is included 
in the section on 11 Traitorous Ministers" in the biographies section 
of the Sung dynastic history. See SS, 472/13733-13735.



the Chi tan Liao in 938* ̂  The Sung sent envoys to the Chin in 1118 and 

again in 1120 to seek an alliance for the purpose of attacking the Liao.

Their terms were that the Sung would regain their prefectures and pay

the Chin the same tribute they had formerly paid to the Liao if the 

attack succeeded. The Chin consented and a plan was formulated. It was 

agreed that the Chin army would attack the area north of the Great Wall 
and capture the Central Capital, in present day Jehol, of the Liao 

kingdom, while the Sung army would attack the area south of the Great 

Wall (where the Yen Yun prefectures lay) and capture Yenching, present 
day Peking (CS, 2/11-12; TOCS, 1/4-7; SSCSPM, 53/426-428; SS_, 472/13734; 

Fang Hao, 1/138; Chin Yii-fu, Sung-Liao-Chin shih, 63-68) .

The Chin carried out their part of the agreement and took the

Central Capital in 1122. However, the Sung army was twice defeated by 

the Liao troops because it was weak and lacked discipline. Subsequently 

the Chin went on to capture Yenching and finally defeated the Liao 

almost singlehandedly (CS, 2/13; TCKC, 2/911; SSCSPM, 53/429-431; Fang 

Hao, 1/139).

Because the Sung had failed to uphold their end of the agreement 
the Chin refused to let them have the sixteen Yen-yun prefectures. Only 

when the Sung agreed to make extra tribute payments did the Chin allow 

the Sung to reoccupy Yenching and six of the Yen-yun prefectures

16. When Shih Ching-t1 ang ceded the sixteen prefectures to the 
Khitan to get their support there was no particular name for them. How
ever, during the time of Sung Hui-tsung, the term Yen-yun was adopted. 
Yen represents the eight prefectures under the Yen-shan prefect, j^b dU

and Yun refers to the eight prefectures under the Yun^chung prefect 
'SF e °nly nine of the sixteen Yen-yun prefectures had the same
name, when they were later turned over to the Khitan; the rest either had 
new names or were different prefectures. Cf. Fang Hao,.1/86-88.



(TCKC/ 2/11-15; .SSCSPM, 53/431-432). The Chin relinquished some of the 

territory they captured because they realized that the Sung were mili

tarily weak and attacked for booty.

In 1125 the Sung accepted the surrender of the prefect of P'ing 

which was one of the prefectures which the Chin had refused to give up. 

This act, along with the failure of the Sung to live up to their part 

of the agreement to supply the Chin army with grain, provided the Chin 

with the pretext for launching a major offensive against the Sung (SS, 
472/13735-13737; Fang Hao, 1/139).

The invading Chin army was divided into two wings. The west 

wing, based in Tatung (in Shansi), easily took Taiyuan and headed for 

Loyang (in Honan). The east, wing, meeting little effective resistance, 

marched directly bn the Sung capital of Kaifeng (in Honan). The Sung 

emperor Hui-tsung, realizing the futility of resisting the Chin, issued 

an edict blaming himself for these failures and abdicated, the throne in 

favor of his son Ch’in-tsung who reigned in 1126 (SSCSPM, 56/445-448; 

SS, 22/417; Fang Hao, 1/140).

By that time the Chin army had surrounded the capital and Ch1 in- 

tsung decided to surrender in spite of the opposition of one of his 

generals Li Kang ^  x|iiE{! (1083-1140) . The price for peace was high: 

an indemnity of five million taels of gold, fifty million taels of 

silver, one million bolts of silk, ten thousand head of horses and cat

tle, and the cession of three strategic areas. In addition, the Sung 

emperor agreed, under duress, to address the Chin ruler as "venerable 

uncle" (SSCSPM, 56/450-451; CS_, 3/19; SS_, 23/423; Fang Hao, 1/141).
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The impending crisis divided the court officials into two 

factions: one in favor of fighting on and the. other in favor of peace 

and surrendero Ch1in-tsung vacillated between entering into a humilia

ting peace with Chin or fighting on to almost certain defeat, a vacil

lation which eventually cost him dearly. Each time the Chin army 

attacked the Sung, Ch'in-tsung sued for peace; but as soon as the Chin 

forces withdrew, his courage returned and he vowed to fight the Chin 

and not to fulfill the treaty terms. It was under such conditions that 

the Chin repeatedly attacked and withdrew and attacked again (SSCSPM, 

56/452-464; Chin Yu-fu, 67).
In 1126, the Chin launched a decisive assault after accusing 

the Sung of enducing one of their generals to betray the Chin by with

holding the three areas that the Sung had promised to cede to them.

The Chin army first seized Taiyuan and then proceeded to surround the 

capital at Kaifeng. After a forty-day seige and some last-ditch efforts 

at saving the city, including the use of firearms and magical incanta

tions, Kaifeng finally fell to the Chin forces (Fang Hao, 1/142-143).

Following the capitulation of the Sung capital, Ch'in-tsung went 

to the Chin headquarters in Ch1 ing-ch' eng (in present-day Shan
tung) to make one last effort to sue for peace. The Chin general Nien- 

han demanded ten million ingots (one ingot equals 5-10 taels) of gold, 

twenty million ingots of silver, and twenty million bolts of silk as the 

price for peace. In addition,. Ch'in-tsung was to remain in Ch'ing-ch'eng 

as hostage. Sung officials were able to collect only 213 thousand taels 

of gold, a little over seven million four-hundred thousand taels of sil

ver, and one million fifty-thousand bolts of silk which was far below
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the amount heeded to buy Ch* in-tsung* s freedom.*^ As a result, Ch'in-

tsung was taken to the Chin capital in the north, and three thousand

people were forced to follow him including his father (the former

emperor Hui— tsung) , the imperial household, and the imperial artisans.

The Chin also looted the Imperial City and took with them untold numbers

of treasures, including the ceremonial t r i p o d s T h i s  infamous inci-
dnet is known as the "Misfortune of Ching-k' ang" ^  (Ch1 in-

19tsung's reign title) and marked the. end of the Northern Sung period.

The Chin, lacking an effective administrative system, were 

unable to rule their newly acquired lands. In order to compensate for 

their lack of expertise, they set up two puppet regimes in an effort to 

utilize Chinese to rule Chinese. The first puppet state was established 

before Ch'in-tsung and his entourage were sent north. The Chin first 

told the Sung people to select someone as leader from a clan other than 

the.Chao (Chao was the imperial clan). At the same time, the Chin

17. According to CPCSPM, the first effort on the part of the 
Sung to collect gold and silver came to only 138 thousand taels of gold, 
six million taels of silver, and one million bolts of silk. With a 
ratio of one ingot to five taels, they succeeded in gathering one per
cent of what the Chin demanded. The Chin were less than satisfied with 
the situation and forced the Sung to make a.second effort. After apply
ing more pressure on the population, they were able to collect another 
seventy-five thousand taels of gold, a little over a million taels of 
silver, and forty thousand bolts of silk, which, of course, was far from 
enough. . See CPCSPM, 149/3a-7b; SSCSPM, 57/466-467? Fang Hao, 1/143-144.

18. The tripods were probably the same ones that Hui-tsung had 
ordered built at the suggestion of Wang Tzu-hsi. Other valuable items 
included musical instruments, imperial vehicles, imperial seals, jade, 
and books. SSCSPM,657/469-470; SS, 23/436.

19. The Chinese /term for this infamous incident has varied from 
Ching-k’ang chih nan Ip: , to Ching-k’ang chih p i e n , to 
Ching-k’ang chih ch’ ih j£ib , with nan as "crisis," pien as "misfortune," 
and ch’ih as "shame."
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nominated a person whom they hoped would be chosen as the puppet ruler—  

Chang Pang-ch' ang S  Cdied 1127).20

Chang Pang-ch'ang was eventually installed on the throne by the

Chin on the seventh day of the third month of 1127 to rule the old Sung

territory south of the Yellow River with his capital at Chin-ling 

(present day Nanking) in the state of Ch'u . Chang, who had once 
served in Ch*in-tsung*s court, was at first unwilling to accept this 

new position. However, the Chin threatened to slaughter the entire city 

if he did not follow their wishes. Thus, Chang become the first puppet
ruler under the Chin '(Wang Ch'eng, Chang, 5a).

Although Chang adopted the name Ch'u as the title for the new

state, he retained the same reign title of Ching-k'ang used by Ch'in-
tsung.. Chang also adopted the term ch'uan (acting) as part of all

21official titles. It is also said that when the two former Sung 

emperors Hui-tsung and Ch'in-tsung were sent north, Chang presided at 

an official ceremony which mourned their leaving (Wang Ch'eng, Chang,

6b)- When his ministers suggested that the Sung ruling house be

20. It is recorded in the SS_ that when the Chin asked senior 
Sung officials to elect someone to the throne outside the Chao clan, 
they did not follow this wish and instead proposed someone still named 
Chao. The Chin were greatly angered, and the Sung officials finally 
asked an official, who had just returned from the Chin, what name the 
Chin had in mind. The official wrote the name "Chang Pang-ch*ang" and 
the matter was settled. SSCSPM, 58/472; SS_, 475/13790; Wang Ch'eng, 
Chang Pang-ch'ang shih-lueh, 2a-2b.

21. When Chang Pang-ch*ang appointed someone as an official, 
he would add the word ch'uan (Acting) at the top of the official's 
title to indicate that Chang had no intention of establishing a perma
nent government.
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restored, he consented and consequently relinquished the throne to 

Kao-tsung (reign 1127-1162).^
For all that he did, Chang Pang-ch'ang was not a traitor. He 

never really abandoned his loyalty to the Sung; and even after he was 

named emperor,, he chose not to act like one. He was simply a puppet 
ruler, who cleaved more to the Sung than to the Chin. In fact, his 

assumption of the throne may have saved the city from pillage and 

destruction. Still, as far any any of the Sung ruling family was con

cerned, anyone who dared ascend the throne and who was not of the imper

ial line was definitely a traitor. Thus, when Kao-tsung restored the 

Sung, which came to be known as the Southern Sung, and even though he 

granted amnesty to all those who had served the Chin including Chang 

Pang-ch* ang, he issued an imperial edict putting Chang to death a short 

time later (SS, 24/449).

A new puppet state called Ch* i ^  was set up by the Chin in 

1130 to rule the area south of the Yellow River and north of the Huai 
River and Shansi. Ch* i was in many ways different than the first puppet 

state of Ch'u. Liu Yu , the puppet emperor of the Ch*i, had once

22. It is recorded that Lii Hao-wen % ■ , a loyal Sung
minister who also served under Chang Pang-ch1ang, suggested to Chang 
that he first invite Empress Yuan-yu (Emperor Che-tsung*s wife
and Hui-tsung1s sister-in-law) to take over the government so that the 
people could know that the country was again under the rule of the Chao 
clan. Chang took Lu*s advice and bestowed the title "Empress Dowager of 
Sung" on Empress Yuan-yu, an act which resembled Sung T* ai-tsu1s wel
coming the Empress Dowager of the•Chou to the palace and was interpreted 
by some people at the time as revealing a lack of sincerity on Chang's 
part in intending to restore the Chao ruling house to power. However, 
Chang later invited K* ang Wang (i.e., Kao-tsung) to the throne
despite the advice of others not to "dismount from a tiger" (i.e., to 
give up Ch*u) lest he bring ruin on himself. See SSCSPM, 58/472-475; 
Wang.Ch* eng, Chang, 7a-7b.
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been the prefect of Chinan (in Shantung) under the Northern Sung rule. 

However, when the Chin array attacked from the north, he surrendered his 

city to the Chin and was reappointed prefect of Tung-p' ing (in

present day Shantung) by the Chin CSS, 475/13794; CS_, 77/595? TCKC, 

6/55-50, 31/225-231).

While Chang Pang-ch1ang accepted the throne reluctantly, Liu 

Yu bribed the Jurchin people to make him their puppet. Chang accepted 
the throne in order to save Chinese life and property, but Liu eagerly 

accepted political domination in order to satisfy his personal ambitions. 
Throughout his short-lived reign, Chang Pang-ch1ang never really assumed 

the mantle of emperor and consistently professed his loyalty to the Sung. 

Liu, on the other hand, when admonished to show his allegiance to the 

Sung, refused by referring to the fate of Chang who had practiced fidel

ity to the Sung emperors without recompense (Ts*ao Jung, 7a). Hence, 

while Ch'u made their peace with the Sung, Ch1i engaged in.constant 

warfare with them (TCKC, 31/227-230; Ts'ao Jung, 10b ff; Fang Hao, 

11/14-17).

Ch'u and Ch' i had only one thing in common, and that was their 

role as buffer between the states of Chin and Sung. This situation not 

only served to relieve tension along the borders, but it also allowed 

the Chin time in which to prepare themselves to rule newly conquered 

territories. However, the state of Ch'i did not function well as a buf

fer state because it constantly fought with the Southern Sung. The Chin, 

tiring of Ch'i's constant appeals for military aid, decided to remove 

Liu and to rule Ch'i territory directly. This put an abrupt end to the 
puppet state of Ch'i which had lasted only eight years.
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After the extinction of CIV i, the Chin and Southern Sung 

battled for several years before a peace treaty was signed between the 

two adversaries in 1142 (Fang Hao, 11/17-28). For two decades north . 
China was a battleground between the Sung and the Chin and between the 
Sung and the Ch'i. In war-ravaged areas, banditry was widespread; most 

of the arable land was laid to waste; famines occurred in rapid succes

sion; and the people, rich as well as poor, deserted their homes and 

farms to wander with no means of support. Accounts such as the follow

ing can be found in many works from this period.

When the city [Fen] fell in 1127, there remained five thou
sand soldiers and several hundred households. Inside and out
side [the city] there were approximately one-hundred thousand 
living beings. Some of them fled and never returned. Some of 
them encountered the enemy and were killed. There were people 
who jumped into wells and rivers when terror approached and 
there were also those who cut their own throats or hung them
selves when the situation became critical. Soldiers and 
civilians alike were slaughtered indiscriminately. The virtu
ous and the evil died in the same manner. Corpses filled the 
city, blood covered all the roads and streets...bodies decom
posed and flesh dissolved. The bodies of relatives and 
acquaintances could not be recognized, even male and female 
[corpses] were indistinguishable (Li Chih-yao $  S-X Hi' "Fen- 
chou tsang k'u-ku pei" JS|L in Chin-wen tsui,
compiled by Chang Chin-wu, 33/lla).

During the calamity of warfare of Ching-k * ang era, the 
country was in chaos. One bad harvest followed another.
Cities and towns were deserted. Bandits and ruffians were 
everywhere. When the Ch'i was established, before the wounds 
had healed, there was constant warfare and frequent levies of 
heavy taxes (Huang Chiu-yueh X  , "Ch'ung-hsiu Chung-
yueh miao-pei" "§[ ^  in CSTP, 156/2a-2b) .

Out of this chaos and disorder arose the new religious Taoist 

sects which provided physical and spiritual shelter for the suffering
masses.
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The .Major Taoist Sects

The T'ai-i Sect

Of the three major Taoist sects which came into being at this
23time, the T'ai-i was the first to assume a distinct form. Hsiao Pao-

chen (d. 1166) founded the sect in Honan around 1138 at about
24the same time that the Chin abolished the puppet state of Ch'i.

T'ai-i sect leaders gained a wide following through the practice of 

using magical amulets to cure illnesses. It is said that when the first

he claimed an immortal had given to him, he never once failed to effect 

a cure. When Emperor Hsi-tsung (reigned 1135-1149) of the Chin dynasty 

learned of these feats in 1148, he summoned Hsiao to the imperial capital

bestowed on him a large gift of money and also requested the court to

in the T'ien-hsia ■ (.The World) chapter in the Chuang Tzu, was ori
ginally a philosophical concept explaining the Tao (Way). Since the 
"Way" is vast, all-inclusive, and a penetrating union, it is called the

of the Former Han dynasty, the concept of T'ai-i had been deified. Em
peror Wu was reported to have offered sacrifices to the T'ai-i and built 
many T'ai-i temples. The same term was adopted later by the T'ai-i sect. 
See Sun K'e-k'uan, "Yuan-tai T'ai-i chiao-k'ao" Xj 4^ , in
his Meng-ku Han-chiin yii Han-wen-hua yen-chiu, 135-139.

24. For further .information, consult YS, 89/2137; Wang 0 
"Ch'ung-hsiu T'ai-i kuang—fu wan-shou kung pei" , cited by Ch'en Yuan 

in his Nan-Sung ch'u Ho-pei Hsin-Tao-chiao k'ao, 112-113 (hereafter cited 
as Nan-Sung ch'u). Sun K'e-k'uan argues that the first patriarch of the 
T'ai-i sect Hsiao Pao-chen might have spread his teachings secretly since 
there was no record of this sect before Emperor Chang-tsung (reigned 
1190-1208) of the Chin dynasty, and it was banned by Chang-tsung in 
1191. See Sun K'e-k'uan, Meng-ku Han-chun, 140t141.

patriarch Hsiao Pao-chen treated his patients with secret amulets, which

having grown fond of the Taoist patriarch

23. The term t'ai-i (Grand Unity) , which first appears

Grand Unity. However, by the time of Emperor Wu (reigned 140-87 B.C.)
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donate a tablet to Hsiao's temple with the inscription "T'ai-i wan-shou” 

^  ^  which means Long Life to the Grand Unity (Nan-Sung ch'u,

112-113).

Hsiao Pao-chen died in 1166 when his successor Han Tao-hsi 

jMi dl (be 1157) was only ten years old.^^ Han Tao-hsi was later

known as Hsiao Tao-hsi since it was the practice of the T'ai-i sect to
26have its patriarchs adopt the surname of its founder. Some of the 

older members were unhappy at the prospect of having a child as their 

patriarch and tried to embarrass him by requesting that he compose and 

sing a song for them. Tao-hsi, it is said, not only wrote a song right

on the spot but even mocked his skeptics in it.

This story reached the ears of emperor Shih-tsung (reigned 1160- 

1189) of the Chin who presented an imperial tablet to Tao-hsi1s temple 

in 1169. This imperial favor helped the T'ai-i sect win many new fol

lowers, expanding its influence from its center in Wei-hui fSj (in

present day Honan) eastward to the ocean (CCC, 47/488). Later, Shih- 

tsung summoned Hsiao Tao-hsi to court and questioned him about the

25. Additional information can be found in the work of Wang Yun
/ "T'ai-i erh-tai tu-shih tseng ssu-chiao ch'ung-ming chen-jen

Hsiao-kung hsing-chuang" f ̂  itN] iB -4̂  /L ̂  ^
7K  in his CCC, 47/488.

26. Since all of the patriarchs of the T'ai-i sect bear the 
same surname of Hsiao, they are referred to in this paper by their first 
names rather than their surnames to avoid confusion, although this may 
sound unconventional.

27. The song that Tao-hsi wrote can be rendered into English 
as: "Bright moon, smooth breeze, great virtue; Surprised with the incom
prehensibility of the stupid; Worriedly, {they.] inquired who I am; Just 
the T'ai-i from the very beginning." CCC, 47/488.
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proper daily regimen*- Tao-hsi said in reply: "Breathing exercises and

self-preservation, by means of tranquility are matters pursued by rustics.

Since the administration is clear and just, your excellency should mere-.

ly hold sincerely and firmly to the mean and make yourself reverent
without exertion" (CCC, 47/489).

Hsiao Tao-hsi1s reply is more Confucian than Taoist in nature.

He did not suggest any Taoist method of self-cultivation to the emperor

but even advised the emperor,to follow the Confucian practice of holding

"sincerely and firmly to the mean" and "making yourself reverent without

exertion," both maxims taken from the Analects, a collection of sayings
2 Qattributed to Confucius.

Why did Tao-hsi do this? Was he unwilling to instruct the em

peror in Taoist methods of nurturing the self, and did he therefore seek 

to evade the issue by citing Confucian ideas? Or was he really sincere 
in offering Shih-tsung sound advice? The answer to these questions 

probably lies in the fact that a notable feature of the new Taoist sects 

was their strong tendency, to draw freely on Taoist, Buddhist, and Con

fucian ideas in formulating their religious doctrine. Thus, it seems 

that Tao-hsi used the two Confucian ideas not because they were Confu

cian, but rather because they were part of the T'ai-i ideology. More

over, the concept of "making yourself reverent without exertion" sounds 

so much like that of the Taoist sages, it is doubtful whether Tao-hsi

28. For holding "sincerely and firmly to the mean" see the 
Analects, "Yao-yueh" chapter. For "making yourself reverent
without exertion" see the Analects, "Wei Ling-kung" /£ chapter.
Cf. James Legge1s translations in The Chinese Classics, V.l, A, XV.v., 
and XX.i.1.
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was really aware that he was using teachings from the Analects. This

same kind of syncretic tendency existed also in the teachings of Ta-tao
29and Ch'uan^chen sects, as shall be seen later.

The third patriarch Hsiao Chih-ch1 ung gB /H7 (formerly Wang 

Chih-ch* ung 5.^ 7^ r d. 1216) was very discreet in keeping his abilities 

hidden. It is said that, in 1176, the Chin court held a general exami

nation for - Buddhists monks and Taoist priests which Chih-ch*ung passed. 

This was especially surprising since none of his contemporaries were 

aware that he had been secretly studying the Taoist Canons. Nor was 

Chih-ch* ung ever known to have written anything; yet after - he became 

patriarch, his eloquence was surprising. In addition to being well- 

versed in the Taoist classics, Chih-ch*ung was also adept at using

secret amulets. He is reported to have successfully exterminated a
30horde of locusts by using these magical powers. Chih-ch * ung, a scholar 

and a magician, was also considered a great humanist for his role in 

putting a stop to the killing of animals at the chiao sacrifices.

Instead, Chih-ch* ung counseled the officials in charge of the chiao 
sacrifices not to partake of meat or wine and to be more humane in their

29. For example, in the second chapter of the Tao-te-ching 
we can see: "Therefore, the sage manages affairs without exertion and 
spreads his teachings without words," cf. Wing-tsit Chan1s translation 
in The Way of Lao Tzu, 101; and in the Chuang Tzu, "t* ien-hsia" (Heaven
and Earth) chapter it reads: "To act without.exertion is called Heaven; 
to speak without exertion is called.Virtue." Cf. Burton Watson*s 
translation in The Complete Works of Chuang Tzu, 127.

30.. This report is detailed in Wang Jo-hsu* s ^  essay,
"T* ai-i san-tai tu-shih Hsiao-kung mu-piao" —  ZL /r*

in his Hu-nan i-lao chi (SPTK, ed.) , 42/217-219. . Wp
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sacrificial duties (Wang Jo-hsii, Hu-nan, 42/217-219) . ̂  Hsiao Chih- 

ch1 ung, however, was not the only humanist among the leaders of the 

T'ai-i sect.

His successor Hsiao Fu~tao.̂  Cd. 1252) was another

patriarch best known for his humanitarian deed of collecting and burying

human bones after the seige of Wei-hui where the T 'ai-i headquarters 
32were located.

In 1213, the heavenly IYuanJ army moved from the north to 
secure {their rule] in central China. The following year. . . 
Wei-hui was surrounded and after three days it fell. Because 
the soldiers of this prefecture resisted and did not surrender 
immediately, the people were all driven out to a place near 
the imperial domain. Everything that masticated was extermi
nated. At that time, the master (i.e. Hsiao Eu-tao) of T'ai-i 
was wise enough to flee in the face of such grave danger. In 
the eleventh month, in the winter of that year, the Master- 
returned from the south. When he saw that the city was ruined 
and uncovered bones lay {tangled] like grass, he was deeply 
moved by the situation. Therefore, he sold all his belongings 
to hire people to pick up the remains. . . .They dug three pits 
and buried (the bones] (Wang Yun, "Tui chin-chung chi" 

in his CCC, 39/398-399).

Hsiao Fu-tao was once summoned to Kublai's residence before the 

latter founded the Yuan dynasty. Kublai inquired about the means of 

ruling #a country. In his reply, Fu-tao explained such typical Con fuelan 

ideas as loving the people, establishing a viable political system, and 

using and promoting filial sons. Kublai, satisified with Fu-tao1s

31. The word chiao which means offering wine without a
return was originally practiced at the capping ceremony when a man 
entered adulthood and at the wedding ceremony. Later, when Taoists 
performed a sacrifice for local communities, it was known as the chiao 
ceremony. For more on the chiao sacrifices, see Michael Saso, The 
Teachings of Taoist Master Chuang, 194-195, 206-218; also his Taoism 
and the Rite of Cosmic Renewal.

32. Available sources do not indicate that Hsiao Fu-tao hadichanged his surname. It is very likely that Hsiao was his family name.
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answers, gave him a large treasure. But Fu-tao declined the gift, which 

prompted Kublai to praise him as "a person who really possesses the 

Way."33

The T e ai-i sect was generally favored by most of the Chin and 

Yuan rulers. However, one Chin emperor, Chang-tsung (reigned 1190- 
1208), persecuted the sect in 1191, as did the Mongol ruler Ogodei 
(i.e. , T'ai-tsung, reigned i224^1245) in 1229. (CS_, 9/75) . In the latter 
instance, the Ch'uan-chen, Ta-tao, and Hun-yuan sects were each subjected 

to governmental repression.^

: Nevertheless, the rulers of this time were normally willing to 

accept advice of all kinds from these Taoists, including suggestions 

relating to court policy as in the case of Hsiao Chu-shou 

(formerly Li Chu-shou ^  , d. 1280) the fifth patriarch of the

T1ai-i sect. It is recorded in the official Yuan History that the 

Mongol court ordered Chu-shou to perform a chiao sacrifice in the tenth 
month of 1279. After.the sacrifice was over, Chu-shou suggested in pri

vate to Kublai (Emperor Shih-tsu, reigned 1260-1294) that since the 

crown prince was in his young adulthood, it would be appropriate for him

33. The same account also records that after Kublai became the 
emperor, he issued an imperial letter praising Hsiao Fu-tao posthumously: 
n [Hsiao Fu-tao] held high principles, yet endured; [he] was bright, yet 
not dazzling. He was rich in knowledge and knew how to be flexible.
I used to be with him at my residence, and his voice and mein would 
become so remote, and suddenly: _[hej would leave [his] cap and shoes 
behind. How sad and sorry 1 feel {for him] I-" Wang Yun, "Ch'ing-pi- 
tien chi" ^  tpj in his CCC, 38/393-394.

34. See the preface to Hsi-yu lu "iî by Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai
in his Chan-j an chu-shih chi, CSPTK, ed.) , 8/84. The Hun-ytlan
sect was also persecuted together with the T 1 ai-i sect by Emperor Chang- 
tsung. See CS_, 9/75. Among the four sects, the Hun-yuan sect was the 
only one of which there is no written account.
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to participate in affairs of state. Kublai was pleased with the sugges

tion and the next day. issued an edict allowing the prince to do so 
35(YS, 10/82).

Available sources provide us with information on the first seven 

patriarchs of the T'ai-i sect. The seventh was Hsiao T'ien-yu j|jj

(formerly Ts'ai T1 ien-yu ^  ) « It is not known how and when

Hsiao T'ien-yu succeeded the sixth patriarch Hsiao Ch'uan-yu jj|| ^  ̂ 3  

(formerly Li ch'uan-yu d. 1318?) . However, if we accept the

evidence of one source which states, that between 1330 and 1341 the per
son who offered sacrifices at the T'ai—i temple was a Cheng-i Taoist, 

we may surmise that the T'ai-i sect had been taken over by the Cheng-i 
sect. ̂  Thus it appears that there never was an eighth T'ai-i patriarch, 

and that the T'ai-i sect ceased to exist as a separate religious group 

by the middle of the 14th century although its teachings very likely 

continued to circulate thereafter (.Nan-Sung ch'u, 131-132).
Because there are no extant works by any of the T'ai-i patri

archs or their followers, it is extremely difficult to get a firm grasp 

on the T'ai-i teachings. Nevertheless, based on contemporary accounts - 

of the T'ai-i, it is known that T'ai-i masters practiced Taoist magic,

35. The same account was also included in the "Buddhists and 
Taoists'u* section of the YS_, except that the latter added that Tung Wen- 
chung % X/fe' , who was in charge of imperial jade items , also spoke 
for this matter. See YSy 89/2137.

36. Further information can be found in Wei Su f? [T.T'ai- 
p'u tK  J , "Sung Kuo Chen-jen huan Yu-ssu shan hsu"i^,|?^./s^ ,
in his Wei T'ai-p'u wen-chi ^  ̂  cited in Nan-Sung ch'u, 131.
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and that- they taught such Confucian ideas as filial piety (hsiao ^  )
loyalty Cchung ^  ) , good, faith Chsin j 5 ) , and compassion Ctz'u

It is also said that a T'ai-i disciple called Li Wu-chen once

asked the second patriarch Hsiao Tao-hsi about the Way of immortality•

Tao-hsi replied: 11 It is not difficult to become an immortal or a Buddha,

All one has to do is follow the word 1 yielding1 which is the application

of the Way" (CCC, 47/488) , The idea of "yielding" can be traced back to 
38Lao Tzu, Thus, the T'ai-i teachings were a mixture of Taoist magical 

practices, certain ideas of ancient Taoist philosophers, and traditional 

Confucian moral values. It was because of such syncretic practices as 

these by the T'ai-i sect that they have been called a new Taoist sect in 

order to distinguish them from traditional religious Taoism, And the 

Ta-tao and Ch'uan-chen sects also reveal similar tendencies.

The Ta-tao Sect
The Ta-tao sect made its appearance about the same time as had 

the T'ai-i sect. It was later known as the Chen Ta-tao sect (True Great 

Way) to differentiate it from an unorthodox "Ta-tao" sect that appeared

37. For example, it is said that Hsaio Chu-shou was sincere 
in his dealings with others, and took filial piety, loyalty, good faith, 
and compassion as principles of conduct. See Wane Yun, "T'ai-i wu-tsu
Yen-hua chen-ch'ang chen jen hsing chuang" 

in CCC, 47/493-494.

38. The same line "yielding is the application of the Way" 
can be found in Chapter 40 of the Tao-te-ching. The Chinese text reads 
"Jo-che Tao chih yung"
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39at the end of the thirteenth century. The Ta-tao sect was founded

by Liu Te-jen ̂ l] (1122-1180) , a native of Lo-ling (in

present day Shantung) , who moved to Yen-shan ^  (in present day
40 \Hopeh) at the end of the. Northern Sung. . A brief account describing 

the rise of the Ta-tao sect can be found in a work by Wu Ch'eng 

(1249-1333)/ a well known literary figure of the Yuan dynasty:
In the spring of the second year of the reign of T'ai-ting 

(1325) , for the purpose of recuperating from an illness , I 
(Wu Ch1 eng) took lodgings at the branch temple of the T'ien-pao 
Temple [of the Ta-tao sect]. A Taoist priest at the temple told 
me: "The rise of our religion (i.e., Ta-tao) was like this: when 
the Jurchen Chin obtained the Central land (i.e., China proper), 
there was the patriarch Liu [Te-jen] who left the mundane world 
and put a stop to the desires of the senses. He discarded wine 
and meat. He diligently cultivated the land to provide himself 
with food and cloth. He endured difficulties and hardship. He 
was frugal and sympathetic. He was determined to benefit others. 
His discipline and conduct were strict and clear. In a short 
while, all the people were following him ("T9 ien-pao kung pei"
-fc H  ^  111 his Wu wen-ch1 eng chi, 50/19a) .

A legendary account tells us that one day Liu went out in the 

morning and met an old man riding in an ox-drawn cart. The old man 
instructed him with passages from the Tao-te-chinq. After that, Liu 

suddenly became a master of Taoist teachings and attracted many follow

ers. Liu reconstructed what he learned from the old man into the fol

lowing nine commandments (Sung Lien, Sung Hsueh-shih, 5/421).

39. The- term Ta-tao was used in such Confucian classics as the 
Li-chi.(The Book of Rites) and the Mencius, as well as such Taoist phil
osophical works as the Tao-te-chinq and the Chuang Tzu. The early usage 
of the term Ta-tao (Great Way) seems to have been purely philosophical 
and to have lacked any religious connotation. For a dicussion on how 
the Tao-tao became Chen Ta-tao, see Nan-Sung ch'u, 81-86..

40.% For a more complete account, %efer to YS, 89/2136-2137;
Sung Lien "Shu Liu Chen-jen shih" A. -S in his Sung
Hsueh-shih chi, SPTK, Shuo-pen, ed., 5/421. ^
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1. Regard others as oneself» . Do not have a malicious mind.

2. Be loyal to one's lord, be filial to one's parents, and be sin-

sincere to the people. Do not use flowery expressions and bad

language.

3. Do away with lewdness and maintain tranquillity.
4. Stay away from power and influence. Be at ease with poverty. 

Support one's self by working hard in the fields and spend by 

measuring what one earns.

5. Do not play games or chess. Do not rob or steal.

6. Do not drink wine or.eat meat. For clothes and food, take only

what is needed. Do not be arrogant or boastful.
7. Be.humble and flexible. Preserve one's own distinctive virtue 

yet become one with the mundane world.

8. Do not be violent. Be modest but illuminating..

9. One who knows what satisfaction is will not be humiliated. One

who knows when to stop will not be endangered.

The above commandments, though claimed to have been, derived from 

the Tao-te-ching, have echoes of popular Confucian ideas such as filial 

piety and sincerity (2), and reflect certain parallelism of Buddhist 

doctrines such as the prohibition against killing living things (1).

In addition to various Buddhist ideas, the Ta-tao sect also used Bud-

two necessities of every Buddhist monk. Thus, Ta-tao Taoism was a mix

ture containing elements of Confucianism and Buddhism.

dhist terms, such as- an (a term which refers to a Buddhist temple)

for their Taoist temples, as well as L ^  (gown) and po (bowl) ,
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In addition to following the preceding commandments, the disci

ples of the Ta-tao were not allowed to beg for alms; instead, they 

worked in the fields to provide their daily needs (Sung Lien, Sung 
Hsueh-shih, 5/421), When someone became ill, magical amulets such as

those which were widely used by the. T • ai-i were not employed. Rather,
41the afflicted person would simply pray until he recovered. The Ta-tao

followers, could also treat other people's illnesses and exorcise evil

spirits; and in fact, the founder of the Ta-tao was known for his skill 
42in exorcism. However, the Ta-tao sect, unlike the traditional reli

gious Taoists, showed no interest in the methods of achieving immortal- . 

ity or the prolongation of life.
The Ta-tao sect, like its T'ai-i counterpart, left no writings 

of its own. However, compared to the T1ai-i sect, there are far fewer 

contemporary accounts about it from which we can draw reliable infor

mation. Because of this, very little is known about the second, third, 

and fourth patriarchs of the Ta-tao sect. We only know that its second 

patriarch, Ch'en Shih-cheng (d. 1194) , is said to have had

special powers of extrasensory perception; that its third patriarch,

Chang Hsin-chen j 5 (d. 1218), was a man of letters, for his work

u ,41. For- more on these practices, refer to Chao Ch'ing-lin's 
"Ta-tao Yen-hsiang kuan-pei" , cited by

Chen Yuan in his Nan-Sung ch'u, 86-86.

42. It is said that at the beginning of the Ta-ting reign (1161- 
1189) of Emperor Shih-tsung, the emperor summoned Liu Te-jen to live at 
the T'ien-ch'ang Temple in the capital and bestowed on him the title 
"True Man of the East Mountain." Liu was proficient at exorcism, and 
when a person named Chao was haunted by the spirit of a fox, Liu exor- 
.cized the fox. The cemetary in the neighborhood began to burn and the 
fox, after screaming several hundred times, jumped into the fire and 
died. People respected Hsiao as a deity after this (Sung Lien, 5/421).
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Hsuan-chen chi ^  ̂  ̂  (.The Collection of Mysterious Truth) , which

is no longer extant, is reported to have contained several hundred poems

and essays; and that its fourth patriarch, Mao, Hsi-tsung (d,

1223), was able to survive the wars at the end of the Chin by applying

the principle of "yielding" (.Nan-Sung- ch'u, 89) .

1 Furthermore, when compared to the T'ai-i sect or the Ch1 aun-chen
sect, there are few records describing the Ta-tao relationship with the

ruling houses. Kubo Noritada V5 , a prominent Japanese scholar,

suggests that this apparent lack of connection with the Chin court was

probably because the Ta-tao preached mainly to Chinese Farmers and

peasants (Chugoku Shukyo no kaikaku, 66/67).

However, there are records revealing that the Ta-tao sect was

very popular during the tenure of the fifth patriarch Li Hsi-ch'eng

(1182-1259). It is said that "those who admire the Way all

followed Li voluntarily," and "large and small temples alike [of the
43Ta-tao sect] were everywhere." It was. also Li who gave the sect the 

new title 11 True" Ta-tao to distinguish it from the other "false" Ta- 

tao (YS, 89/2136).
We know very little about the sixth patriarch Sun Te-fu 

y f ( d .  1273) and the seventh patriarch Li Te-ho (d. 1280) .

However, Yu Chi (1272-1348) , a well-known man of letters of the

Yuan dynasty, has provided us with some valuable information on the Ta- 

tao sect in a memorial tablet written for the eighth patriarch Yueh Te- 

wen ^  ‘ (d. 1299). This memorial tells us that the Mongol

43. .Further material can be found on this subject in T'ien 
p'u's @  ' "bung-yang pei" / dn Nan-Sung ch'u, 89-91.
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court once issued an Imperial letter to protect the Ta-tao sect; that 

the court also bestowed honorific titles on Ta-tao patriarchs; also, 

that those who entered the Ta-tao sect worked very diligently , wor

shipped in the morning and evening, and respected their patriarch as if 
44he were a diety.

The same account also provides us with the author*s interpre
tation of the emergence of the new Taoist sects:

Formerly, when the Chin occupied the central plain, heroic 
and distinguished people usually did not yield to the way of 
the world. Some wore grass and ate bark, others feigned mad
ness, travelled alone, established style names and abandoned 
themselves among the mountains and marshes. At that time, the 
principles of acting as teachers {and disciples] and making 
friends were lost. The learning of sages and steadfast men 
vanished completely. Only those who joined Taoism could sepa
rate themselves from the vulgar trend. Only they could use the 
teachings of "eradicating evil and preserving good" to exhort 
people. At once, everywhere people joined the local [Taoist 
sects]. Those who entered into Taoist sects, like the blowing 
of the wind and the flowing of water, scattered all over the 
prefectures and subprefectures (Yu Chi, Tao-yuan hsueh-ku lu,
50/la) .

From this account, we know that, first Taoism was very popular 

at that time; second, traditional values of Chinese culture were in 

danger of extinction and that Taoism had become a preserver of that 

tradition; and third, people like Liu Te-jen, the founder.of Ta-tao 

Taoism, Hsiao Pao-chen, the founder of the T'ai-i sect, and Wang Che 

it 1m ? (1113-1170), the founder of the Ch'uan-chen sect were all con

sidered heroes of their time. They desired to provide security and 
relief for their suffering people, but they were reluctant to serve a

44. For a more complete account, refer to "Chen Ta-tao chiao 
ti-pa-tai Ch*ung-hsuan kuang-hua chen-jen Yiieh-kung chih pei"

I %  vf| ̂  Jt A. , in Yu Chi' s Tao-yuan
hsueh-ku lu, 50/2a-2b.
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a foreign conqueror. They chose, instead to spread their help and to 

expand their influence through religious means. In addition, Yu Chi 
also wrote that the followers of the Ta-tao sect could be found from the 

ocean shores of the east to Szechwan in the west, and along the Yellow 

and Huai rivers to the south (Yu, Tao-yuan., 50/2b) . However, it is 

unclear just how many of these followers belonged to the Ta-tao sect.

The last known patriarch of the Ta-tao sect was Chang Ch1 ing- 
chih (d. 1325) who became the ninth patriarch after a period

of leadership by the three consecutive regent patriarchs, all of whom 

died within five years of each other. It is said that when the last 

regent patriarch Cheng Chin-yuan (d. 1307) , was about to die
he told the Ta-tao followers that Chang was qualified to be the next 

patriarch. Thereupon,. the followers went out in search of Chang Ch'ing- 

chih and. found him at Mount Hua, a well-known Taoist retreat (Wu Ch1 eng, 

50/20b-21a), After Chang became the patriarch, he issued an edict:

Previously, our sect has regarded mercy, frugality, and 
non-action as most precious. Recently, [the sect] has been 
hearing litigations and executing punishments which [have made 
our sect] more like an official body. Should our sect be like 
this? From now on, the instruments of torture, such as fetters, 
handcuffs, leather whips, and bamboo ships should all be aban
doned (Wu Ch/eng, 50/21a).

This edict indicates that sect discipline must have become a 
serious problem. If this were not the case, such instruments of tor

ture and restraint were employed suggests that the Ta-tao sect had lost 

its early spirit and had begun to decline (Nan-Sung ch'u , 102). And this 

seems to be actually what happened, for ther are no records of the Ta- 

tao sect after the Yuan dynasty. We can only imagine that it faded into 

obscurity.



CHAPTER 2

THE FORMATIVE PERIOD OF THE CH1 UAN^CHEN SECT

The Founder Wang Che

Wang Che, the founder of the Ch'uan-chen sect, was a native of

Hsien-yang 0 ^  (in Shensi) . ̂  His original name was Chung-fu ^

^  and his original style-name was Yun-ch* ing AJ^j^ . ̂  Legend has it

that one day Wang's mother had a strange dream and became pregnant, and

after an extraordinarily long pregnancy of twenty-four months, she gave 
47birth to Wang.. This story, no doubt apochryphal, is simply a device 

to make Wang Che supernatural and should not be taken literally. It is 

also said that Wang was tall, had a handsome beard, and eyes larger than 

his mouth (Kan-shui, l/8b; Cheng-tsung chi, 2/la? Hsien-yuan hsiang- 

chuan, 18b) . His voice was as resonant as a bell, and his face was as 

white as jade (Cheng-tsung chi, 2/la).

45. Wang was b o m  An the- village of Ta-wei 7x-«£yt*£) at. Hsien-yang. 
See Wan-yen Shou's "Ch'uan-chen chiao-tsu pei" ^ j H  ^5:
ĵjlin the Kan-shui hsien-yuan lu complied by Li Tao ch'ien, l/2b (here
after cited as Kan-shui).

46. Source material on Wang Che includes: Li Tao-ch'ien (ed.), 
Ch'i-chen nien-pu (TT, 76), la;(hereafter cited as Nien-p1u) Ch'in 
Chih-an (ed.), Chin-lien cheng-tsung chi CTT, 76-76), 2/la (hereafter 
cited as Cheng-tsung chi); Liu T'ien-su and Hsieh Hsi-ch'an, Chin-lien 
cheng-tsung hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan (TT, 76), 18b (hereafter cited as 
Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan); Chao Tao-i, Li-shih chen-hsien t'i-tao t'ung- 
chien hsu-pien, TTCH, ed., 1/1103 thereafter cited as Li-shih hsu-pien).

47. . This account can be found in Liu Tsu-ch'ien^l ,
"Ch1 ung-yang tsu-shih hsien-chi chi. ” W  4^ 5 ^  in Kan-shui,
l/8b; Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 18b; Nien-pfu , la; Li-shih hsu-pien,
1/1103; cf. also Kan-shui, l/2b.

41
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Wang Che. vras born to a rich family which was known for having 

aided poor people by loaning them grain (Kan-shui, l/2b)- When he was 

eighteen years old> the invading Jurchen forces defeated the Sung army 

and seized control of Shensi, which they then turned over to the puppet 

state of Ch'i.^ Bandits, taking advantage of the disorder, plundered 

everything the Wang family possessed. When the leader of the bandits 
was captured later, Wang Che was kind enough to have him released and 

is quoted as having said: "There was a bad harvest in this area [and 

what he did] was no more than begging from a neighbor. He is not a 

true robber. How could I bear to see him put to death" (Kan-shui, l/3a, 

l/8b). This act generated a great deal of respect for his kindness 

among his fellow villagers.
Being the scion of a well-to-do landowning family, .Wang Che 

apparently received a standard classical education. It is recorded that 

when Wang reached adulthood, he entered the prefecture! academy in 

Ching-chao (i.e. ,. Hsien-yang) to study for the civil service ex

aminations (Kan-shui, l/2b) » However, it is not clear if Wang ever 

advanced far enough to enter officialdom. One source has it that he 

once wrote a poem for an official in charge of ceremonies and offended

him. As a result, Wang was dismissed (probably from the prefectural
49academy)(Cheng-tsung chi, la). This unhappy incident may have caused

48. Shensi was given to the Ch'i in 1131. Cf. CS_, 3/22-23; 
TCKC, 6/53-66.

49. For another report on Wang's dismissal, cf. Kubo Noritada, 
"0 Ju-yo no gu sen setsuwa ni tsuite," Toa Ronso, 6 (1958), 62.
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Wang to shift his interest from the civil service to the military/ for 

he was also known for his proficiency in martial arts (Kan-shui, l/2b; 
Cheng-tsung chi, 2/la; Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 18b) « It is said that 

during the T 1 ien-chuan reign Cl138-1140> , the Chin regained control of 

the Shensi area and set about employing men of special military prowess 
as officers. Wang Che', sensing an opportunity, decided to take the , 

military service examination (Kan-shui, l/2b; Nien-p'u, 3ab).50

Wang must have been very serious about joining the military for 
he even changed his name to Te-wei (virtue and majesty) and his

style-name to Shih-hsiung -jMr (Hero of a generation) to show his

determination. According to one source, Wang passed the examination 

with the highest marks. Once, when Wang was forty-seven, he sighed and 

said: "Confucius had no doubts at forty, and Mencius was unmoved at for

ty. Now that I have already passed it {403 , I am still swallowing 

measly flesh and pecking rotten meat {i.e., still searching for fame and 

profit!, wearing a purple belt, and holding a golden seal {i.e., occupy

ing a high position in governmentj. Isn't this the ultimate stupidity?"

50. According to Ma Chiu-ch'ou's ^  jh "Teng-chou Ch'ung-
yang kuan chi" *Hj jjF "ftfj in Kan-shi, 9/7lb, Wang gave up seek
ing fame during the time Shensi was under control of the puppet state of 
Ch'i. Ch'en Ming-kuei has used this as evidence to argue that Wang did 
not take the military service examination. Ch'en states that it must 
have been fabricated by Ch'uan-chen disciples in order to get Wan-yen 
Shou ijL an uncle of the Chin emperor, to write the stone in
scription (i.e., Ch'uan-chen chiao-tsu pei) for Wang Che. See Ch'en Ming- 
kuei ' s Ch'ang-ch'uan Tao-chiao yuan-liu k'ao, 30. Ch'en' s view is sup
ported by Yao Ts'ung-wu in his "Chin-Yuan Ch'uan-chen chiao-ti min-tsin 
ssu-hsiang yu chiu-shih. ssu-hsiang" S K  ̂ 9 K"

Tung-pei shih lun-ts'ung, v. II, 178-179. In this work he said 
that, based on the CS_, there was no military service examination during 
the T*ien-chuan reign, and therefore Wang Che could not have taken such 
an examination.
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Wang consequently resigned from office, returned his seal, deserted his 
wife and children, and retired from the mundane world (Cheng-tsung chi, 

2/lab; cf. Li-shih hsu-pien, 1/1104}» The reliability of this account 

is doubtful. There are no records other than this single source to 

indicate that Wang Che ever held any post in the military. Although 

several sources do state that he took a military service examination, 

there is serious reason to doubt that there ever existed a military 

service examination such as the one Wang is said to have taken (see 

footnote 50),
Nevertheless, most sources do agree that Wang decided to "leave 

the world" once he gave up . seeking fame in both the civil and military
,1services. Having relinquished his career, he moved to Liu-chiang /g

village in Chung-nan county, approximately twenty-five

miles southwest of Hsien-yang. It is said that Wang, now completely 

estranged from his family, was always half drunk and often chanted the 

following lines in the streets: "In the past Ithere was] the Buddhist 

devotee P' ang [Yiin] ; now, {it isj Wang the 1 damaging wind1 "

(Kan-shui, l/3a; Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 18b).51

Legend tells us that in the summer of 1159, at the age of forty- 

eight, Wang Che encountered two supernatural beings at a butcher shop 

in Kan-ho township (near Liu-chiang village). ‘ Wang followed them

51. P' ang Yun, also known as P 1 ang Chu-shih , was a
native of Heng-yang (in Hunan) during the T'ang dynasty. It is said 
that P 1 ang was . rich and worried about his money. He wanted to give the 
money away but was afraid that whoever received the money would become 
as worried as he was. He finally dumped all of his valuables into the 
sea and devoted himself to Buddhism. See T'ao Tsung-i, Cho-keng lu, 
19/273.
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to a secluded place and saluted them with the greatest sincerity. The 

two supernatural beings regarded him a worthy student and instructed him 

in their secret rituals CKan-shui, l/3a; Cheng-tsung chi, 2/lb; Hsien- 

yiian hsiang-chuan, 18b-19a? Li-shih hsu-pien, 1/1104) . Wang Che himself 
was probably responsible for starting this legend for there is such a 

line in Wang's works: "The encounter occurred at the age of forty-eight.
When the magic formula was transmitted, there also came merit. ,,52

It was after this encounter that Wang changed his name to Che 

*0*0 (wise man) and his style-name to Chih-ming ^ 2  9^ (know brightness) 

He also adopted the Taoist name Ch' ung-yang ^  (double superior

powers) . Thus, Wang came to be known as Wang Che and as Wang Ch*ung- 

yang (Cheng-tsung chi, 2/lb-2a).^3
Wang Che encountered one of these supernatural beings again the 

. following year when he was in Li-ch/uan (approximately twenty

52. The line can be found in Wang Che’ s Ch’ ung-yang ch’uan-chen 
chi (TT, 793-795), 2/6a (hereafter cited as Ch’uan-chen chi). Cf. Nien- 
p* u , 4b-5a; Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 19a; Cheng-tsung chi,, 2/lb-2a; Kan- 
shui, l/3a; Li-shih hsu-pien, 1/1104.

53. The character for Che is which consists of three Chi
O . Sometimes the Che in Wang Che is written as (also read

as Che) with only two . It is recorded that when Wang first adopted
the name Che, the Che was a character with two Chi, but when he went to 
Ninghai to preach in 1167, he changed the Che from the one with two Chi 
to the one with three Chi, and he also changed his style-name from Chih- 
ming ^  ^  to Chih-ming ^  (wise and bright) . See Wang Che,
Ch’ung-yang chiao-hua chi ITT, 795-796), l/15b.(hereafter cited as Chiao- 
hua chi). Thus, throughout Wang’s life, he used four different names.

Date Name Style Name Taoist Name
1113 - c. 1139

c. 1139 - 1159
1159 - 1167
1167 -

Chung-fu 
Te-wei 
Che iTa
Che

Yun-ch’ing 
Shih-hsiung 
Chih-ming fa 
Chih-ming feg

Ch’ung-yang tzu 
Ch’ung-yang tzu



miles northwest of Hsien-yangl. Wang invited him to drink, at a wine

shop and asked him his name, age, and native village. The being replied

" [I am] a native of P fu 5/^ (in Shantung) , twenty-two years old, and my

name is unknown” (Kan-shui, l/3ab). It is said that certain unknown
supernatural beings gave Wang Che five written instructions and told him

5 5to burn them after he had memorized them (Kan-shui, l/3b) .

Whether this above incident is true or not, soon afterward, Wang 

became delirious and dug himself a grave which he named "The Tomb of 

the Living Dead" (Kan-shui, l/3b; Cheng-tsung chi, 2/3b; Hsien-yuan 

hsiang-chuan, 19a; Nien-p1u , 5a; Li-shih hsu-pien, 1/1104)- . He also 
placed a paper bearing the title "Wang the damaging wind" on top of the 

grave (Cheng-tsung chi, 2/3b; Li-shih hsu-pien, 1/1104-1105). After

living there for three years, he filled up the tomb and built a hut in
/which he lived for the next four years (Nien-p'u, 5b; Hsien-yuan hsiang- 

chuan, 19b) .
/ One day in 1164 while carrying a bottle of wine back to his hut 

from Kan-ho, a Taoist priest stopped him and asked for a drink of Wang's 

wine. The Taoist then drank every drop, took the flask and filled it 

with water from the nearby river. Handing it back to Wang, he told him 

to drink. Wang did so and he tasted what he described as "the wine of 

the immortals" (hsien-chou /\ih ) - The Taoist introduced himself

54. The native place of the supernatural being is said to be 
the P 1 u-pan and Yung-lo areas (near Yung-chi n̂
Shansi) Cheng-chung chi, 2/2b; cf. Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 19a; 
Li-shih hsu-pien, 1/1104.

55. The text of the five secret instructions were recorded in 
the Cheng-tsung chi, 2/2b-3b; this means either that Wang Che had a 
very good memory or that he forged them.
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as Liu Hai-ch.1 an ^}\ and then suddenly disappeared. From that day

forward, Wang Che never drank another drop of wine (Cheng-tsung chi, 
2/3b-4a; of. Nien-p'u, 5b-6a; Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 19b) .

In the summer of 1167, Wang suddenly decided to burn his hut 

down. While his neighbors were trying to put out the fire, Wang was 

singing and dancing; he was - reported to have said: "There will be some

one here to rebuild the hut in three years" (Kan-shui, l/3b-4a? Cheng- 

tsung chi, 2/4ab; Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 2aa; Li-shih hsu-pien,
1/1105). He immediately left for Shantung, arriving in Ning-hai

in eastern Shantung about two and one-half months later (Nien-p'u, 

6b-7a) . It . is reported that on the way Wang met "True Man" Hsiao 

(Hsiao Tao-hsi j||| ̂  S5 of the T'ai-i sect) in Wei-chou^y (in 

Honan) . Wang Che tried to help Hsiao but they were unable to communi

cate. Finally Wang wrote a poem to Hsiao but Hsiao again failed to
56understand him; consequently, Wang continued on his way to the east.

While Wang was in Ning-hai, many people gathered around him.

But when he began to demand that they follow his esthetic practices, 

most of them left. Only Ma Yu , T' an Ch'u-tuan / and

Ch'iu'Ch'u-chi were able to follow Wang' s dictates. Wang then

moved to Wen-tung (east of Ning-hai in Shantung) the following

year and there he established the first of five religious congregations 

which he named San-chiao, ch' i-pao hui 43 ̂  /̂ ‘ (The Congregation

of the Seven Treasures of the Three Doctrines). The other four

56. This event is recorded only in Cheng-tsung chi, 2/4b-5a, 
and it might be a Ch!iian-chen fabrication for raising its prestige. Cf. 
Kubo Noritada, Chugoku Shu-kyo no kaikaku, 116-118.
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congregations, all established in the next year, were: San-chiao chin- 

lien hui CThe Congregation of the Golden Lotus of the

Three Doctrines) in Ning-hai; San-chiao san-kuang hui jE, 5. ̂

(The Congregation of the Three Lights of the Three Doctrines) in Fu-shan 

/f*!? / west of Ning-hai in Shangtung; San-chiao yu-hua hui

^  (the Congregation of the Jade Flower of the Three Doctrines) in

Teng-chou ^  , present-day P 1 eng-lai in Shantung; and San-

chiao p 1 ing-teng hui ^  ̂  CThe Congregation of Equality of

the Three Doctrines) in Lai-chou "Hj , the present-day Yeh in

Shantung (Kan-shui, l/5ab>« Since all of these places are in the north
ern part of Shangtung peninsula and cover an area approximately two 

hundred miles long, it is fair to say that at the beginning the Ch'uan- 

chen sect claimed a rather small sphere of influence.

In Lai-chou, Wang Che accepted only Liu Chf u-hsuan ^  as

his disciple from among his many followers. Liu, together with Ma,

T* an, and Ch' iu, were called the ssu-che (.i.e., the four wise men)

.(Kan-shui, l/5b-6a) . In addition to these four, Wang later took three 

more disciples: Hao Ta-t1 ung , Wang Ch'u-i —  z and

Sun Pu-erh ^  ^  • These last three disciples were referred to as

san-ta-shih "jT (the three great persons) and the seven were later

known collectively as the Ch'uan-chen ch'i-tzu (The

seven disciples or the masters of the Ch'uan-chen) (Kan-shui, 1/6'a) . The 
last three disciples had little chance to learn much from their mentor 

because Wang Che died early the following year, in 1170 at the age of 

forty-eight, in Pien-liang, present-day K.'ai-feng in Honan
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(Kan-shui, l/6a; Hsien-yuan hsiang-ch-uan/ 21h~22a; Nien-p'u, 8b-9a; 

Li-shib h-sû pieri / 1/1113> o

It appears that Wang Che never returned to his home after he
r

left Shensi in 1167 but spent his most active preaching years in the 

Shantung peninsula. However, his works do contain a number of poems 

written for people in Shensi while he was in that region, and some of 

them indicate that Wang's basic ideology had already begun to take shape 
before he went east. The best example of this is a long poem which he 

wrote while living at "The Tomb of the Living Dead" where he expressed 

such ideas as leaving the world, not seeking wealth or fame, and not 

indulging in wine and sex; all ideas which later became major tenets 

of his teaching (Ch'uan-chen chi, 2/10a-13a).

In light of this, we can say; that Wang's actual preaching activ

ities started in Shensi, although the sect as an organized body did not
57appear until Wang founded his congregations in Shantung. It is 

interesting to note that none of the five congregations contain the 
term ch'uan-chen (Total Realization) in their titles; however, the term 

does appear many times in Wang Che's writings, and when Wang sojourned 

at Ma Yu' s in Ning-hai, he called his hut the Ch'uan-chen hut 7^ JlL
6  50. in one poem Wang wrote: "If {onej knows how to cultivate one

self and find a shortcut I to the Way] , .[one] will open the gate of

57. It is probably for this reason that T'ao Tsung-i dated 
the founding of the Ch'uan-chen sect as 1153. See his Cho-keng lu, 
29/445-446.

58. For some of these examples, see his Ch'uan-chen chi, l/19b, 
10/lb, ll/8b, 12/lb, and 12/12a.
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ch*uan-chen" (Ch1un-chen chi, ll/18b). People began referring to

Wang's teachings as the ch'uan-chen chih. chiao 7 ^^(The Teach

ings of Complete Truth) no later than 1183. ̂  Wang Che's sect was 

later known as the Ch'uan-chen cbiao (The Ch'uan-chen sect) .

The Seven Masters of the Ch' uan-Chen Sect 

Among the seven disciples of Wang Che, the one who seemingly 
learned the “most from Wang and who spent the longest time with him was 

Ma Yii (1123-1183). Ma Yu's original name was Ts'ung-i &  and his

style-name was I-fu . He was a native of Ning-hai; and it is
said that Ma was a descendant of the famous Han dynasty general Ma Yuan

- Ma Yu, like Wang Che, was also from a rich family, so rich 

that it was nicknamed Ma pan-chou .̂ 7 44j ,i.e. , the Ma [family which

owns] half of the prefecture (Chen-tsung chi, 3/lb-2a; Hsien-yuan 

hsiang-chuan, 23b) .

Ma Yu had a reputation for being filial and kind. He also pos

sessed a vast knowledge of the classics. He regarded money lightly but 

considered public spirit important. When those who owed him money 

failed to pay their debts, Ma simply burned their notes of indebtedness 

and let the matter go (Cheng-tsung chi, 3/2a). Ma Yu first showed his 

interest in the Way after having a strange dream. It is said that one

59.. Information on acceptance of Wang Che's teachings can be 
found in Ma Ta-pien' s preface to Wang Che's Ch' ung-yang fen-
li shih-hua chi (TT, 796) , 3a (hereafter cited as Shih-hua chi) and 
Liu Yu-chi' s ^ij preface to Chiao-hua chi, lib.

60. . Accounts of Ma. Yu's background are found in Wang Li-yung's 
£-$1 "Ma tsung-shih tao-hsing pei" ^  in Kan~’

shui, 1/13b; and Li-shih hsu-pien, 1/115.
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>

night he dreamed of seeing two men, both dressed in black. One, with 

two white patches on his shoulders, approached him and said: "Our lives 

are subject to your decision." Mar still dreaming, felt that he heard

the sound of pigs being butchered and went to investigate. He found two
(

pigs about to be butchered, one with white shoulders. Ma tried to stop 

the killing, but he was too late. When he awakened, he proceeded to see 

a diviner in order to have his fortune told. Ma was told that he would 

not live to be older than forty-nine. Hearing this, Ma sighed: "To live 

or to die is not something decided on by people. Why don't I just be 

intimate with the Way in order to plan an eternal life?" (Kan-shui, 

l/14b; cf. Cheng-tsunq chi, 3/4ab? Li-shih hsu-pien, 1/1116).

The turning point in Ma's life was his meeting with Wang Che in 

the autumn of 1167. It is recorded that Ma once drank some wine in the 

pavilion of a friend. While intoxicated, he composed the following 

poem:

Holding to the origin and keeping the One is 
exerting effort,

II] the lazy guy, till now, have nothing.
All day long, holding a cup to my mouth.
My thoughts are free.
When I am drunk, who is going to help me?

One day, some time later, Wang Che came to the pavilion after 

having traveled two months from Shensi. Ma Yu asked Wang where he came 

and Wang answered that he had come from a long way to "help someone who 

is drunk." May Yu wondered where Wang got this idea and asked him what

. k
61. This verse is preserved in the Kan-shui, 1/15a? and the 

Li-shih hsu-pien, 1/1117,
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. the "Way" was, Wang told him: "{It isj the place that the ’five ele

ments 1 do not reach, and the time when the father and the mother have 

not yet been born." Ma Yu apparently had a fruitful discussion with 

Wang that day for he invited Wang to stay with him CCheng-tsung chi,

3/4b; Kan-shui, l/15a; Li-shih hsu-pien, 1/1117).
Although Ma Yu treated Wang with respect, he did not at first

completely believe in Wang's teachings. Wang built himself a hut at the

Nan-yhan f̂ J jjgl (South Garden) of Ma1 s residence and locked himself in

for a hundred days to convert Ma.^ While Wang-was locked in the hut,

he sent Ma and Ma's wife some poems accompanied by fruit as a means of

persuasion. It is said that Wang sent the Ma's some pears to share

every ten days. He began with one pear and each time added one until he

had sent a total of fifty-five pears in ten days (Cheng-tsung chi, 3/5a).

The purpose of having Ma and his wife share the pears was to insure

separation. The Chinese term for "divided pear" is fen-lj ^ 7̂  which
has the same pronunciation as "separate" or "divide"*^ (fen-li) .

Desertion of one's spouse was, according to Ch'uan-chen ideology, a
63necessary prerequisite for successfully following the Way.

While Wang's earnest exhortations might have influenced Ma, it 

was another dream which finally induced him to enter the Way. Ma Yu him
self said that, although Wang Che tried all kinds of persuasions, he was

62. The hut was named the "Ch'uan-chen hut." See Ma Ta-pien' s 
preface to Shih-hua chi, lab; Cheng-tsung chi, 3/5a; Kan-shui, l/4a.

63. In̂  addition to the pears, Wang also sent taro (yii -J- ) and 
chestnuts (li ^  ) to help persuade them to confront Cyu jjrb) and .estab
lish (li ) their faith in the Way. This, of course, was a play on 
words. See Shih-hua chi, B/7b.
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unable to convince Ma.who was unable to sever his worldly attachments. 

But one night Ma dreamed that he was standing in the middle of a room, 
sighing: "My life is just like a thin porcelain bowl. It will break in

to a hundred bits if I drop it." Before he finished his words, he 

dropped the bowl and woke up screaming. The following day, Wang Che 
told Ma: "After having last night's frightening .{dream] > you have final

ly realized the Way" (Ma Yu, Chien-wu chi' (TT 786) , A/2a) .

After Ma Yii realized the Way, he handed over his property to his 

son, sent a "notice of separation" to his wife, donned a Taoist robe, 

and went to live in the Yen-hsia y^E lj||cave in the K'un-yu ̂  moun- 

tains (in eastern Shantung between Mou-p'ing ip and Weng-teng) .

Wang changed Ma's given name to Yu from Ts'ung-i and his style-name to 

Hsuan-pao ^  ̂  - He also gave him the Taoist styie^name Tan-yang

(Kan-shui, 1/15b) . Late the next year, in 1169,. Ma Yu followed 

Wang to Pien-liang where Wang died shortly thereafter. Before Wang died 
he gave Ma five secret instructions (Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 24b).

These were probably the same five which he allegedly received from the 

immortals. Ma then assumed leadership of the Ch'uan-chen sect.

Before Ma assumed the position of Ch'uan-chen patriarch, the 

sect's influence was limited both in terms of the number of its follow-: 

ers and the range of its members' background. There, are no statistics 

to show exactly how many people actually joined Wang Che. Still, con

sidering the fact that Wang Che had been actively preaching for only 

three years and had spent most of that time in northern Shantung, it is 

unlikely that he could have commanded a large number of adherents. By 

examining his works, we can discern that Wang socialized with common
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people and had little influence on the ruling class. It was not until 

Ma Yu took over leadership of the Ch* uan-chen that.a series of measures 
were taken to spread its teaching, thus consolidating its position (Cf. 

Kubo, Chugoku no shukyu kaikaku, 170-175).

Some credit for spreading Ch* uan-chen teachings and expanding 
its influence should also be given to Wang Che's other disciples.

Wang's most famous disciple was Ch'iu Ch'u-chi (1148-1227), a native of 
Ch'i-hsia ^  in eastern Shantung. * His. parents died when he was a 

child, and he received only a minimal education (Kan-shui, l/4b). Ch'iu 

met Wang Che at the Yen-hsia cave. Wang sent him and poem and accepted 
Ch!iu as a disciple (Li-shih hsu-pien, 2/1139). It is recorded that 

Ch'iu was put in charge of composing documents; and after Ch'iu accepted 

this assignment, he is said to have memorized over one thousand charac

ters a day and became proficient at chanting poems (Kan-shui, l/4b).^  

Ch'iu's original name is unknown. When he first went to see Wang Che, 

he was "referred to as Ch'iu Ko -gj" (Brother Ch'iu/. His name

64. Cheng-tsung chi (4/7a) says that Ch'iu's family was most 
famous in Ch'i-hsia; however, it is recorded in Chang Tsan's ^  
"Ch'ang-ch'un Ch'iu chen^jen tao-hs ing pei" Mr  ̂T ' '
included in Koyanagi Shigeta's Hakuunkan-shi, 133, that his family was a 
"registered household" (commoners). Kubo Noritada, using this evidence, 
argues that works which show that Ch'iu was from a well-known, family eu
logized Ch'iu and suggest that he was from a farming family. See his 
"Choshun shinjin to sono saiyu," 27-28.

65. To say that Ch'iu memorized over one thousand characters a 
day is certainly an exaggeration; however, it is likely he became profi
cient at composing essays and poems after joining the Ch'uan-chen sect.

66. This evidence is used by Kubo Noritada to support his be
lief that Ch'iu came from a farming family. Refer to footnote 64.
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Ch1 u-chi and. his style-name. T * ung-mi were given to him. by Wang

Che (Hsien-yiian hsiang-chuan, 30ab) . He is said to have given himself 

the Taoist name Ch'ang-ch'un - ^ ŷ s (YS, 202/2133).'

While Wang Che was still at the Ch'uan-chen hut, T 1 an Ch1u-tuan 

(1123-1185, original name Yu , style-name Po-yu {̂ 3 dLi , a native of 
Ning-hai) suffering from some illness came to Wang and asked to become 

Wang's disciple. It is said that Wang invited T 1 an to stay with him.. 

That night Wang told T 1 an to grab his feet, and. in a short while T 1an 

was soaked in sweat. The next morning, Wang made T 1 an wash in the same 

water that Wang himself had earlier washed with, and T 1 an was suddenly 

cured. As a result, T'an chose to follow Wang.

When T'an's wife asked him to return home, he became angry and 

drove her out.^ Wang Che was pleased with T'an's act and began to in

struct him in the secret rituals. Wang also gave T'an the name Ch'u-
%

tuan, the style-name T'ung-cheng , and the Taoist name Ch'ang-

chen ^  JpL (Kan-shui, l/21ab; Li-shi hsii-pien, 2/1130) . T'an, with 

Ma and Ch'iu, later accompanied Wang to various towns and villages 

where they founded five congregations.

While in Lai-chou Wang accepted another disciple Liu Ch'u-

hsuan (1147-1203) . Liu's style-name was T'ung-miao and his

Taoist name was Ch'ang-sheng ^  ; and he grew up in Tun-lai ^
68country of eastern Shantung. Liu was well known for his filial

67. For additional information refer to Wan-yen Shou, "T'an 
chen-jen hsien-chi pei-ming" *1^ ̂  Kan-shui, l/21a.

68. There is no record of Liu's original name;, his name and 
style-name were given hint .by Wang Che. See Ch'in Chih-an ^  ,
"Liu tsung-shih tao-hsing pei" ^  in Kan-shui, 2/25a.
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piety toward his mother. After he. grew up, he swore that he would never 

marry. He tried many times to 11 leave the world,11 but his mother always 

stopped him (Kan-shui, 2/24ab) . There is also a legend concerning Liu's 

encounter with Wang. One day in the spring of 1169, Liu noticed two 

poems written on a seemingly inaccessible portion of a neighbor's wall. 

The last two lines read: "Wu-kuan Iin prsent day Hopei; Liu's

family lived there before they moved to Tung-lai in Shangtung], where 

one's nature is cultivated and real immortals dwell, there must be some

one who enjoys eternal life and will never die." Liu was impressed with 
and wondered if the lines had been written by some supernatural being. . 

In the autumn of that year, Wang, Ch'iu, T'an, and Ma arrived in Tung-' 

lai. Liu rushed out to welcome them when Wang, smiling, turned to him 

and asked: "Do you know about the ink on the wall?" Liu then realized 

that the poems were a demonstration of Wang's magic power and became 

his sincere follower (Kan-shui, 2/24b-25a; Cheng-tsung chi, 4/4a; Hsien- 

yuan hsiang-chuan, 29b-30a.)

The other three disciples of Wang Che were Wang Ch'u-i, Hao Ta- 

t'ung, and Sun Pu-erh. Wang Ch'u-i (1142-1217; Taoist name Yu-yang Jh
p/§7 ) was a native of Ning-hai who became one of Wang's disciples at the

69age of twenty-seven. . He also received his other names from Wang. Hao
eTa-t'ung (1140-1212, original name Sheng ) was also a native of Ning- 

hai and the scion of a wealthy family. But unlike Ch1 iu, Liu, and T'an 

who sought their disciples hip, Wang chose Hao because Hao had a

ji\\. 69. An account of Wang Ch'u-i' s life can be found in Yao Sui's
"Wang tsung-shih tao-hsing pei-mincr"jF >

in Kan-shui, 2/3lb-36a. T
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"supernatural quality" and he strove1 to convert him. The story goes '
that, when Wang, decided to convert Hao, he purposely sat with his back

to Hao. When Hao asked him to turn around, Wang replied: "Why don' t you
1 turn around??" (i.e., to give up one's mundane life). Kao then became

70a Ch'uan-chen follower.

The only female member of Wang1s followers was Sun Pu-erh (1119-

1182) the wife of Ma Yu. Sun had three children by Ma, and was also of

a wealthy family. Her husband left her in 1168 to "enter the Way." The

following year she deserted her children and followed in her husband's

footsteps, also "entering the Way" (Cheng-1sung chi, 5/9ab) . Wang gave
her the name Pu-erh and the Taoist name of Ch'ing-ching san-jen

'jf^/<(Worthless. Person of Purity and Tranquility)..7^ Sun Pu-erh was

sometimes referred to as Sun Hsien-ku meaning Immortal Lady Sun
(Cheng-tsung chi, 5/9a; Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, ,41b). Wang Che's

strategy in converting Sun was to show her that she could be a hsien-ku 
72(immortal lady). It appears that Wang Che treated both sexes equally 

in accepting disciples. A large number of the poems in Ch'uan-chen 

works are addressed to women. After the conversion of Sun Pu-erh, a

70. This story _can be found in Hsu Yen's "Hao-tsung
shih tao-hsing pei" rjr J , in Kan-shui, 2/37ab.

71. The term san-jen comes from the Chuang Tzu, where it 
means "someone who is useless." Cf. Burton Watson's translation in The 
Complete Works of Chuang Tzu, 64, where Watson translates san-jen as 
"worthless man."

72. Wang Che wrote two poems to Sun telling her that if she 
stayed at home, people would address her as "lady." But if she left 
home and cultivated herself, people would forever call her "immortal 
lady." See Shih-hua chi, B/6a, 10a.
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number of female converts joined the sect in later generations (Cf. Nan- 
sung ch/u, 42-49) .

When Wang left Shantung and traveled west, four of his seven 

disciples— Ma, Ch'iu, T" an, and Liu— accompanied him. Just before Wang 

died in Pien-liang, he; told them that they should go to Liu-chiang vil

lage where he used to live. The four did as he asked and, upon return

ing to the village, rebuilt the hut that Wang had previously burned 

down, thus verifying Wang's prediction that it would be rebuilt. “They 

then returned to Pien-liang in 1172 to move Wang's coffin back to Liu- 

chiang village where they buried it (Kan-shui, 1/lba) .

In the autumn of 1174, the four disciples had a discussion about 

their major aspirations while in Ch'in-tu ^  , a town near Liu-

chiang. Ma Yu said that he was determined to be poor. T* an Ch'u-tuan 

said that he would do whatever was right. Liu Ch'u-hsuan said that he 
would be firm in his exercise of will. And Ch'iu Ch'u-chi said that he 

was determined to live a life of leisure. The next day they departed 

and went their various ways in order to fulfill their aims. Ma Yu 

returned to Liu-chiang where he stayed for seven years. It is said 

that after Ma joined - the Ch'uan-cheh sect, he did not wear silk clothes, 

i.e., fine clothes, and never touched money for thirteen years. At 

night he simply slept in an open field (Cheng-tsung chi, 3/6a).

One day in the winter of 1181, Ma Yu asked his own disciple Lai 
Ling-yu ^  ^  jfL about the term describing cleaning old and dirty 

clothes, and Lai answered that it was ch' ai-hsi (to separate and

wash) . Ma said that the teachings in the east were deteriorating and 

he was going to ch' ai-hsi them (Kan-shui, l/14a; Cheng-tsung chi, 3/6ab) .
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Less than a month after Ma had decided to return, the government issued 

an announcement ordering all Taoists to return to their places of birth 

(Cheng-tsung chi, 3/6b)« Consequently, JMa Yu turned over the sect1s 

affairs to Ch.* iu Ch'u-chi and headed east (Kan-shui, l/17a) .

Ch'iu Ch'u-chi, after the meeting of 1174, went to. P ' an-chi
X, 6(southeast of Pao-chi in Shensi) where he lived a secluded

life in a cave for seven years. It is said that during that time, Ch'iu 

begged for one meal a day and wore only a coir coat. Hence, he was 

called "Mr. Coir Coat" ^  ^  . In 1180 he moved to the Lung-men

mountains in Lung-chou (present-day Lung in western Shensi) where
he continued to practice the ascetic life (Bsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 32b). 

When Wang asked him to take over the sect's affairs, he was still in the 

Lung-men mountains. Ch'iu, a native of Shantung, was also supposed to 

leave Shensi? however, Ch'iu was afraid that if he too left Shensi the 
sect would fall apart. Finally, Ch'iu was permitted to remain because

officials and citizens of Lung-chou signed a document assuming responsi

bility for his actions (Cheng-tsung chi, 32b).

On his return home/ Ma Yu stopped in Chinan (in Shantung) where 

a man named Han T' ao Jpjp requested instruction from him. Ma replied:

The Way regards the mindless as the body, the wordless as 
usage, yielding as the root, and purity and tranquility as the 
foundation. {In order to obtain the Way one should] reduce his 
diet, sever his thoughts, sit quietly in order to harmonize his 
breath; sleep peacefully in order to cultivate his ch'i {vital 
force], If the mind is not galloping, the nature will be settled.
If the form is not subjected to physical hardship, the essence 
will be complete. If the spirit is not disturbed, the cinnabar 
will congeal. Then the emotions will be obliterated to empti
ness and the spirit will be pacified to the ultimate. Without 
going out of the house or leaving the hall, the wonderful Way 
can be obtained (Kan-shui, l/17ab).
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These instructions not only reflected Ma Yu's philosophy but also mani

fested some of the basic Chluan-chen teachings which had their roots in 

the Tao-te-ching. (Ch1uan-chen teachings will be more fully explored in 

the next chapter.) After Ma Yu returned to Shantung, he is said to have
performed such magical feats as making rain, stopping rain, and turning

salt water into pure water (.Cheng-tsung chi, 3/7a-8a) . Such stories can

not be taken seriously; however, there is one account which is believ

able. It concerns Ma's efforts to persuade some fisherman to b u m  their

fishing nets, conceivably in order to prevent them from killing marine
7 3life (Cheng-tsung chi, 3/7a-8a). In 1183, before Ma died, he wrote

t g t jlQ
^  ^  (Returning to the Moun

tain) , to demonstrate to his followers that he was ready to leave the

world.

If one is able to take no action, then there is nothing that 
cannot be done;

If one is able not to know anything, then there is nothing 
that one does not know.

Knowing the Way, who would not act;

Doing the Way, who is again to know.
The wind whistling and the tree leaves flying.

The geese, crying, return to the south.

Sigh for the human world which is pushed forward by days 
and months;

Though old and about to die, one is still greedy.

73. Compare Ma's poems persuading fisherman to b u m  their fishing 
nets; in his Tung-hsuan chin-yu chi (TT, 789-790), 4/6ab, 9/13b (here
after cited as Chin-yu chi).
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Grieve for the human world while the soul is about to roar;.
Sigh for the human world as the heart is about to be t o m  

apart-

Hard it is to settle the wrongs among the people.

Pointing at the green mountain, we shall return early.

At night on the green mountain, the bright moon flies;

At dawn on the green mountain, the bright moon returns.

When hungry, I eat the rosy clouds; when thirsty, I drink 
from the creek;

Separated from the world, nobody knows, me.

There are no such things as “knowing" or "doing.11

This mind is dead, so how can it act again? .

Suddenly two flowers fly above the eyes;

I shall ascend to the "three palaces" and travel to the 
"crepe-myrtle."

Liu Ch1 u-hsuan and Wang Ch1u-i buried Ma Yu and remained by his 

tomb for one hundred days before they returned to their homes (Nien-p1u , 

12b). After holding a meeting to determine their goals and ambitions, 

Liu went to Loyang where he is said to have "refined his nature in the 

dust and cultivated simplicity in the city noise" (Cheng-tsung chi, 4/5a) 

before he returned home to visit his mother in 1176 (Kan-shui, 2/25b; 
Cheng-tsung chi, 4/5b). Shortly after this, he returned home where he

74. It is not clear what the last line means. The term san- 
kung , z- % (three palaces! in JTaoist usage refers to the eyes, ears, 
and nose. . The term tzu-wei (purple subtlety) usually refers to
the star crepe myrtle plant, but in Taoist usage it also refers to the 
breath. In this case, the last line probably means to stop the acti
vities of one's eyes, ears, and nose and to stop the breath. In other 
words, to die.
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was charged with murder- He was placed in prison and did not try to 

defend himself. After being imprisoned for about one hundred days, the 

real murderer gave himself up to the authorities and Liu was freed 

(Kan-shui, 2/25b-26a).

Compared to Liu1s one hundred day imprisonment, T 'an Ch1u-tuan1s 

being beaten by a Chian Buddhist monk seems a lesser misfortune. The 

story goes that after T1an left the meeting of the disciples, he wan

dered about the area between the I /f^ and Lo Rivers (i.e. , the

Honan and Shensi area) for some time before settling down at the Ch'ao- 

yiian temple in Loyang 'fjjy . Although he was able to at

tract many followers, T1an still begged for food every day. One day he 

was begging outside the residence of a Ch' an monk. The monk grew angry 

and began striking T ran, knocking out two of his teeth. While some by

standers tried to redress this unjust act, T' an just swallowed his teeth,

blood and all, without any sign of anger. This incident made him famous
75throughout the Loyang area (Cheng-tsung chi, 4/lb-2a) .

What became of the other three disciples who remained behind?

Sun Pu-erh went to Ching-chao in the spring of 1172 to meet Ma Yu. Ma 

wrote her a poem to the effect that since they were no longer man and 

wife, they might as well go their own way and complete their spiritual 

cultivation. Sun thanked Ha Yu for his advice and continued to practice 

self-cultivation for seven years. Later she went to Loyang where she 

won many followers (.Cheng-tsung chi, 5/10ab) .

75. Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 28a, has a different account in 
which the Ch' an monk was replaced by a drunk.
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Although Hao Ta—t'ung did not go west with Wang Che, he later 

joined the four disciples in reburying Wang Che at Liu-chi an g. Hao 

wanted to stay by the tomb with the other four, but T* an Ch1 u-tuan 
taunted him into leaving by accusing him of being an imitator without 

any ideas of his own. As a result, Hao left Liu-chiang and traveled 
back to the east. It is said that he spent six year sitting under a 

stone bridge from 1175 to lldl. He neither spoke nor moved even when 

the water rose to his waist. When people offered him food to eat, he 

accepted; but other than that he ate nothing. When his niece and her 

husband brought him clothes to wear, he. ignored them as if they were 

strangers (Kan-shui, 2/38a). It is possible that his unusual behavior 

helped attract followers. It is said that when he preached, there was 
always a crowd of several hundred people to hear him. He taught the 

people to aid others and became "known to the world" (Kan-shui, 2/38a)' . ̂

Wang Ch1 u-i did not want to go west either. It is reported that 

he traveled about during the day for nine years, but at night he would 

return to a cave called Yun-kuang ^  where he would stand on one 

foot without falling asleep. Because of this, he was known as "Mr. Iron 

Foot" In 1187, Emperor Shih-tsung (reigned 1161-1189)

of the Chin dynasty heard of him as an unusual Taoist and invited him 

to court. Some jealous Buddhist monks bribed a court official to tell 
the emperor that Wang was not really an "immortal," and that he should 

be tested by asking him to drink a poisoned wine. The emperor thought

76. Cheng-tsung chi says that at first Hao sat on the bridge 
rather than under the bridge. After Hao sat there for three years, he 
was one day kicked off the bridge by a drunk and spent another three 
years under the bridge; see 5/7ab.
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that this was a good idea and gave Wang three cups of the wine as an 
offering• Wang drank all three cups of wine with no ill effects. The 
emperor was quite surprised and bestowed upon him a golden crown, a 

special gown, and a Ch1 uan-chen hall for his residence (Cheng-tsung chi, 

5/2b-3a; cf. Kan-shui, 2/33ab).

While the veracity of this story is dubious, Shih-tsung probably 

did summon Wang to court since the event is recorded in Wang1s own work 

Yun-kuang chi ^  , in which he wrote that he was summoned to the
T' ien-ch' ang temple in Yen-ching ^  (TT, 792, 2/la-2a;

774/lla-12a) . . He reports that he was feted with a banquet but does not

mention poisoned wine. The relationship between the Ch1uan-chen masters 

and the Chin ruling house will be discussed fully in Chapter 4. Here 

it is pointed out that by the time of Shih-tsung, the Ch8uan-chen sect 

had spread its influence from the village people and local gentry to 
the ruling house. Furthermore, due to efforts of the seven disciples, 

Ch*uan-chen influence had extended its geographical boundaries from a 

rather limited area in northern Shantung to a large part of north China, 

from Shensi in the west to Shantung in the east, and north to Hopei.

The Legends of the Five - Patriarchs

The Chin-lien cheng-tsung chi jT (An Account of the

Orthodoxy of the Golden Lotus, preface dated 1241), the first hagiogra

phy of Ch1uan-chen persohages to be compiled by Ch1uan-chen adherents,

77. The T 1ien-ch* ang temple was first built during the T 1ang 
dynasty and had been rebuilt several times by the Chin dynasty. The 
same site in Peking today is occupied by the Pai-yun temple £? 5^ ||£j . 
For the history of this temple, see Koyanagi Shigeta, Kakuunkan-shi, 
1-29.
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contains ·fourteen biographies. In addition to those for Wang Che and 

his seven disciples whom we have already discussed, there are also 

accounts of Tung-hua Ti-chUn ~ Chung-li Ch' uan 4t iii 1l, 
•• '9_ .:lJ 

Lu Yen ~ 17 w PO' 1 Liu Ts' ao ~J "fi , Ho Te-ching tfq ~t ~{, and Li Ling-

yang t~ ~~· . Of these six, the first four biographies come before 

that of Wang Che indicating that the Ch'uan-chen sect considers their 

position, higher than that of Wang Che. The last two were placed between 

Wang Che .and his other disciples, indicating that these two occupied 

positions higher than that of the seven disciples but lower than Wang 

Che. 

Ho Te-ching, better known as Ho Yu-ch' an Ji t}% (d.ll70), ·and 
t!' 

Li Ling-yang (d. 1189) , supposedly practiced self-cultivation with Wang 

Che at the Liu-chiang village and learned a great deal from Wang. There-

fore, their relationship with Wang was somewhat between that of friends 

and that of a mas·ter-disciple. However, they were treated by the "seven 

78 
disciples" as their "uncles.". Probably because Ho and Li were not in 

direct line of Ch'uan-chen succession, they were not included in a later 

hagiography of the sect entitled Chin-lien chen-tsung hsien-yuan hsiang

chuan 4 {! :1£. ~ALii 3ft, 1~ 1f (A Pictorial Biography of the Origins of 

the Immortals of the Orthodoxy of the Golden Lotus, preface dated 1327 

and 1328). 

In this later work only thirteen people are included; Ho and Li 

were not, and Lao-tzu was placed before Tung-hua ti-chun. Lao-tzu was 

78. This account is found in Li Tao-ch'ien, ed., Chung-nan 
shang tsu-t' ing hsien-chen nei-chuan (.TTCY, ed.), la-3a; hereafter 
cited as Chung-nan nei-chuan. 
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included to legitimize the Ch* uan-chen sect as an orthodox sect and to 

enhance its prestige. It. is said that T'ai-shang (i.e., Lao-tzu)

transmitted the Way to Chin-mu Ca female Taoist deity better
known as Hsi Wang-mu ^  } Chin-mu transmitted the Way to Pai-yun
^  ̂  ; and Pai-yun transmitted it to Tung-hua Ti-chiin (Cheng-tsung

chi, l/2a) ,
Tung-hua Ti-chiin. was known as the first of the wu-tsu

(five patriarchs) , the other four being Chung-li Ch'iian, Lii Yen, Liu
79Ts'ao, and Wang Che (Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, preface/lb) . Wang Che, 

the real founder of the Ch1 iian-chen sect, was of course a patriarch of 

the sect. But how did the-other four become Ch* iian-chen patriarchs?

They were elevated to establish a line traceable to Lao-tzu and thereby 

to legitimze the sect within the Taoist tradition. Another question 

pertinent at this point, is why the Ch” iian-chen followers in establish

ing such a line chose Tung-hua, Chung-li, Lii, and Liu. The answer is 

that these four names were all mentioned in the works of the Ch1 iian-chen 

masters, and it was more convincing and justifiable to use names that 

had already been associated with the sect.

Tung-hua Ti-chiin is probably a legendary figure since there is 

no historical evidence for his existence. .According to the Ch1 iian-chen 

hagiography, his last name was Wang • His style-name was

79. It is not clear when the term wu-tsu was coined; however, 
based on the fact that all their biographies were included in the Cheng- 
tsung chi, it could not have been later than 1241- In 1269, Kublai 
Emperor Shih-tsu (reign 1260-1294) of the Yuan issued an edict bestowing 
honorable titles on the ch' i-chen J|L (seven true men, i.e., the
seven disciples of Wang Che), as well as the other five patriarchs Tung- 
hua, Chung-li, Lii, Liu, and Wang. The number "five” was probably fixed 
before 1269. The edict is included in Hsein-yiian hsiang-chuan, 2a-3a.
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Hsuan-fu - ^  |̂ J and his Taoist name was Tung-hua. He was supposed to

have been a che-hsien Cexiled immortal) who lived at the Yen-hsia
cave in the K 1 un-yu mountains, the same cave where Wang Che had lived.

The title by which he is best known, Tung-hua Ti-chun, is said to have

been bestowed on him by Heaven. He is also known as Lord Sbao-yang

lJ/ fsg} and is said to have had Chung-li Ch1 nan as his disciple

. (Cheng-tsung chi ,, 1/lab) .

Chung-li Ch’iian (style-name Yun-fang ^ , Taoist name Cheng-

yang ) was a native of Hsien-yang, Wang Che1 s native village. He

is said to have lived during the Later Han dynasty (25-220 A.D.). And

for that reason, he is also known as Han Chung-li (T. C. Lai, The Eight 
80Immortals, 5). According to legend, Chung-li was from an official 

family and excelled in traditional arts, especially the "grass style" 

of calligraphy. He once served as "Left Censor," but was later demoted 

to the position of a military prefect in Nan-k'ang ^  (in present 

day Kiangsi). After the downfall of the Han.dynast, he served as a 

general in the Chin armies. He was defeated once and fled into the

mountains where he became lost. An old man showed him the way to Tung- 

hua Ti-chun* s home, and he subsequently became a disciple of Tung-hua 

(Cheng-tsung chi, -l/Zb-l/Sa).

During the K*ai-cheng reign (836-840) of Emperor Wen-tsung of 

the T* ang dynasty, Chung-11 is said to have met Lu Yen on

80. The Ch*ing dynasty scholar Hu Ming-yu considered Chung-li 
to be a contemporary of Lu Tung-pin who. lived during the T* ang dynasty. 
He argued that "Han Chung-li" was actually a place name rather than a 
person*s name. See his Ting-erh. tsa-lu in Hu-hai lou ts*ung-shu 
(PPTS, ed.), 5/3ab.



Lu M o u n t a i n ^  and to have taught him the art of swordsmanship.
Later he taught Lu the Way of nei-tan (inner cinnabar) , and the

81method of nourishing life (Cheng-tsung chi, l/2b-5a). Ch'uan-chen 

adherents no doubt fabricated this account to establish a connection 
between Chung-li and Lu, as well as to enhance Chung-li's prestige.

Such zealous attempts create anachronisms to serve their purpose. Here, 
for example, Chung-li's life stretches some six hundred years which is 

quite a span even for an adept Taoist. As pointed out by Kubo Noritada, 

it is also impossible for Chung-li to have held the position of Left 

Censor since this post originated only in the T'ang dynasty. In addi

tion, Nan-k'ang, where Chung-li was reportedly a military prefect, 

refers to an administrative area first established in the Sung dynasty. 

For this reason, Kubo argues that Chung-li could not have lived during 

the Han or the Chin and infers that Chung-li must have lived after the 

end of the T'ang (Chugoku no shukyo kaikaku, 116-118).

However, the story of Chung-li being fond of the grass-style 

calligraphy is probably true. The Hsuan-ho shu-p'u ' a

registry of calligraphers compiled at the Sung court, states that there
82was a piece of Chung-li's "grass style" in the Sung palace. . The name 

Chung-li is also mentioned in the Sung shih (Sung Dynastic History).

81. Nei-tan is a Taoist method of attaining immortality by 
means of cultivating cinnabar within the body, in contrast to wai-tan 
(exoteric cinnabar) which seeks the same objective by actually ingest
ing an elixir of cinnabar. For more on nei-tan in English, read Lu 
Gwei-Djen, "The Inner Elixir (Nei-tan): Chinese Physiology Alchemy," 
in Mikulas Teich and Robert Young (eds.) Changing Perspectives in the 
History of Science.

82. The author of this book is unknown; see pages 441-442.
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It records that a Taoist With, topknots was seen at the home of Ch’en

T'uan 7 a well-known Sung dynasty Taoist (462/13527) • Based
on this information, along with, the account given in the Hsuan-ho shua-

p'u, it is possible that Chung-li Chfuan was a real figure who lived in

the late T'ang or Sung dynasty.
L.u Yen (better known as Lu Tung-pin §  ?l$\ ; Taoist name

Shun-yang is also a figure of mystery. He is generally believed
to have lived during the T'ang dynasty and was a native of p'u-chou

4lj (in present day Shansi). According to the Chin-lien cheng-tsung chi

(l/6a) , Lu earned his chin-shih *ir degree at age twenty-two. ̂ ^

After he met Chung-li Ch!uan on Mount Lu, he resigned his office and
dbvoted himself to the Way. It is said he achieved immortality by

accumulating good deeds, such as helping the sick and the poor (Cheng-
84tsung chi, 1/ 6a-7a). - This account is, of course, legendary and there

is no way to prove that Lu actually lived during the T ’ang dynasty. 

Moreover, it is recorded in the Sung shih (475/13421-13422) that Ch’en 

T’uan had a friend named Lu Tung-pin" who was very good at swordsmanship 

and who lived for over one-hundred years. The fact that both Chung-li 

and Lu are mentioned in the Sung shih indicates that they must have 

been well-known figures of the time, even though their real lives are

83. Other sources, however, say that Lu was a two-time loser in 
pursuing a degree. See Lieh-hsien ch’uan-chuan, 430, compiled by Wang 
Shih-chen; cf. T. C. Lai, 11.

84. The Lieh-hsien ch’uan-chuan (432-433) says that Lu was con
verted by Chung-li after he had a terrifying dream in which he changed 
from a successful official into one who, in the end, lost everything.
The same story was used by the Yuan dramatist Ma Chih-yuan § ^ 3̂ ,
in his play Huang-liang meng . ̂  .



still shrouded in mystery. Chung^li Ch/uan and Lii Tung-pin later came 

to be known as two of the famous "eight immortals" who became popular

during the Liao dynasty (907-1125). The Chin-lien cheng-tsung chi 

(l/9a) reports that he passed the civil, service examination at the age 

of sixteen and became a high official in the Liao government. However, 

this record is questionable for it is not found in the Liao-shih 

(Liao Dynasty History). It is said that one day a Taoist named Cheng- 
yang came to visit Liu and asked him for ten eggs and a coin. He placed 

the coin on the table and stacked the ten eggs on the coin. • On seeing 

this, Liu sighed: "That's dangerous, mister." Cheng-yang replied:

"Your life is even more dangerous than this." These words shocked Liu 

into sudden enlightenment. That night, Liu pretended* to be drunk and 

began to throw plates and valuables all over the floor for which his 

wife and children angrily berated him. The following day he resigned 

his office and went to Chung-nan where he became an immortal (CLCTC,

1/9 a-10 a) .
The names of Chung-li, Lii, and Liu. were all mentioned by Wang 

Che in his writings. In fact, he claimed more than once that Chung-li 

was his shih-tsu (ancestral master) , Lii his shih-fu JjfJ7 ^

(paternal master) , and Liu his shih-shu (avuncular master)

85. The relationship between the "eight immortals" and the 
Ch'uan-chen sect and their roles in the Yuan drama will be discussed 
in Chapter 7.

after the Yuan dynasty. 85

Liu Ts'ao (style-name Tsung^ch* eng Taoist name Hai-

ch'an was a native of Yen-shan jab 1J4 (in Hopeh) and lived
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(Civ1 iian-chen chi, 3/Ba, 9/lal - It is not clear why Wang Che made such 

a claim* Since Chung-li and.Lu were well-known figures of the time, it

is likely that Wang Che had heard their names and life stories and de

cided he would claim to be their follower* Also, since Chung-li was 

from the same place as Wang, it would be strange if Wang Che knew 
nothing about Chung-li*

Because Wang Che identified himself as a follower of Chung-li,

Lu, and Liu, Ch*han-chen adherents associated them with the supernatural
86beings that Wang had allegedly met* Such a claim embued the sect with

87legendary mystique capable of attracting followers - By the second

half of the 12th century, the stories about the five patriarchs had

become an inseparable part of Ch'uan-chen lore* Even the ruling Yuan

house recognized them as patriarchs of the Ch'uan-chen sect and be-
88stowed upon them honorary titles*

The legends of the "five patriarchs" and the "seven disciples" 

must have disseminated widely as the popularity of the Ch'uan-chen sect 

increased* If we ignore the legendary elements of these stories and try

86. According to Hsien-yuan hsianq-chuan, 19ab, the being who 
gave Wang the five secret instructions was Lu Tung-pin, and the one who 
gave Wang "heavenly wine" to drink was Liu Hai-ch'an* Cf* Kubo, Chugoku 
no Shukyo kaikaku, 97-100*

87. One question remains here.* When Wang Che said that he had 
received five secret instructions from two supernatural beings, was it 
just his imagination or did it actually happen? Kubo Noritada suggests 
that since Taoist recluses were not uncommon during times of political 
instability, Wang might indeed have met some mystic Taoists, though 
they were obviously not Chung-li, Lu, or Liu* See Chugoku no Shukyo 
kaikaku, 100-101* "

88. For two of the imperial edicts bestowing honorary titles, 
see Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 2a-5a.
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instead to grasp the underlying meanings these legends conveyed, we will 

realize that they were vehicles used to spread. Ch'uan-chen teachings.

For they repeatedly emphasize the importance of "deserting one's family" 

and "entering the Way." They show that many rich people, such as Ma Yu 

and his wife, gave up their material comforts and marriages to seek an 

eternal life, even though the process was a hard and painful one. As 

long as one was determined and willing to cultivate oneself, one could 

reach immortality. These tales also served to indoctrinate people with 

such ideas as frugality, tolerance, nonassertiveness, kindness, and even 

filial piety.



CHAPTER 3

THE FOUNDING PRINCIPLES OF THE CH'UAN CHEN SECT

Basic Tenets -and Commandments 

Wang Che, the founder of the Ch'uan-chen sect, was not by any 
standard, a novel thinker* However, when he ventured out to propagate 

his beliefs, he did have a set of tenets and regulations that he wanted 

his believers to follow. These teachings and admonishments are scat

tered throughout his works. ' The most concise and comprehensive work on 

Wang Che' s teachings is Ch' ung-yang li-chiao shih-wu lun t[ ̂

5. (Fifteen founding principles [of the Ch'uan-chenl teachings

by Wang Ch'ung-yang), a collection of Wang*Che1s major tenets compiled 

by his followers (TT, 989)o Because it is the only work among the 

Ch'uan-chen sources solely devoted to his teachings, and because it is 
the most representative and revealing work of the early period of the

Ch'uan-chen movement, a complete translation is given here.
89First essay: Living in a hut

All those who leave home must first surrender themselves to 

a monastic hut. A hut is a residence. It is that upon which 
the whole physical body can rely. When the physical self has 

something to rely on, the mind gradually attains steadiness.

The ch'i Cpneuma) and shen (.spirit) will be in freein free

89. The Chinese term for "hut" is , which also refers to
small Buddhist or Taoist temples and monasteries.
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flowing harmony; and one shall enter the genuine Way. In move

ment and action, one must not be excessive in effort. If one is 

excessive in effort, it will impair the ch/i. But, one cannot be 

without movement either. If there is no movement, then the chfi 

and the blood will, congeal and stagnate. Between movement and 

quiescence, one must find the central point. Then later, one
can protect his constancy and be content with his lot. This is

91the method of "residing in steadiness."

Second essay: Roaming with the clouds

The ways of traveling and experiencing are two. The first 

is to look at the brightness and abundance of mountains and wa
ter and the crimson red and halcyon green of flowers and trees.

It is to amuse oneself with the splendor and bustle of prefec- 

tural and sub-prefectural cities, or to enjoy the pavilions and 

halls of Buddhist and Taoist temples, or to seek out friends to 

give rein to. one's feeling, or to let the mind linger over 

clothing and food. Although people who {travel] like this walk 

a road of ten thousand li, they {only] weary their form and

90. Ch1 i is a word which has no single English equivalent. It
covers a wide range of meanings, including those of breath, vapor, and 
vital force. For an excellent discussion of the word ch/i, see Nathan
Sivin, Chinese Alchemy: Preliminary Studies, xviii-xix. The word tao

because it is a widely accepted translation.
, 91. The Chinese phrase for "residing in steadiness" is chu-an

, which is homophonous with the phrase for "living in a 'monas
tic hut' ," chu-an .



92waste their energy. They view all the scenery of the world, 

but their mind becomes disordered and their ch1i is diminished. . 

These people are the people who falsely roam with the clouds.

The second way is to seek for nature and destiny, to inquire 

after the subtle and mysterious, to ascend precipitously high 

mountains with dangerous passes in order to ceaselessly visit 

enlightened masters, to cross roiling and distant waters, and 
to inquire without satiety about the Way. If a word of compa

tibility Ipasses between master and discipleJ, then an encom- 

passing aura will emanate from within and bring to an end any

. profound concern for life and death, and one shall become a
93great man of complete genuineness» People who [travel] like

this are those who genuinely roam with the clouds.

Third essay: Book learning [i.e., learning the Taoist Canon] 

Concerning the Way of book learning, one cannot seek [ele

gant] patterns and confuse what is essential. One should appro

priately pluck out the meaning to accord with the mind, cast 

aside books to inquire after meaning and to pluck out the prin

ciple, and cast aside the principle to seize the essential fla

vor. .When one gets hold of this essence, one may store it in 

the mind. After a long while, then absolute sincerity becomes 

one's nature, the aura of the mind emanates copiously and one's

92. Li is a Chinese mile, equivalent to about one-third
of the Western mile.

93. The phrase for "encompassing aura" is yuan-kuang jfjj , 
which is the Buddhist term for the halo surrounding the head of Buddha.
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wisdom and spirit pulsates and leaps, penetrating everywhere,

94understanding-everything. If one reaches this stage, one must 

store it and nourish it. One must not strive or race, for fear 

of a loss of one's nature and fate. If one does not exhaust the 

basic significance of books, but only wants to remember much, and 
read widely so that one can chatter and talk in front of others, 

bragging and shocking others with one's talent and eminence, 

this is of no benefit to one's cultivation of action [to become 

a Realized ManJ , but injures one's spirit and ch'i. Although 

one reads more and more, what benefit is it to the Way? If one 

grasps the significance of a book one can [and should] store it 

deeply away.

Fourth essay : On. mixing medicinal herbs

Medicinal herbs are the finest ch'i of the mountains and 

rivers, the choicest flourishing of the grasses and the trees.

[Herbs have two natures,] a warm nature and a cool nature.

They can be used to supplement or to purge. [Herbs have two 

tastes,] heavy tastes and light tastes. They can be applied 
externally or can be taken internally.

Those who are willing to master .[the use of medicinal herbs] 

will be able to keep people alive. However, if one {applies

94. The term ching-ch'eng , here translated as "absolute
sincerity," also appears in the Chuang Tzu and has been translated by 
Burton Watson as "purity and sincerity." See his The Complete Works 
of Chuang t z u , 349. The phrase "aura of the mind" (hsin—kuang ^  j ) 
is a Buddhist term for the glow emanating from the .merciful heart of 
Buddha.
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herbal] treatment blindly, one will do harm to a person’s body

and substance. Those who"learn the Way must also master Ithe

use of herbs]. For if one does not master Ithe use of herbs],

one will not have anything to aid the Way.

One should not be particularly attached to [anything] either,
95for if one is, one will then do harm to their secret merits. 

Externally, one will covet money and goods. Internally, one will 
wast effort in cultivating the Truth and the [merits] will be 

insufficiento Beware of the retribution in the next life for 

errors one commits in this life. Talented disciples within our 
gate, consult this carefully.

Fifth essay: On construction
Reed-thatched huts and grass-thatched cottages are needed 

to cover one’s body. To sleep in the open air or in the open 

field will offend the sun and the moon.. But to live under 

carved beams and lofty eaves is also not the action of a su

perior man of worth. How can huge palaces and lofty halls be 

the way of living of a man of the Way. To cut and chop trees 

is to sever the precious fluid of the earth’s veins. To beg 

‘ for goods and money is to take the people’s life-blood. If 

one only cultivates outside merits and does not cultivate inner 

deeds, this is like feeding one’s hunger by drawing a {picture 

. of a] cake or accumulating snow as provisions. To vainly

95. Chih-chu /§ (attachment 1 is used for the Sanskrit
term abhlnivesa meaning ”to cling to things.”
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expend much effort in the end results in emptiness. Those who 

are determined in ambition should search for the "precious 

palace" within one's own body. After one unceasingly finishes 

building "red palaces" outside the body, one will only see them 

collapse and crumble= Perceptive gentlemen, examine this 
carefully.

Sixth essay: On joining companions of the Way^

Originally, when the people of the Way came together as 

companions, they wanted to help each other at the time of ill
ness and sickness. If you die. I'll bury you; if I die, you'll 

bury me.

First you must choose the person, then you join that person 

as a compantion. You should not first join a companion and then 

choose the person. You should not attach to each other strong

ly. For if you strongly attach to each other, you will only tie 

your minds to each other. Yet you must attach to each other or 

your affections will diverge. In forming attachments and not 

forming attachments, it would be best if one finds the median.

There are three {principles] of "to join," and also three 

of "not to join." Those of illumined mind, cleverness, and 

determination are the three to join. Those who are not illu

mined in the outer sphere, those who are not wise and clever.

(companions of the Way) as "Taoist mates." See his article "Lu Hsi- 
hsing and his Commentaries on the Ts'an-t'ung-ch'i," Tsing Hua Journal 
of Chinese Studies, New Series, 7/1 (1968) 78.

96. Professor Liu Ts'un-yan translates the term tao-pan
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whose nature is doltish and turbid, and those who do not have 
determination and spirit hut who simply bluster are the three 

not to join.
To establish the root of one's life in the grove Xof fellows 1

one should act completely in accordance with one's mind and 
' 9 7will. One cannot act by following human affections, one can

not seize upon people according to their outward appearances.
Simply select the high and illumined; this is the superiod 

98method.

Seventh essay: On sitting in meditation

The term "to sit in meditation" does not simply mean to sit 

with, one's body straight and to close one's eyes, for that is 

false sitting. The one who genuinely sits must, for all hours 
of the day, have a mind like Mount T'ai, unmovable and unshake- 

able amid all activity and repose, whether stationary, walking 

sitting, or lying down. One must control and shut off the "four 

gates of the senses," namely: the eyes, ears, mouth, and nose; 

and not let the outside world enter. If one should have only

97. The term "grove [of fellows]" here is a translation for 
ts'ung-lin ^  , a Buddhist term denoting places where monks and 
their followers gather.

98. Takao Giken, in his "Kindai ni okeru Do-Butsu nikyo no 
tokucho, Shinagaku,5/1 119291, 141-142, states that the term "joining 
companions" indicates that the Ch'uan-chen sect reorganized marriage 
for Taoists. His interpretation is probably mistaken, for it contra
dicts the Ch'uan-chen principle of celibacy.
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the very slightest thought about movement and quiescence, it 
cannot be called sitting in tranquility. If one can be like 

this, although his body remains in the dusty world, his name 

has already been listed in the ranks of the immortals« He 

does not need to go far and consult others, for he is worthy 

and sagely within himself. After one hundred years and the 

merits are accomplished, he will cast off his shell and ascend 

to the genuine [sphereJ. A pellet of cinnabar is completed and 

the spirit will travel in "eight outer realms."

Eighth essay: On submitting the mind

Speaking of the Way of the mind {there are two types] : if the 

mind is always deep and tranquil, unmoveable, obscurely abstruse, 

it does not see the myriad things, it is dark and vague, it is 

not inside and not outside> and there is not the slightest think

ing or pondering; then it is a "fixed mind" that cannot be 

brought down. If the mind creates as the circumstances change, 

all topsy-turvy, looking for the head and searching for the tail, 

then this is called a confused mind. . It should be.cut out and 

extirpated immediately? it cannot be indulged. It ruins and 

destroys the Way and the Virtue. It harms both nature and life.

In dwelling, walking, sitting, or lying down, if the mind is 

constantly submitted to hearing, seeing, knowing, and perceiving, 
then there will be sickness and worry.
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Ninth, essay: On refining nature

Regulating nature is like tuning the lute. If the strings 

are too tight, then they will break; if the strings are too 

loose, then.there will be no resonance.; Obtain the mean between 

tightness and looseness, then the lute can be tuned.

It is also like casting a sword. If there is too much steel, 

it will snap; if there is too much tin,, it will bend. If one 

obtains a median I mixture of] steel isicj and tin, then the 

sword will {be usable]. If one refines {one's human] nature 

• comprehends these two methods then their mastery will be 

spontaneous.

Tenth essay: On pairing the "five ch'i"
The five ch'i gather in the "middle palace." The "three

primordials" gather at the top. The "green dragon" puffs red
99mist. The "white tiger" exhales black smoke. Ten thousand

99. There are several explanations for the phrase wu-ch'i 3L 
(five ch1 i) . It could mean the ch'i of the five viscera: heart, liver, 
spleen, lung, and kidney. Or it could refer to the five elements: wood, 
fire, earth, water, and metal. Here it refers to the former group. In 
Taoist usage, chung-kung ^  (middle palace) refers to the heart. Cf.
Sing Chow Wu, A Study of Taoist Internal Elixir— Its Theory and Devel
opment, unpublished dissertation, 235. San-yuan >Cj (three primor
dials) is a Taoist term referring to heaven, earth, and water.
According to Sing Chow Wu, it means the true breath in the head, the 
life-spirit in the heart, and the life-force in the lower abdomen (tan- 
t1ien -R- ®  ), 241. Cf. Michel Strickmann, "On the Alchemy of T'ao 
Hung—ching"in Holmes Welch and Ann Siedel teds.), Facets of Taoism, 
182-183. Ch'ing-lung B 1tC Cgreen dragon) in geomancy represents 
something auspicious. In Taoist usage, it refers to the "breath in the 
liver." See Sing Chow Wu, 235. Pai-hu (white tiger) has many
meanings including being the name for a legendary animal, a star, and 
lime. As Taoist jargon, it means the "life force in the -lungs." See 
Wing Chow Wu, 240.
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spirits array themselves in rows. The hundred veins flow and 

rush. The cinnabar is radiant and clear. The lead and mercury 
merge and purify. While the body is still entrusted to the hu
man world, the spirit is already traveling in heaven.

Eleventh essay: On mixing nature and life

Nature is "spirit"; life is "ch'i." If life is seen in 

nature, it is like birds obtaining the wind, floating and soar

ing, lightly rising. It saves energy and is easy to accomplish.

This is what the Yin-fu ching ^  CThe Classic of Dark 
Tally) says: "The control of birds is in ch'i. Those who

cultivate "genuineness" must consult this and should not leak 

this to "lesser people" for fear that spirits will send down 

censure. "Nature" .and "life" are the roots of cultivation. 

Cautiously and diligently refine them*

Twelfth essay: On the Way of the sage

To enter the Way of the sages, one must first test one's 

ambition for many years, store up merit, and accumulate good 

deeds. Only exalted and enlightened men" and the likes of the 

steadfast and will-informed can enter the Way of the sage. A 

sage's body dwells in the middle of a room but his nature 
fills the universe. The multitude of sages throughout the 

world silently protect and support him. The Transcendent Lord

100. Yin-fu ching is the short title of the text Huang-ti yin- 
fu ching ^  irp attributed to the Yellow Emperor. There are
more than two dozen commentaries extant today in the TT. Cf. TT, 55-58.
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of the Indefinitely Ultimate invisibly surrounds him. His name

is gathered into the "Purple Palace" and his position is placed
101among the immortal ranks. While his form is still entrusted

to the dusty world, his mind has already been illuminated beyond 

things.

Thirteenth essay: On transcending the "Three Realms"

The "realm of sensual desire," the "realm of form," and the
102"realm of formlessness" are the three realms.

When the mind forgets consideration and reflection, then 

it transcends the "realm of sensual desire." When the mind for

gets various states, then it transcends the "realm of form."

When one does not manifest a "vain view," one transcends the 
103"formless realm." .When one leaves these "three realms,"

101. The term wu-chi (indefinitely ultimate) appears in
both the Lao-tzu and the Chuang-tzu. It has been translated in a number 
of way, including "non-ultimate" by Wing-tsit Chan, "infinite" by D. C. 
Lau, and "Primordial Nothingness" by Lin Yutang. See Chan, The Way of 
Lao Tzu, 149; D. C. Lau, Lao Tzu: Tao Te Ching, 85; Lin Yutang, The 
Wisdom of Laotse, 160. Tzu-fu (Purple Palace) is a Taoist term
for an immortal's dwelling; it is also a celestial region.

102. San-chieh (three. realms) , or Trailokya in Sanskrit, 
was-originally a Buddhist concept which was later borrowed by Taoists.
Cf. Kenneth Ch'en, Buddhism in China, 476. Yu-chieh (realm of
sensual desire) , or Kamadhatu in Sanskrit, refers to the realm of sen
sual desires for sleep, sex, and food. Se-chieh (realm of form) ,
or Rupadhatu in Sanskrit, refers to the realm above the_ last-world which 
contains bodies, palaces, and "things.” Wu-se-chieh ^  ^  (realm of
formlessness), or Arupadhatu, refers to the formless realm of pure spir
it, where there are no bodies, palaces, or "things."

103. K 1 ung-chien ^  Qj) (vain view) in Buddhist usage refers to 
the heterodox view that karma and nirvana are not real.
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one's spirit dwells in the country of th-e -immortals and one's 

nature is in the realm of "Jade Purity.

Fourteenth essay: On the methods of nourishing {the True] Body 

The "True Body" is the image of shapelessness.  ̂ It is nei

ther emptiness nor existence. There is no after and no before.
It is neither low nor high. It is neither short nor long. When 

it is used, it penetrates everywhere. Hide it, and it will be 

dark and obscure without a trace. If one obtains this Way then 

one can nourish it. The more one nourishes it, the more merits 

there will be. The less one nourishes it, the less merits there 

will be. One cannot desire to go back; one cannot become attached 

to the world. Then one's goings and stayings will be natural.

Fifteenth essay: On leaving.the mundane world

When.one speaks about leaving the mundane world, it is not 

to say that the body leaves, it is to say that the mind leaves.
The body is like the lotus root; the mind is like the lotus 

blossom. The root is in the mud yet the.blossom is in the open 

air. For the man who obtains the Way, the body is in the mun
dane world but his mind is in the sagely realm. Of the people

104. Yu-ch' ing ]$. 5^ (Jade Purity) is one of the san-ch' ing 3=L 
^0 (Three Purities) of Taoism, the other two being shang-ch'ing 
(High Purity) and t' ai-ch' ing ^  (Supreme Purity). They all refer
to the dwellings of the Heavenly Emperor.

105. Fa-shen 5^ % (true bodyl, or Dharmakaya in Sanskrit, was 
originally a Buddhist term and refers to the embodiment of Truth and Law, 
the "spiritual" or true body. However, in Taoist usage, it refers to 
the spiritual body in addition to the physical body. See Sing Chow
Wu, 132. -
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of today, those who want externally not to die yet want to leave 

the mundane world are those of great stupidity who are unable to
reach an understanding of the principle of the Way.

.

The Ireason why 1] spoke of the fifteen discussions is to 

warn those at ray gate who possess ambition. They can deeply in
vestigate the discussions in detail and know them.

The most obvious feature of the above fifteen essays is that 

they are almost solely devoted to cultivating the-Way. There is not 

even the slightest political overtone; nor is there any obvious moral 

teaching. These are a group of simple, straightforward teachings in

tended to instruct people in how to reach the Way by leaving one's home, 

by undergoing a hard process of self-cultivacion and by accumulating 

merit. A stoic life is necessary for a life of luxury will not lead one 

to the Way. In the process, one should try to avoid going to extremes, 

since keeping to the mean is the most effective and the least harmful 

way to attain success. Human emotions should be controlled and nature 

should be refined. The ultimate goal of "entering the Way" is not to 

prolong one's life, nor is it to physically leave this world and become 

an immortal. Rather, it is to separate one's mind (spirit) and body 

(form). Let the body remain in the mundane world and the mind ascend 

to the heavenly dwelling. In fulfilling this objective, one should ac

cumulate more "inner merits" than "outer merits," for outer merits are 

shaky and not lasting; and most important, one should not be attached to 

the secular world. When the time comes, one will have successfully cul

tivated a "pellet of cinnabar" within one's body, and one's spirit, not
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body, shall be able to enter the realm of the "immortals" and travel to 

the furthest reaches of the universe.

Due to the brevity of these fifteen essays, they are unlikely to 

have encompassed all aspects of Wang's teachings; nor could they have 

dealt with Wang's teachings in any detail. • In order to gain a more com
plete view of Wang Che's teachings, one must also consult other works of 
his. Therefore, some of the major tenets in Wang's work which are not 

mentioned in the fifteen essays will be introduced here.

Two of the most frequently used phrases in Wang Che's works are 

chiu, se_, ts ' ai, ch' i # (wine, sex, wealth, and hot temper)
and hsin-yu' an, i-ma /e,v (ape-like mind and horse-like

will). Wang once told his disciple Ma Yu that all those who cultivate 

the Way must first do away with twelve things: wine, sex, wealth, anger, 

clinging to power, seeking for unattainable things, love, memories, 

worry, depression, worldly desires, and anxiety (Chiao-hua chi, 2/3a). 

Wang Che also repeatedly advised people to "catch the ape-like mind and

horse-like will," for if one can do that then they will "naturally be
106able to know what 'nature* and 'life' are" (Ch'uan-chen chi, 4/llb).

Those who want to enter the Way must also "sever their wordly
ties"; that is, they must not be trapped by their families, and they

107should depart their wives and children. . Wang Che stressed the impor

tance of achieving the Way through quiescence, and he also admonished 

against unnecessary words for he considered the tongue as the root of

106. For some examples, see Ch'uan-chen chi, 10/2'a, 10/10a, .
13/2b; Chiao-hua chi, l/8b.

107. Examples of this behavior can be found in Ch'uan-ehen-chi,
5/8b, 9/7a; Chiao-hua chi, 1/la, l/8b, l/20a.
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all disaster- CCh-'uan-chen chi, 3/17b, 13/9a; Chiao-h.ua chi/ 2/6b)

In order to achieve the Way, one should not hanker after fame or profit 

for those two things will constrain people from reaching the Way - CCh1 uan- 

chen chi, 10/16b, ll/13ab, 12/4bj.
Another term frequently used by Wang Che and his followers is 

k'u^lou (human skeleton) , .which was cited to warn those who

were not interested in' entering the Way that they would become a mere

human skeleton as a result CCh1 uan-chen chi, 10/20a; Chiao-hua chi,

1/2Ob) o
In addition to various teachings that Wang Che used to guide 

people, he also set up ten prohibitory ordinances for the Ch'uan-chen

adepts to abide by* These were:
1* For those who offend national laws, the punishment will be 

expulsion from the sect*

2* For those who steal or rob money of goods and give them to the 

superior and the elder, the punishment will be burning their clothes 

and bowls, and expulsion.

3. For those who like to carry tales and to cause disturbances, the 

punishment will be whipping with bamboo splints and expulsion.

4. For those who offend in any one of {the following] : drinking wine, 

[indulging in] sex, {seeking for] wealth, {losing] their temper or eating 

strong-smelling vegetables (i.e., leeks, garlic, onions, etc.), the 

punishment will be expulsion.

108. The expression ch1 ing-ching ^  (quiescence) is frequent
ly used by Wang Che. For some examples, see Ch"uan-chen chi, 2/13b, 
3/14b,.5/6b, 5/7b; Wang Che, Chtung-yang chen-jen chin-kuan yu suo 
chueh-(TT, 796) , la ff (hereafter cited as Yu-suo chueh).
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5. For those who are villainous, treacherous, indolent, crafty, 

jealous, or deceitful, the punishment will be expulsion.
6. For those who are insubordinate, arrogant and do not act to

gether with others, the punishment will be .[compulsoryj fasting.

7. For those who make lofty talk and brag, and for those who are 

impatient in their work, the punishment will be burning incense.

8. For those who talk about strange things and joke, and for those 

who leave the temple without reason, the punishment will be [adding]. 

oil [to the lamp].

9. For those who do not concentrate on their work, and for those 

who are villainous, treacherous, indolent or lazy, the punishment will 

be [serving] tea.
10. For those who commit minor offenses, the punishment will be 

I compulsory] worship.109

Among the ten commandments, the first commandment seems to have 

nothing to do with "entering the Way" or spiritual cultivation. The 

purpose of making offenses against the laws of the state the first com

mandment was probably because Wang Che did not want his sect members to 

be in any way in conflict with the interests of the* country, and he made 

it clear that he had no intention of protecting anyone who violated the 

national interests. By doing this, Wang Che also gave the government 
notice that the. Ch,uan-'chen sect was merely a religious organization, 

consisting of law-abiding citizens whose interests were not in conflict

109. The "ten prohibitory ordinances" are known as "Ch1 ung-yang 
ti-chun tse-fa pang" ^  ̂  (The List of Punishments by
the Lord Ch'ung-yang), (TT, 989), llb-13a.
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with those of the state. Considering the fact that China was under 

foreign rule at that time, the first commandment might have been more a 

device for gaining trust of the Jurchen rulers than for restricting 

sect adherents (Lu Tao-ho Cede) , Ch.1 uan-chen ch1 ing~,kuei; cf. Kubo Nori- 
tada, "Dokyo no seiki ni tsuite," Toho shukyo, 1/1 (1951) , 36).

Syncretic Nature of Ch1 uan-chen Teachings

By examining the '*fifteen founding principles" of the Ch1 uan-

chen sect, one will notice that they contain a number of Buddhist terms

and concepts. Terms such as "encompassing aura," "aura of the mind,"

and "true body" are all derived from Buddhism. The practice of "sitting"

or meditation was also a CIV an Buddhist practice . And the idea of the

"three realms" was also borrowed from Buddhism. In addition to the

above examples, Wang Che used still other Buddhists terms throughout his

works. For example, the Buddhist concept of "transmigration" (samsara

in Sanskrit, or lun-hui J^in Chinese) is something he frequently 
110talked about. Other Buddhist terms such as mo-k'o pan-jo po-lo-mi

^  (maharajnaparamita, or great, wisdom, acme) also 
appears in several instances in Wang's works (Ch1uan-chen chi, l/llb, 

3/6a) . The Buddhist work Pan-jo hsin-chinq ^  (Prajnaparami-r

tahridayasutra or The Strata of the Heart of Wisdom) was quoted by Wang 

Che to answer the question, "What is the person who does not die?" to

gether with; the Taoist Canon, Ch/ ing-ching ching (The Canon of

Purity and Tranquility)(Yu-suo chueh, 3ab).

110. For some of the nimerous examples, see Ch1uan-chen chi,
2/12ab, 5/4a? Chiao-hua chi, 3/6h; Shihi-hua chi, A/16a, B/2b and 
B/6a.
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The Ch!uan--chen sect flourished in an era when Ch' an Buddhism 

was very influential. Just as the Neo—Confucians" adopted Ch'an teach

ings, the Ch'uan-chen sect also incorporated many Ch' an elements into 

its teachings (Tokiwa Dai jo, Shina ni okeru, Bukkyo to Jukyo Dokyo, 181) «, 
It is clear from his work that Wang Che had some knowledge of Ch' an 

Buddhism. He believed that the Way and Ch*an ideas were often similar, 

for neither of them relied on "words" or "teachings," and he felt that 

the person who is able to complete both the Way and Ch'an beliefs was a 

shang-shih Jz *dr "supreme being" (Ch' uan-chen chi, l/10a, 10/5b, 13/7a) . 

The founder of the Ch' an school, Bodhidharma, was mentioned in the first 

stanza of one of Wang's. tz1u poems (Ch'uan-chen chi, 13/7b).

The "Great Way" has no name, yet it seems as if it has a name;

After facing a wall for nine years, Ta-mo (Bodhidharma)
became "pure";

After sitting in the snow for six years, Shih-chia (Sakya-
muni) became "refined."

The Ch'uan-chen practice of "quiet sitting" or meditation was 

very likely influenced by Ch'an Buddhism, since meditation has always 

been a major practice of Ch* an. For Ch'uan-chen followers, meditation 

was a sacred routine to be solemnly carried out. A set of rules was 

compiled for "sitters" to obey. According to the Ch'uan-chen ch'ing- 

kuei , a collection of Ch'uan-chen regulations, Ch’uan-

chen followers gathered together on the first day of the tenth month each 

each year to perform the tso-po ^  (meditation with the bowl) which

usually lasted one-hundred days. During that one-hundred days, one



Illwould meditate twenty-four hours a day. . Two signs, one bearing the 
word tung (movement) , the other bearing the word ching (non

movement) , were placed in the room in turn. When the "movement" was up, 

the meditators were allowed to slowly move their bodies. .However, when 

the "non-movement" sign was up, no one was allowed to move at all. A 

person called the chu-po (master of the bow) would make a round

of investigation to see if anyone was- moving. When he spotted someone 

twitching, he would hang a sign on the offender and hit him three times. 

The offender would slowly get up wearing the sign and take over the in

specting job. The next offender would.in turn take over his job. Those 

who dared to leave the room or to talk during the "non-movement" period 

would be punished ("Tso-po kuei-shih" in Lu Tao-ho, Ch1 xian-

chen ch1ing-kuei, 5ab).

A typical daily schedule for the Ch'uan-chen adepts was as 

follows ("Tsu-shih tse-li" j /f?*j , Lu Tao-ho, 5b-6a) .

4 a.m.: The sound of the plank indicates the "non-movement"
period is over. Everyone washed his face and rinses 
his mouth, which is followed by worship of the "true 
man" and the "sages."

5- 7 a.m.: Morning fast

7- 9 a.m.: Group meditation
9-11 a.m.: "Non-movement" meditation, each person meditating

quietly by himself.

11 a.m.-1 p.m.: Noon fast
1- 3 p.m.: Group meditation

111. Ch'uan-chen meditation is called "meditation with the bowl" 
because they used a bowl to measure time. Cf. Ch'uan-chen tso-po chieh- 
fa (TT, 988). For a description of the bowl, see Chapter 6.
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3-5 p.m.: "Non-movement” meditation

5-7 p.m. : Late gathering

7-9 p.m.: Group meditation and offering of. tea and soup

9-11 p.m.: "Non-movement" meditation

11 p.m.-1 a.m.: "Chanting time." Adepts are instructed to chant
poems meant to enable them to resist the "sleeping 
devils," (i.e., to overcome the tendency to fall 
asleep). Each verse is sung three time and no more.

1-3 a.m.: The gathering is dismissed. One can do whatever
what one wants.

From the above schedule, it is clear that the Ch'uan-chen Tao.

ists did not sleep even though they may have used the non-movement

periods to doze. This practice of "no sleep" was apparently well-known
at that time, for lien-yin mo (refining the dark devil) is

mentioned in contemporary literary works (ISWC, 31/7b; CCC, 56/573, 
61/613). It is not clear when the practice of "no sleep” first appeared; 

however, the Ch’uan-chen sect was not the first Taoist sect to come up 

with this idea for similar ideas can be found in earlier Taoist

112. Since chai, j/fl- (fast) also refers to the vegetarian meals 
that Buddhist monks or Taoist priests eat, the "morning fast" probably 
refers to breakfast. The "noon fast" probably refers to lunch. Wan
ts 1 an (Late Gathering) in Ch’an Buddhism refers to the gather
ing of followers in the evening to receive instruction (which took place 
at four o’clock in the afternoon. If the late gathering was to be 
cancelled, the bell was struck three times, and this was called fang- 
ts ’ an ^  ̂  (Dismissing the Gathering) . See Ch’ih-hsiu Pai-chang 
ch* ing-kuei (ed. by Te-hui) in Taisho, 48/1109-1160. The late gathering 
for the Ch'uan-chen sect was later than that of the Buddhists. Since 
5 to 7 p.m. is supper time, it might include supper.. For the modern 
Ch’uan-chen Taoists, supper is held at six in the evening. See Yoshi- 
toyo Yoshioka, "Taoist Monastic Life," in Welch and Siedel (eds.),
Facets of Taoism, 247.
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literatureo  ̂ The "no sleep" practice is also said to be related to
114 *a similar one of Ch1 an Buddhism.

Another ChVuan-chen practice which is said to have been influ

enced by the Ch* an Buddhists is "roaming with the clouds," one which was 
carried out by many disciples and has frequently been written about 
(Kubo/ "Zen-shin kyo no seiritsu," 23-25). Several scholars believe 

that the Ch'uan-chen sect established a set of prohibitory ordinances 

under the influence of Ch' an influence. For example > Kubo Noritada 

argues that rules were not regarded as important by the Taoists of 

earlier times. He points out that during the T'ang dynasty,. the Taoists 

of the "Heavenly Master" sect were allowed to have a spouse, to eat 
strong-smelling vegetables, and to drink wine. However, the Ch'uan-chen

sect rules clearly stated that no one was allowed to enjoy sex, to eat
115strong-smelling vegetables, or to drink wine. These practices were

also prohibited among Ch'an followers. Furthermore, punishments such 

as burning incense and adding oil to the lamp prescribed in Ch'uan-chen 

rules were also practiced by Ch'an Buddhists. Above all, the term

113. For example, the T 'ai-shang huang-t'ing nei-ching yu^ching 
states that if one does not sleep day and night, one will become an 
immortal (TT, 167) , 2a.

114. Information on this practice is found in Kubo Noritada, 
"Zen-shin kyo no seiritsu," in Toyo bunka kenkyujo kiyo 42 (1966), 35.
Cf. also his "Choshun, shinjin to sono saiyu," 37-38.

115. This argument comes from Kubo, "Dokyo no seiki ni tsuite," 
35. Kanayama Ryucho also considered the Ch'uan-chen sect as being 
modeled after Ch'an Buddhism in establishing sect regulations. See his 
"Dokyo no Bukkyo teki giso," Shukyo kenkyu, 2/4 (1940), 186.
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ch.1 ing-kuei j (pure rules) used in the Ch1 uan-chen ch.' ing^kuei,

a collection of ChV iian-chen rules, was obviously borrowed from the 
Pai-chahg ch' ing-kuei, a collection of Ch.1 an Buddhist rules first put 

together by the T'ang dynasty Ch.' an master Huai-hai (720-814) .

A number of other Ch'uan-chen concepts are also said to be of

Ch'an influence, such as "perceiving the nature," "no mind," "do not
117transmit [teachings to peopleJ outside the sect," etc. Considering

the fact that Wang Che mentions Ch'an Buddhism in his writings, it is 
not strange that he was influenced by its ideas. However, one must take 

into account the fact that Ch' an Buddhism itself absorbed ideas from 

philosophical Taoism, and that some of the concepts the Ch'uan-chen 

sect borrowed from Ch' an Buddhism might have had their ultimate roots 

in the Taoist classics. For example, meditation, a major Ch'an practice, 

is probably influenced by the tso-wang (sitting and forgetting)

practice mentioned in the Chuang Tzu.(Cf. Burton Watson, The Complete 

Works of Chuang Tzu, 90).

Anyone who has studied Wang Che's writings will agree that they 

contain many Buddhist, elements. However, it would be a mistake to con

clude that those Buddhist concepts were first incorporated into Taoist 

teachings by Wang Che, for most of the Buddhist terminology that he used 

also appears in other, earlier Taoist works. For example, the concept

116. These rules are found in Ch'ih-hsiu Pai-chang ch'ing-kuei: 
48/1137-1138, 48/1121-1122, and 48/1109. Cf. Kenneth Ch'en, Buddhism 
in China, 363.

117. For these concepts, consult Kamata Shigeo, "Shin Dokyo no 
keisei ni oyoboshita Zen no eikyo," Shugaku kenkyu, 2 (1960), 154-156.
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of the "three realms" which was discussed, by Wang in the thirteenth

118essay of his "Fifteen Essays" had. long been incorporated into Taoism. 

Practices such as celibacy and abstention from wine and strong-smelling 

vegetables were all advocated by earlier Taoists. For example, celibacy 

was practiced by Taoists of the Mao Shan ^  Sect in the 6th century 

(Strickmann, 469-473). Ko Hung recommended avoiding strong-smelling 
vegetables for those interested in Taoist alchemical experiments 

(Welch, Taoism: The Parting of the Way, 127-128). The T 1ai-p'ing ching 
states that the.evil consequences of drinking wine are too numerous to 

list (Wang Ming, 214).

. One might raise the question here that since some of the Budr 

dhist elements in Wang Che/s writings can be traced back to earlier 

Taoist writings, is it possible that Wang Che learned those concepts 

from the earlier Taoist works directly rather than from the Buddhist 

canon? And thus, did Wang Che adopt these ideas without realizing they 

were originally Buddhist concepts? To answer these questions, one 

would probably have to conclude that he learned these Buddhist concepts * 

from Taoist works. On the other hand, it seems unlikely that he would 

not have been aware that they were originally Buddhist in nature. As 

has been noted, Wang Che shows in his writings that he had some knowl

edge of Buddhism.

118. San-chieh (.three realms! appeared as early as the T'ai- 
p 1 ing ching ' a Taoist canon of the Later Han dynasty (see Wang
Ming, 10). Whether the three realms in T 1 ai-p1 ing ching had anything to 
do with the three realms in Buddhism is not clear. However, by the time 
of the Period of Disunity (222-5891, the term "three realms" as used in 
Taoist works was said to have been borrowed from Buddhism. See Kamata 
Shigeo, "Zui To jidai ni okeru Ju Bu Do san kyo," Rekishi Kyoikn 17/3 
(1969), 23; cf. footnote 102.
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Several examples of Buddhist elements in the Ch'uan-chen teach

ings have been given« Now further examples of the connection between 

the Ch'Uan-cheh sect and Confucianism will be provided. First, many 

Ch’uan-chen followers received a Confucian education during their youth. 

Wang Che himself is a good example. Although Wang was unsuccessful in 

becoming a Confucian scholar and later became a Taoist adept, he did not 

discard Confucian values. In fact, Wang Che made the practice of being 

loyal to one’s lord and being filial to one’s parents a part of the me

thod of cultivation Qfu-suo'chu’eh, lb). That Wang’s disciples stayed 

by his tomb for three years is also, as pointed out by Kubo Noritada, 
a manifestation of traditional Confucian values (’’Choshun shinjin, ” 35). 

The fact that Wang Che urged his followers to study the Classic of 

Filial Piety also supports the contention that the Ch’uan-chen sect made

filial piety one of.its tenets.

Just as some of the Buddhist elements in Ch’uan-chen teachings 

have been incorporated into earlier Taoist works, the Confucian virtues 
such as filial piety and loyalty had also been absorbed into Taoism be

fore Wang's time. For example, the T 1ai-p’ing ching advocates that one 

must be filial to one’s parents and be loyal to one’s superior (Wang 

Ming, 550, 575, 591, 597, and 603). Later, to be filial and to be loyal 

became the first and second ’’good deeds” of the Taoist* s "Ten Good Deeds" 

(YCCC, 37/248). Again the question must be faced that since filial pie

ty and loyalty were advocated by Taoists long before Wang Che, could he 

have valued these two solely as Taoist virtues without realizing that 

they were also two of the most important Confucian virtues? The answer 

to this question is negative, for it is known that Wang Che received a
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Confuclan education before he turned to Taoism? thus, he must have been 

aware of the fact that Confucians also advocated filial piety and 

loyalty.
Because Wang Che studied the teachings of all the three major 

schools, he must have realized that a number of common teachings and 

practices were shared by the Buddhists and Taoists, by the Confucians 
and the Taoists, and sometimes by all three.schools. It appears that 

Wang Che deliberately stressed those. Taoi.st teachings and practices 

which were also advocated by Confucians and Buddhists as a means to 

attract more followers. As was pointed out in Chapter 2, Wang Che used 

the term san-chiao (three doctrines, i.e., Confucianism, Taoism,

and Buddhism) in the titles of all five religious congregations that 

he founded in Shantung.

It was by ho means an accident that Wang Che chose the term 

"Three Doctrines" for his congregations; thus suggesting that he purpose

ly incorporated elements from the three doctrines into his teachings.

He is said to have had people studying the Confucian classic Hsiao-ching 

% $ £  (The Classic of Filial Piety) , the Buddhist sutra Pan-jo hsin

ching , as well as the Taoist canon, Tao-te-ching, and the Taoist Ch' ing-
119ching ching (Kan-shui, l/6a, l/8a).

Wang Che's efforts in syncretizing the "Three Doctrines" can be 

seen from his works. Such lines as "The doors of Confucianism, Buddhism 

and Taoism are mutually penetrating; the Three Doctrines have shared

119. Wang. Che himself wrote that he studied the Classic of 
Filial Piety in his youth, and he spent seven years on the Pan-jo 
hsin-ching before he thoroughly understood it. See Ch1uan-chen chi,
5/3a.
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from the beginning the style of the same master" (.Ch1 uan-cheng chi-, 

l/8b)and "In order to understand 1reason,1 do not forget the sayings 

of the 'Three Doctrines'" Clbld., IQ/lb) are to be found throughout his 

workso Wang conceived the three doctrines as being the three branches 

of a single tree and the three legs of a tripod (Yu-suo chueh, 12b-13a)• 

Wang Che's disciples, ..following his steps, also made similar remarks in 

bringing together the three doctrines.
The efforts of Wang Che and his followers in honoring the "Three 

Doctrines" mark a high point in the long historical record of attempts 

to reconcile Confucian, Taoist, and Buddhist teachings. Exactly who

made the first attempt of this kind is unknown. However, it is clear 
* . 

that during the Period of Disunity (222-589), a number of people at

tempted to synthesize these diverse systems of belief and practice.

Thus, it was not unusual that one might be attracted to the teachings 

of the "Three Doctrines." Chang Jung , a scholar-official of the

Southern Ch'i (479-502), is reported as holding the Confucian Classic of 

Filial Piety and the Taoist Lao-tzu (Tao-te-ching) in his left hand and

120. For example, ChMu Ch'u-chi states that the patriarchs 
and sages of the "Three Doctrines" were alike (see his P'an-ch'i chi, 
l/16a [TT, 79Y])o T'an Ch'u-tuan states that the origin of the "Three 
Doctrines" was the same and there there was little difference between 
the Way of the Ch'an school and that of Taoism. Various Confucian 
practices also lead to the same conclusion. See T'an's Shui-yun chi 
(TT, 798), A/1lb.
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the Buddhist Hsiao-p1 in fa-hua ching /]x ^  (Lotus Sutra) in
121his right hand while on his death bed.

Emperor Wu (reigned 502-549) of the Liang dynasty, although 

known as a devout Buddhist, had a profound knowledge of the "Three Doc

trines" and wrote numerous volumes on all three teachings. He utilized 

the. concepts of the three schools as guides to government. However, he 
did not treat the three doctrines equally. He downgraded Confucius and 

Lao-tzu to a status as students of the Buddha. He compared Buddhism to

the Sun while comparing Taoism and Confucianism to the stars, lesser ", 
122celestial bodies.

It is recorded that in 573., Emperor Wu (reigned 561-577) of the 

Northern Chou gathered people representing the three schools for a de

bate on their respective positions. The Confucianists won the debate, 

the Taoists came in second, and the Buddhists last (Ling-hu, 5/17b).

In subsequent dynasties, many rulers were able to recognize the 

potentially dangerous consequences of antagonizing any of the major 

schools, and thus they tried to harmonize the "Three Doctrines." It is 

not unusual for a ruler to shift his support from one doctrine to 

another, yet to express an interest in all three. For example. Empress 

Wu (625-705 better known as Wu T s e - t 1 ien E1] ; her real name was

121. This account is found in Nan-ch'i shu, 41/8b. Cf. Wang 
Chih-hsin, Chung-kuo tsung-chiao ssu-hsiang-shih ta-kang, 109. It 
appears .that many people were interested in the Classic of Filial Piety 
and the Tao-te-ching. Emperor Hsuan-tsung of the T'ang dynasty is said 
to have written commentaries on these two works as well as a commentary 
on the Buddhist Chin-kang ching (Diamond Sutra) , in Sanskrit,
Vajracchedika sutra. See Perspectives on the T fang, 24, eds., Arthur
F. Wright and Dennis Twitchett.

122. Refer to Fan Wen-lan, Chung-kuo.t'ung-shih, 11/379.
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Wu Chao ). of the Chou dynasty supported Buddhism in her early
years. As Kao-1sung1s empress, she supported Taoism; as a ruler in her 

own right, she supported Buddhism. However, in her final years, as a 

result of being constantly troubled by illness, she turned to Taoist 

magic in an effort to achieve immortality.. Yet Empress Wu showed that 

she was interested in all three of the doctrines by sponsoring the com

pilation of a voluminous collection of Confucian, Buddhist, and Taoist 

writings entitled San-chiao chu-ying ^  (Gems and Flowers of

"Three Doctrinestt) (Hsin T'ang shu, 104/12b) . Unfortunately, this mas
sive work of 1,300 volumes is no longer extant.

been a political maneuver rather than a reflection of genuine devotion, 

for. she is said to have had representatives of the three schools sign 

petitions requesting that she become the "female Emperor" (Fitzgerald,. 

The Empress Wu, 127). It is recorded in the Chiu T fang shu (Old T'ang 

Dynastic History, 22/17a) that in 690 Empress Wu summoned Taoists and

practice of holding discussions on the three doctrines, which originated 

in the Northern Chou, had been in fashion since the reign of the firsh 

Emperor of the T'ang, Kao-tzu (reigned 618-626). They were usually held 

on important occasions, such as the emperor's birthday or other festi-

Empress Wu* s.interest in the "Three Doctrines" might also have

Buddhist monks as well as court officials to the Ming-t'ar

(Illuminating Palace) to lecture on their respective doctrines. The

vals.123 The discussions normally followed a set routine: "At the

123. This practice is documented in Lo Hsiang-lin's "T' ang-tai 
san-chiao chiang-lun k'ao," Tung-fang wen-hua, 1/1 (1954), 85-97.
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beginning, they are like spears and shield against each other; in the 

end, they are like rivers and seas flowing together. The famous

poet Po Chu-i (772-8461 also attended a discussion of the

"Three Doctrines" as a representative of the Confucians. A partial 

record of that discussion, entitled "San-chiao lun-heng" —  'Nlj

(Discussions on the Three Doctrines! is included in Po1s collected works 

Po-shih ch'ang-ch'ing chi (SPTK, shou-pen ed., 5/327-328). Discussion 

of the three doctrines must have been very popular during the T*ang 

dynasty, for an office was created to sponsor such events. During Em

peror Te-tsung's reign (780-8401, a high-ranking Buddhist monk named 
Tuan Fu was appointed to the post of "San-chiao lun-heng." . The

purpose of this sort of discussion of the three doctrines was probably 

to offer the followers of different doctrines an opportunity to learn 

from and communicate with each other, and thus a more harmonious and 

peaceful society might result.
Governmental.involvement in bringing together the "Three Doc

trines" of course had to have had some influence in furthering a trend 

toward syncretism. However, the actual process of assimilation had long 

been going on. Even without the efforts of the government, this trend 

probably would have continued. Before and during the Sung dynasty, this 

kind of syncretic tendency began to bear fruit. In the realm of

124. This quotation comes from Fan Wen-lan, Chung-kuo t'ung- 
shih chien-piep,.Vol.-Ill/ Part 2, 656.

125. A discussion of this office can be found in Lo Hsiang-lin, 
"T'ang-tai san-chiao," 93.
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Confucianism, Neo-Confucianism came to flower. And in Taoism, Wang 

Che1 s Ch*uan-chen sect was the outcome of a similar tendency.

While neither Neo-Confucianism nor Ch* an Buddhism overtly,ad

mitted their debts to the other traditions, the Ch1uan-chen sect bla

tantly declared its debts by simply adding to the titles of its 
congregations the term MThree Doctrines." The Ch1uan-chen sect, there

fore,/was the first religious, sect in Chinese history to proclaim itself 

as a manifestation of ideals-drawn from the "Three Doctrines," and it 

honored Buddhism and Confucianism as well as Taoism.

Ch1 uan-chen Teachings Compared with 
Other Taoist Teachings

..It has been demonstrated in the previous, pages that Ch*uan-chen 

ideology was an amalgamation of the "Three Doctrines." The question 

thus arises, since the Ch"uan-chen sect had so many Buddhist and Con- 

fucian elements in it, can it still be called a Taoist sect? Igor de 

Rachewiltz considers it incorrect even to apply the term Taoist to 

Ch*uan-chen. However, he states that "Since its followers regarded them

selves as Taoist, and they were likewise called Taoist by their enemies

to distinguish them from the Buddhists and the Confucianists, I shall
, .,126 also do so. . . .

It is true that the followers of Ch-1 uan-chen called themselves 

Taoists, but the reason for taking Ch*uan-chen to be a Taoist sect goes 

beyond this simple fact; If the teachings of the Ch1uan-chen sect are 

examined, it is found that the Taoist elements far outweigh the Buddhist

126. Rachewiltz* s comment comes from "The Hsi-yu lu by Yeh-lu
Ch* u-ts * ai," in Monumenta Serica, 21 (JL962) 12.



and Confucian elements. Taoist jargon such as ying-erh a LJ (infant,

i.e., liver) and ch1 a-nu (young girl, i.e.., lung) are found
127throughout Wang Che1s writings. The terms "green dragon" and "white

tiger" which appear in the tenth of the "Fifteen Essays" are two of the 
more frequently used Taoist phrases. The Taoist concept of san-shih

(three corpses) is also repeatedly used in Wang Che’s work

A fundamental goal of the traditional Taoist is to pursue immor

tality. The seeking of immortality is also, as is made clear in the 
seventh, tenth, and twelfth essays, a key goal of Ch1uan-chen Taoism.

The pursuit of ch1 ang-sheng pu-ssu ^  /fy (to live forever and
not die) by Taoist believers ever since the Han dynasty was intended to 

prolong one’s life of to become physically immortal (Cf. Kaltenmark,

Lao Tzu and Taoism, 61). Various methods, including breathing tech- - 

niques, dietary practices, and the taking of various elixirs, were used 

to reach that goal. When one achieved immortality, one would either 

ascend to Heaven physically or remain on earth in order to save others 

(Cf. Welch, Taoism: The Parting of the Way, 127). As it is clearly 

shown in the Fifteen Essays (essays seven, ten, twelve, and fifteen), 

Wang Che’s concept of immortality did not entail a physical ascent to

127. It is impossible to list all examples here. Wang Che’s 
interpretation for these two terms can be found in his Ch’ung-yang chen- 
jen shou Tan-yang erh-shih-ssu chueh (TT, 796)

128. "Three corpses" refers to the "upper worm" which lives in 
the brain, the "middle worm" which lives in the heart, and the "lower 
worm" which lives in the abdomen. The upper worm creates sensual 
desire and causes madness; the middle worm generates greed for wealth 
and causes moodiness; the lower worm stimulates desire for elegant 
clothes, wine, and sex. See YCCC, 13/104. For some examples, see
Ch’uan-chen chi, 4/llb, 8/7b, 12/20b.
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Heaven, nor did it involve eternal life on earth, but rather the dis

carding of the body or form on earth and letting one's mind or spirit 
ascend to Heaven. This kind of immortality, it was believed, could be 

achieved by cultivating the "inner elixir" and accumulating merits.

, For Wang Che, the chin-tan (golden elixir) is one's own

true nature (Ch'uan-chen chi, 2/7b) . It is something that can be pro

duced in an instant. There is no need to wait for three years to become 

an immortal, nor does one need to obtain chiu-chuan /l  (nine pro

cesses) elixir in order to shorten the waiting period (Ibid., 2/13b). 

According to Ko Hung's ||f Pao-p'u tzu , an encyclopedia

of sorts on the art of becoming immortal (completed in 317 A.D.), "gold
elixirs" were divided into nine grades (Welch, Taoism: TheParting of 

129the Way, 127). One would, presumably, become an immortal three years

after taking the i-chuan —- (one process) elixir. If one took an

elixir which had been processed nine times, one need wait only three 

days before attaining immortality (TT, 868, 4/10ab).

How was the "gold elixir" obtained? According to Wang Che, one 

must first realize that the gold elixir is within oneself. Whoever 

comprehends this fact, can hope to become an immortal (Ch'uan-chen chi, 

2/13b). In order to build up the gold elixir, one must not seek fame or 

profit for such things are not eternal; nor should one drink wine. One 

should cultivate one's ch' i and spirit (Ibid., 5/6a). Things such as

129. For the English translation of Pao-p'u- tzu, see James Ware, 
Alchemy, Medicine and Religion in the- China of A.D. 320: The Nei-pien
of Ko Hung (Pao-p'u-tzu), 1966.
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eliminating worry and abstaining from sex, helping others, and posses

sing a tranquil mind, contribute to the completion of the elixir (Ch'uan- 

chen chi, 10/2a-3).

For a Ch1uan-chen follower, the only person who can ensure that 

one becomes an immortal is oneself. Because nothing from outside, such 
as elixirs produced by alchemy, can turn a person into an immortal, it 

is incumbent to cultivate one's self. The process of cultivation could 

be a long one, but it could also be short., depending on the progress 

made. In order to fulfill the requirements for proper cultivation, one 

must not have any sensual desires nor should one in any way be attached 

to the mundane world. When one reaches the stage of being totally tran

quil, having no desire, having no attachments, and having accumulated 

sufficient merits, one's spirit will become immortal. Whether one's 

physical body is alive or not is not important; an immortal does not 

need a body. The concept of "being immortal" for the Ch'uan-chen sect 

was not "to live forever and never die" but rather to reach immortality 

by leaving behind one's "corpse." This sort of "immortalhood" is known

as shih-chueh Jp , a concept which existed as early as the Han
, . 130dynasty.

It has been previously mentioned that several scholars consid
ered that in establishing the sect commandments, Wang. Che was probably

. 130. Hou Han shu compiled by Fan Yeh, 102B/15b, includes an 
account of a Han dynasty Taoist called Wang Ho-ping /fa* who is 
said to have achieved immortality by shdJn-chieh. In addition to leav
ing one's body behind and ascending to heaven,. other forms of. shih-chieh 
include disappearance of the body before the funeral, and the disap
pearance of the body while the clothes remain. See Li Fang, T' ai-p1 ing 
kuang-chi, 58/359-360.
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influenced by Ch 1 an Buddhism. However~ there is also a possibility that 

Wang Che was influenced by the various rules recorded in the Yun-chi 

. ~· lrlf Kif. 
ch1 i-ch1 ien · ~' !Jl.... -t: ~ , a miniature Taoist Canon compiled by Chang 

Chlin-fang ~fa ~ in 1019. 131 For example, the four vices--wine., sex, 

wealth, and anger--which. are listed in Wang Che 1 s. commandments, are also 

mentibned in the YUn-chi ch1 i-ch1ien (13/104). 

Although many sets of various rules were included in the Yi.in-chi 

ch 1 i-ch 1 i.en (39/271-274), the longest set of rules, entitled "Lao-chi.in 

shuo i-pai pa-shih chieh ... 1 ~ ~L ~ i 1\ -t ~ (one hundred and 

eighty rules spoken by Lao-tzu) contains one hundred and eigh:t rule.s, 

i:t:J,cluding prohibitions against stealing (No. 3) , drinking (No. 24) I ac-

C'Uillulating wealthy (No •. lOS}, and the· carrying of tales (No. 111) , all 

of which are ·also cited by Wang Che ~ s commandments · 2, 3, and 4. No 

specific punishments are mentioned in the Yi.in-chi ch 1 i-ch 1 ien for the 

violation of these rules. 

That there are so many sets of rules in the Yi.in-chi ch 1 i-ch 1 ien 

might reflect the influence of Buddhism. For example, in the Yiln-chi 

ch 1 i~ch 1 ien (37/258) there is the following set of rules: 

1. Do not kill. 

2. Do not be fond of drinking wine. 

3. Do not act contrary to what you say. 

4. Do not steal. 

5. Do not indulge in sex. 

1.31. Refer to Ch.'en Kuo-:-fu, Tao-tsang yi.ian-liu k 1 ao, 134. See 
also Liu Ts 1 un-yan, "The Compilation and Hi.storical.Value of the Tao-

.· tsang' ri 112-113. 
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An almost identical set of rules is to be found in the Ch1 ih-
hsiu pai-chang ch! ing-kuei (.Taisho, 48/1137);:

1. Do not kill.

2. Do not steal.

3. Do not indulge in sex.
4. Do not make false statements.

5. Do not drink wine..

Given the above situation, it seems reasonable to assume that 

the Taoist rules in the Yun-chi ch'i-ch'ien were influenced by Buddhism, 
and the Ch'uan-chen sect, which, appeared somewhat later, probably was 

influenced by both.
While there is a definite link between Ch'uan-chen teachings and 

earlier Taoist works, some major practices of traditional Taoism are 

missing from Ch'uan-chen teachings. One of these is the practice of al

chemy or the "outer elixir." Since the Sung dynasty, the practice of 

"inner elixir" had become popular, probably as an alternative way of

searching for immortality since the outer elixir had failed to prove

effective as a method (Cf. Sing Chow Wu, 76). Ch'uan-chen Taoism repre

sented the development of inner elixir in northern China and is known as

fl. 1069), as its leading figure, is known as the Southern School 

(Needham, Science and Civilization in China, 200-203). The Southern

the Northern School. Its. counterpart, with Chang Po-tuan

(alias P 1 ing-shu , Taoist name Tzu-yang chen-jen ^  fS /̂x-

School will be discussed again in Chapter 5
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The Ch* uan-chen sect Is claimed by several historians to have 

resisted the practice of the Taoist magical arts, such as fu-lu 

(talisman) and the ,jang-kuai t the ceremony for removing illness

or disaster (Nan-Sung ch'u, 112; Kubo Noritada, "Kin-Gen jidai no Dokyo 

kyodan no seikaku," 211-2121» Although it can be said that, in general, 

the Ch'uan-chen sect showed little interest in Taoist magic and did not 
teach its followers how to perform these arts, some records indicate 

that Wang Che did make use of written talismans, and that Ma Yu had per

formed a ceremony in Ch'.ang-an in 1180 to pray for rain (Chii1 an-chen chi, 

2/5b, 3/15b-16a; Chiao-hua chi, 2/3b; Chin-yu chi, l/12b) .

Considering the-fact that the Chii1 an-chen sect prohibited strong

smelling vegetables (Commandment 4) and talked about getting rid of the 

"three worms" of the body, which could be partially accomplished by not

eating grains, the Ch*uan-chen sect may have carried on some kind of
132 /dietary practices- The Taoist practice of breath control is also

mentioned occasionally in Ch'uan-chen treatises on spiritual cultiva-
, 133to. on.

From the above discussion, it can be seen that the Ch'uan-chen 

sect, while eclectic in spirit did contain numerous Taoist elements in

cluding the fundamental goal of what more orthodox Taoism had always 

sought: the quest for immortality. There is, therefore, no reason to 

deny that Ch'uan-chen was essentially a Taoist sect. However, it would

132. In addition to not eating grains, one should also control 
one's desires, for merely stopping.eating is not sufficient to kill the 
worm. See YCCC, 13/104.

133. For example, see Yu-suo chlieh, 17b.



be wrong to regard it as representing a form of orthodox Taoism, such as 

the "Heavenly Master" sect had been. One very obvious difference be

tween the Ch* tian-chen and the orthodox "Heavenly Master" sect is their 

attitude toward sex. The "Heavenly Master" sect did not prohibit sex 

among its clergy, but the Ch'uan-chen did. While the post of, the 

"Heavenly Master" is hereditary, in the Ch'uan chen sect, where marriage 

is not permitted, the line of succession was a master-disciple one.

This trait was shared by all three major Taoist sects which emerged 
during the 12th century. While these new Taoist sects appeared about 

the same time, they were all products of chaotic social conditions and 

thus they emphasized the importance of tranquility, devoted themselves 

to saving people from .suffering, and were collectively known as the Hsin 

Tao—chiao (New Taoist Sects) . However, there were differences

among them. For example, while the Ch’uan-chen and the Ta-tao sects, 

showed no particular interest in Taoist magic, the T'ai-i sect relied 

on it to attract followers. In addition, although all three sects adop

ted the master-disciple succession system, the T'ai-i sect carried out 

the practice of making its patriarchs adopt the founder's surname of 

Hsiao.

Although these three sects originated from three different 

areas— the Ch'uan-chen sect in Shantung, the T'ai-i in.Honan, and the 

Ta-tao in Hopei— they were able to spread their teachings to other areas. 

Despite the competition, that, must have existed among them, there is 

no record indicating that any hostility ever developed among them. 

Generally speaking, the three sects were able to attract followers from 

all social strata to maintain a close relationships with the literai
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and high officials. This fact is clearly indicated by inscriptions 

written for members of the sects by various literati and officials. 

Despite the existence of opposition to them by the ruling houses during 

their early days, they later were, able to win favored positions at court.



CHAPTER 4

THE PERIOD OF EXPANSION OF THE CH1UAN-CHEN SECT

Chfuan chen and the Jurchen Rulers

There is no evidence that the Chr xian-chen sect had any relation

ship with Jurchen rulers during the years of its first three patriarchs, 

i.e., Wang Che, Ma Yu, and T'an Ch*u-tuan. However, with the increase 

in its popularity, the Ch'uan-chen sect became known to the ruling 

house and Emperor Shih-tsung summoned Wang Ch'u-i to the capital in 

1187. This was the first in a series of summons of Ch'uan-chen masters 

to the courts of the rulers.
Wang Ch' u-i was summoned to court four times by two of the Jur

chen emperors. Records show that at the end of 1187, Emperor Shih- 

tsung summoned Wang to the capital and asked him about the methods of 

"preserving life" and "ruling [the country]." In response Wang Ch'u-i 

said: "To hold the essence to nouris the spirit; to stand back with 

hands folded across your chest and exert no action" (Hsien-yuan hsiang- 
chuan, 37b. Cf. Kan-shui, 2/33b) . The emperor was happy with Wang's 

answer- and arranged for Wang to stay at the T'ien-ch'ang temple. As 

mentioned in Chapter 2, Wang was tested with the poison during this 

visit.

In the following year, the emperor built the Hsiu-chen 

tample for Wang to live in and he also provided Wang with a boy servant 

(Hsien-yuan hsiang-cbuan, 37b). . Wang wrote a poem to express his grati

tude to the emperor (Yun-kuang chi, 2/2a):

111
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With the sending of one special representative with a letter, 

the favor of Heaven (_i. , the emperor) does not stop!
A clever boy was specially sent here to convey the concern of 

the Sage IrulerJ.

Behold above, I thank my emperor for the power of his merit 
and virtue;

And also for issuing an order to build the temple so we can 
cultivate ourselves and fast attentively.

After staying at the new temple for a short time, Wang Ch'u-i 

requested imperial permission to go home to visit his parents. Permis

sion was granted together with imperial gifts; however, Wang politely 
declined the gifts (Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan 37b-38a; Kan-shui, 2/34a).

At the end of 1188, Emperor Shih-tsung became ill and again 

summoned Wang Ch'u-i to court. Upon receiving the summons, Wang said to 
the envoy that he was afraid he would not be able to see the emperor 

(Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan,. 37b-38a). His premonition proved true, for 
when Wang arrived at the capital, he learned the emperor had died the 

day before. The envoy dared not report Wang's arrival to the young 

emperor who had just been enthroned so Wang returned to his home. This 

event was described in one of Wang's poems (Yun-kuang chi, 2/2a):

The late emperor has ascended to the clouds and the people 
of ten thousand places are weeping.

How can .1 forget his immense favor and great virtue!

The official dared not inform the present emperor [about ray 
late arrival].

134Let me turn around my cloud-steps and return home.

134. The Kan-shui (_2/34a). reports that Emperor Chang-tsung kept 
Wang Ch'u-i at the court to perform a chiao sacrifice. Since this 
contradicts Wang's testimony, it is probably a. mistake.
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It was not until 1197, eight years later, that Wang ChVu-i was 

summoned to court for a third time, this time by Emperor Chang-tsung.

A detailed account of this event as described by Wang's disciple can be 

found in Wang' s Yun-kuang chi. Cl/la-lb> :

In the Ting-ssu year (1197) of .the Ch' eng-an reign, [Wang] 
was summoned for the third time<, [Wang] arrived at the T'ien- 
ch'ang temple in the capital on the twenty—fifth day of the sixth 
month. [The emperor] granted .[Wang] a seat and asked him about 
the Ch'ing-ching ching (The Classic of Tranquility),
and the Master, (i.e., Wang) explained it. Next, (the emperor] 
asked about, affairs concerning warfare in the north. The Master 
answered that it would stop in the year of Wu-wu (1198) which 
later indeed turned out to be as predicted. After that, the 
emperor inquired of him about the Ch'uan-chen sect affairs and 
the Master answered each and every question. The emperor was 
deeply impressed and praised him. [Wang] stayed there until 
dark and then left. The following day [the emperor] granted 
[Wang] a purple robe and the title T'i-hsuan ta-shih 
yt̂ jgrp7 (The Great Master embodying the Mystery) . [The'*'emperor]
sent two retainers to deliver the edict bestowed on him. [Wang] 
could^live in either the Hsiu-chen temple or the Ch'ing-fu temple 
'/fT ̂ *Ij as pleased. Also, every month [the emperor] gave
[Wang] the food allowance of two hundred strings of cash. •

This account is supported by the Chin Dynastic History which 

records that Chang-tsung visited the T'ien-ch* ang temple in the seventh 

month of. 1197. . He ordered a "whole world" chiao sacrifice, prohibited, 

butchering, for seven days, and suspended punishments. Although Wang 

Ch'u-i's name is not mentioned in the Chin dynastic histories, there is 

little doubt that the emperor went to the T'ien-ch*ang temple to meet 

Wang. Furthermoreeven though there is no.way to verify Wang's pre

diction of the end of warfare in the northern border areas, it is true 

that at the time Chang-tsung met Wang there was unrest in the area which 

was later put down in 1198 jCS, 10/86).

At any rate, Wang ch'u-i accepted the emperor's offer to stay 

at a temple of his choice in the capital where he planned to reside for
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same time „ This is indicated in one of Wang1 s poems written at the 

Hsiu-chen temple to hxs mother and his followers at home (Yun^kuang chi, 

5/3ab):

From the Hsiu-chen templef a letter connecting us from afar.
The auspicious light coming and going penetrates the clear 

sky.
In the past, I met the illuminating teacher who founded this 

orthodox sect.

Now I am indebted to the emperor who has helped spread the 
"mysterious wind" (.i.e., Taoist teachings) .

Yii-yang [i.e., Wang) will stay here temporarily to spread the 
teachings.

Dear adherents please put your efforts {into self-cul€avati§nK^\i

Bowing to my dear mother, "please don't worry."

The imperial favor does not permit me to return home at this 
moment.

While Wang's expression of gratitude to Chang-tsung when he said 

that he was indebted to the sage emperors for their help in spreading 

Ch' uan-chen teachings may have been just good form, there must be some 
truth in the statement that Chang-tsung's favoritism indeed helped in

crease the popularity of the Ch'uan-chen sect.

After staying in the Hsiu-chen temple for awhile, Wang requested 

permission to return home for his mother's ninetieth birthday (Kan-shui, 

2/34b) . If there is such a thing as a "filial Taoist," Wang Ch'u-i can 

be called one.
In 1202 Chang-tsung ordered Wang to Po-chou (in present-day 

Anhwei) to perform the chxao. sacrifice at the T'ai-ch'ing temple.
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This event Wang himself called the "fourth summons" (.Cheng-tsung chi, 

5/3ab) .135

Wang ClVu-i was not only favored, by the emperors. In 1207,
^ 1f$ ]/when Wang was at the Yu-hsii temple 'SaJ in Sheng-shui ^  X. (in

present-day Hopei) , Chang-tsung1 s consort Yuan-fei Xj^tLl gave him a set 

of the Taoist canon (Kan-shui, 2/34b) «, According to the Ch'j-chen nien- 
p fu JC. ^  / Yuan-fei dispatched two sets of the Taoist canon in

1207, one set to Wang at Yu-hsii temple and the other set to the .T'ai-hsu 

temple /fflLl at Ch'i-hsia where Ch* iu Ch'u-chi was staying (Nien-

p'u, 16ab; Kan-shui, 2/26a)» This indicates Chang-tsung*s consort also 

showed favor to Ch*iu who lived, at the time, a secluded life in 

Shantung.

In 1188, at the same time Wang Ch* u-i was at the capital, Ch* iu 

Ch* u-chi was summoned to the capital by Emperor Shih-tsung. A year 

later when Shih-tsung died, Ch*iu wrote a poem as an elegy together with 
a preface in which he described his encounter with Emperor Shih-tsung 

(P*an-ch*i chi, 3/6a-7a).
I, Ch*u-chi, in the second month of the Wu-shen year (1188) 

during the Ta-ting reign, was summoned to the court at Chung-nan.
I was indebted to you for your bestowal of headgear, cap, robe, 
and tie. I waited for your summons at the T * ien-ch * ang temple.
After eleven days, you ordered Ch*u^chi to be the kao-kung fa-shih 
1*7 3^ (Ceremony Master with High Merits) and to take
charge of the chiao sacrifice for the "Ten thousand spring 
festival."

On the first day of the fourth month, I moved to the official 
.temple north of the city. Two days later, I received an imperial 
order to cast statues for the three masters— Shun-yang,

135. It is recorded in CS (JL1/90X that in 1202 Emperor Chang- 
tsung sent representatives to T 1 al-ch* ing temple to perform a ceremony 
showing gratitude {to Heaven] . Apparently, Wang Ch* u-i was one of the 
representatives, if not the only one.
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CIV ung-yang,. and Tan-yang— at the official temple- All the 
decorations and ceremonial equipment were well prepared.

Later, on the eighteenth day of the fifth month, lyouj 
granted me an audience at Ch* ang-sung" tao ^  %!i\ (Long Pine
Island). On the tenth day of the seventh month in autumn, I you]
again granted me an audience. I, explaining and analyzing the 
principles of heaven and man, pleased you, I returned at sunset.
On the next day, lyou] sent a court official to bestow a plate 
of peaches on me. Ch'u-chi had not taken tea or fruit for more 
than ten years. However, because I was bearing the imperial fa
vor, I ate one.

On the mid-autumn day (i.e., the fifteenth day of the eighth 
month), because I had other affairs, I was permitted to return 
to the mountain. {You] bestowed upon me one hundred thousand . 
cash which I expressed {my gratitude] for but declined to accept.

in the spring of Chi-yu (1188), I suddenly heard the sad news 
when I was passing through Shen-chou (i.e, Honan] . At that time, 
the wind was mixed with dust, the sky was dark yellow, and com
moners as well as officials were all dressed in plain clothes. 
Although I, Ch'u-chi, cultivated the Way beyond the world, my 
body was still in this world. Repeatedly thinking of the im
perial favor, how could I not be moved!

This account demonstrates that by 1188 Shun-yang (i.e., Lii Tung^ 

pin) had been recognized as one of the Ch'uan-chen patriarchs. It also 

indicates that the emperor, was aware that Wang Che (Ch* ung-yang) and Ma 

Yu (Tan-yang) were Ch'uan-chen patriarchs and showed them respect.
Although in this account Ch'iu Ch'u-chi acknowledges his grati

tude to Shih-tsung and also states that Shih-tsung liked his lecture, 

Ch'iu nevertheless, in front of other people, unreservedly critized him

for his excessive indulgence in sex which-so debilitated the emperor
136that he had to be carried to court by two people in the morning.

Emperor Shih-tsung of the Chin dynasty has been hailed by traditional 
historians as a miniature, of the ancient sages Yao and Shun. Could he

136. This account comes from 1-la Ch'u-ts'ai, Hsuan-feng 
ch'ing-hui lu (TT, 761,(hereafter cited as Hsuan-feng), 8b-9a. Cf. Tao- 
chung Yao, "The Historical Value of the Ch/iian-chen Sources in the T.ao- 
tsang," Sung Studies Newsletter, 13 (1977), 71.
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then really have Indulged in sex to the debilitating extent described 

by Ch1iu?

It is recorded in a work complied by Ch'iu's disciple Yin Chih- 

p'ing (1169-1251) that one day when Ch'iu was explaining the
chapter in the Tao-te-ching beginning with.the phrase ku-shen pu-ssu 

/q /f^ ^  (The Spirit of the Valley does not die) , he said:^^^

I went to see the emperor during the Ta-ting reign. After 
I presented my words, I received an order to seek the Way. I 
decided in my heart that I was going, to teach him "The spirit of 
the valley" chapter, for he, as a lord of ten thousand chariots, 
sincerely sought the Way. Moreover, he indeed had virtue and 
well deserved to be taught. However, I said that [he] must 
"observe the rules" for seven days and then it could be done.
{He] said: "I cannot." I reduced the time to five days and he 
again said: "I cannot." Once more.I reduced the time to three 
days but his retainers still considered this [too] difficult. 
Consequently, the matter was d r o p p e d .

Since Ta-ting is the reign title of Shih-tsung, the emperor 

mentioned in the above account must be Shih-tsung. By asking Shih-tsung 

to "observe the rules," Ch'iu was telling him among other things, not to 

have sex. However, as this passage shows, Shih-tsung was not able to 
abstain for even three days. Considering that there was no reason for 

Ch'iu ch'u-chi to fabricate these two stories about Shih-tsung's sexual 

behavior, it seems that Shih-tsung was indeed very fond of sex.
Emperor Shih-tsung was not the only Jurchen ruler who wanted to 

meet Ch'iu Ch'u-chi, for when Emperor Hsuan-tsung (reigned 1213-1223) of 

the Chin summoned Ch'iu to court in 1216, Ch'iu simply refused to go

137. See Yin Chih-pling's Ch'ing-ho chen-jen pei-yu yu-lu (TT, 
1017) , 3/6b-7a, hereafter cited as Ch' ing-ho.

138. "Observe the rules” Cch1 ih-chieh ) was a Buddhist
term meaning not to offend the rules. Here it probably refers to the 
Ch'uan-chen sect rules which include the rule prohibiting sex.
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(Hsien-yiian hsiang-ch.uanr 33b. Cf. YSy 202/2134) . Why did Chflu 

respond to Shih-tsung1s summons but decline Hsuan-tsung1s summons? One 

possible explanation is that because the Jurchen Chin were in their 

heyday under Shih-tsung1 s rule and that the Ch'uan-chen sect was just at 

that time building up its popularity. Therefore, it seems reasonable to 

assume that, on the one hand, Ch1iu did not dare decline Shih-tsung1s 

summons, while on the other hand, the Ch'uan-chen sect needed the imper

ial favor in order to attract new followers.

The reason why Shih-tsung summoned Ch' iu Ch'u-chi to court would 

seem to have been personal interest rather than any national need. That 

is to say, Shih-tsung summoned Ch'iu Ch'u-chi and Wang Ch'u-i because he 

was interested in methods which could help him improve his health and 

prolong his life rather than any need for the support of the Ch'uan-chen 

sect to enhance dynastic power of to stabilize the society. However, 
by Hsuan-tsung's time, the Chin dynasty was in deep trouble, suffering 

both from an external invasion by the Mongols and from internal rebel

lion. In the fifth month of 1214 the Chin dynasty moved its capital

from the "central capital" in Yen-ching (present-day Peking) to the 

"southern capital" in Pien (present-day K'ai-feng in Honan) because of 

Mongol aggression (CS,. 14/104) .

At that time, Yang An-erh , the leader of the rebel

forces known as the "Hung-ao tsei" ^ i / f ^ i ' ^ R e d  Coat Bandits) , control

led the eastern Shantung peninsula, where he proclaimed himself a king 

and adopted the reign title T' ien-shun. It is recorded in one of Ch' iu 

Ch'u-chi's biographies (Kan-shui, 2/28a):
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In the autumn of the year chla-hsu (1214) of the chen-yu 

reign. Shantung was in a state of rebellion» P'u-san {An-chenJ.
 ̂ J / the imperial son-in-law and commander, led

troops to suppress Ithe rebelsj . At that time, Teng I Chou.] and 
Ning-hai still had not yet submitted. jP'u-san] requested the 
Master (i.e., Ch'iu Ch'u-chi) to pacify Ithe rebels]. Wherever 
[Ch'iu] went Ithe rebelsj all dropped their weapons and listened 
to iCh'iu'sJ orders. Consequently, these two prefectures were 
pacified.

The story given in the Chin dynastic histories is somewhat dif

ferent. In the first place, it does not mention Ch'iu's name at all.

In the second place, it indicates that P'u-san An-chen fought a coura

geous battle to win control over those areas (CS, 102/762-763). Since 

there is no evidence that Ch'iu Ch'u-chi, who was in Teng Chou at that 

time, was in any way involved with the rebel forces, it appears that 

the reason for the rebels' laying down their weapons and listening to 

him was not because Ch'iu was able to control the rebels as a rebel 

leader, but rather because he was a religious leader. It is very likely 

that some of the rebels were followers of the Ch'uan-chen sect, and if 
so, it is natural that they would have obeyed their patriarch.

It is not clear whether Ch'iu Ch'u-chi wanted to help the Chin 

government put down the rebellion or whether he simply did not wish to 
see too many people die fighting the government troops. Nor is it clear 

whether Ch'iu actually pledged the rebels to turn themselves in to the 

government forces. And if he did, it is also unclear how sincere he 

was. It seems that when Ch'iu appeared, the rebels laid down their 

weapons and when Ch'iu was not present they continued to fight, for it 

is recorded in the Chin dynastic histories that Ning-hai was put down 

by force, not by peaceful means (CS, 102/762-763).
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That Ch'iu was unable to stop the rebellion does not mean that 
he was not influential, especially when there is no way to tell what his 
real intentions were (see Chapter 7). In fact, Ch'iu must have been 

very influential at thte time, for if he were not, the Chin general 

P'u-san An-chen would not have asked him to pacify the rebels.

Hsiian-tsung summoned Ch'iu to court in 1217, apparently for the 

same purpose— to help stabilize North China. However, Ch'iu declined 
and is reported as having said: "I go according to the reason of heav

en. When heaven makes me go somewhere, I dare not disobey (Nien-p'u, 

17b). In other words, he declined Hsuan-tsung*s summons because heaven 

did not instruct him to go. Of course, this may have been just an ex

cuse. One possible reason for Ch'iu's rejecting the summons is that he 

saw no benefit for himself or for the Ch'uan-chen sect by accepting a 

summons from a ruler of a declining dynasty. His refusal also indicates 

that he had no desire to support the Jurchen regime. Ch'iu also re

jected a summons from the Southern Sung Emperor Ning-tsung (reigned 

1195-1224) in 1219.

After the defeat of Yang An-erh, the Red Coat Bandits, led by 

Li Ch'iian ^  ̂  continued their rebellion CCS, 102/763? SS, 476-477/ 

13817-13851). Li later joined the Southern Sung and captured Shantung 

for them in 1 2 1 9 . Li Ch'iian and P 'eng I-pin ^  , another Chin

rebel-tumed-Sung-loyalist-general, were sent by Ning-tsung to summon

139. This account can be found in Sun K'e-k'uan, "Nan-Sung 
Chin-Yuan chien ti Shangtung chung-i chiin yii Li Ch'uan ^  ̂  Xj fej 

jfs ^  ^  ^ i n  his Meng-ku han-chiin yii han-wen hua
yen-chiu, 24-25? and H. Desmond Martin, The Rise of Chingis Khan and his 
Conquest of North China (1977%, 254-255.
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Ch'iu Ch.* u-chi to the Southern Sung court in the eighth month of that 

year, probably as an attempt to win the support of Ch’iu and his fol

lowers (Hsi-yu, A/1a; Esien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 33b)» Ch’iu did not 

respond to this summons either» While Ch’iu rejected summons from the 

Chin and the Southern Sung, he did accept a summons from Chinggis khan 

later that year and traveled all. of the. way to Central Asia to meet him. 

Ch’iu’s.trip to the Mongol court will be dealt with more fully in the 
next section.

In addition to Wang Ch’u-i and Ch’iu Ch’u-chi, Liu Ch’u-hsuan 

was also summoned to the Chin court. It is recorded that Chang-tsung 

summoned Liu in 1197 and treated him as an honored guest (Cheng-tsung 

chi, 4/6a; Nien-p’u , 14b: Esien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 30b).

Thus we see that all three of the "Seven Disciples of the 

Ch’uan-chen Sect” who were alive after 1187, were summoned to the Chin 

court. The Chin rulers favored Ch’uan-chen Taoism, and there was a 

friendly relationship between the state and the religion. However, 

shortly after -Chang-tsung became emperor, this relationship suffered a 

setback. It is recorded in the Chin dynastic histories that in the 

eleventh month of 1190, Emperor Chang-tsung banned the Ch’uan-chen sect 

on the grounds that it "deluded the multitudes and disordered the 

people (CS, 9/74). Why did Chang-tsung do this? To find the answer, 

we must consider some other related events.

It is recorded in the Kung-kuan pei-chih ^  (A Collec

tion of Stone Inscriptions from Taoist Temples) that in the second 

month of 1190 the Empress T l u - t a n J p  (Emperor Chang-tsung’s mother) 
became ill. All medical attention failed to improve her condition, and
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the emperor became quite worried. Someone told the emperor that the 

Taoist "whole.world" chiao sacrifice was the best of all Taoist sacri

fices, so the emperor offered five million cash to the T 1ien-ch* ang 

temple to perform the rite. Several officials, together with the Taoist 
priest Sun Ming-tao %/fl ̂  lS^ / participated in the ceremony. During 

the chiao sacrifice, which lasted for seven days, the imperial palace 

was placed on a strict vegetarian diet as an expression of the emperor's 

sincerity. Shortly after the chiao sacrifice, the Empress recovered and 

expressed her gratitude to the Taoists.*^^

In the same year, Emperor Chang-tsung built a palace called Jui- 

sheng tien ^  (Auspicious Sacred Hall) next to the Taoist T'ien-

ch' ang temple as a monument to his mother's good fortune. He also 
attached the northern section of the new palace to the T'ien-ch'ang

temple so that the Taoists could erect a building to store the printing
141blocks of the Taoist canon.

From these accounts, it would appear that Chang-tsung was on 
good terms with the Taoist hierarchy. Why, then, did he ban the Ch'uan- 

chen sect later that year, and again in the second month of the follow

ing year order that, all Buddhist monks and Taoist priests were prohibited 

from entering the households of imperial relatives and high officials•

(CS, 9/74)o The reason for this apparent change of policy could be

ay ^  ^140. For the account of this event refer to Shang Huai-ying 
Z5U , "Chung-tu shih-fang ta T'ien-ch'ang kuan p'u-t'ien ta-chiao
kan-ying pel," f  Sf i  &  'fa in KKPC
(TT, 610), 28b-3lb. 1

141. This is recorded in Wei Po-hsiao 3)%. ry a "Shih-fang ta 
T'ien-ch'ang kuan hsiian-tu pao-tsang pel-ming" '1" 5̂" 7s. 7^ -S 
' f  21b-26a. I
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construed as a reaction to his mother's death a month earlier, thus 
resulting in his losing faith in religion, were it not for the fact that 

the prohibition of Cli iian-chen Taoism took place before the empress died. 

(CS, 9/74)o Therefore, there was apparently no connection between these 

two events.

Yuan Hao-wen once wrote that "the people above (i.e.the court) 

were afraid that it (i.e. ,. the Ch1 iian-chen sect) would rebel as the 

[Wu] -tou-mi ^  sect of Chang Chiao had done and issued an

order to stop it" (ISWC, 35/17b). This is to say that Chang-tsung did 

not trust the Ch1 iian-chen Taoists and so he placed a ban on their activ

ities. However, if he did not trust them, why then did he invite a 

Taoist priest to perform the chiao sacrifice earlier that year and grant 

the Taoist temple land? One possible answer is that the Taoists who won

Chang-tsung's favor were Taoists of the old traditional school who had
142no relationship with the newly emergent Ch.* iian-chen Taoism. There

fore r Chang-tsung could, on one hand, patronize the old Taoist school, 

and on the other hand, suppress the new Taoist school for fear that it 
might become too powerful and a focus of anti-government activities.

It appears that after the death of the .emperor's mother, he simply lost 

faith in religion altogether and therefore issued instructions curbing 

the activities of all religious sects.

It was mentioned earlier that when Emperor Shih-tsung summoned 

Wang Ch'u-i and Ch'iu Ch* u-chx to the capital in 1188, they were housed

142. The Taoist Sun ULng-tao who performed the chiao sacrifice 
for Chang-tsung's mother is said to have been an adherent of the ortho
dox Taoist school. See Nan-Sung ch'u, 24.



at the Tften-ch1 ang temple where they both, stayed for a short time..

This suggests that the T 1ien-ch1ang temple was still controlled, at that 

time, by the traditional Taoists. However, in 1224, after Ch'iu's meet

ing with the Mongol ruler Chinggls Khan, this temple became the head
quarters of the Ch'uan-chen sect. Later, a new temple called Pai-yun

and has remained until this century as one of the centers of ChVuan-chen 

Taoism (Cf. Koyanagi Shigeta, Hakuunkan-shi, 11-12; Kaltenmark, Lao Tzu 

and Taoism, 147) .

dynasty in 1216 and from Emperor Ning-tsung of the Southern Sung in the 

eighth month of 1219, Chriu Ch'u-chi, then aged seventy-two, accepted a 

summons from Chinggis Khan in the winter of 1219 to visit his court in 

Central Asia. Before describing the journey, it is wise to examine 
first the reason why Chinggis Khan issued such a summons.

(White Cloud) was construced next to the T 1ien-ch1ang temple

Ch'iu Ch'u-chi's Westward Trek

After declining the summons from Emperor Hsuan-tsung of the Chin

According to the Ch'ang-ch'un chen-jen hsi-yu chi 

jJfLJ / an account of Ch’iu’s westward trek is recorded by his dis 

ciple Li Chih-ch'ang (1193-1250)."^^ Chinggis Khan sent his

adjutant Liu Chung-lu

ciple Li Chih-ch’ang

with an escort of twenty Mongols, to

Shantung to see Ch'iu, and to present him with an imperial edict

143. This work has been translated into English by Arthur Waley 
as The Travels of an Alchemist, and by E. Bretschneider in his Medieval 
Researches from Eastern Asiatic Sources, 1/35-108.
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inviting him to meet the Khan (_Cf. Koyanagi Shigeta, Kakuunkan-shi,

11-12; and Kaltenmark., Lao Tzu and Taoism, 147) , The edict is included 

in T'ao Tsung-i*s Cho-keng lu (10/151) and reads in part as follows.
Since I came to the throne, 1 have taken to . heart my obliga

tion to rule; but I have not yet met suitable people to occupy 
the positions of the "three IdukesJ" and the "nine {ministers]."
I inquired and heard about you, Taoist Master Ch* iu, who has 
embodied the "truth" and walked in the paths of righteousness. . . . 
After the war, I learned that you still live a secluded life in 
Shantung at the same place.. I have always longed to meet you.
I have heard the stories of the return from the River Wei in the 
same cart and the visits to the reed hut. Regrettably we are 
separated by mountains and rivers of great extent; therefore, I 
have been unable to visit you personally. I can only descend 
from the throne and stand by the side. I have selected and dis
patched my adjutant Liu Chung-lu with escorts and cart traveling 
a thousand li to sincerely request that you temporarily move your 
sainted steps. Do not think of the extent of the sandy desert. 
Commiserate with the people in the present situation, or have ^44 
pity on me, and communicate to me the means of preserving life.

Since Chinggis Khan "could not write in any language" 

(Bretschneider, 37), the edict which was written in Chinese was obvious

ly composed by a member of the Khan's court; as such, there is good

reason to believe, despite its. exaggerated and courtly tone, that it
' 145reflected Chinggis Khan's true intentions.

144. This translation is based on Bretschneider's (1/37-39) 
with some revisions. Three dukes (san-kung 5 - )  and nine ministers 
(chiu-ch' ing ) were titles of high officials in the traditional
state. Return from the River Wei alludes to a story about King Wen of 
the Chou dynasty who employed Lu Shang ^JIt] , a man fond of fishing; 
visits to the reed hut refers to a well-known story about Liu Pei's

three visits to Chu ko Liang's §7 >7̂  residence to recruit him 
for a post in the government of the Shu-Han >§7 kingdom during the
period of the Three Kingdoms. Bretschneider (1/39 ) interpreted "de
scend from the throne" as Chinggis Khan's proposal that Ch'iu take the 
Khan's place in governing; but it more likely signifies effusive 
politeness.

145. Igor de Rachewitz writes in his "The Hsi-yu lu by Yeh-lu 
Cb'u-ts'ai" (3) that it is highly probable that Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai 
drafted this letter. Cf. also his "Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai (1189-1243): Bud
dhist Idealist and Confucian Statesman," in Confucian Personalities,
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Although the edict does not specify from whom the Khan had

learned about Ch1iu Ch'u-chi, other sources reveal that Chinggis Khan 
learned about Ch' iu from his adjutant Liu Chung-lu. It is recorded in

was made a member of the Mongol court because of his "skill in medical 
treatment," and that Liu reported that Ch'iu had lived for three hundred 

years and possessed secret methods for preserving and prolonging

(A Record of Rebutting Falsehood of the Chih-yuan reign [1264-1294J) by

The Taoist priest Ch'iu Ch'u-chi. . .originally had no "method 
of the Way." There was a man named Liu Wei, with the style name 
Chung-lu, who earned the favor of T'ai-tsu (i.e. , Chinggis Khan) 
by making "singing arrows". . .{Liu] presented medicine to the

eds., Arthur F. Wright and Denis Twitchett, 196. Bretschneider (37) 
also suggests that it might have been written by Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai. 
However, Yao Ts'ung-wu does not. think that Yeh-lu could have written 
this letter. Yao argues that the style of the letter is unlike that of 
Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai's other writings. Yao also states that it is unlikely 
that Yeh-lu would have had a chance to draft an edict for Chinggis Khan 
since he had been employed by the Khan for only one,year. See Yao's 
"Ch'eng-chi-ssu han hsin-jen Ch'iu Ch'u-chi yu chechien-shih tui-yu 
pao-ch'han chung-yuan ch'uan-t'ung wen-hua ti kung-hsien," Wen-shih-che 
hsueh-pao, 15 (1966), 303-304/n-24. Yao's argument is not entirely con
vincing, for it is not impossible for a good writer to compose a medi
ocre work, especially when he is translating someone else's ideas from 
another language. Also, it is not unreasonable that Yeh-lu drafted 
an edict for the Khan only one year after joining his service.

Yeh-lu Ch'u-tsai' - #s Hsi-yu lu, that Liu Chung-lu (alias Liu Wen yJSEL )

life. 146 This must have been a well-known story at the time, for a simi
lar account can be found in the Chih-yuan pien-wei lu lijWH
Buddhist monk Hsiang-mai

146. - See the text of Hsi-yu lu in de Racheweltz 's "The Hsi-yu 
lu by Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai,” 118. Cf. also his translation, 25.

147. Chih-yuan pien-wei lu is found in Taisho, Vol. 488/751a- 
781a; it is cited hereafter as Pien-wei lu-
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Khan and said that Ch1 in was more than three hundred years old 
and possessed methods for preserving and prolonging life.^^B

Obviously, his major purpose in summoning Ch'iu to his court was 

his desire to learn some "method for preserving and prolonging life" 

from this three-hundred-year-old Taoist sage- This is clearly stated in 
Chinggis Khan's letter to Ch'iu- The letter also makes it clear that 
the Khan had no intention of imitating former Chinese rulers by visiting 

Ch'iu; thus, he requested Ch'iu travel across the desert to see him.

Ch'iu, on the other hand, accepted Chinggis Khan's summons, not 

because he wanted to instruct the Khan in various secret methods but 

rather because he realized that a refusal to go would be out of the 

question (Hsi-yu, lb. Cf. Waley, 151)- The Mongols, like other nomadic 

North Asian peoples, believed .in pantheistic shamanism- They were not 

hostile.to other religions and treated the masters and leaders of vari

ous religions just as they did their own shaman Teb-Tenggeri (Heavenly 
149Reporter). However, they would not tolerate a religion which showed

an unwillingness to serve the Mongols. As Sechin Jagchid has pointed 

out: "The Mongols made it clear to the leaders of every foreign religion 

that unless they could win support from the Mongolian rulers , they would 

meet a terrible destruction which might be. the end of their religion" 

(Jagchid, "Why the Mongolian Khan Adopted Tibetan Buddhism," 109-111).

148. Here material has been borrowed-from Jeannette Mirsky's 
translation of ming-ti V\L "singing arrow." See The Great Chinese
Travelers, 123. ^

149. See Sechin Jagchid*s "Why the Mongolian Khans Adopted 
Tibetan Buddhism as their Faith," in Proceedings of the Third East 
Asian Altaistic Conference, 109—111.
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It is likely that Ch1 iu was aware of this situation, and in 

order to save his sect he accepted the summons. The Mongols were widely 

known for their ruthless behavior and Ch* iu certainly was aware of this.

In deciding to undertake the journey west, Ch* iu was also influ

enced by his disciple Yin Chih-p1 ing. While on his' way to meet with 

Ch* iu, Liu Chung-lu had met Yin in Wei-yang and told Yin about Chinggis 

Khan* s invitation to Ch* iu. Yin said that the time was right to employ 

Ch'uan-chen teachings to awaken the people lof Mongolia] <, Yin accompa

nied Liu to Lai-chou to meet with Ch* iu and persuaded him to go to the . 

Mongol court so that he could spread the Ch'uan-chen teachings and 

"transform" the people (I-kou ̂  , "Yin Tsung-shis pei-ming" ̂  ̂

f in Kan-shui, 3/42a; CCC, 56/573)o Therefore, it was with 

these two ideas in mind— that he could influence the Mongol ruler not to 

harm the Ch'uan-chen sect in the future and to spread the sect's teach

ings among the Mongols— that Ch'iu consented to go.

Ch'iu Ch'u-chi selected eighteen of his disciples, including Yin
150Chih-p' ing, to accompany him to Central Asia. They departed on what,

was to be a three-year journey in early 1220. Ch' iu first went to Yen- 

ching where he stayed for several" months. While he was in Yen-ching, 

realizing that the Khan was not in Southern Mongolia as he had thought 
and that he still had several thousand li to go, Ch'iu regretted his 

earlier decision and wrote the Khan a letter requesting permission to

150. It is recorded in Hsi-yu Gib) that Ch'iu selected nine
teen disciples; however,* only eighteen names are recorded in the appen
dix to Hsi-yu C3a), and it has been generally accepted by scholars that ■ 
the actual number should be eighteen. Cf. also de Rachewiltz, "Yeh-lii 
Ch'u-ts'ai," 196.
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terminate his journey and wait for the Khan1 s return. He explained his 
request by referring to his. advanced.age and his lack of political, 
abilities.

Previously, I received several summons from the Southern Capi
tal [of.the Chin dynasty] and from the Sung dynasty but did not go. 
But now, at the first call.of the "Dragon court" (i.e., the Mon
gol court), I am coming. Why? X have heard that the emperor has 
been gifted by heaven with such valor and wisdom as has never been 
seen in ancient times or in our own days. . . .1 heard at first 
that your majesty's chariot was just north of the Huan and
the Fu (.in present-day Southern Chahar) . However, when I ar-

• rived in Yen-ching, I learned that your majesty's chariot is far 
away. It is not known how many thousand li. This wind and dust 
never cease obscuring the heavens. I. am old and weak. I am 
afraid that I will [collapse] in the middle of the journey and 
will be unable to make it. Even if I should make it to your ma
jesty's throne, affairs of war and nation are not within my capa
bility. The doctrine of the "Way" teaches one to restrain the 
passions, but that is a very difficult task.

I, therefore, conferred with Liu Chung-lu and told him that 
it is better for me to stay in the area of Yen-ching and Te-hsing

prefecture (in present-day southern Chahar) , asking him
to send someone to report to you. However, Lu Chung-lu would not 
agree to do this, and thus I could only present this plea myself 
(T'ao Tsung-i, 10/152) . -^1

From this letter we can see that Ch'iu Ch'u-chi was reluctant to 

undertake such a long and arduous journey. Originally, he had agreed to 

make the trip only because he thought that the Khan was in Southern Mon

golia, and thus relatively close to Yen-ching.

In the tenth month of 1220, several months after Ch'iu dis

patched his letter to the Khan, he received a reply in which Chinggis 

Khan cited Bodhidharma' s trip to the East to transmit the doctrine of 
the mind, and Lao-tzu* s journey to the West to convert the barbarians

151. This translation is again based on that of Bretschneider 
but with some revisions. Cf. Bretschneider, 40-41; and de Rachewiltz, 
"Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai," 196.
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as examples to urge Ch.* lu to resume his journey. Chinggis Khan also

indicated in his letter that he was not expecting any advice from Ch’iu

on matters of war and government, and that he just wanted to learn some-
152thing about the Way.

Seeing that doinggis Khan was sincere in purpose , Ch' iu made no

more excuses and decided to resume his journey the following spring. At
that time, he seems to have taken into account the welfare of the people

in Shantung. Ch' iu's concern about Shantung can be seen in a poem he
153wrote to some friends shortly before leaving tHsi-yu, 5a).

Ten years of warfare made two thousand people gloomy. Not even 
one or two survived among thousands of people.

Last year, I was fortunate in encountering this kind of summons.

This year, I must depart, braving the cold.

I did not decline to travel three thousand Id through Ling-pei 
(i.e., the ridge north of the Hsing-an).

Because I am concerned about the two hundred prefectures east
of the mountains.^54

152. This letter was composed by Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai, for he said 
in his Hsi-yu lu that he had written such a letter to Ch'iu Ch'u-chi.
See de Rachewiltz, "Hsi-yu lu" (3); he believes that Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai, 
who wrote the letter for the Khan, in mentioning Lao-tzu's trip to the 
West to convert the barbarians as a precedent for Ch'iu's visit to the 
Mongol court, was trying to suggest a parallel between these two events. 
See his "Yeh-lu. Ch'u-ts'ai," 196. C'f. also Pien-wei lu (766b) which 
mentions that Ch'iu was tired of traveling and requested he be allowed 
to wait for the Khan's return. However, the Khan made Chan-jan 
(i.e., Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai) and Liu Wen issue an edict to summon him.
This letter is included in the appendix to Hsi-yu, la. It has been 
translated into French by E. Chavannes, "Inscriptions et pieces de 
chancellerie chinoises de 11epoque mongole," T'oung Pao, 9 11908), 305.

153. This poem is omitted by Waley in his translation.

154. Ch'iu probably borrowed the phrase shan-tung erh-pai chou

Fu

, 154. Ch'iu probably borrowed the phrase shan-tung erh-pai chc
^  ^  -Hj (two hundred districts east of the mountain) from Tu

Fu's poem "Ping-ch'e hsing" • The term shan-tung
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Although records show that Ch'iu was unwilling to go to Central 

Asia at first, his final decision to do so was brought about more by the 

insistence of the Mongols rather than by his own sense of purpose. It 

appears that once Ch’iu realized that he must make the journey, he at 

least hoped that the trip, in addition to pleasing the Mongol ruler, 
would do some good for the people east of the mountains.

After traveling for more than nine months, Ch’iu and his entou

rage arrived in Samarkand in the eleventh month of 1221, where he was 

well received by the Mongol governor 1-la A-hai F̂ J and where

he spent the winter (Hsi-yu, A/12ab. Cf. Waley, 92-93)„ In the spring 

of 1222, Chinggish Khan sent a messenger, A-li-hsien , to in

form Ch’iu that he was on.his way home and hope that Ch’iu would not be 
too tired to meet with him (hsi-yu, A/14a. Cf. Waley, 97-98). Conse

quently, Ch’iu Ch’u-chi, accompanied by several disciples and Mongol 

envoys, left for Chinggis Khan’s encampment, where they arrived on the

fifth day of the fourth month in 1222, i.e.. May 17, 1222 (Hsi-yu, A/14a.
155Cf. Waley, 98-100).

As soon as arrangements had been made for Ch’iu's lodging, he 
went to see Chinggis Khan. After exchanging the customary polite

has been interpreted as "east of Mount Hua" (in Shensi), or as "east of
the T 1 ai-hang Mountains" (in Shansi). Cf. Yang Lun, Tu^shih ching-
ch1uan, 34; and Yu Shou-chen, T’ang-shih san-pai-shou hsiang-hsi, 122.
It is not clear which mountain Ch’iu Ch’u-chi had in mind when he used 
the term shan-tung (east of the mountain), but it is more likely that 
he meant North China in_ general.

155. Opinions differ among scholars as to where the Khan’s
encampment was located at the time of his first meeting with Ch’iu Ch’u-
chi. It could have been somewhere near Parwan or Ounduz. de Rachewiltz 
in is discussion of this problem tends to favor the latter. See "Hsi- 
yu lu," 67-68/n-159.
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greetings, the Khan ordered food to be served, and the first thing he 

asked Ch1 iu was, "True J4an (_i.e. , Ch1 iul , you have come from afar. Have 

you brought me any medicine for long life that may benefit me?" (Hsi-yu, 

A/15a. Cf. Waley, 1011.
Given that this was Chinggis Khan's major reason- for summoning 

Ch'iu to his court, it should be no surprise that the Khan would broach 

the subject; immediately. In reply Ch' iu said: "I have the Way of pro

tecting life, but I have no medicine for long life" (Hsi-yu, A/15a. Cf. 

Waley, 101) . Chinggis Khan must have been very disappointed in this 
answer; however, he praised Ch'iu for being honest and honored him with 

the title shen-hsien (Heavenly Immortal)

Since Chinggis Khan gained nothing from this first meeting, a 

second was scheduled to take place nine days later. However, because of 

an insurrection of local bandits, the meeting was postponed until the 

tenth month of that year (Hsi-yu A/lSa, Cf. Waley, 102). However, the 

second audience actually took place a little ahead of schedule. It is 

recorded in the Ch' ang-ch'un chen-jen hsi-yu chi (3a) that, on the fif

teenth day of the ninth month, the Khan summoned Ch'iu to his tent.

156. According to Hsi-yu (A/15a) , Chinkai , who served
as interpreter, told the Khan that Ch'iu Ch'u-chi had been addressed as 
"Master," "True Man," and "Heavenly Immortal." The Khan picked the 
title shen-hsien (cf. Waley, 101-102). Since Chinggis Khan did not 
understand Chinese and the term shen-hsien was translated into Mongo
lian, it would be interesting to. know which Mongol term Chinkai used 
It appears that Chinkai translated- shen-hsien as Teb-Tenggeri, a Mongol 
title for the highest shaman. According to an article by Sechin Jagchid, 
the only Mongol source that records the meeting between the Khan and 

t Ch' iu^is Altan Kurdun Minggan Kekisuter Cor Chin-lun ch'ien-fu
in Chinese, "Thousands of Golden Sun Rays"), according to which 

it is recorded that Chinggis Khan, after meeting with Ch' iu, bestowed 
the title Teb-Tenggeri on him. ' See his "T'an Meng-wen shih-liao chin- 
lun ch'ien-fu," Ta-lu tsa-chih, 28/14 (.1964) , 1-3.
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Ch.* iu* s words were translated into -Mongol by I-la A-tiai and the Khan 
was. pleased with what Ch'iu had to say (Waley, 112-113) .

Because he was pleased with, their meeting, the Khan scheduled 

another meeting for four days later and once again the Khan is said to 

have been pleased with what transpired. Consequently, a fourth meeting 

was held four days later on the twenty-third day of the ninth month.- 

This time the Khan ordered his retainers to record Ch'iu's words in Mon

golian and Chinese so that they would not be forgotten. However, the 

Khan also told those who were present not to divulge the content of 

_their conversation to the outside world.. After that, Ch'iu accompanied 

him on a journey to the east and from time to time discoursed with the 

Khan about the transformation of the Way (Waley, 112-113) .

Although the Ch1ang-ch1un chen-jeh hsi-yu• chi contains a precise

record of these meetings between the Khan and Ch'iu Ch'u-chi, it yields

no details on what was discussed except in the most general of terms.

Fortunately, a record of discussions on the fifteenth day of the tenth

month (November 20, 1222) entitled Hsuan-feng ch' ing-hui lu ^

//̂| (A Record of the Celebrated Meeting of the Mysterious Wind) is
157still extant. This work represents, in the main, Ch'iu's answers to

the Khan's inquiries about the Way of attaining longevity.

157. The author given in this work is I la Ch*u-ts'ai, which is 
another transcription for the name Yeh.-lu Ch'u-ts'ai. Ch' en Ming-kuei 
■believes that I-la Ch'u-ts'ai was a mistake for I-la A-hai 5 ^  , who 
served as interpreter at that meeting. See Ch' en, Ch'ang-ch'un Tao- 
chiao yuan-liu, 391-392. Yao Ts'ung-wu also argues that it was impos
sible for Yeh-lii Ch'u-ts'ai to have authored this work on the grounds 
that the official title of the author given in the book was never held 
by Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai, and no other sources have ever mentioned him as 
the compiler of such a work. Yao suggests that the Hsuan-feng was a 
recollection of the meeting as- told to his disciples by Ch'iu Ch'u-chi.
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In6reply to. the Khan's question, Ch'iu began by stating certain

fundamental principles that all those who wished to learn the Way should

follow, including such things as."being fond of tranquility and being

indifferent to worldly gain." Ch'iu also said that if a person who is

studying the Way knows its methods of cultivation, he would abandon
extravagant living habits, curb his desires, consolidate his essence,

and preserve his spirit for only then could he ascend to heaven and be-
158come an immortal (Hsuan-feng, la-2b). However, Ch'iu soon added that

what he had just stated was the method common people should follow; for 

the Khan, he suggested a different approach of cultivating the Way.

Ch'iu stated that Chinggis Khan was originally a "man of heaven" 

who had received the Mandate of Heaven to eliminate the cruel and heart

less, and to punish the wicked in the name of the "Primal Father and

See Yao, "Ch'eng-chi-ssu han," 277-282. Iwamura Shinobu does not be
lieve that the inaccurate official title is sufficient grounds for dis
missing Yeh-lxi Ch'u-ts'ai as the author, for the inappropriate official 
title could well have been added to the work by a later hand. He also 
points out similar passages between the Hsuan-feng and Yeh-lxi. Ch'u-- 
ts'ai's Hsi-yu lu and concludes that Yeh-lxi was the author of the Hsuan- 
feng. He also suggests that the present version in TT is a copy of the 
record brought back by Ch'iu Ch'u-chi. See his "Genpu-keikai-roku ni 
tsuite," Tozai gakujutsu kenkyujo ronso, 13 (1954), 8-18. Igor de 
Rachewiltz, who has written a lengthy account discussing the authorship 
of the Hsuan-feng, also holds that Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai wrote the Hsuan- 
feng since recording was part of his duties at the Mongol Court. See 
his "Hsi-yu lu," 69-72/n-168. The Ch'uan-chen sect history, Cheng- 
tsung chi, 4/10b, states that Ch'iu_Ch'u-chi's talk with Chinggis Khan • 
was recorded by Yeh-lu Chin-ch'ing j7 (the style-name of Ch'u-ts'ai)
who had recently become the ssu-lang /fiS*gflS (Assistant Chief), that the 
title of record was Hsuan-feng ch'ing-hui lu. This account further 
supports the contention that Hsuan-feng was indeed recorded by Yeh-lxi 
Ch'u-ts'ai.

158. Hsuan-feng has been partially translated by Waley in The 
Travels of an Alchemist, 21-25.
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Mother.11 Once his mission was.fulfilled, he would return to heaven. 
However, Ch? iu went on to say that during the Khan*s sojourn on earth, 

he should reduce his desires for sensual things. Since sensual desires 

would harm-■ a : common man who has only one wife, what kind of damage would 

beset an emperor who had a harem full of concubines (Hsiian-feng, 2b-3a) . 

Ch'iu told the Khan that to have sex even once a night, much less to 

engage in night-long orgies, would be enough to cause one harm. If the 
Khan would but sleep alone for one month, he would definitely feel that 

his "essence and spirit were cleared up and his muscles and bones much 

stronger." Ch’iu also quoted an ancient saying that "to take medicine 

for one thousand days is not as good as to sleep alone for one night." 

Ch'iu further noted, by comparing medicine with grass and the essence 

(i.e. , sperm) with marrow, that it is in no way beneficial to let the 

essence go and replace it with grass (Bsuan-feng, 5b).

Throughout his reply to Chinggis Khan's inquiry about the Way, 

Ch'iu repeatedly emphasized the harmful effects of sexual indulgence.

In order to make his point even more graphic, he related a story about 

the harm that had come to Emperor Shih-tsung because of such indulgences: 

"Previously, after the Emperor Shih-tsung of the Chin had ascended the 
throne for ten years, he overindulged in sex and was overcome by exhaus

tion. Every morning he needed to be carried to court by two men" (Hsuan- 

feng, 8b-9a).

Realizing that it was extremely difficult to. persuade an emperor 

to abstain from sex, and perhaps recalling his failure to get Shih-tsung 

to do so for only three days, Ch'±u did not try to persuade the Khan 

to abstain altogether. He said instead that for an emperor who had so
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many things to take care of, that he would receive help from heaven if 

he would simply curtail.his sex life (Hsuan-feng, 7a). In addition to 

urging this course of moderation, Ch'iu also informed the Khan that as 

an emperor the most important methods of self-cultivation were "to ac

cumulate vitruous merits from without and so consolidate the essence and 

the spirit within." The methods of "outer cultivation" included being 

mindful of the people's hardships and protecting them . so that the world 
would be at peace. The methods of "inner, cultivation" included reducing 

one's desires and preserving the spirit (Hsuan-feng, 5a).

Although the advice that Ch'iu gave the Khan derived mainly from 

Ch'uan-cheh teachings and was given in response to the Khan's questions 

about cultivating the Way, Ch'iu nevertheless grasped this opportunity 

to broach other matters.

The area east of the mountain and north of the river is a 
rich land on this earth. It produces many fine grains, nice 
vegetables, fish, salt, and silk for the world to use. Since 
ancient times, the one who secures it will be on top. Therefore, 
throughout history, those who possessed their own countries have. 
fought for this land. Now it belongs to you. Yet, the wars con
tinued one after another. Those who are separated and displaced 
[as a result of wars] have never been able to get together a g a i n . ^59

It would be proper [for your Majesty] to send some talented 
officer who knows well about that area to manage it"and to exempt 
the area from taxes for three years. [By doing this] you can make 
the country so plentiful in production that the people will be 
cared for and will have a chance to recover (Hsuan-feng, 8a).

This passage demonstrates Ch'iu's concern for the people's live

lihood. Indeed, when he composed the poem saying that he was concerned 

about the two hundred districts in North China, he was not making empty

159. The text for "Now it belongs to you" reads„chin-i wei min 
yu /j* ("Now, the {land] has been possessed by the people)
which makes little sense.in this context. The character min (people)
should be chun ^  (.lord).
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about whom Chinggis Khan would send to rule North China, and he stressed 

the importance of sending an upright officer, lest someone ill-equipped 

to rule might bring harm to the population.

In advising the Khan to appoint a person familiar with local

problems and conditions, he. was in fact suggesting that the Khan appoint 

a reliable Chinese official to rule the area. Ch!iu even suggested that 

the Khan first set up a puppet state.

When the Chin first gained the world and were building an 
empire in the "Eastern Land" (.i.e. , China proper) , it was not 
yet familiar, with the people and their ways in the central pla
teau. The Chin established Liu Yu in Tung-p ! ing ' (in Shantung) , 
and he ruled that area for eight years before they took it 
over. This is also a good way to proceed. I hope that you will 
consider this (Hsuan-feng, 8b).

-It is recorded at the end of the Hsuan-feng•ch1ing-hui lu (9a) 

that, after listening to Ch’iuVs words, the Khan stated that what Ch'iu 

had told him was difficult to carry out. He added, however, that he 
would follow Ch'iu's advice and do his best to implement his recommenda

tions. Whether Chinggis Khan followed Ch1ui*s suggestions, such as 

curtailing his sex life and cultivating his inner-self, is not known. 

However > it is clear that the Khan did not set up a puppet state to rule 

North China, nor do the records show that he issued any orders exempting

North China from taxtation for three years.
. Even though Chinggis Khan did not follow all of Ch' iu* s advice, 

he did adhere to at least one thing that ChViu suggested. The following 

is recorded in a stone inscription written by Chieh Hsi-ssu 

(1274-1344), a well-known Yuan dynasty scholar-official, fob, Chiu's 

disciple Chang Chih-su
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iChenggis KhanJ resented the violence and the arrogance of 
the Chin dynasty and was about to launch a large-scale expedition 
against the south. He asked Ch* an g-ch!un [i.e., Ch’iu Ch'u-chi). 
about this, and Ch1ang-ch* un replied: "This is not as good as 
managing the northwest firstp For once the northwest is united 
[under your rule], your prestige will be made known to the world 
and then the Central Plateau can be pacified in one action. . . ." 
Consequently, [the KhanJ followed jCh'iu* s advice] and set the 
matter aside. When His Highness (i.e., Chinggis Khan) attacked 
the west,, wherever went, the soldiers, upon learning that Ch'iu 
Ch1ang-ch'un and others were with the army, would yield without 
a fight.160

Chieh Hsi-ssu, the official historian assigned to compile the 

official histories of the Liao, Chin,, and Sung dynasties, was known for 

his concern for historical accuracy and he is quoted as having once said 

that even the smallest good and bad deed should be recorded (YS, 18/1949). 

If such is the case, as a general rule we may accept the reliability of 

his work. However, because there is.no other evidence to confirm that 

Chinggis Khan actually asked Ch'iu's opinion about his launching an at

tack on the Chin during his first campaigns in the west, this account 

may be in error. Since the Khan*s expeditions to the west started 

before he met Ch'iu, it is unlikely that Chinggis Khan1s campaigns were 

influenced by Chi'u. Moreover, because Chieh wrote his account about a 

century after Ch'iu's westward trek, he may have obtained some incorrect 
information.

In addition to the various recommendations recorded in the Hsuan- 

feng ching-hui lu, Ch' iu Ch'u-chi also seized the opportunity to advise

160. This inscription, entitled "Ying-yumi fa-chiao chao-hsuan 
ch'mig-tao chen-chun tao-hsing pel SX ^  % ill '

is included in Kuang-hsii Lu-i hsien-chih, compiled by Yu Ch'ang- 
lan, 10B/33b-34a. "Yin-yuan fu-chiao cb'ung-tao chen-jen" (The True Man 
who responded to the cause, supported the doctrine and adored the Way") 
was. the honorific title that Emperor Wu-tsung (reigned 1308-1311) of the 
Yuan dynasty bestowed on Chang Chih-su and the other fourteen disciples 
of Ch' iu. See Hsien-yiian hsiang-chuan, 9b-10b.
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the Khan on still other matters. ■ For example, when the Khan asked him 

about the reason for earthquakes and ‘ thunder, Gh1 iu told him that those 

phenomena were heaven's warnings against those who are unfilial (Hsi-yu, 

B/3b; Waley, 115; YS_Z 202/21341. In addition z one day .when Ch' iu heard 

that the Khan had had a fall from his horse while hunting, Ch'iu advised

the Khan that since he was old he should go hunting as little as possi

ble. The Khan replied that since Mongols were taught from childhood to 
ride horses and shoot arrows,- such habits were not easily put aside. 

However, the Khan added that he would take Ch1iu1s words to heart. It 

is recorded that after this incident the Khan did not hunt for two 

months (Hsi-yu, B/4a; Waley , 118; YS_, 202/2134) . Had the Khan taken 

Ch * iu1s advice seriously and stopped hunting altogether, he might have 

lived much longer. We are told in the Meng-ku pi-shih ^

(The Secret History of the Mongols) that Chinggis Khan fell from his

horse during a hunting expedition in the autumn of 1226 and became 
161ill. This accident may have been a contributing factor in his death

the following year (Cf. Li Chieh, Yuan Shih, 31-32).
Although the records show that Chinggis Khan did not always fol

low Ch1iu Chfu-chifs advice, he nevertheless respected him highly. That 

the Khan did not always heed Ch1 iu®s advice was more perhaps a result of 
the difficulty in changing long-time habits and a way of life rather 

than his taking Ch® iu® s words lightly. Chinggis Khan was a religious 
person and piously believed in Shamanism, a faith common to the nomadic

161. This work has been translated by Yao Ts * ung-wu and Sechin 
Jagchid into Chinese. See Wen-shih-che hsueh-pao, 11 (1962), 386-387.
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North. Asian peoples (Yao T.s1 mg- w u , "Ch1 eng-chi-ssu han," 245-256;
Jagchid, "The Mongol Khans," 108} . He respected Ch' in in the same way

that he respected a bo'e, the Mongol title for a shaman master, and he
162also expected that Ch' iu would pray for him just as the bo' e did.

Although Chinggis Khan did not get what he originally expected 

from Ch'iu, namely a magic potion for long life or immortality, he was 

still happy to learn about various spiritual methods of cultivating 

longevity, even though he clearly believed those methods to be difficult 

to put .into practice. For the Khan, Ch'iu was not a spokesman for the 

Chinese people, but rather the leader of a Chinese religion; and as such,
i

he was himself an immortal and able to teach others how to attain immor

tality. It would appear that the Khan believed Ch'iu's words and that 

he must have thought that if he was unable to become an immortal, it was 

because he did not carefully practice Ch'iu's methods, rather than 

doubting the reliability of Ch'iu's Way of long life. Just before 

Ch'iu's_departure from the Khan's camp to return to China, the Khan 
issued an edict exempting Ch'iu's disciples, who had prayed for the long

life of the Khan, from taxes and labor (Hsi-yu, app./lab; cf. Chevannes,
163T'oung Pao, 5/368-372) . . This edict should not be construed as a 

response to Ch'iu's suggestion for a general exemption of taxes for the 

Chinese in North China. Rather it was merely a gesture of appreciation

162. This account is from Sechin Jagchid, "Hsi-yu ho chung-yuan 
wen-hua tui Meng^ku ti-kuo ti ying-hsiang ho Yuan-ch'ao ti chien-li," 
Ta-lu tsa-chih, 30/10 (1965}, 12-13.

163. The edict was carved on stone and erected in Chou-chih 
county of Shensi. See Ts'ai Mei-piao, Yuan-tai pai-bua pei chi-lu,

(1955), 1.
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by the Khan for the disciples who had prayed for his. personal health 

and well-being.
Six months after issuing the edict, Chinggis Khan issued another

granting Chf iu the authority to take charge of "all those in the world

who leave their families.(Hsi-yu, app./lb; cf. Chavannes, T'oung Pao,
164372-377). Since both Buddhist monks and Taoist priests were known as

people "who leave their families," by granting Ch'iu authority over such 

persons, the Khan thus recognized Ch'iu not only as the leader of the 
Taoist priesthood but also Buddhist monks as well.

Ch'iu Ch'u-chi's westward trek not only made him the most famous 

religious figure of his time, it also helped in making the Ch'uan-chen 

sect the most popular sect during that era. However, for the traditional 

Chinese historian, the most significant and positive contribution of 

Ch'iu1s trip to the court of Chinggis Khan was not his promotion of the 

Ch'uan-chen sect but his moderating influence on the Khan which saved 

thousands of Chinese lives. It is recorded in the Yuan Dynastic 

Histories.(YS, 202/234):
At that time, the nation's troops (i.e., Mongol troops) were 

marching through the central plateau, especially the areas north 
and north of the [Yellow RiverJ. People suffered from captivity 
and rapine and had no place to escape to. When [Ch'iu] Ch'u-chi 
returned to Yen-JchingJ, he ordered his disciples, carrying 
[Taoist] certificates, to seek [followers.] among the refugees 
of the wars. Therefore, those who became slaves were able to 
be free men again. Those who were on the verge of death but 
regained their lives were without doubt twenty to thirty thousand 
in number.

164. A stone inscription of this edict was also found in Chou- 
chih. Cf.. Ts'ai Mei-piao, 2.
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In stating that twenty to thirty thousand people were thus saved

by Ch* iurs intervention, the Yuan Dynastic Histories (202/2134) are
probably in error. Yao Sui1 s "Ch1 ang-ch1 un kung pei-ming" ŷ -

^  9 uP°n which the account in the Yuan histories is based,
records that two to three million people were saved by the Ch1uan-chen

165sect, a figure which is probably more realistic. The lower'figure- un

der the circumstances of the time, is so limited in scale as not likely 

to attract attention. Moreover, other accounts, such as the following, 

also cite the number of people saved by the Ch'uan-chen sect as being in 

the millions.
[When] the crack troops of the Mongols came to the south, 

and when their horses drank, the Yellow River was nearly dried 
up; when the singing swords [were shot!, the Hua Mountain was 
about to collapse. Jade was destroyed together with stone, and 
the worthy were killed together with the stupid. . . .Luckily, 
our Ch1ang-ch1un, the immortal Ch'iu, was summoned and went [to 
see the Khan]. . .[the Khan] ordered those who were obedient not 
to be killed and those cities which surrendered to be exempt from 
death. . . [people who were saved] were in the millions and tens 
of millions (Cheng-tsung chi, 4/13ab)

While the exact number of people rescued by the Ch1 uan-chen sect 

is unknown, it is clear that the number was substantial and the fact 

well-known at the time. When Chinggis Khan issued the edict exempting 

Ch'iu and his disciples from taxation, his purpose was probably to free

165. See Yao Sui's Mu-an chi (SKCSCP pieh-chi, no. 385), ll/3b- 
4a, or Yuan-wen lei, compiled by Su T'ien-cbueh, 22/270.

166. To say that Chinggis Khan stopped killing because of Ch'iu 
Ch'u-chi would be wrong. Even before he died, the Khan issued orders to 
annihilate the entire population of the capital city of Hsi-hsia, see 
Rene Grousset, Histoire de L'Extreme-Orient, 11/424. The section in 
this work dealing with, the Mongols has been translated into Chinese by 
Feng Ch'eng-chun as Meng-ku shih-lueh.
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the Taoist priest from personal burdens so they could concentrate on 

praying for him- He did not intend to extend this favor to the entire 

Chinese population, as can be seen from the same edict in which it clear
ly states, that those who pretended to be priests in order to obtain tax 

exempt status would be punished QHsi-yu, app./lb)» Apparently, that was 

exactly what happened when the edict reached China- Thousands of people 
joined the Ch'uan-chen sect not because they wanted to help Ch'iu pray 

for the Khan, but because the sect seemed to offer protection from heavy 

taxes and levies.

Ch'iu Ch'u-chi's westward trek began with Chinggis Khan's in

terest in the secrets of immortality and ended with the Khan's granting 

Ch'iu many privileges which not only increased the popularity of the 

Ch'uan-chen sect but also made, the sect a sanctuary for a distressed 

multitude.

The Popularity of. the Ch'uan-chen Sect

Following Ch'iu*s meeting with the Khan, the Ch'uan-chen sect 

entered into its golden age. Chinggis Khan's edict granting Ch'iu the 

authority to take charge of all "those who leave their families" vir

tually made him the leader of all native religions in North China. The 

Ch'uan-chen sect outshone all other religions and its followers out

numbered all others - Such remarks on the popularity of the Ch'uan-chen 
sect as "the wind of Ch'uan-chen started in the west, became prosperous 

in the east and was popular all over the world"; "the followers {of 

Ch'uan-chenJ gathered like clouds and were countless"; and the follow

ers {of Ch'uan-chenJ are all over the world" are most probably not
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exaggerations of the actual situation but metaphoric examples of the

16 Vcharisma of the Ch'uan-chen sect.

Evidence of Ch* uan-chen1s popularity at that time are found not 

only in eulogistic accounts but are also found in works which are anta

gonistic in tone. Yuan Hao-wen, the best-known literary figure of the 

time, was for some reason hostile to the Ch.1 uan-chen sect, and he 

complained:

After this (i.e., Ch1 iu* s westward trek) , two out of every 
ten people in the world were those who wore "yellow caps" (i.e. , 
Taoists). . . .Even those who were cruel, violent and fierce, 
and those who were most stupid and ignorant were all transformed • 
by it (i.e., the Ch*uan-chen sect). . . .At a time when a father 
was unable to summon his son, when an elder brother was unable 
to overcome his younger brother, when the rites and righteous
ness could not be used to control the basic nature [of the people], 
and when penalties were insufficient in punishing their decadence, 
the so-called Ch'uan-chen school was able to save thos people 
after the complete collapse [of the social order] and the irre
deemable breakdown [of the political system] . . . ..Alas! Is this
the will of H e a v e n ?

Yuan Hao-wen, a Confucian scholar, would much rather have seen 

the Confucian system restored. However, as he shows in the above pas

sage, the Ch*uan-chen sect provided the people with shelter and relief 

during periods of great disorder. From Yuan Hao-wen1s account we also 

see that a considerable portion of.the population in North China was 

was Ch1uan-chen followers.

167. The eulogy comparing the Ch1 uan-chen sect to the wind 
which becomes prosperous and popular can be found in thq preface (3b) to 
the Ch' uan-chen chi, and was written by Fan Te-yu ygj ; Ma Ta-pien
Jig X H P ?  calls them countless clouds in the preface (2a) to Shih-hua 
chi; and they are,called world-wide in the Kan-shui, 3/44a.

168. See Yuan Hao-wen1 s"Ch* ing-chen kuan-chi," Jt' W&) in 
ISCW, 35/22b-23a for a reading of his complaint against the Ch'uan-chen 
sect.
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Yeh-lii dx'u-tsVai once befriended Ch.1 in but later turned against 

him in an attempt to reduce the prestige of the Taoist religion. He 
made the following remark:

I have heard passers-by say that, nowadays, nearly all the 
people who join the priesthood do it to evade the levies and to 
make an easy living. if they cut their hair, that makes it dif
ficult for them to return to the world. This is why those who
become Buddhist monks are few, while those who become Taoists169 are many. °

While the purpose of this statement was clearly intended to 
demean Taoism and to suggest that it was not in any way superior to 

Buddhism, it reveals at the same time that people were entering Taoist 

orders in much greater numbers than those who were taking Buddhist vows.

The Taoist religion was dominated at that time by the Ch'iian- 

chen sect. According to Ch’en Yuan, -of all the Chin and Yuan dynasty 

Taoist inscriptions he was able to collect, fully seventy percent were 

supportive of ClVuan-chen ideals, twenty percent belinged to the T'ai-i 

and Ta-tao sects, and the remaining ten percent were of the old Taoist 

school. The majority of Taoist temples known to have existed at that 

time also belonged to the Chfuan-chen sect (Nan-Sung ch'u, 1, 102) .

It is easy to imagine that a large number of people joined the 

Ch*uan-chen sect because they were trying to evade taxes and levies, and 
because the sect enjoyed such high prestige and influence. However, it 

would be wrong to conclude that the privileges enjoyed by the sect con

stituted the sole reason why people entered its ranks. The Ch*uan-chen 

sect had more to offer to its followers than mere exemption from taxes.

169. This is borrowed from de Rachewiltzf s excellent transla
tion of the Hsi-yu lu, 32.
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Its syncretistic teachings had a strong appeal to people with varied 

religious backgrounds. The fact that the Ch'uan-chen sect respected 

Confucius and Buddha in the same way that they respected Lao-tzu must 

have made Confucianists and Buddhists feel at home with. Ch1 uan-chen Tao

ism. Records show that many literati' joined Ch1 uan-chen. It is also 

recorded that after the fall of the Chin dynasty, those literati who 
were in Yen-ching often registered as Taoists. Scholars such as Chang

Pen (alias Ming-chih ) and Sun Po-ying ^  are two
170examples»

In.addition to those literati who became Ch'uan-chen adepts, 

there were many other well-known literary figures who maintained some 

kind of connection with the sect. The connection can most clearly be 
seen from the numerous tomb inscriptions that famous literary figures 

wrote for the Ch'uan-chen masters. Such prominent individuals as Yuan 

Hao-wen, Wang 0 (1190-1273) , Yao Sui, and Wang P * an all

wrote inscriptions on behalf of the Ch'uan-chen sect. While not all

the famous persons who wrote inscriptions for the sect were necessarily 

fond of it, as was the case with Yuan Hao-wen, the simple fact that they 

did so is sufficient to prove that the Ch'uan-chen sect must have been 

extremely influential? to be able to gain the cooperation of so many 
famous literary figures in this way is indicative of that fact.

sr eg170. This account is^recorded nn. Wang O , "Chen-ch1 ang
chen-jen. tao-hsing, pel-ming" _JL ̂  jji A. jsL 4? in Kan-shui,
3/55a. Yuan Hao-wen also wrote of this in his "Sun Po-ying mu-ming"
3-^ ̂  ^  in ISWC, 31/6a-7b? and "Tzu-hsii ta-shih Yu-kung mu-pei"
1  I. ̂  f  ̂  S  4 -  ln H2C, 31/7b-9b.

171. For these inscriptions, compare Kan-shui; for Wang 0 and 
the Ch'uan-chen sect, compare also Hok-lam Chan, "Wang 0 (1190-1273)," 
Papers on Far Eastern History, 12 (1975), 67.
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Accounts of contemporary events written by prominent scholars who were 

not themselves Chruan-chen adherents form a significant part of the 
hierarchical materials available for the study of Ch'uan-chen Taoism.

From the works left behind by the Ch' uan-chen masters, we can 

see that they socialized, with all sorts of people, from government offi

cials to military leaders and from Buddhist monks to foreign envoys.

When Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai was still on good terms with Ch'iu Ch1 u-chi, he 

wrote forty-five poems matching "the rhymes" of poems by Ch'iu (de Rache-

wiltz, "Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai," 363/n-50). The well-known Chin dynasty
jp. ^scholar-official Chao Pin-wen once recommended Yu Chih-tao "Q Abx

(original name Shan-ch'ing style-name Po-hsiang /f6 , Taoist
name Tung-chen , 1166-1250) , Ch' iu* s disciple, to the court; how-

172ever, he declined the offer.

It is also recorded that important Chin dynasty scholar-

officials such as Wan-yen Shou Si / Yang Yun-i ^  ̂  , Feng

Pi , and Hsu Ku ^  all longed to make friends with Yu Chih-
tao (Chung-nan nei-chuan, 44b) . Liu Ping-chung (1216-1274) , a

famous Chinese statesman at the Mongol court, wrote poems addressed to

Wang Chih-chin CTaoist name Ch'i-yun ^  ) , Hao Ta-t'ung's
173disciple, and it is said that he lived with Ch'uan-chen priests.

172. This account is taken from Yang Euan's (1186-1255) ,
"Tung-chen Yu chen-jen tao-hsing pei" 5/^3-^ 3" ^  in Kan-
shui, 3/57a. " U I

173. Refer to Liu's Ts'ang-ch'un chi CSKCSCP, series 6 ,
no. 2581/ 2/15a-3/14a for this period. For the best study of Liu Ping- 
chung in English, read Hok-lam Chan, "Liu Ping-chung (.1216—1274) : A Bud- 
dist Taoist Statesman at the Court of Khubilai Khan," T'oung Pao, 53 
(.1967), 98-146. ̂  Also see Chang Wen-ch'ien, S/1j\ "Liu-kung hsing-
chuang" in Liu Ping-chung* s Ts'ang-ch'un chi, 6/4 a.
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Yu Chi, a well-known Yuan dynasty literary figure, wrote numerous poems 

matching the rhymes of poems by the Ch' uan-chen disciple Feng Tsun-shih

This is only a partial listing of dignitaries who were involved 

with, the Ch?uan-chen sect in some way. Yet it suffices to show that the 

Ch’uan-chen sect built a strong reputation among members of the official 

class by the end of the Chin dynasty. By that time the sect had evolved 

from a rather small religious sect which attracted mainly villagers to 

its ranks at the time of Wang Che to a popular religion which appealed 

to people in all strata of society, including rulers and high officials. 

The support of the governing elite was, without doubt, very beneficial 

to the sect's growing reputation and undoubtedly helped to spread its 

influence even further.

In addition to^ChMu's epoch-making westward trek, records also

show that other Mongols had time and again summoned other Ch*uan-chen

masters to their courts. For example, the Mongol ruler Ogodai (i.e.,

T'ai-tsung, reigned 1221-1241) had a cordial meeting with Yin Chih-p1ing

in Shun-t'ien (present-day Pao-ting in Hopeh) when he returned from his

southern expedition in 1232 (Kan-shui, 3/45b-45a), Three years later,

T'ai-tsung issued an edict asking Yin Chih-p'ing and Li Chih-ch'ang to

recommend several virtuous Taoists to take charge of a new Taoist temple 
175in Karakorum.

174. The "Mihg-ho yu-yin" , in Yu Chi's Tap-yuan
i-kao, is a collection of poems written between Yu Chi and Feng Tsun-shih 
(SKCSCP, series 5,. no. 2921 , 6/3a-6/18a.

175. This edict is included in Yiian-tai pai-hua pei compiled 
by Feng Ch1 eng-chiin, 16; also Ts'ai Mei-piao, 4.
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When T* ai-tsung died in 1241, the Mongol Empress NadLmajin

(alias Toregene) became regent (.YS, 114/1109) • She treated Wang Chih-

t * an Ji Aib% (Taoist name Chl nn-ho ^ 0  )/ the ninth patriarch of

the Ch'uan-chen sect, with great respect and kept Wang at the court for 
176six years o. Empress Naimajin also issued an edict in 1245 prohibiting

people from disturbing Taoist temples.

{The people in charge of the temples.) are those who report 
to heaven, chant canons, and pray for long life and peace for 
the emperor, the empress, princes, and kings. The lands, gar
dens, houses, and animals owned by them are not to be taken by 
force by anyone. Those envoys and troops passing such temples 
are not to stay at the temples nor to cause any disturbance 
therein.177

When Mongka (i.e., Hsien-tsung, reigned 1251-1259) became the 

Khan, he also summoned Wang Chih-t'an to court and asked him about 

"methods of nourishing life." Wang is quoted as saying that "nourishing 

-life" was not an urgent matter for the ruler to pursue. The "Son of 

Heaven" represented Heaven in managing the affairs of the world. He 

should act according to Heaven*s will and bring benefit to the world. 

Wang Chih-t*an went on to praise the emperor for improving the people* s 

lives from which he could expect to receive blessings from heaven. The 

emperor was much pleased and ordered a chiao sacrifice performed (Kan- 

shui, 7/21a). ^

During the first half of the 13th. century, the Ch* uan-chen sect 

expanded rapidly and steadily. Its popularity derived from a

176. ̂  Refer alsovto Kao Jding's "Ch'un-ho chen-jen tao-
hsing pel" >_|_ -fap jtl. A . j^  in Kan-shui, 7/21a.

177. This edict is included in Ts’ai Mei-piao, 10.
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combination of factors, including the syncretic teachings advocated by 

Wang Che, the efforts of early disciples to spread the teaching, and 

imperial favoritism. In fact, the Ch'uan-chen sect became so popular 

and was so well received by the people and the rulers that it inevitably 

invited jealousy from other religions, especially the Buddhists. The 
lathers discontent toward the Chiuan-chen sect boiled over during the 

time of Kublai .(i.e,, Hsien-tsung, reigned 1264-1294).



CHAPTER 5

FROM PROSPERITY TO DECLINE

The Buddhist-Taoist Struggles in the Yuan Dynasty

In 1225, the Buddhist monk Fu-yu rfJp* (1203-1275) went to

the Mongol court and charged the Ch1uan-chen sect with disseising

Buddhist temples and spreading forgeries about Lao-tzu1s conversion of

the Buddha (Pien-wei lu, 751a). This incident formally initiated a

sequence of Buddhist-Taoist debates at the Mongol court and resulted in 

government action against the Ch1uan-chen sect. This series of inci

dents came to be known as the Buddhist-Taoist Struggles of the Yuan 

Dynasty.

That the Buddhists* dissatisfactions with the Ch * uan-chen sect 
existed as early as 1228 is reflected in Yeh-lu Ch * u-ts * ai1s Hsi-yu lu, 

a book written to attack the Ch*uan-chen.sect in general, and-Ch * iu 

Ch*u-chi in particular. In this book, Yeh-lu accused Ch* iu of taking 

general control of Buddhist.monks and nuns, destroying Buddhist images,

and converting Buddhist temples and cloisters into Taoist temples and •
, . 178monasteries.

It was mentioned in Chapter 4 that Chinggis Khan issued an edict 

in 1223 granting Ch* iu the right to take charge of all those "who have 

left their families.". Since both Taoist priests and Buddhist monks 

were known as persons who leave their families, this edict in effect

178. See de Rachewiltz * s translation in his "Hsi-yu lu,", 29.

■
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made Chfiu the leader of the Buddhist monks as well as of the Taoist
priests. The fact that Yeh-lu accused Ch!iu of trying to control the
Buddhist clergy indicates that •Chriu actually used the power which the

Khan had given.him to gain control over the Buddhist establishment. It

was probably not until 1247, when the Mongol ruler tiuyuk (.Ting-tsung,

reigned 1246-1250) issued an edict ordering Han-yun (alias

yin-chien ) to supervise the Buddhist monks, that the Buddhists
179were freed from Ch*uan-chen domination.

Yeh-lu also accused the Ch1uan-chen Taoists of excluding 

Buddhist monks from the edict exempting Taoists from levies and taxes.

The edict, issued in 1223, clearly points out that only those clerics 

who were subject to Ch1iu Ch'u-chi could receive this privilege (Hsi-yu, 

app./lab. de Rachewiltz, "Hsi-yu lu," 82-83, n. 215). However, accord

ing to Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai, the Taoists were directed to fill out the 

edict by themselves. Instead of stipulating that "people who leave 

their families" were to be the beneficiaries of this exemption as was 

originally intended, the Taoists stated that only Taoists were to be 

exempted from taxation, which clearly showed, as Yeh-lu pointed out,

Ch'iu" s partiality (de.Rachewiltz, "Hsi-yu lu," 31). What really tran

spired when the edict was composed is not known, only that Ch1iu1s

179. Nien-ch'ang, Fo-tzu li-tai t'ung-tsai, 32/43b. (Hereafter 
cited as Fo-tzu) Cf. Nogami ShunjQ, "Gen-tai Do-Butsu ni-kyo no 
Kakushitsu" Otani Daigaku Kerikyu nempo, 2 (1943), 225.
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followers were exempted from taxes and the corvee and that the Buddhists

-i _ . '180were very bitter about it*

Among the many factors which caused the Buddhist-Taoist conflict 

in the Yuan dynasty, Ch'uan-chen's disseise of the Buddhist temples was 

a major one. Ch'uan-chen followers were charged with criminal acts, 
such as occupying Buddhist temples, destroying Buddhist images, and 
replacing them with Taoist ones. It is said that as many as four hun
dred and .eighty-two• Buddhist temples .were disseised by the Ch'uan-chen

181Taoists during the first half of the thirteenth century. While it is

not clear- whether the number four hundred and eighty-two is a reliable 

figure, there is very little doubt that the Ch'uan-chen Taoists must 

have occupied many Buddhist temples during its period of greatest 

expansion. It appears that in the beginning the Ch'uan-chen Taoists 

did not expel the Buddhists from their temples and take them over by

force. Rather, they occupied only those Buddhist temples that had been/
deserted during the long years of war. The Hsi-yu lu states:

At the beginning these fellows (i.e., Ch'uan-chen Taoists) 
stayed in cloisters in which there were no images. Later they 
spoiled temples which had images. At first they seized only 
monasteries in the mountains and the forests, but they were, 
of course, ardently longing for those in the cities and in the

. 180. " The .Pien-wei lu states*that it was unprecedented for a 
government to exempt only Ch'iu's followers from.levies without includ
ing Buddhists or Taoists of other sects, 766b. .

181.. Pien-wei lu, 751a. , Although the preface reports that 
Taoists such as Ch'iu Ch'u-chi and Li Chih-ch'ang discussed the 482 
Buddhist temples, elsewhere in the Pien-wei lu the figure is given as 
500 or more. For some of the cases cited in Pien-wei lu, see 766c-767c.
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suburbso From afar they approached, from the lesser to the 
greatero They coveted the possession of everything; their 
schemes were not so simple!

By saying that "their schemes are not so simpleYeh-lu 

Ch'u-ts'ai meant that Ch'uan-chen Taoists intended to erodicate Buddhism 
(de Rachewiltz, "Hsi-yu lu," 33), This accusation must be regarded as 

rather extreme, since there is no other evidence to support such a 

conclusion. Instead, the Ch'uan-chen Taoists seem to have occupied 

many Buddhist temples more as a means of expanding their sect rather 

than as a means of annhilating Buddhism,

After Ch'iu's return from his westward trek, the Ch'uan-chen 

sect spread rapidly. Thousands of people joined its preisthood, and 

the sect required more temples to house these novitiates. But the build

ing of so many new temples not only required extensive capital invest

ment, it also required much time. The more plausible atlernative was, 

therefore, to utilize existing temples deserted by the. Buddhists. The 

reason the Taoists needed so many Ch'uan-chen temples might have had 

something to do with Chinggis Khan's edict of 1223, in which he specifi

ed that privileges would be given only to monasteries subject to Ch'iu 

Ch'u-chi's control (Hsi-yu, app./lab). Considering the fact that the 

more Ch'uan-chen temples there were, the more shelter could be for the 

suffering population, this expansion of Ch'uan-chen temple holdings 

might have been justified by existing social and political conditions.

. 182. The translation here is de Rachewiltz's, "Hsi-yu lu," 33.
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Moreover, it appears that the Ch?uan-chen sect tried to re

vitalize as many temples as posibble, Taoist as well as Buddhisto it is 
recorded in a Ch' uan-chen source that Feng Chih-heng ^ and

Yin Chih-p1ing, both.Ch1iu1s disciples, reconstructed more then one 

hundred Taoist temples in North C h i n a . I t  is very likely that some 

of these "Taoist temples" were originally Buddhist temples.

Another major issue, contributing to the Buddhist-Taoist struggle 

during Yuan times was the circulation of the book Lao-tzu hua-hu ching 

^  ^  ĵ£J (The Canon of Lao-tzu Convertion of the Barbarians)

and the compilation of the text Lao-tzu pa-shih-i-hua tVu ^  ^ / \ i ' 

1̂ 1 (The Picture Book of Lao-tzu's Eighty-one Conversions) by the 
Ch'uan-chen Taoists. The Chih-yuan pien-wei lu (752) says:

Ch'iu Ch'u-chi flattered His Highness (i.e., Chinggis Khan) 
with false words. Li Chih-ch'ang fawned on the [world] of. his 
time by affectation.  ̂[They] brought together criminals who 
evaded the labor [teams] and collected forged canons which re
jected Buddhism. Ling-hu Chang yy first compiled false
sayings and Shih Chih-ching ^  further spread heretical
writings. [They] imitated the eighty-two kJan (box) of
the Ju-lai ^  (i.e.,^g^e Buddha) and gathered the eighty-
one converts of Lao-tzu. ‘

The Hua-hu (Convertion of the barbarians) tradition can be

traced back to the Han dynasty and had long been a source of controversy
185between Taoists and Buddhists. The central theme of this Taoist

183. Chao Chu /ED "Feng-Kung tao-hsing pei-ming" 'Al^L 
/in Kan-shui, 6/7ab.

184. The k'an is a Buddhist term referring to the box used to 
keep Buddhist statues. It is not clear what the 82 boxes mentioned 
here contained.-

185. Hou-Han Shu compiled by Fan Yeh (SPPY ed.). 60/18b.
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doctrine is that Lao-tzu, after leaving the "five thousand characters"

at the Han-ku Bass to Yin Hsi ^ , went to the west where he
186converted the barbarians to Buddhism» Taoist canon which support

this theory, such as Lao-tzu hua-hu ching and Lao-tzu hsi-sheng ching

^  \  ti£7 were constantly under Buddhist attack, and the Hua-hu
•187ching was proscribed more than once during the T'ang dynasty.

Although the Pa^shih-i-hua t fu as a book was compiled in the 
first half of the thirteenth century, pictures portraying Lao-tzu con

verting the barbarians existed as early as the Sui dynasty (Ch'en, 

Buddhism in China, 422). Some of the pictures in the Pa-shih-i-hua t'u

may have existed before the thirteenth century. Several copies of the
188Pa-shih-i-hua t'u still exist. According to the Pien-wei lu after

186. Cf, E. Zurcher, The Buddhist Conquest of China, 1/290-291. 
For a good background study of the Hua-hu tradition, read Wang Wei- 
ch'eng, "Lao-tzu hua-hu shuo k'ao-cheng," Kuo-hsueh chi-k'an, 4/2 
(1934), 147-268.

187. Zurcher, 289. Only two chapters of the Lao-tzu hua-hu 
ching are still extant. See Taisho, 54/266a-1270b. The Lao-tzu hsi- 
sheng ching is still extant, TT, 346-347. The Hua-hu ching reappeared 
later. Judging from its content, Wang wei-ch*eng dated the present 
Hua-hu ching somewhere between 713-749. See Wang Wei-ch1 eng, 221.

. 188. One copy entitled Chin-chueh Hsuan-yuan T'ai-shang lao- 
chun pa-shih-i-hua t'u shuo Ull \  k-%%1 / V. i* —  A &  $3
is said to have been kept in the Museum fur volkerkunde in Berlin, see 
Kenneth K. S. Ch'en, "Buddhist-Taoist Mixtures in the pa-shih-i-hua t'u" 
Harvard Journal of Asiastic Studies, 9 (1957),3. At least three copies 
exist in Japan, see Kubo Noritada, "Rosi hachijuichi ka zusetsu ni 
tsuite: Chin. Chikyo hon no sonzai o megutsute" Toyo bunka kenkyujo kiyo,
46 (1968), 4-7. For a comparative study of the texts in Japan, see Kubo 
Noritada, "Roshi hachijuichi ka zusetsu ni tsuite: Sono shiyo mondai o
chu3hin to shite" in Toyo bunka kenkyujo kiyo, 58 (1972), 1-74.
Yoshioka Yoshitoyo's Dokyo to Bukkyo, 1/172-252, deals with the Pa-shih- 
i-hua-t'u.
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Ling-hu Chang and Shih Chih-ching finished compiling the Pa-shih-i-hua

t'u, Li Chih-ch* ang had Wang Chin~p1 o ^0*^ (alias Wang Chih-t1 an)
—  ^  A w  17*^and Wen-ti-han ” V distribute copies to many officials at court

(Pien-wei lu, 768a).

At that time the Buddhist monk Fu-yu of the Shao-lin *J/ 
temple was constructing a Buddhist temple in Karakorum. After seeing a 

copy of the Pa-shih-i-hua t'u, Fu-yu made An-tsang 7? ^  , a scholar, 

present the book to Arigboga, the emperor's brother, stating that it was 

a false and slanderous doctrine. Arigboga, finding that the book con

tained untrue stories, reported the matter to the emperor.Hsien-tsung 

(Pien-wei lu, 768a). Hsien-tsung, who had nothing against the Ch'uan- 

chen Taoists, tried to avoid taking sides and summoned the parties 

involved to a debate at court as an impartial way of settling the 

matter. In addition to Fu-yu and Li Chih-ch'ang, also present were the 

Prime Minister, Po-la-hai '$,4* ,  An-tsang, Kharashasun, an inter-
189pretor, and other imperial princes and relatives (Pien-wei lu, 768a).

The emperor is said to have questioned Li Chih-ch'ang personally 

about each of the illustrations, and Li being unable to provide the 

emperor with convincing answers, simply asserted that he knew nothing 

about the book. Consequently, Fu-yu asked him, "How could you be the 

leader of the [Taoist] church if you do not know anything?" Again Li 

maintained his silence. When Fu-yu pointed out that Lao-tzu was a

,189. I have borrowed Kubo Noritada's transcription of Ho-la-ho- 
su /y for Khar aha sun. See Kubo' s "Prolegomena on the Study
of the Controversies between Buddhists and Taoists in the Yuan Period," 
Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunka, 26 (1968), 43.
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contemporary of Confucius and lived during the Chou dynasty, while in 

the Pa-shih-i^hua-t'u stated that Lao-tzu.was born before the creation 

of the universe, he accused the Ch1uan-chen Taoists of fabricating the 
story to fool the emperor and gain his support« Li Chih-ch'ang answered 

that the book was compiled by "bad people" under him and he indeed had 

no knowledge of it (Pien-wei lu, 768a),

. Fu-yu argued that since Lao-tzu was a "great, sage" he should 

assist the country and bring peace to the people. How, then, could he 

disregard the chaos in his own country and go to the West" Fu-yu said 
that such an act was as unnatural as a man who is unable to put out a 
fire in his own head trying to extinguish a fire elsewhere. Instead of 

defending the book, Li Chih-ch'ang simply remained silent while the 

sweat rolled down his face (Pien-wei lu, 768ab. Cf. Buddhism in China. 

422-423, n. 7).
Finally, Fu-yu reported to the emperor that the Taoists had 

cheated the court and tried to use their money and power to win the 

support of court officials. They had taken Buddhist temples by force, 

destroyed Buddhist images and stone pagodas, and had disseized Buddhist 
gardens and land. More than five hundred such cases could.be cited; he 

stated Fu-yu requested the emperor to order that all Buddhist properties 

be returned to them. He also asked that the printing blocks of the 

Pa-shih-i-hua t'u be burned to prevent them from future misuse. Li 

Chih-ch'ang uttered not a word against Fu-yu's proposals (Pien-wei lu, 

768b) .
A month later, in the ninth month of 1255, Hsien-tsung issued 

an edict ordering those Taoists-, who had forged the "false canon" and
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those who had changed Buddhist images to Taoist ones to be punished 
(Pien-wei lu, 769bc). This edict was not strictly enforced, for the 

Taoists continued to occupy Buddhist lands and refused to repair 

Buddhist imageso Charges were again brought.against the Taoists in 

court in 1256 and another debate was scheduled to be held in Karakorum

between the Buddhists led by Na-mo ^  j and the Taoists led by Li

Chih-ch'ang (Pien-wei lu, 770a) According to-the Pien-wei lu (770a) ,
Na-mo and Fu-yu went to a temporary palace at Sina, south of Karakorum,

on the sixteenth day of the seventh month in 1256, but the Taoists did 
191not show up. . Because Li Chih-ch'ang was frightened and dared not go, 

he ordered his disciple Chang Chih-ching (1219-1270) to proceed

together with two other Taoists, Wen-ti-han and Wei Chung-p1 ing 

to speak on his behalf. These three substitutes deliberately delayed 

their trip so that they would miss the Buddhists. After nearly two 

months, the Taoists still had not appeared; finally the emperor declared 

that since the Taoists were unwilling to appear it must be that they 

were in the wrong. Consequently, the emperor sent the Buddhists back 

to Yen-ching. Later, not wanting to become involved in the Buddhist- 

Taoist debates, Mongka handed the matter over to his brother, Kubilai 

(Pien-wei lu, 770a-c).

190. Na-mo was given the title Kuo-shih (National 
Master) and was also appointed (leader of all the Buddhists) by Hsien- 
tsung. See Hsin Yuan shih compiled by K'o Shao-min, 199/lab. The 
Fo-tsu states, however, that Yin-chien was appointed by Mongka (Hsien- 
tsung) to take charge of the "Buddhist monks of the world," 32/43b-44a.

191. I have borrowed Kubo's transliteration of Hsi-la , 
Sina. Cf. Kubo, "Prolegomena," 45.
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With the problem now his to resolve, Kubilai summoned many 

Taoists and.Buddhists to another debate in Shang-tu (Upper

capital) K ' ai-pr ing (near To-lun in Inner Mongolia) to

decide once and for all which side was right and which wrong. Among 

the some three hundred Buddhists who participated were Fu-yu, who 

served as the team leader, Na-mo, Phags'pa /\y^/ EL/ (12397-1280), who 

was later made "State Advisor," the ‘"Senior Guardian" Liu Ping-chung, 
and Hsiang-mai, the author,of the Chih-yuan pien-wei lu. Among the some 

two hundred Taoists who took part were Chang Chih-ching who led the 

"barbarians" (i.e., Taoists) , Fan Chih-ying , who was Li

Chih-ch'ang's disciple, and Chou Chih-li ff]/$* , a Taoist lecturer.

In addition to the more than five hundred Buddhists and Taoists, there 

were also present some two hundred withnesses including the Confucian 

scholars Tou Mo ^  , Yao Sui, Chang Wen-ch'ien and Lien

Hsi-hsien ^  (Pien-wei lu, 771a) . With more than seven hundred

participants, this congregation of religious and political notables 

must have provided a scene of considerable grandeur.

The debate began with Kubilai saying that the Buddhists and the 

Taoists had already debated in the presence of Mongka Khan, with the 

result that Li Chih-ch'ang had lost and agreed to destroy the Pa-shih-i- 

hua t'u. However, Kubilai added that because he was afraid that the 

Taoist had not submitted wholeheartedly, he had decided to convene a 

second debate, this allowing both sides the opportunity to present their 

arguments in full. After concluding his opening speech, Kubilai asked 

the two sides what form of penalty the losing side should be made to 

pay. The Buddhists agreed that the losers should have their heads
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chopped off. The Taoists, stunned by such a harsh suggestion, stared

at each other in amazement and desisted from expressing an opinion.

Kubilai, considering this punishment too severe, said that there was no

need to put anyone to death and it would be sufficient for the Buddhist

monks, if they lost, to let their hair grow and wear headgear as the

Taoists did, and for the Taoists,. if they lost, to shave their heads.as
192did the Buddhist monks (Pien-wei lu, 71 lab) ...

The debate thus commenced. The Buddhists started off by asking 

the Taoists to explain Buddhist terms and practices mentioned in the' 

Hua-hu ching. They next questioned them about the historical authenti

city of statements in the Hua-hu ching, but the Taoists failed to pro

vide any satisfactory answers. Finally, Kubilai stated that since the 

Taoists were supposed to be able to walk on fire without being burned, 

to be able to ascend to heaven and to perform exorcism, he wished to 

have them reveal their magical powers. The Taoists made no response. 

Then Kubilai announced that the Taoists had lost the debate and he 

ordered that seventeen of the Taoists shave their heads, and that all

four-hundred eighty-two Buddhist temples which had allegedly been dis-
193seized by the Taoists be returned to Buddhist custody. However, the

Buddhists expressed concern that if they took back all the temples at 

once they might be criticized for having used force against the Taoists.

192. This incident has also been discussed by Kenneth Ch'en, in 
his Buddhism in China, 424, n. 9.

193. The names of the seventeen Taoists who had their heads 
shaved are listed in Pien-wei lu, 775c. Strangely, the Taoist leader, 
Chang Chih-ching, was not one of them.
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Thus, they recommended that only two hundred and two temples'be returned

and that the Taoists be allowed to keep the rest, ,Their "generosity"

was highly praised by all those present, Kubilai also ordered all

"forged canons" such as the Pa-shih-i-hua t fu to be burned together

with their printing-blocks, Chang Chih-ching was ordered to collect

all the books and blocks and turn them over within two months. This

edict was issued on the eleventh day of the seventh month in 1258 (Pien-
194wei lu, 771b-772b).

Although Kubilai intended to settle the Buddhist-Taoist dispute 

once and for all in 1258, things did not turn out as he had hoped. For 

one thing, most of the printing-blocks were merely hidden and not des

troyed. In addition, some of the temples which were supposed to have 

been returned to the Buddhists remained in Taoist hands. The government 

apparently put little or no pressure on the ChVuan-chen- sect to comply 

with the original decision. Despite the fact that Kubilai was disposed

to favor the Buddhists, he apparently did not want to antagonize the 
195Taoists. In 1269, he issued an edict bestowing honorific titles

194. Another edict by Mongka also dated the eleventh day of the 
seventh month of 1258 of the Chih-yuan reign can be found in Pien-wei 
lu, 765b. Since the Chih-yuan reign did not start until 1264, someone 
might have mistakenly added the characters Chih-ytlan to the text. See 
Kubo Noritada, "Prolegomena," 48, n. 10. This edict is translated into 
French by Edouard Chavannes, "Inscriptions," T'oung Pao, 5. (1904), 385- 
388.

195. Kubilai was especially friendly with Tibetan Buddhists.
See Sechin Jagchid, "Why the Mongolian Khans Adopted Tibetan Buddhism 
as their Faith," 119-120.
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upon the "five patriarchs" and the "seven masters" of the Ch'uan-chen 

196sect. This gesture may have served to restore some confidence to the

Ch'uan-chen Taoists, and thus emboldened them to take a tougher stand in 

dealing with the Buddhists. It is recorded in the Pien-wei lu (776b), 

that in the summer of 1280, when the Buddhist monk Kuang-yuan ^9 /H?! 
went to reclaim a temple occupied by the Taoist Kan Chih-ch' uan ̂ f 

he was assaulted by Ch'uan-chen followers. In addition, they set 

granery on fire and charged that Kuang-yuan himself had sent someone on 

a mission of arson. However, after looking into the matter the govern

ment found the Taoists guilty and Kan Chih-ch1uan together with another 

Taoist, Wang Chih-chen were sentenced to death.

In the ninth month of 1281, the government, in responding to a 

report it had received to the effect that the Taoists "forged-canons" 

had been hidden rather than destroyed,, ordered several officials, in

cluding Chang Wen-ch'ien, to investigate the matter. These officials 

together with five Buddhist representatives met with Taoist representa

tives at Ch'ang-chun temple £7 to decide the authenticity of the

Taoist canons. Unlike the previous debate in which all the Taoist par

ticipants had been Ch'uan-chen priests, this time they were joined by 

Taoists of other sects. Because by 1281 the Mongols had conquered 

southern China, and because the Ch'eng-i sect which had its headquarter 

in the south was subject to Mongol control, the Ch'eng-i Heavenly

196. This edict is included in the Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan, 
2a-3b. '

197. For the edict ordering Wang Chih-chen and Kan Chih-ch'uan 
to be executed, see Pien-wei lu, 777b-c.
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Master of that time, Chang Tsung-yen \ , also participated in
the debate * The Ch! uan-chen patriarch Ch.* i Chih-ch.!eng

1293), and the Ta-tao patriarch Li Te-ho were also present (Pien-wei lu, 

776c).

the time, the Taoists were still unable to prove the authenticity of the 

Taoist canons other than the Tao-te-ching. All other Taoist works were 

described as groundless sayings used to defame the Buddhists and to 

honor the Taoists themselves. These works were also said to contain 

absurd accounts, such as recommending the use of talismans by merchants 

to double their profits, by married, couples to achieve family harmony, 

and by those who would become rulers and ministers and women who would 

become empresses and imperial consorts. Claims were also made that one 

would not drown in water nor burn in a fire (Pien-wei lu, 776c).

The Buddhists requested that all Taoist works, except the Tao- 
te-ching, be burned. However, the emperor (i.e., Kubilai),. expressed

the opinion that since the Taoist canons had been in existence for such 

a long time, it would be difficult for the Taoists to yield them willing

ly. He added that since the Taoist had proclaimed that they could not 

be burned by fire or destroyed by water, they should be made to prove- 

these statements. If they could not do so, it would still not be too 

late to b u m  their books.

walk on fire. Naturally those selected were frightened and said that if 

they did so they would become ashes, hence, they would not even try. So 

they were forced to relent to the burning of the canons. An imperial

Even with the joint efforts of the three major Taoist sects of

Thus, the Taoists were asked to send several representatives to
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edict was issued ordering all Taoist works except the lao-te-ching to

be collected and burned, and all Taoist priests to follow Buddhist

rules. If they were satisfied with Buddhism they could even have their

heads shaved and become Buddhists. If they did not wish to convert to

Buddhism, they would then be free to return to lay life (Pien-wei lu,
198776c-776a). An official account describing, the incident of the book

burning was compiled by Wang P'an and six other officials in 1284 (Pien- 

wei lu, 776a-776b; Fo-tsu, 33/47b-48b). The entire series of debates 

was recorded in the Buddhist Hsiang-mai1s Chih-yuan"Pien-wei lu, dated 

1291.

Because of the lack of Taoist accounts of Buddhist-Taoist 

struggles during the Mongol dynasty, and because the major sources con

cerning these polemics are Buddhist texts, what.T have so far presented 

is a fairly one-sided account. There are contradictions between the 

Chih-yuan pien-wei lu and other sources. For example, according to the 

Chih-yuan pien-wei lu, Li Chih-ch1ang dared not face the Buddhists in a 

second debate scheduled to take place on the sixteenth day of the 

seventh month of 1256, and instead he ordered his disciple Chang Chih- 

ching to proceed to Karakorum. Li, who was obviously worried and 

embarrassed at the time, died of a "brain tumor" (Pien-wei lu, 770a). 

However, according to Wang 0 1s account of Li’s life, Li Chih-ch'ang died

198. For the edict ordering the destruction of Taoist canon, 
see Pien-wei lu, 778ab and 764b-765a. Cf. Fo-tsu, 32/46b/47a. A partial 
list of the Taoist canon to be destroyed can be found in Pien-wei lu, 
764b. Among them are Yu-lung chuan and Hsi-sheng ching, both
still extant in the TT (.TT 555; and TT 364-347) . It is respectively 
obvious that not all proscribed Taoist canon were destroyed. Neverthe
less, since some of the works listed for destruction are no longer 
extant, the Yuan government did indeed enforce its order.
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on the nineteenth day of the sixth month of 1256, leaving the patriarchy 

to Chang Chih-ching according to an earlier arrangement (Xan-shui,

3/54b). Whether Li Chih-ch'ang actually died of a "brain tumor” or not 

is unclear. Nevertheless, to say that Li Chih-ch'ang did not show up 

for the debate on the sixteenth day of the seventh month of 1256 because 

he was afraid was obviously a story made up by the Buddhists to dis

credit the Taoists. How could Li have participated if he was already 
dead?199

As the enemy of the Taoists, the Buddhists made every effort to 

embarrass the leaders of the Ch.'uan—chen ■ sect. The best example of this 
is their claim that Ch'iu Ch'u-chi died in an outhouse as a result of 
acute diarrhea„ This is in stark contrast to the statement by Ch'iu's 

disciples that ch'iu had "transformed and ascended unto heaven" (Pien- 

wei lu, 766c). While it is not entirely impossible that Ch'iu Ch'u-i 

died from diarrhea, the introduction of character assassination by the 

Buddhists indicates that they availed themselves of every means to dis

credit the Ch'uan-chen Taoists. In fact, they were so eager to bring 

charges against the sect that they blamed the misconduct of persons who

199. Kubo Noritada also listed other questionable accounts that 
he found in the Pien-wei lu in his "Prolegomena," 56-57. Kubo pointed 
out that the Pien-wei lu errored in saying that Li Chih-ch'ang succeeded 
Ch'iu Ch'u-chi as patriarch when actually it was Yin Chih-p'ing. Kubo 
also pointed out that existing records show that Ch'iu Ch'u-chi did not 
order Shih Chih-ching to disseminate heretical books as stated in the 
Pien-wei lu. Ch'iu did not have a chance to meet Shih at that time.
In addition to pointing out several doubtful facts, Kubo also analyzed 
and compared different chapters of the text of the Pien-wei lu and 
concluded that "the first part of the book is the only part that Hsiang- 
mai himself wrote." See his "Prolegomena," 53-60.
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were not Ch1uan-chen members on the sect. As an examplez among the many 

accounts of the charges brought" against the Taoists by the Buddhists, 

one contends:

In the Kuan-yin Hall of the Buddhist Hsing-man Temple
^  ^  in Cho Chou : (In Hopeh) , there was a '[statue.},
of a'Kuan-yin Bodhisattva in a sitting position made of white 
jade stone which was three feet tall. Jen Chih-chien 4̂: ^
of the K'ang-ch'an sect broke the [statue] into eleven
pieces, disseized the temple and changed it into the Taoist 
Yung-ning ^  Temple (Pien-wei lu, 767b).

K'ang-ch'an was a heretical Buddhist sect which the Emperor 

Shih-tsung of the Chin dynasty once proscribed (de Rachewilts, "Hsi-yu 

lu," 40-41, n. 14). Since Jen Chih-chien was a member of the K'ang- 

ch'an Buddhist sect, the Buddhists had no good reason to blame this 

incident on their Taoist opponents.
Although the Pien-wei lu represents a biased account of the 

debates, it should not be rejected as groundless nonsense either. There 

are other sources, though scanty, which substantiate some of the 

material contained in the Pien-wei lu. For example, it is recorded in 

Yu Chi' s Tao-yuan hsueh-ku lu jfij 13 (Records of Learning the

Ancient in the Garden of the "Way") (48/4b).

At the end of Hsien-tsung's reign (i.e., 1258) polemical 
struggles broke out between the Buddhist monks and the Taoist 
priests, endangering each other by saying bad words. His 
Highness (i.e., Kubilai) gathered [both sides together] in . 
Karakorum to hold a debate and determine the true and the 
false.200 The Master (i.e., Chih-wen 3iZL followed other 
masters of the Shao-lin temple and participated in the debate.
The Taoists lost and seventeen of them had to shave their 
heads. Those Taoist temples which were returned to the Bud
dhists were in the hundreds of thousands.

200. Actually, the debate was held in Shang-tu, not Karakorum.
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Although the above account was written by a Confucian scholar on 

behalf of. the Buddhist monk Chih-wen, it is probably more reliable than 

the Pien-wei lu. The fact that the Taoist who lost the debate had their 

heads shaved is also supported by a short account written by Hsien Yu- 
shu Jw^* ̂  yĵ Es (1256-1301) , a Yuan literatus.

The Taoist Shen Chih-chen i &  , style name Cheng-chih
, was a native of T ' ai-yuan (in Shansi). He

used to be the t 1i-tien (prosecutor) of the Taoist
religion and lived at the Ch'ang-ch'un Temple in the capital.
/An old story says that Chih-chen was one of the seventeen 
people who lost a debate to the Buddhists and had his head 
shaved.201

From the above accounts, it is clear that the shaving of the

heads of the seventeen Taoists must have been well-known at the time.

The burning of the Taoist books must also have become widely known for
202records of this event can be found outside Buddhist literature. As a

result, it seems not far amiss to conclude that the Buddhists did indeed 

better their Taoist counterparts in the great debates.

It appears that the Pien-wei lu, despite the fact that it is 

partial to the Buddhists and very antagonistic toward the Taoists, is, 

nevertheless, an authentic work, and it can be used, within certain 

limits, as reliable source material in depicting the Buddhist-Taoist 

struggles in the Yuan dynasty. This struggle actually involved the Bud

dhists on the one hand and Ch'uan-chen Taoists on the other. As we have

201. See his- K'un-hsueh-chai tsa-lu, 18ab. Shen Chih-chenfs 
name can be found in the list in Pien-wei lu, 775c.

202. See^Ch'eng Chu-fu t "shao-lin ch'an-shih Yli-kung
Pei" j/" ̂  Tf-S ̂  ivg- ̂  > anotBdjDy Liang I in his "Sung-yang
Ch'ung-fu kung nsiu-chien1 pei" ^ ^  ̂  in Fu Mei's
Sung-shu, 21/51a? see also Yao Sui, ll/4b-5a. I
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seen, before 1280 only Ch1uan-chen Taoists were involved in the debates, 

and it was also this sect which was most seriously affected their defeat 
in the debates. The Cheng;-i sect with its headquarters in the south 

was relatively untouched by those events until the Mongols defeated the 

Southern Sung forces in 1279 and thus established political control over 

the entire Chinese polulace, both clerical and lay. The fact that the 

Cheng-i sect and the Ta-tao sect joined the Ch*uan-chen in defending 

the Taoist religion indicates that different Taoist sects co-existed 

peacefully and were able to unite together to fight against outside 

threats when the need arose.

The Weakening of the Chfuan-chen Sect 

There is very little doubt that the Ch1uan-chen sect was per

manently and adversely affected by their struggles with the Buddhist. 

However, it was not completely destroyed, and it did make something of 

a comeback during the time of the Mongol ruler Temur (i. e., Ch’eng- 

tsung, reigned 1295-1307). Yao Sui wrote in 1295, more than a decade 

after the last Taoist-Buddhist debate, that Kubilai, before he died in 

1294, issued an edict allowing people to become either Taoists or Con-

fucianists, and that no government action would be taken to censor those
203Taoist works completely free of Buddhist sayings (Yao Sui, ll/4b-5a).

203. According tp Ch'en Yuan, Kubilai1s edict should^have been 
issued before 1291, however, because the Minister sengge was
friendly with Buddhists he helped to prosecute Ch*uan-chen. It was not 
until after Sengge*s execution in the seventh month of 1291 that the 
Ch*uan-chen sect began to revive. See his Nan-Sung ch*u, 67.
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This policy, continued by Temur, is. said to have been very 

popular. Yao Sui expressed the view that he himself was worried for 

awhile that the teachings of Ch?iu Ch'u-chi would eventually be banned 
or destroyed in the book burning. But, thanks to Temur who gave new life 

and spirit to the Ch'uan-chen Taoists and with help from the court, the 

Ch'uan-chen sect was able to retain the printing-blocks and to regain 

formerly disseized property (Yao Sui, ll/4b-5a).

In the last section, we noted Buddhist charges that the Ch'uan- 

chen sect with disseizing hundreds of Buddhist temples. Apparently, 

after winning several, debates, the Buddhists began to take over some 

Taoist temples and change them back into Buddhist enclaves. In doing 

so, they may have claimed ownership of some temples which originally had 

been Taoist, in addition to many that were not. If such were actually 

the case, that may explain the anti-Buddhist sentiment that appears to 

have developed among the people at that time, for T'ao Tsung-i once 

observed that "during the Chih-yuan reign, the Buddhists were overbear

ing and domineering. They changed many Taoist temples into Buddhist 

temples and shaved the heads of Taoist priests" (Cho-keng lu, 13/202). 

Considering the fact that the Ch'uan-chen Taoists offered little effec
tive resistance against their Buddhist opponents, it should be no sur

prise that people like T'ao Tsung-i would look on the Buddhists as 

aggressors and express sympathy for the Taoists.

The revival of the Ch'uan-chen sect was highlighted by imperial 

edicts issued by Qaishan (i.e., Wu-tsung, reigned 1308-1311) in 1310.. 

Altogether Qaishan issued eight edicts bestowing additional honorific
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titles on the "five patriarchs" and the "seven masters", he also bestow
ed an honorific title on each of the eighteen disciples who accompanied 
Chfiu Ch'u-chi to the West*2

Although Ch'uan-chen was not completely destroyed by its Bud

dhist opponenets, and although, it was able subsequently to regain at 

least some of its former prestige, its golden age was over and signs of 
decline began to-appear. By the first half of the fourteenth century, 

the Ch'uan-chen sect no. longer adhered to the ascetic principles of its 

"founding fathers." For example, Wang P 'an wrote in 1275:

Nowadays, those who lead the "Mysterious Teachings" (i.e., 
the Taoist religion) are not the same as those of the old days.
They live in the capital and take charge of the imperial wor
ship [ceremonies]. They construct temples and [gather] hundreds 
and thousands of adherents. Their lofty and flowery buildings 
connect each other throughout the streets and boulevards. [To 
serve] the several hundred thousand households residing in the 
capital they busy themselves with performing fasts, chiao sacri
fices and praying for protection against calamities day after 
day. There seems to be no end of it. [They are also involved] 
in the ceremonies of celebrations and mourning and in the social 
activities of the well-known literati and influential and 
wealthy families. [Their social activities] flow like water and 
never run out.

From the above account we can see that a century after Wang Che 

founded - the Ch'uan-chen sect, its leaders had apparently forgotten the 

admonition of its founding father: "To live under carved beams and

lofty eaves is not the act of a superior man of worth. How can huge

204. The eight edicts are included in the Hsien-yuan hsiang- 
chuan, 3b-10b.

205. "Ch'uang-chien Chen-ch'ang kuan chi" ^
in Kan-shui, 9/77b-78a. Similiar accounts describing the extravagance 
of the Taoists can also be found in Yu Chi's "Tzu-hsu kuan-chi" ^  /§>

in Tao-yuan hsueh-ku lu, 46/5b, in which Yu said that the Taoists 
of his time, using prayer for good fortune for the ruler, tried to make 
their temples grandiose.
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palaces and stately halls be the [proper] way df life for a man of the 

Way?" ^  By this time, the Ch'uan-chen sect no longer advocated the 

hard and simple life and the perfection of the self through moral culti

vation. Instead it had become, at least in functional terms, a branch 

of the imperial government, while its temples in the capital had become 

"busy administration buildings" (Kan-shui, 9/78a). Likewise, Sun Te-yu 

(.1243-1321) , a fourth-generation disciple of Wang Che and 
the thirteenth patriarch of the Ch'uan-chen sect, who was ordered to 

take charge of the sect in 1314 by the Mongol ruler Ayurbarwada (i.e.,

Jen-tsung, reigned 1312-1320), possessed an impressive official title
207thirty-seven characters long.

According to the Yuan Dynasty History, the Ch'uan-chen Taoist

Lan Tao-yuan was dismissed in 1326, and. an,.imperial edict was
issued ordering the levy of corvee labor on those Taoists who had taken 

wives (YS, 30/263). Prime Minister Chang Kuei (1263-1327) may

have influenced this action because he memorialized in 1324 saying:

Buddhist monks and Taoist priests left their families and 
deserted their wives and children because they wanted to go 
beyond the mundane world. Therefore, the state gave them 
special treatment by exempting them from levies.... In recent 
years, Buddhist monks and Taoist priests very often have taken 
wives and are no different from lay people.... [I] suggest that 
those Buddhist monks and Taoist priests who have wives and 
children should be regulated by the "old rules" [i.e., no

206. See Chapter 4, the fifth essay of "the fifteen founding 
principles."

207. This has been pointed out by Ch'en Yuan, in Nan-Sung ch'u, 
68-69. The title is recorded in Yu Chi, Tao-yuan hsueh-ku lu, 50/7b.
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privileges], should be -ousted [from the church] and made 
commoners again (.YS, 175/1894) .20^

Whether Lan Tao-yuan's dismissal was a result of his having 

taken a wife or not is unknown« However, it is clear that at that time 

many Taoist priests were married, and some of them may very well have 
been Ch'uan-chen Taoists. If all the married Taoists were Cheng-i 

priests, the court would probably have taken no notice of the fact since 

Cheng-i Taoists were in fact allowed to marry and the "Heavenly Master" 

was a hereditary title. It seems very unlikely that the court would 

have denounced behavior that had actually been practiced by the "Heavenly 

Master" sect for generations. It is much more likely that the edict was 

aimed at Ch1uan-chen Taoists who were required to lead celibate lives 

according to their own regulations.

Since many people seem to have joined the Ch1uan-chen not be

cause of any real religious zeal but rather because they were attracted 

by the special privileges they could enjoy as members of that influential 

sect, it is not surprising that some failed to abide strictly by the 

sect's regulations, especially those regulations prohibiting marriage and 
sex. The imperial edict issued in 1326, therefore, can be construed as 

official censure of those who violated established sect doctrine, as well 

as a device xto increase corvee manpower resources.

One feature of Ch'uan-chen doctrine frequently pointed by later . 

critics was their relative de-emphasis, in relation to other Taoist

208. It is strange that although Chang Kuei attacked both Bud
dhist monks and Taoist priests for having wives, only Taoist priests 
were mentioned in the 1326 edict.
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sects, of claims to supernatural powers. Yet, by the first half of the 

fourteenth century, some Ch'uan-chen Taoists were claiming to possess 

magical powers. T'ao Tsung-i says in his Cho-keng lu (.22/322) that he 
once saw a Ch'uan-chen Taoist put on a magic show.

The Ch'uan-chen Taoist who lived in the T'ai-ku Temple
one day took out two loaches, one yellow and one black, of 

equal size. .[He] smeared some medicine on the blade of a knife 
and cut both [loaches] in two at the waist. [He] then exchanged 
the [bodies of the loaches] and connected the [tail of one loach 
to the head of the other loach.] . The color of the head and tail 
of the ["new"] loaches were different. [The loaches] were put 
back into the water and they swam away as before.

In addition to the above account in which a Ch'uan-chen Taoist 

performed a rather spectacular, if not bizarre trick of magic, T'ao tells 

of another story he heard from the "provincial assistant," Li Meng-jung
ee, about a certain Ch'uan-chen Taoist who was able to predict 

the future:

During my (i.e., Li Meng-jung) stay in the capital during 
the Yuan-t'ung reign, I saw a Ch'uan-chen Taoist who was more 
than fifty years old and his appearance was tall and robust.
[HeI used to sit in a tea house in the east side of the capital 
and what he said always proved to be true. Consequently, I 
. visited his residence and asked him about my [future] where
abouts. The Ch'uan-chen Taoist replied: "Your official post
will not be in the north so you had better return to the . south.
You will not eat government grain (i.e., become an official) 
until you are forty years of age." When I was about to leave,
I by chance asked about current affairs. The Ch'uan-chen 
[Taoist] answered: "After this reign (i.e., Chih-t'ung), the
reign title will be changed into Chih-yuan. After Chih-yuan, 
it will be changed to Chih-chen *§ , and the world will be
chaotic." I said: "But there was already a Chih-yuan reign at 

. the beginning of the dynastyI" The Ch'uan-chen Taoist replied:
"You shall see!" On my way back to the south, when I arrived 
at the Kuan River (in Shansi) I heard that the reign
title had indeed been changed into Chih-yuan (1335-1340), and I 
became more convinced [about the truth of his predictions].
When the reign title was again changed into Chih-cheng jT 
(.1341-1368) , I realized that what he meant by Chen was cheng 

rF ., I .was not appointed as the prefect of Jao-chou 
(.in Kiangsi) until over forty [yeai.s of age] . The predictions
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of that Ch1uan-chen [Taoist] were like counting things in the 
candlelight, I just don't understand what his method was.
Is he really a chih- jen ^  [perfect man) (Xan-shui, 23/337)?

From the above two accounts we can see that by the time of T'ao 

Tsung-if magic had become a part of the Ch'uan-chen image, and thus the 

differences between the Ch'uan-chen sect, which had never been known to 

emphasize magic, and traditional Taoist religion which was well-known 

for its magic practices, had begun to disappear. With the gradual loss 

of its special distinguishing features, the Ch'uan-chen sect became 

more and more like the traditional Taoist religions and, as a result, 
less distinctive.

The Mongol conquest of the Southern Sung and its unification of 

China in 1279 might also have indirectly affected the fate of Ch'uan- 

chen Taoism. Before 1279, the.Ch'uan-chen sect was the most popular 

Taoist sect in north China, largely because the traditional "Heavenly 

Master" sect, with its headquarters- in the south, had very little in

fluence in the north. Furthermore, the other two new Taoist sects, the 

Ta-tao and the T'ai-i, were no match for the Ch'uan-chen sect in popu

larity. However, after 1279 when the south and the north were political

ly reunified, the Cheng-i sect challenged the Ch'uan-chen for supremacy. 

Being the orthodox sect, the Cheng-i eventually eclipsed the Ch'uan-chen 

Taoists.

The increasing popularity of the Cheng-i sect at that time is. 

reflected in a series of imperial favors which the "Heavenly Masters"
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209received. Evidence can also be found in the fact that the majority

of Taoists who are mentioned in literary works of the second half of the
210Yuan dynasty were Chengsi Taoists, Although the re-emergence of the

Cheng-i sect posed a great threat to the popularity of the Ch1uan-chen

sect, it appears that the two sects co-existed peacefully. In fact, the

Ch1uan-chen patriarch, Sun Te-yu is said to have performed the chiao

sacrifices jointly with the "Heavenly Master" Chang Liu-sun

When the Ch1uan-chen sect histroy, Chin-lien cheng-tsung hsien-yuan

hsiang-chuan was completed, the compilers requested that the "Heavenly
212Master" write a preface for it. After unification of north.and south

China, Ch1uan-chen influence also began to expand southward. Mount 

Wu-tang in Hupei was a center of ChTuan-chen Taoism in the south

(Koyanagi, Hakuunkan-shi, 87-88).

209. For example, it is recorded in the YS, (19/156) that in 
1927 the thirty-eighth "Heavenly Master" Chang Yu-ts'ai was 
appointed leader of the Taoists in south China by Temur (Emperor Ch'eng- 
tsung reigned 1295-1307). In 1307, Qaishan (Wu-tsung, reigned 1307- 
1311) ordered Chang Liu-sun to take charge of the Taoists in various 
areas (YS, 22/190); in the following year Qaishan bestowed hornorific 
titles on "Heavenly Master" Chang Yu-ts'ai (YS, 22/194).

210. Poems written for famous Cheng-i Taoists such as Chang Yu 
and Wu Ch'uan-chieh ^  can be found in many late Yuan literary
collections, while there are relatively few dedicated to members of the 
Ch'uan-chen sect. For example, see Chang Chu (1287-1368), Shui-an chi; 
Li Ts'un, Ssu-an chi; Ma Tsu-ch'ang, Ma Shih-t'ien hsien-sheng chi; Wu 
Ch'eng, Wu Wen-cheng chi.

211. "Ta-yuan t'ou-tien lung-chien chih chi" ^
■7s\ Zs , quoted in Ch'en Yuan's Nan-Sung ch'u, 139-140. The T'ai-i
patriarch, Ts'ai T'ien-yu (or Haiso T'ien-yu), also participated in that 
sacrifice.

212. See the preface to Hsien-yuan hsiang-chuan.
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In addition to losing its earlier spirit, internal divisions 

may also have been a factor in weakening the sect. According to the 

Chu-chen tsung-p!ai tsung-pu ^  5.ij- /213 a geneology of
Taoist sects, each of the "five patriarchs" and the "seven masters" of 

the Ch1uan-chen sect was also the founder of a sub-sect. Ch'iu Ch'u- 
chi was the founder of several sub-sects, including the Lung-menifE) 

sect which was the best known sub-sect of Ch1uan-chen Taoist religion.
In addition to its many sub-sects, the picture of Ch1uan-chen 

Taoism was further complicated by its amalgamation with the Chin-tan 

Taoists (Golden. Elixir Taoism) during the latter half of the

Yuan dynasty. While the Ch1uan-chen sect represented the "inner elixir" 

doctrine which had become popular in North China during Sung times. 

Chin-tan Taoism represented a similar trend in South China. These two 

schools were later referred to as the Northern and Southern branches of 

the Tan-ting S c h o o l ( T h e  School of the. Elixir and Furnace).215

The first master of the Chin-tan school was Chang Po-tuan whose 

Wu-chen p'ien (Essays on the Understanding of. Truth) is

213. This work is included in Koyanagi, Hakuunkan-shi, 91-121. 
It is also included in Fu Ch1in-chia,Chung-kuo Tao-chiao shih, 211-229. 
Cf. also Ch1uan-chen hsu-chih, compiled by Chi Chih-yin, 36-38a.

214. The Lung-men sect is said to have been very popular during 
the Ming dynasty. See Liu Hsien-t'ing, Kuang-yang tsa-chi, 3/119. For 
history of the Lung-men sect, see Chin-kai hsin-teng.

215. For a geneology of the Tan-ting school, see Hsiao T'ien- 
shih, Tao-hai hsuan-wei, 619.
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216described as an internal elixir classic. Like the Chvuan-chen sect.

the Chin-tan school was also said to have received their teachings from 

Lu Tung-pin and Liu Hai-ch1a n . I n  addition, perhaps through imita- . 
ting the Ch'uan-chen sect, the Chin-tan school had their own "five patri

archs, " namely, Chang Po-tuan, Shih T 1 ai -ẑ ™  (fl. 1106), Hsueh Tao- 

kuang Cfl«- 1120) , Ch'en Nan (fl.‘ 1212) , and Pai Yu-

ch'an ^  (fl. 1216) . These five, together with Liu Yung-nien

216. See Sing Chow Wu, 72. The Wu-chen p 1ien has been trans-. 
lated into English by Tenney L. Davis and Chao Yun-ts'ung, "Chang po-tuan 
of T'ien-t'ai, his Wu Chen P*ien. Essays on the Understanding of the 
Truth," Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts; and Sciences, 73/5 
(1939), 97-117. The same issue laso contains several other studies of 
Chang Po-tuan1s works by Davis and Chao, including the "Four Hundred Word 
Chin Tan of Chang Po-tuan," 371-376. (Chin-tan ssu-pai tzu in TT 74), 
and "The Secret Papers in the Jade Box of Ch'ing-hua," 385-389 (Yu-ch1ing 
chin-ssu ch'ing-hua pi-wen chin-pao nei-lien tan-chueh, in TT 114). 
Several annotated versions of the Wu-chen p 1ien can be found in TT 61-66. 
In this study, I have used the edition of the Wu-chen p 1ien in Hsiu^chen 
shih-shu, in TT, 126-127.

,217. See the preface to the Wu-chen p'ien in TT 63, 5a\

218. For Chang Po-tuan^s biography, see Sun Hsueh-shih1 s
Wu-chen p'ien chi ^  , in TT 63; and Weng Pao-kuang1 s Tzu-

yang chen-jen wu-chen chih-chih hsiang-shuo san-ch'eng pi-yao, in TT 64,
15a-16b. Cf. Davis and Chao, "Chang Po-tuan of T'ien-t'ai," 98, which
contains translations of the accounts of Chang's life from Wang Shih- 
chen1s Lieh-hsien ch'uan-chuan as well as several other accounts from 
various local gazetters. Cf. also Imai Usaburo, "Doka nanso no keifu ni 
tsuite," Kangi bunka, 2 (1961), 11-12. Shih T'ai, also known as Shih 
Hsing-lin , was Chang Po-tuan' s disciple. Cf. Imai, 12-13; cf.
also Chao Tao-i,Li-shih chen-hsien t'i-tao t'ung-chien, 49/998-999. 
(Hereafter Li-shih chen-hsien). Hsueh Tao-kuang is said to have been a 
Buddhist monk before he became a Taoist. See accounts of his life in 
Weng Pao-kuang, 16b-24b; and Li-shih chen-hsien, 49/999-1000. Ch'en 
Nan, better known as Ch'en Ni-wan , was a disciple of Hsueh
Tao-kuang. Ch'en also claimed that Chung-li Ch'uan and Lu Tung-pin were 
his teachers. See his Ts'ui-hsu p'ien, in TT 742, 7a and 16a. For 
Ch'en1s biography, see Li-shih chen-hsien, 49/1000-1002. Cf. Imai,
13-14. Pai Yu-ch' an' s real name was Ko Ch' ang-keng 1§j • In
addition to being a Taoist master he was also a poet and a painter. He 
is said to have been very fond of wine and to have painted portraits for 
Chang P'ing-shu, Hsueh Tao-kuang, as well as for himself. See Wang
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- , Chang Po-tuan1s disciple, and P fehg Ssu Pai

Yu-ch’an's disciple, are known as the "seven masters" of the Southern

and Liu Hai-ch'an are also known as the "seven patriarchs" of the

A comparison- of the works of the Ch'uan-chen masters with those

of the Chin-tan masters reveals many similarities between the Northern
and Southern branches of the "Inner Elixir School." For example, among
other Taoist jargon, the terms "ape-like mind" and "horse-like will,"

which had been used very extensively by the Ch'uan-chen masters, also
221appeared in the writings of the Southern Masters. This indicates

that both schools might very well have derived their teachings from the 

same source. And in this case, that source would be the teachings 

attributed to Chung-li ch'uan,. Lu Tung-pin and Liu Hai-ch'an.

Although both the Ch'uan-chen sect and the Chin-tan school pro

pagated the "inner elixir" doctrine and adopted similar terminalogies,

there were differences between them. For example, while the Ch'uan-chen 

sect advocated a life of celibacy and persuaded its followers to desert

Yu-hsien's Hui-shih pei-k'ao, 6/17b-18a. Several of Pai's poems are 
included in T'ang Kuei-chang's Ch'uan Sung-tz'u, 2560-2590, and Li 0's 
Sung-shih chi-shih, 90/24a-25a. For his life, see Li-shih chen-hsien,
49/1002-1224. Cf. Imai, 14-15.

219. For P'eng's biography, see Li-shih chen-hsien, 49/1004-
1005.

220. See the Taoist genealogy compiled.by Nan Huai-chin in Yen 
Ling-feng, 56-57.

221. See Pai Yu-ch'an's Hai-ch'iung--Pai chen-jen yu-lu, in TT
742, 2b.

School (Hsiaoy Tao-hai, 619). 219 The five patriarchs plus Lu Tung-pin

Southern School. 220
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their wives and families, the Southern Chin-tan school did not demand 

that their followers "leave their families" or abstain from sex. Chang 

Po-tuan says in his Wu-chen p 'ien that if one does not recognize the 

"true lead," even if one forsakes his wife, he will still not be success

ful in becoming an i m m o r t a l . W h i l e  the Ch'uan-chen sect did not 
practice the arts of thte "outer elixir," Chang Po-tuan mentioned in his

book that one needs to penetrate the arts of both the "inner medicine"
223(i.e.,inner elixir) and the "outer medicine" (i.e., out elixir).

By comparing the Northern and Southern schools, one can see that 

while the Ch'uan-chen sect advocated a stoic life as a necessary pre

condition for acquiring immortality, Chang Po-tuan's school did not con

sider such practices as abandoning one's wife and family, and abstaining 

from grains efficacious if one failed to recognize the "ture lead,"

(i.e., the true essence) within one's own body. In other words, Chang

Po-tuan did not think that one needed to adopt the hard life in order to
224obtain the "elixir."

In terms of the time that one should spend in cultivating, the 

"elixir," Chang Po-tuan's view was similar to that of the Ch'uan-chen

222. TT 126, 26/30b; Chang also pointed out that such methods 
as abstaining from grains, practicing sexual yoga, and taking minerals 
and herbs are all hard to accomplish and were of very little help in 
self-cultivation, 26/2a.

4 223. According to the commentary^ on the Wu-chen p ' ien, nei-yao
I'M (inner medicine) and wai-yao (outer medicine) refer to
inner and outer elixirs respectively. See' Chang Po-tuan, Tzu-yang chen- 
jen wu-chen p'ien san-chu, annotated by Hsueh Tao-kuang, Lu shu ILJ? 
and Ch'en Chih-hsu S  , in TT 64, 5/2ab.

224. Chang Po-tuan advised people to fill up their stomachs 
before they cultivated the "lead." See Wu-chen p'ien, 27/7a.
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sect. Chang wrote that the 11 golden elixir" could be completed in one 

day and that a time-span of three years r or nine years as. stated ,by the 

"ancient immortals" (here probably referring to such people as Ko Hung), 

was a device of procrastination (Wu-chen p'ein, 28/16a)»
Although both the,Ch'uan-chen sect and the Chin-tan school 

practiced the "inner elixir" and although they shared some common 

features, possibly including a common origin, there is no evidence that 

any relationship existed between, the two schools prior to the unifica
tion of China by the Mongols (Kubo, Dokyo shi, 236). After unification, 

with the removal of the political barriers which had earlier existed 

between the Sung and the Chin, apparently both of these two schools came 

to realize the existence of the other and they eventually merged into 

one school. In order to differentiate these two "inner elixir" schools,

the Ch'uan-chen sect was referred to as the Northern school and the Chin-
225tan school was referred to as the Southern school.

It is not clear when the process of merger started. However, it 

is clear that it is completed by the time of Ch'en Chih-hsu SjC

(alias Shang-yang-tzu Jz , fl. 1329), a fifth-generation disciple

of the Ch'uan-chen school. Ch'en Chih-hsh's teacher was Chao Yu-ch'in 

jsL ̂ jf\ (alias Chao Yuan-tu ) who in turn learned about the
"Way of the Golden Elixir" from Chang Mo (alias Tzu-ch1 iung ̂  J ) .

Chang Mo's teacher was Li Chueh ̂  ̂ ( alias T'ai-hsu ) who

received instruction from Sung Te-fang ^  (alias Huang Fang-kung

225. See Sung Lien, Sung Hsueh-shih wen-chi, 9/327. Cf.
Yoshioka Yoshitoyo, Eisei e no negai—  Dokyo, 160.
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"jl ) / one of the eighteen disciples who accompanied Ch'iu CtVu-

226chi to the west. Ch'en Chih-hsu was familiar with the works of the

Chin-tan school as well as Ch?uan-chen teachings. He wrote a commentary 

on Chang Po-tuan1s Wu-chen P'ien. Chang Shih-hung ^  in his

preface to Ch'en's annotation of Wu-chen p*ien pointed out that the say

ings of Wang Che and Ma Yu corresponded to the ideas expressed in the 

Wu-chen p'ien (TT 63, preface/5a).

It appears that by the time of Ch1en Chih-hsu, the works of the 
Southern school were studied by the Ch1uan-chen adepts. The Ch'uan-chen 
sect accepted the Chin-tan school as part of its heritage and paid equal 

respect to the "five patriarchs" and "seven masters" of both the North

ern and the Southern schools at least from Ch * en1s time. For example, 

if one examines the works by Wu Ch'ung-hsu (fl- 1639) , an

eighth generation disciple of the Lung-men sect, one finds quotations

from Southern school masters, such as Chang Tzu-yang (i.e., Chang Po-tuan)

and Pai Yu-ch* an, as well as from Ch'uan-chen masters, such as Ma Tan-
227yang (Ma Yu) and Ch1iu Ch'ang-ch1un (Ch'iu Ch'u-chi).

A recent history of the Ch'uan-chen sect published by the Ch’uan-

chen temple /£. j|| /|§XJ in Taipei, Taiwan, treats the "five patriarchs" of 

the Southern school in the same manner as Northern Ch'uan-chen masters

226. . See Ch'en Chih-hsu, Shang-yang-tzu chin-tan ta-yao lieh- 
hsien chih, in TT 738, 7a-9a.

227. See Wu's T 1ien-hsien cheng-li 'chih-lun, 79-102.
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(Ch’en Chih-pin, Ch'uan-chen hsien~p-ai yuan-liu).228 This indicated

that since the fourteenth century, the Southern school led by Chang Po- 

tuan had become a part of Ch'uan-chen Taoism and;has remained until to

day, at least on Taiwan, an integral part of the CtVuan-chen sect.

According to Ch'en Wen-chung ' t L̂e 9’en'tleman who is in
charge of the Ch'uan-chen temple in Taipei, his temple is the only Taoist.

OOtemple in Taiwan that belongs to the Ch'uan-chen sect, or to be more

precise, which belongs to the Lung-men sect of Ch'uan-chen Taoism and

worships Ch'iu ch'u-chi.2^  Ch'en's teacher, Ch'en Tun-fu r

a lay disciple in the line of Wu Ch'ung-hsu, is currently in the United
.0States trying to build a Ch'uan-chen temple in San Francisco. ’When ask

ed how many Ch'uan-chen followers there are today, Ch'en Wen-chung said 

that he had no figure for that. However, he did .say that according to a 

previous census conducted in mainland China, among some ten million:

followers of the Tan-ting school, six million belonged to the Ch'uan-chen 
230sect. In other words, less than one out of every hundred people

believed in Ch'uan-chen Taoism in China before the Communist takeover.

228. Although Ch'en Chi-pin's work is an official Ch'uan-chen 
history, it is not a scholarly study and should be used with discretion. 
For example, in the book, the Tun-hua ti-chuan, the first of the "five 
patriarchs" of the Ch'uan-chen sect, is identified with Li "Tieh-kuai

'Hh ' one t îe famous "eight immortals," without adequate . 
substantiation»

229. Information about the present status of Ch'uan-chen Taoism 
was provided this author by Ch'en Wen-chung in a personal communication, 
dated August 26, 1978.

230 Ch'en here was probably referring* to the census conducted 
by the "Heavenly Master" headquarters in the Tiger-and-Dragon mountain 
in Kiangsi province in 1949, which gave the total number of Taoist be
lievers as 50,530,000, of which 9,340,000 were stated to belong to the 
Tan-ting school. See Yen Ling-feng, 123. Cf. Holmes .-Welch, "The Chang 
T'ien Shih and Taoism in China," 209.
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While no statistics are available to the present author concern

ing the number of Ch'uan-chen followers in mainland China, considering 

the fact that there is only one Ch'uan-chen temple on Taiwan, the 

Ch'uan-chen sect would appear to be in a serious state of decline.

Although Ch'uan-chen is no longer an important Taoist sect and 

very few people seem even to be aware of its existence/ because of its 

great past and the contributions it made to Chinese life. Those contri

butions and the legacy of Ch'uan-chen Taoism merit closer examination.



CHAPTER 6

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CH1HAN-CHEN SECT

Contributions to Chinese Society

The contribution of the Ch'uan-chen sect most often written 

about and praised was its saving of numerous lives and its attempts to

alleviate human hardships in an era of great turmoil and distress. The

single most extolled act is that, because of Chfiu ch'u-chi's exhorta

tions to Chinggis Khan to desist from killing indiscriminately, hundreds 
of thousands of Chinese were spared. While there is no evidence that 

Chinggis Khan was actually swayed by Ch'iu's advice to desist from need

less cruelty and thereby ordered his soldiers not to kill the "Chinese 

people," it is true that the Khan did grant Ch'iu clVu-chi and his 

followers special protection and privileges which not only guaranteed 

their own safety but even freed them from taxation.and corvee labor.

Ch'iu's saving of human life has been considered by some of his

admirers as his greatest achievement, and far surpassing his other 

merits such as his outstanding performance in self-cultivation and his 

efforts in spreading the Ch'uan-chen teachings and winning many

231. Quite a number of people were credited’ with stopping the 
Mongols from killing Chinese. In addition to Ch'iu Ch'u-chi, Yeh-lu 
Ch'u-ts'ai and Liu Ping-chung were both said to have saved "countless 
numbers of people."s Fordiscussion of Yeh-lu1s efforts in this regard, 
see Sung Tzurchenx ^  ^  , "Chung-shu-ling yeh-lu kung shen-tao pel"

^  /z Jfp 4f. /£ /gUp. in Su T ' ien-chueh' s, Yuan-wen lei, 57/830-
838; cf. also de Rachewiltz, "Yeh-lu Ch'u-ts'ai," 201. For an account 
of Liu Ping-chung's activities, see Yuan Chi, Yuan t'ai-pao ts'ang-ch'un 
san-jen Liu Ping-chung p 'ing-shu, 163-166.

185
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followers (Cheng-chung chi, 4/12b~14a)- In addition to Ch'iu's story.

For example, Ch* iu Ch1 u-ch'i1 s disciple, Li Chih-ch* ang, has been 

depicted as a hero willing to sacrifice himself for others:

When [Li. Chih-chrarig] arrived at the East Mountain in Chi-mo 
[in Shantung] , it was the chaotic era of the Chen-yu 

reign [1213-1216J and local bandits rose up like bees. There 
was a cave in the mountain which was able to hold several hun
dred people. . When the bandits came [the village people] would 
hide in the cave. IOne day], the [village] people refused to 
allow [Li Chih-ch1ang into the cave] for being late. Soon, [Li] 
was captured by the bandits and was questioned about the loca
tion of the cave. [Li] was cruelly flogged. He passed out but 
when he revived he still did not tell [the bandits where the 
cave was] . (Kan-shui, 3/5la).

CIV en Yuan considered such unusual * courage as one of the three 

major reasons^— the other two being supernational incidents and humani

tarian deeds— the Ch'uan-chen sect was able to win so many followers 

(Nan-Sung ch'u, 37).

precepts. Wang Che had this to tell his followers when he organized the

"five congregations" in Shantung:
Those who want to cultivate "true deeds," must cultivate 

benevolence, accumulate virtue, benefit the poor and help the 
suffering. When they see people suffering, they must always

Ch'uan-chen temples provided travellers with meals, and during times of

Chiao-hua chi, 3/12ab. According to Wang Che, helping people and offer
ing medicinal herbs to the sick constitude the greatest of merits, 
Ch'uan-chen chi, 10/3a.

there are other accounts of Ch'uan-chen masters "saving people's lives."

Helping people in need had long been one of the Ch'uan-chen's

0 0 9have the heart to help.

Ch'uan-chen sect's generosity of hospitality are well-known.

232. Wang Che is quoting Chin See
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poor harvests the temples prepared food for the hungry and starving 

among the local population. It is said that Li Chih-yuan ^/^\ ,

one of Chfiu Ch'u-chi's disciples, once stopped eating for a month so 

that he could use his share of the food to feed the hungry (ISWC, 31/
14b ) .

Providing people with social relief had long been a humanita

rian practice carried out both by the government agencies and by private
organizations such as Buddhist temples before the Ch'uah-chen sect

233began the practice. However, records indicate that the Ch’uan-chen

sect's sponsorship of social relief programs was more extensive than

that of the Buddhists and its prestige even greater than that, of the

government. Considering the fact that the Ch'uan-chen sect was the most

popular Taoist sect of its time, it is not hard to imagine that, with

its special tax privileges granted by the government, it was in much
better shape financially than other similar organizations, and thus it

234is only natural that it maintained the best social relief program.

233. For descriptions of some of the government agencies in 
charge of social relief during Sung times, see Hsu I-t'ang, "Sung-tai 
p'ing-shih ti she-hui chiu-chi hsing-cheng," Chung-kuo wen-hua yen-chiu 
hui-k'an, .5 (1945), 33-47. Buddhist temples in China began to provide 
social relief as early as the Later Han dynasty (25-200 A.D.). These . 
social relief programs included feeding the hungry, caring for the sick, 
and persuading "barbarous rulers" not to rape and murder. See Ch'uan 
Han-sheng, "Chung-ku Fo-chiao ssu-yuan ti tz'u-shan shih-yeh," Shih-huo, 
1/4 (1935), 117-123. Buddhist temples’ not only provided the poor with 
shelter and food, they were also the center of learning during those 
chaotic times. See Ho Tzu-ch'uan "Chung-ku shih-tai chih Chung-kuo Fo- 
chiao ssu-yuan," Chung-kuo ching-chi, 2/9 (1934), 16-19.

234. Yoshioka Yoshitoyo has stated that the Ch'uan-chen was the 
only sect which engaged in social relief efforts, because the Buddhists 
did not have the means for helping the populace at large. See his Dokyo 
to Bukkyo, 174.
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Numberous examples of humanitarian deeds performed by Ch1uan-chen 

adherents can be found in contemporary records. Since the accumulation 

of merit was a necessary step in achieving the status of an immortal, it 

is not surprising that many Ch? uan-chen followers offered help to people 

in times of need. Although their motivation might not always have been 

purely altruistic, but instead the desire to win extra merit in achieving 

immortality, nevertheless, Ch1uan-chen followers undeniably did much good 

for society and the people were appreciative of this fact.

There are two rather unusual examples of Ch1uan-chen humaness. 

According to one inscription, Li Chung-mei (.1169-1254) ,. a

Ch'uan-chen adherent, pursuaded the Grand Tutor, I-la Pao-chien
/A*W. not to bury alive two maids with his dead mother. After that the

235custom of burying people alive by the Khitan people was. discontinued.

If this story is true, Li Chung-mei performed a most valuable service in 

helping end this inhumane Khitan custom. Another story has it that in 

the year 1247, Wang Chih-ching 3 L b W  (alias Ch1i-yun chen-jen A
1$ J\^ ), Hao Ta-t'ung's disciple, led several hundred followers to 

worship at the Ch'ung-yang temple ^  2. . One day, while taking a

stroll around the temple, he told his followers that it was nice for 
them to have a river west of the temple. However, it would be even more 

desirable if the east side of the temple was also surrounded by water.

He subsequently went to investigate the Lao River hear Chung-nan and

235. See Ho Tao-ning 4 j ^ u n g  pen-hsing pei," in
cluded in Kan-shui, 6/3b.
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decided that a canal could be built to bring water from the Lao River to 

the east side of the temple. He proposed this project to the Grand 

Tutor I-la Pao-chien and the General Supervisor Qtsung-kuan )

T'ien Te-ts'an £3 A  , who praised, the plan and offered Wang finan

cial support. The canal was completed in less than thirty days and it 

was more than twenty Li long. It went through many villages and served 

as an irrigation ditch for the surrounding area. The residents along

the canal enjoyed a better harvest from that time on and were very grate-
236ful for Wang Chih-ching's efforts in this regard.

Because of the many meritorious deeds the Ch'uan-chen sect per

formed for the people, it won great support and confidence from them.

One source reports that the sect's assistance programs won it such great 

respect that the public preferred to have leaders of the Ch'uan-chen

sect, rather than government officials, supervise matters of litiga- 
237tron.

There were two groups of people, among others, which especially

benefitted from the activities of the Ch'uan-chen sect: Prisoners and

the literati. Numerous records state that sect adherents paid ransoms
238 :to free many prisoners of war held by the Mongols. Records also show

that a large number of Chin scholars, after the fall of their dynasty.

236. See Hsueh Yu-liang , "Ch'i-yun Wang chen-jen
k'ai Lao-shui chi pei" ̂  ̂  iL ilf] ' quoted in Nan-Sung
ch'u, 38-39. -

237. This point is made by Ch'en Yuan, Nan-Sung ch'u, 41.

238. For example, Yu Chih-tao ^  ^ . , Ma Yu's disciple, is
said to have purchased prisoners and then released them. See Kan-shui, 
3/57a,
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found shelter in Taoist temple . (P' eng Ta-ya, Hei-t1 a shih—lueh, 9. Cf. 
Kan-shui, 3/55a).

From the above we can see that people from all walks of life 
benefitted from Ch’uan-chen acts of generosity. The sect served as a 
sancturay for those who were seeking relief in a time of great upheaval 

an distress. While there are no statistics on just how many people 

received aid from Ch'uan-chen Taoists, the number must have been great. 

This altruistic nature of this sect must be deemed one of its major 

contributions to Chinese history.

Contributions to Chinese Culture 

Although Ch'uan-chen sect members did riot produce any great 

masterworks to enrich Chinese culture, still the sect did play a signifi

cant role in preserving the Chinese tradition in a time of crisis. The 

sect's role in preserving that tradition can be seen in two ways.. First, 

the very body of Ch'uan-chen doctrine is an amalgamation of popular 

teachings, derived from Buddhism, Confucianism and Taoism. Wang Che 

taught his followers to study three important texts of these schools: 

the Confucian Hsiao-ching, the Buddhist Pan-jo hsiu-ching, as well as the 

Taoist Tao-te-ching; One of the most important concepts that Wang Che 
wished to propagate was that "the three doctrines are one." One should 

not concentrate on anyone alone, but accept all three.

Wang Che's efforts in uniting the three doctrines into one was 

a positive contribution in preserving the popular teachings of the three 

major schools. It not only preserved the Taoist tradition, bit it also 

preserved part of the Buddhist and Confucian traditions. The numerous 

temples that the sect established, as Ch'en Yuan has suggested, probably
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became centers of learning in that turbulent era (Nan-Sung ch'u, 42).
A recent article suggests that archeological findings have shown that 

stories of filial piety were often painted on tomb walls and that this 

practice was probably influenced by the Ch'uan-chen sect's stressing of 
filial behavior.23^

Another important contribution by the Ch'uan-chen sect in pre

serving Chinese culture was the reprinting of the Tao-tsang, a large 

repository of writings on all aspects of Taoism as well as few non-Taoist 

works, such as certain pre-Ch'in philosophical works. Taoist scriptures 

had been compiled several times during the Sung dynasty and once during

the Chin. Two major editions of the Tao-tsang were compiled in the
' -  A?Northern Sung dynasty: The Ta-Sung t'ien-kung pao-tsang ^  ^  y

in 4,565 chuan which was presented to the court in 1079, and the 

Cheng-ho wan-shou Tao-tsang ^  in 5,481 chuan which was

completed in 1116 or 1117. Both Sung editions of the Tao-tsang were 

compiled under imperial auspices (Ch'en Luo-fu, 130-147. Liu Ts'un-yan, 

Tao-tsang," 113-114).

The Chin dynasty edition of the Tao-tsang was compiled by Sun 

Ming-tao, who was then in charge of the T'ien-ch'ang temple (just west 

of the present-day Pai-yiin temple) in Peking. The compilation of the 

Chin Tao-tsang also received government support and funding, including 
a grant to the T'ien-ch'ang temple of a section of a new palace built 

next to the old temple for the storage of the printing blocks and the

239. "Ho-nan Chiao-tso Chin-mu fa-chueh chien-pao" Wen-wu, 279 
11979), 11.
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assignment of two civil servants to assist Sun Ming-tao. The final
version of the new Tao-tsang, known as the Ta-Chin hsuan-tu pao-tsang

^  ̂  ^  ' was completed in 1191 and included 6,455 chuan
(Ch’en Kuo-fu, 156-157. Liu Ts!un-yanf "Tao-tsang," 113-114).

The T'ien-ch'ang temple was completely destroyed by fire in 1202
and the printing blocks of the Tao-tsang stored in adjacent building may

240very well have been destroyed in that fire. But even if that was the
case, copies which had already been printed were safely stored elsewhere. 
It is recorded that Emperor Chang-tsung*s consort gave both Ch'iu Ch'u- 
chi and Wang Ch'u-i a set of the Tao-tsang in 1207. The Mongol Empress 
Bulagacin ^  (Ogodai! s wife) gave another set of the Tao-tsang
to Yin Chih-p'ing in 1234 (Kan-shui, 3/46a).

Ch'iu Ch'u-chi's disciple, Sung Te-fang, after returning from 
Central Asia with Ch'iu suggested to his master that, since the Taoist 
canon was disappearing, the sect should try to restore it. Ch'iu 
replied that he did not have the time to undertake such a large project 
and instructed Sung to carry out the task sometime in the future (Chung- 
nan nei-chuan, 48a). In 1237, some fifteen years after he first brought 
up the idea of reprinting the Taoist canon, Sung Te-fang discussed the 
matter again with his disciple, Ch'in *Chih-an ^  and decided to
understake the task (Chung-nan nei-chuan, 48b-49a). Another source has 
it that in 1235 Yin Chih-p'ing, who was the head of the Ch'uan-chen sect

quoted in Yuan i-t'ung chih, comp, by Po-lan-hsi, et. al., 45- 
46. Cf. Ch'en Kuo-fu, 160.
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at that time, ordered Sung Te-fang to organize the compiling and print
ing of a new edition of the Tao-tsang CKan-shui, 3/46a—b) . A third
source says that Sung Te-fang received an imperial order to compile the

2-1Tao-tsang.
In any event. Sung Te-fang was the person who took charge of the

project, which was completed eight years later in 1244. Twenty-seven
bureaus were established and more than five hundred workers were employed
in carrying out the project. Ch'in Chih-an, who used-the Hsuan-tu temple

in P' ing-yang (.in Shansi) as his headquarters, was
the proofreader; he also contributed a number of works to the new Tao- 

242tsang. Another major editor on this project was Li Chih-ch'uan (1191-
1261), one of Ch'iu Ch'u-chi's disciples who was among those Taoists 
forced to take the tonsure after losing the debates to the Buddhists in 
1258 (Kan-shui, 8/4Ob).

The new Tao-tsang, known as the Hsuan-tu pao-tsang ^  ^  , ■
comprised some 7,800 chuan and was the most volumious edition of the
Tao-tsang ever compiled.

The three great collectauea of traditional Chinese texts are the 
Ssu-k1 u oh1 uan-shu £57 /lj? (The Complete Works of the Four Treas
ures) for Confucianism,e the Tao-tsang for Taoism, and the Ta-tsang ching

(The Tripitaka) for Buddhism. Among these three works, the

241. See Li Wei's ^  J k 'if , "Li. chun mu-chih ming"
, included in Kan-shui, 8/4Ob.

y ' 242. Yuan Hao-wen, "T'ung-chen tzu mu-chieh ming" ^
in his ISWC, 31/12b-13b. Cf. also the same work entitled "T'ung- 

chen tzu Ch'in-kung tao-hsing pie-ming" f in
Kan-shui, 7/37ab..
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Ssu-k'n chfuan~shu and the Tao-tsang represent indigenous Chinese 

243culture. The reprinting of the Tao-tsang by the Ch1uan-chen sect
must be recognized as a major contribution to the preservation of 
Chinese culture„

Unfortunately, after the Taoist lost the great debates to the 
Buddhists in the Yuan dynasty the imperial court ordered many works in 
this Tao-tsang burned, thus destroying some of the Ch1uan-chen1s achieve
ment. Although it appears that the edict for burning was not strictly
enforced, nevertheless, there is little doubt that a significant portion

1-of the Taoist canon was lost at that time, for the Ming dynasty edition 
of the Tao-tsang, known as the Cheng^t'ung tao-tsang IE lj|L ,

published in 1445, contains only 5,305 chuan (Ch'en Kuo-fu, 174). Even 
with the Hsu Tao-tsang (Supplements to the Tao-tsang) which
was compiled in 1607, the total is only 5,485 chuan. Thus, nearly 2,500 
chuan of the Tao-tsang disappeared during or after the Yuan dynasty. 
Although not all of the canon was lost through fire, by checking extant
/  ' I ■ :■titles in the canon against the list of titles ordered to be burned, it

is apparent that only a relatively■small member of works escaped that 
244disaster. Had the Buddhist-rTaoist struggle,never taken place and the

edict to destroy the Taoist canon never been issued, we would likely

243. For more on this, read Teng Hung-ti, "Ch'ien-lun Tao-chia 
yang-sheng nei-kung," Tao-feng., 43 (1975) 25.

244. According to Ch'en Kuo-fu, 168-169, only three out of 39 
titles on the "black list11 ̂-survived, namely Yu-lung chuan, (.TT, 555) , 
Li-tai ts'ung-tao chi ^ ^  CK / X(TT,329) , and Tung-hsuan ling-
pao erh-shih-ssu sheng-t'u ching ^  ̂  ~  (.TT,
1051). He apparently overlooked the Hsi-sheng ching, (TT, 346-347) 
which is still extant.
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have a much larger and more complete collection today.. The burning of 
the canon was China's cultural tradition.

The Cheng-t1ung edition of the Ming dynasty, the edition which 
is available today, was based on the Hsuan-tu pao-tsang compiled by the 
Ch'uan-chen sec£. The large proportion of Ch'uan-chen works in the 
Cheng-t'ung Tao-tsang reflects this fact. Ch'en Yuan offered two expla
nations why the Ch'uan-chen sect decided to print this huge work: to
establish their place in the Taoist.tradition and to preserve the books 
themselves (Nan-Sung chfu,,28). Considering the fact that the Ch'uan- 
chen sect was the leading Taoist sect at the time, it should be no 
surprise that they regarded themselves as the guardians of the Taoist 
tradition. In order to insure that this tradition be continued, they 
very likely felt obligated to protect it and the written works upon 
which it was based by compiling a Tao-tsang. In doing so, they also 
gave themselves an opportunity to have their own works preserved.

Yao Ts'ung-wu believes that Sung Te-fang's printing of the Tao- 
tsang as a. means of identifying the Ch'uan-chen sect with the Taoist 
religion was a direct cause of-the Buddhist-Taoist struggles. Because, 
as he puts it, the Ch'uan-chen sect was a new religion which had no 
clear relationship with the older Taoist religion, or with the doctrine 
that Lao-tzu had converted the Barbarians, a doctrine which the Buddhists 
found highly objectionable. ; It was only because the Ch'uan-chen sect, in 
wanting to establish, a connection with Lao-tzu and therefore sponsored 
the printing of the Tao-tsang which contained the Hua-hu ching that the 
sect became enmeshed in such difficulties. In "Yao's opinion. Sung
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Te-fang was therefore a shortsighted individual who invited trouble 
(."Ch1 eng-chi ssu-han," 306, n. 39).

To say that the Ch/uan-ohen sect had nothing to do with the 
older Taoist religion is, of course, an overstatement which requires 
some explanation. And to say that Sung Te-fang was shortsighted in 
printing the Tao-tsang is both misleading and unjustified. In the first 
place, as I indicated in the last chapter, the Taoist-Buddhist struggle 
during the Yuan dynasty was not solely due to the dispute over the 
Hua-hu ching. Thus, it is doubtful whether the Buddhist-Taoist struggle * 
would have been avoided had the Ch'uah-chen sect not printed,the Tao- 
tsang. In the second place, even if there were no link between the 
printing of the Tao-tsang and the burning of the Taoist canon, there is 
still no reason to blame Sung Te-fang for being shortsighted and thus 
responsible for the sect's problems, The printing of the Tao-tsang was 
by all accounts a positive contribution which was actually favorable to 
the Ch'uan-chen sect, as well as to the Taoist tradition and to all of 
Chinese culture. After all, it was the Buddhist monks and the Mongol 
authorities who destroyed that valuable tradition. If we are going to 
blame anyone for the book-burning incident, it should*be the Buddhists 
and the Mongol authorities, not the Taoists. Certainly, the incident' 
cannot be used to discredit Ch'uan-chen achievements, and it should 
always be remembered that the Ch1uan-chen version of the Tao-tsang was 
the largest in Chinese history.

The Ch1uan-chen Sect and Chinese Literature
Although the Ch'uan-chen sect did not number among its members 

any outstanding literary figure, nor did it produce any great work of
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literature, Ch'uan-chen Taoism, nevertheless, reflected certain trends 
in the development of Chinese literature and in many ways enriched its 
thematic content,

The Ch'uan-chen works included in the Tao-tsang were mainly 
written to propagate the sect's teachings. As such, the language employ
ed by the Ch'uan-chen masters was, generally speaking, simple and 
unpretentious, and included a great deal of Taoist jargon. The purpose 
of their writings was religious conversion, not literary embellishment. 
For the Ch'uan-chen masters, the quality of their works lay not in their 
artistic value but rather in their ability to communicate the "true Way.M 
Wang Che once commented on Ma Yu's poems to the effect that they were 
strong and revealed a "lofty will." However, he added that Ma failed to 
understand the mind and human nature, and so his poetry missed the 
"essentials" (Chiao-hua chi» l/20a).

Bearing this in mind, it would be unfair to assess the Ch'uan- 
chen works purely according to their literary achievements. By saying 
this, I am not suggesting that we should disregard latogether Ch'uan- 
chen works as a body of literature. On the contrary, in order to under
stand better the development of Chinese literature, these works merit 
study and evaluation.

A large portion of the extant Ch'uan-chen writings take the form 
of shih 'f-cj- and tz'u poetry. Tz'u poetry reached a high
point of development during the Northern Sung dynasty and its influence 

can clearly be seen in various Ch'uan-chen works. There are ,some 
2,700 tz'u poems in the Tao-tsang which were written by Ch'uan-chen 
masters. In these poems some* 250 tune titles were used, including many
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new ones composed by Ch'uan-chen members• For example, in Wu Ou-ting* s
^  Tz 1 u-ming suo-yin ^  ̂  | (An Index to the Tune Names
of Tzru Poetry), twenty-six tune titles are listed as having originated
with Ch1 in Ch1u-chi» Because Wu consulted only Ch'iu's P'an-ch'i chi
and the Ming-ho yu-yin compiled by P?eng Chih-chung (TT,744-745) ,
mainly a collection of tz fu poetry written by famous Taoists during the
Sung and Yuan dynasties, he failed to account for many new tune titles
composed by Ch'uan-chen members. Nor were all of the twenty-six tune
titles attributed by Wu to Ch'iu actually composed by Ch'iu. Some of

245the twenty-six can be traced back to Ma Yu and Wang Che..
However, the fact that Wu Ou-ting consulted these two Taoist 

tz1u collections in compiling his index indicates that he recognized the 
legitimacy of the tz'u poetry written by Taoist masters, and considered 
them to be an important part of the tz1u tradition. The only problem is 
that he did not make a complete survey of tz'u poetry by Taoists, and he 
thus left out many titles which should have been included in his work.

Among the some 250 tune names used by the Ch'uan-chen masters in 
their tz'u poetry, about one-fourth utilize new titles. However, most 
of the new tune titles actually represent new titles for older tunes,

245. In fact, eight out of these 26 tune titles attributed to . 
Ch'iu Ch'u-chi by Wu Ou-ting also appeared in Wang Che's and Ma Yu's 
works which are probably earlier than Ch'iu's. For example, Wu traced 
the tune title "Wan tan-sha" z which is a new name for the
older tune "Huan-hsi-sha" ^7 , back to Ch'iu Ch'u-chi's P'an-
ch'i"chi. See Wu, 60. Actually- it was first used by Ma Yu in his 
Tung-hsiian chin-yu chi, 9/2b. '

246. Such as tunes "Te-tao yang" in Ch'han-chen chi,
8/7a, and "Sheng hu-lu" ^  , in Ch'uan-chen chi, . 5/lQb.
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247rather than being original compositions. One reason for their
adopting so many new titles for older tunes was probably the desire to 
invest the poems with Taoist meaning. For example, ”1 chiang-nan" 

(Thinking of the South) was retitled "Wang p'eng-lai" 
(Looking [in anticipation] for P'eng-lai), P'eng-lai being a 

legendary isle wherein dwelled Taoist immortals. In addition, "Lang 
t'ao-sha" (Waves Washing Sands) became "Lien tan-sha"/^^"^

(Refining Ginnebar).
From the tz1u tunes used by the Ch'uan-chen masters, we can 

tell that they must have been very familiar with the forms most popular 
during the Southern Sung, for they wrote songs to almost all the major 
tz'u. tunes. Among the Northern Sung poets, Liu Yung (alias Liu
San-pien , fl. 1034) and Su Shih (alias Su Tung-p1 o

, 1037-1101) would seem to have had the greatest influence on the
Ch'uan-chen Taoists. A large number of the tunes used by them can be

248traced back to Liu and Su. Liu and Su are two of the six lyricists
treated by James J. Y. Liu in his Major Lyricists of the Northern Sung. 
Among other things. Professor Liu notes that Liu Yung's significance 
lies in his much freer use of colloquial language (Liu, Major Lyricists, 
53), and that Su Shih expanded the thematic range of tz'u poetry (Liu, 
Major Lyricists, 121). The fact that poetry written by Ch'uan-chen

247. For example, among the 26 tune titles attributed to 
Ch’iu Ch’u-chi in Wu's book, 23 have been identified with earlier tunes.

248. Cf. Nakada Yujiro, "Dozo ni mieru shiyo," Toho shukyo 7 
(1955), 66-68.
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members made extensive use of colloquial language-terminologies and 
that the sect used poetry to proselytize their religion indicates that 
the Ch'uan-chen masters not only employed many of the tz fu tunes used 
by Liu and Su, but also emulated the poetic styles of those two masters.

The single most frequently used tune by Ch'uan-chen members was 
"Man-t1ing-fang" (Full-yard Fragrance). Not only did almost
all the Ch1uan-chen masters write poetry to this tune, but a large 
number of poems were written to it. For example, Ma Yu's Tan-yang 
shen-kuang ts1 an (in TT, 791) contains one hundred poems written to 
this single tune title.

Since the major purpose of the Ch'uan-chen masters in writing 
shih and tz'u poetry was to propagate their teachings and to give 
instructions on cultivating the "Way," most of the poems in their works 
lack any significant aesthetic appeal. As a result, the poetry written 
by the Ch'uan-chen masters was sometimes criticized by their contem
poraries, and as well as by more recent scholars. For instance. Yuan 
Ch'ueh ^/j^] (1266-1327), a scholar of the Yuan dynasty, once wrote 
that a poem by a^disciple of Ch'iu Ch'u-chi was "inelegant” (Ch1ing- 
jung chu-shih chi, 7/4b). Ch'iu Ch'i-chi himself was described by 
Arthur Waley as someone who "has no reputation as a poet, and judging 
from the specimens in the Hsi-yu chi, he deserves none" (The Travels of 
An Alchemist, x).

Not everyone shares this low opinion of Ch'iu Ch'u-i's poetry. 
For example, Nakada Yujiro ^  S  ̂ 7 considers some of Ch'iu's
tz'u as being comparable in quality with some of the best Sung dynasty
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tz'u poetry ("Dozo ni mieru shiyo," 68-69). Whether Waley would have 
taken a different view had he read Ch'iu's tz yu poetry is of course 
unknown; however, Ch'iu's poems in the Hsi-yu chi, described by Waley 
in The Travels of An Alchemist (ix) as "no more than tolerably executed 
vers d'occasion," have sometimes been regarded in a different light.
The editor of the Yuan-shih chi-shih X j (Accounts of Yuan
Poetry) , Chen Yen^^z-J , thought five of them worthy enough to 
include in his collection. The above indicates that those poems have 
some values as historical sources.

Furthermore, one of Ch'iu's tz'u was included in the Tz'u-p'u 
, a collection of tz'u tune titles compiled under the auspices 

of Emperor K'ang-hsi (reigned 1662-1722) of the Ch'ing dynasty. The 
explanatory notes to the Tz1u-p'u state that even though it was' not 
meant to be an anthology of tz'u poetry and that the poems were selec
ted as representative of certain tunes rather than as outstanding
masterpieces, nevertheless, "vulgar and unrefined" tz'u poems were not
selected to represent a given tune title.

Several poems written by Wang Che and T'an Ch'u-tuan appear in
Kuo Yuan-yu' s Ch'uan-Chin shih (The Complete Poems
of the Chin Dynasty), a work based on Yuan Hao-wen's Chung-chou chi 

-lj-| (Collections of Poems from the Central Region) , Yuan Hao-
wen, however, did not include any Ch'uan-chen poetry in his Chung-chou 
chi. One reason for this could be that the poetry of the Ch'uan-chen 
masters did not measure up to Yuan's personal standards. Kuo Yuan-yu
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may have added.Ch1uan-chen poems to his Ch'uan-Chin shih in order to 
give a complete picture of the development of poetry in this period.

In the realm of poetry, the value of Ch1uan-chen poems lies in 
their reaffirming and reflecting the general trends in the poetry of 
the time, rather than in creating any new trends. In other areas of 
literature, such as drama or fiction, the significance of the Ch1uan- 
chen does not lie in the actual utilization of these literary forms, 
but rather in the fact that many playwrights and novelists adopted the 
Ch1uan-chen lore as key elements in their stories.

Lo Chin-t1 ang Jrj| ^  , a contemporary expert on Yuan drama,
has divided the 161 extant plays of Northern Drama, the most represen
tative literary form of that time, into eight thematic categories: 
historical, social, family, love stories, romantic, scholars and 
recluses, Taoists and Buddhists, and stories of immortals and of the 
supernatural. Under the heading, the Taoist and Buddhist plays in Lo1s 
Yuan Tsa-chu pen-shih k'ao, there are fourteen Taoist and eight 
Buddhist dramas. Plays with Taoist personages can also be found under 
some of the other categories.and roughly one out of every ten extant 
Yuan dramas has a Taoist theme.

Given the popularity of Taoism in North China in the Yuan 
dynasty, the abundance of Taoist plays is logical and natural develop
ment. Two of the fourteen Taoist plays in the Yuan repertoire dis
cussed by Lo Chin-t1ang deal with stories about Ma Yu, the first of the 
"Seven Masters." In the play "Man Tan-yang san-tu Jen Feng-tzu"

S. 1%^ iU- (Ma Yu Thrice Converts Jen Feng-tzu) , written
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by the well-known Yuan dramatist Ma Chih-yiian (12507-1320?) ,
Ma Yu tactfully converts a small-town butcher called Jen Feng-tzu by
going to the trouble of first persuading the entire town to give up 

249eating meate In another play, entitled "Ma Tan-yang tu-t1o Liu
Hang-shou" S  (Ma Tan-yang Converts Courtesan
Liu) z attributed to Yang Ching-hsien / r & y s  ? s of the Ming dynasty, Ma
Yu persuades a courtesan named Liu Ch1 ien-chiao to give up
her dissolute life and enter the world of immortals„ These plays are, 
of course, dramatizations of popular legends and stories about the Tao- 
ist patriarchs of the Ch'uan-chen sect, and since there are no histor
ical records to verify these stories, they are probably fictitious.

By comparing the account of Ma Tan-yangSs life in the Mo-wang 
kuan $$0^ edition of Ma Chih-yiian1 s "Ma Tan-yang san-tu Jen Feng-
tzu" with the Ch'uan-chen sect histories, one will notice that Ma Chih-

250yuan had a rather thorough knowledge of Ch'uan-chen Taoism. For

249. In addition to "Ma Tan-yang san-tu Jen Feng-tzu," Ma

Wang Thrice Converts Ma Tan-yang), which is no longer extant. See Wang 
Kuo-wei, Ch'u-lu, 2/la.

250. Detailed accounts of Ma Tan-yang and Ch'uan-chen Taoism 
can be found in the narrative portions of all extant versions of the 
"Man Tan-yang san-tu Jen Feng-tzu" except the Yuan-kan ku-chin tsa-chu 
san-shih-chung the earliest extant collection of Yuan drama. Important 
as it is, this edition retains only the arias of the plays and is very 
badly printed. Among the other editions containing accounts of Ma's 
life, the Mo-wang kuan edition represents the most detailed description 
of the Ch'uan-chen sect. Although the Mo-wang kuan is a Ming dynasty 
production, it is believed to be very close to the Yuan edition for it 
was hardly revised or altered by its editor at all. See Cheng Ch'ien, 
"Yuan-Ming ch'ao-k'o-pen Yuan-jen tsa-chu chiu-chung t'i-yao" Tsing Hua 
Journal of Chinese Studies, New Series, 7/2 (1969), 146-147.
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example, Ma Chih-yxian was able to quote an entire poem by Ma Tan-yang,
251even though he altered some of the characters in. it. In his play,

Ma Chih-yuan also depicts a scene in which when Wang Che wears a bamboo
\

hat and cotton gown, he meets Ma Tan-yang, details mentioned in Taoist
252biographies of Ma. Thus, it is not surprising that a recent article

suggests that Ma Chih-yuan was himself an adherent of Ch'uan-chen who
253preached its doctrines.

Given the popularity of Ch'uan-chen Taoism, Ma Chih-yuan may 
well have been a Ch'uan-chen follower. But, the simple fact that Ma 
Chih-yuan wrote plays about the Ch'uan-chen sect does not necessarily 
make him a Ch'uan-chen Taoist. He could simply have been a writer who 
happened to know a great deal about the sect. Nevertheless, Ch'uanr- 
chen influence on Ma and his plays is clearly evident.

The play "Ma Tan-yang tu-t'uo Liu Heng-shou" includes an 
account of Wang Che and his seven disciples. According to Yen Tun-i

^  ' a contemporary Yuan drama critic, it is a rather "con-
fused" account since Wang mentioned converting only six people while 
the actual number should be seven. Yen argues that this sort of

251. Compare this poem in the-Mo-wang kuan edition of the play 
"Ma Tan-yang san-tu Jen Feng-tzu" included in Ch'uan-Yuan tsa-chu ch'u- 
pien v. 5, ed. by Yang Chia-lo, 2a, with the one included in Kan-shui, 
l/15a.

252. Compare Ma's play, Yang Chia-lo, Ch'uan-yuan ch'u-pien, 
v/2b, Kan-shui, l/15a, and Hslen-yuan hsiang-chuan, 24a.

253. This article is Liu Nien-tzu's "Ts'ung chien-kuo hou fa- 
hsien ti i-hsieh wen-wu k'an Chin-Yuan tsa-chu tsai P'ing-yang ti-ch'u 
ti fa-chan" in Wen-shih lun-ts'ung, 391-392.
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inaccuracy indicates that the author was not familiar with Ch'uan-chen 
lore because of the decline of Ch’uan-chen Taoism in the Ming dynasty 
(Yuan-chu chen-i, 692-697), Although it is true that the Ch’uan-chen 
sect did become less popular after the Yuan dynasty, the fact that a 
Ming.dramatist would choose to write a play with a Ch’uan-chen theme 
serves to indicate that Ch’uan-chen Taoism had not been forgotten 
altogether by the Ming people and was still regarded as a legitimate 
subject for dramatic treatment.

In addition to the above two plays which deal with Ma Tan-yang,
there are also Yuan dramas dealing with the legendary Ch’uan-chen
patriarchs Lu Tung-pin and Chung-li Ch’uan, although their connection
with the sect is usually not brought out. Ten of the fourteen Taoist
plays identified by Lo Chin-tang, including "Ma Tan-yang tu-t’uo Jen

254Feng-tzu," are based on tales about the "Eight Immortals." Eight of
the ten extant plays on this theme concern either Chung-li Ch’uan or 
Lu Tung-pin. One reason why Yuan dramatists favored these two over the 
other six immortals is that Chung-*li and Lu.were both elevated to posi
tions of Ch’uan-chen patriarchs. , Being patriarchs of the most popular 
religious movement of the time, it is not difficult to understand that 
among the "Eight Immortals" they would also have commanded the most 
important roles.

254. The "Eight Immortal^" as known today are Chung-li Ch’uan, 
Lu Tung-pin, Li T ’ieh-kuai, /St^ , Lan Ts’ai-ho ,
Ts’ao Kuo-chiu ®  IS] , Chang Kuo-lao ^  , Han Hsiang-tzu

z and Ho Hsien-ku -^6 . However , in Yuan drama Ho
Hsien-ku, the only female member, appears in only one play, and in all 
other plays her position is occupied by Hsu Shen-weng gij or .
Chang Ssu-lang ^4^ CE7 . This is also true of Ming dynasty drama.
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When, how, and by whom the."Eight Immortals" were first grouped 
together is unknown; however, it is clear that the "Eight Immortals" 
became a popular theme in Yuan drama. Judging from the contents of 
Yuan plays which concern the "Eight Immortals," they were most likely 
influenced by Ch1uan-chen teachings. I would like to support this 
theory by providing some internal evidence.

All of the "Eight Immortals" plays contain the theme of "trans
formation." A typical plot involves a conversion by an immortal of a 
person hoping to achieve immortal status. The immortal persuades, 
lures or sometimes even deceptively entices the expectant student to 
conversion. Two major steps in achieving the status of immortality are 
(1) to give up wine, sex, wealth, and hot temper, and (2) to control 
one's "ape-like mind" and "horse-like will." These two admonitions 
appear in nine of the ten "Eight Immortals" plays, and are as pre
viously noted primary tenets in the teachings of Wang Che and Ma Tan- 

255yang.
Guarding against human propensity for wine, sex, and wealth 

has been a traditional caveat since the Han dynasty, but it is unclear

255. These two phrases, Chiu, se, ts'ai, ch'i and hsiu-yuan 
i-me, were used throughout Wang Che's and Ma Tan-yang's writings. For 
some examples of chin, se, ts'ai, ch'i, see Ch'uan-chen chi, l/18a, 
3/lb, 3/4a, 4/14a, 8/2b, ll/9a; Ma Yii's, Tan-yang shen-kuang ts'an, lb, 
21a, 23a, 33a. For examples of hsin-yiian i-ma, see Ch'uan-chen shi, 
3/16a, 4/4b, 4/9a, 4/llb, 6/10b, 8/10a, 10/2a, 10/9b, 10/10a, 12/3a, 
12/4b, 13/la, 13/2b; Chiao-hua chi, l/8b, 2/lb, 2/10b, 2/llb; Chin-yu 
chi, 3/18b, 5/5b, 5/8a, 6/5b, 6/7b, 8/10a, 8/18b, 10/2b, 10/7a, 10/llb, 
10/18a, 10/20b.
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256when the warning, against, anger was added. While it is uncertain

when the four items of wine, sex, wealth, and hot temper were first 
brought together, it is quite clear that they were used as a set phrase 
in Yuan plays, and reflect the influence of Ch'uan-chen teachings on 
the Yuan dramatists. For instance, in the play "Man Tan-yang san-tu 
Jen Feng-tzu," Ma Tan-yang tells Butcher Jen to abide by the "ten 
prohibitory ordinances" for "leaving the world." These prohibitions- . ’ i
include doing away with the four vices and controlling one's "ape-like

257mind" and "horse-like will."
The recurrent phrase "ape-like mind" and "horse-like will" was 

not a Ch'uan-chen innovation. It appeared in earlier Taoist writings, 
in a number of poems and in Buddhist sutras. However, no other writer 
used this expression as extensively and as consistently as Wang Che and 
Ma Tan-yang did. Numerous examples can be found in Ch'uan-chen sources. 
Admonitions to control one's "ape-like mind" and "horse-like will" and 
to abandon "wine, sex, wealth, and hot temper" were not only used by 
the Ch'uan-chen masters to instruct their disciples, but they were also 
used in teaching anyone interested in self-cultivation.

For example, someone once asked Wang Che about the "subtle 
method" of cultivation, and Wang answered: "First, one must get rid of 
nameless worries, and second, one must not hanker after wine, sex,

256. In his T'ung-su pien, 22/8a, Chai Hao states that during 
the Ming dynasty these four words were often used together by people 
without realizing that originally there were only three words.

257. See the Mo-wang kuan edition of the play, in Yang Chia-
lo, Ch'uan-yuan tsa-chu ch'u-pien, 13a; cf. also the play in Yuan-ch'u 
hsuan, compiled by Tsang Chin-shu.
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wealth/ and hot temper» These are the methods of cultivation11 (Yu-suo 
chueh, la). In another case Ma Tan-yang wrote to a certain old Mr. Yao 
telling him that in order to cultivate himself he must give up his 
family, be careful in his speech, refrain from uttering falsehoods, and 
not let his "ape-like mind" and "horses-like will" run rampant (Chih-yu 
chi, 10/7a).

While there is always the possibility that all the dramatists
' ■ ■ 1 who wrote about the "Eight Immortals" learned these expressions from

earlier literature, it is most likely that the Yuan playwrights used
them, as did Ma Chih-yuan in his plays, as a result of Ch'uan-chen
influence rather than as a result of.studying various writings We
must bear in mind that the Ch'uan-chen sect was the most popular
religious movement at that time and it was not unnatural for a writer
to mirror the teachings of popular religions in his literary works.
That is the reason why we. not only encounter these expressions in

258Taoist plays, but also why they are found in Buddhist plays.
A recent Chinese article reports that the tomb of a Ch'uan-chen 

leader, and a second generation disciple, P'an Te-ch'ung 7^ (d„
1256), was recently excavated, and that the sarcophagus bears a scene 
from a Yuan play. The author of the article claims that this fact 
demonstrates the close relationship that existed between the Ch'uan- 
chen sect and Yuan drama. He argues from this evidence that the Ch'uan- 
chen sect used drama and other forms of art to spread their teachings

258. For example, see Tsang Chin-shu's Yuan-ch'u hsuan, 3.07, 
1073,1076, 1341; and Yuan-ch1u hsuan wai-pien, ed. by Sui Shu-sen, 
660-679.
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(Liu Nien-tzu, 390-392). Considering the fact that at least one of the
extant Ch'uan-chen works, the Tzu-jan chi (in TT, 787) by an
unidentified Ch'uan-chen adept, was written in the form of a san-ch'u
(lyric songs), which was originally written for chanting, it is indeed
possible that the Ch'uan-chen sect did use the performing arts to

259propagate their teachings» However z one can always argue that a
theatrical scene engraved on a sarcophagus could simply mean that the 
deceased was an interested follower of the drama and his relatives or 
friends had the scene carved in his remembrance. Therefore, although 
the possibility is an intriguing one, it is unwarranted on the basis of 
a single piece of evidence to conclude that the Ch'uan-chen sect 
utilized drama to spread its teachings.

While it is an open question whether the Ch'uan-chen sect ever 
used the performing arts as a tool for attracting followers, there is 
very little doubt that dramatists capitalized on the popularity of 
Ch'uan-chen Taoism to create plays that catered to the prevailing sen
timents of the audience. Ch'uan-chen Taoism and Yuan drama probably 
benefited each other, since the sect supplied the playwrights with a 
popular theme and the popularity of drama, in turn, facilitated the 
spread of Ch'uan-chen drama. This trend continued into the Ming 
dynasty, and a large number of plays dealing with Ch'uan-chen

259. Several scholars attribute the. Tzu-jan chi to Ma Yu. 
However, since such a complete san-ch'u could not have existed during 
Ma's times, it was more likely that it was written by a later follower 
of the Ch'uan-chen sect. For a short discussion on the authorship of 
the Tzu-jan chi and its relationship to the "Eight Immortals," see Yao 
Tao-chung, "Ch'uan-chen Taoism and Yuan Drama," Journal of the Chinese 
Language Teachers Association, 15/1 (1980) / 41-56.
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personalities and the "Eight Immortals" can be found in the repertoire 
of Ming drama.

Besides Ming drama, the influence of Ch'uan-chen Taoism can
also, be seen in Ming dynasty novels, such as Wu Ch'eng-en's Hsi-yu chi

(Journey to the West, or Monkey) and Feng-shen yen-i
(The Investiture of the Gods) . Ch’uan-chen Taoists are men-

261tioned several times in the novel Hsi-yu chi. The Hsi-yu chi always
portrays Taoists as bad or evil, and one of the worst of those was a 
Ch’uan-chen Taoist.^^ In addition to several direct references to the 
Ch’uan-chen" sect, the novel also discusses such ideas as the unifica
tion of the "Three Doctrines" and personal cultivation by means of the

^ 263"inner elixir" rather than the "outer elixir." The term hsin-yuan
(ape-like mind, or the monkey of the mind) is used to refer to the hero
of the novel. Sun Wu-k’ung .

Sun Wu-k’ung was first associated with the term hsin-yuan in
the Yuan drama Hsi-yu chi, attributed to Yang Ching-hsien (or Yang

260. For example, see the plays "Fu Li Yueh shih-chiu wan 
chiang-t * mg" !%* ^  and "Lu Weng san-hua Han-tan
tien" ^ S  /kL ; both by unknown authors. The first play
is included in Ch’uan-Yuan tsa-chu san-pien, v. 6; the second can be 
found in Ch’uan-Yuan tsa-chu wai-pien, v ..8, both ed. by Yang Chia-lo.

261. For example, see Chapters 24, 25, 33, 37, and 44 of the 
Hsi-yu chi.

262. See the story about the Ch’uan-chen Taoist who.murdered 
the king of the Black Rooster Kingdom and assumed his throne, in 
Chapters 37-39 of the Hsi-yu chi. For an unabridged translation of 
these chapters, see Anthony Yu’s translation of the Hsi-yu chi. The 
Journey to the West, v. 2.

263. For references to the unification of the "Three Doc
trines," see Chapter 47 of the Hsi-yu chi; for "inner elixir," see 
Chapter 17 of the Hsi-yu chi.
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Ching-yen ) Even there the term hsin-yuan is used as a refer
ence to Sun Wu-k’ung and the wild mind that he needs to control. In 
the earliest version of the story about Hsuan Tseng1s ^  trip to
the west, Ta-T1ang san-tsang ch1u-ching shih-hua ^  3
P^’ff'upon which the novel Hsi-yu chi was based, the term hsin-yuan does

265 'not appear. This could be construed to mean that when the Ta-T1ang
san-tsang ch'u-ching shih-hua was written in the Sung dynasty, the 
term hsin-yuan was not yet popular at that time, but that by the time 
the play Hsi-yu chi was written, Ch1uan-chen influence had grown to 
the point where the term had come into general use. Later, by the 
time of the novel Hsi-yu chi, the term hsin-yuan had become an allegor
ical name for the rambunctious monkey-hero Sun Wu-k*ung.2^^

As I have indicated earlier, although the term hsin-yuan 
existed long before the Ch1uan-chen sect was founded, it was the 
Ch1uan-chen masters who really popularized the term. That the term 
was frequently used in Taoist plays was very likely a result of Ch'uan- 
chen influence. In the case of the novel Hsi-yu chi, the term hsin- 
yuan was perhaps picked up by the author from Ch1uan-chen lore, since

264. This play is included in Sui Shu-sen1s Yuan-ch'u hsuan
wai-pien, v. 2, 660.

265. The author of this work is unknown. The edition I have
consulted was published.by Shih-chieh shu-chu in Taipei, 1958.

266. Glen Dudbridge has traced the origins of the terms hsin-
yuan and i-ma (horse-like will or horse of the will) to several early 
Buddhist sutras and cited many examples of their usage. However, he 
does not mention that they were frequently used by Ch1uan-chen 
Taoists. See his The Hsi-yu chi, 167-176.
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he elsewhere demonstrates'a well-rounded knowledge of the Taoist relig
ion and an awareness of the existence of the Ch'uan-chen sect. The 
author of the Feng-shen yen-i was also familiar with the Ch'uan-chen 
sect, for the Ch1uan-chen Taoists are also mentioned in that novel.
The authorship of the Feng-shen yen^i has been attributed to Hsu Chung- 
l i n ' f  ̂  . However, Liu Ts'un-yen has challenged this attribution
and suggested that the real author was Lu Hsi-hsing JE. , who
was, in Liu's opinion, a Ch'uan-chen Taoist.268

Neither the Hsi^yu chi nor the Feng-shen yen-i makes extensive
mention of the Ch'uan-chen sect or its beliefs. However, among less
popular novels, there are several works which are solely or mainly
devoted to presenting Ch'uan-chen stories, such as the Ch'i-chen t'ien-
hsien pao-chuan ^  ^  (The Precious Biographies of the
Seven Perfected Heavenly Immortals), and the Ch'i-chen chuan ^

269(Biographies of the Seven Perfected). Both novels are of unknown
authorship and both relate stories about Wang Che and his seven dis
ciples. One of the most popular wuHisia hsiao-shuo

267. For example, see Chapters 59 and 82 of the Feng-shen
yen-i.

268. See Liu's Buddhist and Taoist Influences on Chinese 
Novels, V. 1, 128-219. See also Liu's "Feng-shen yen-i tso-che Lu 
Hsi-shiang," Yu-chou feng i-k'an, 24.(1940), 321-328.

269. The preface of the Ch'i-chen t'ien-hsien pao-chuan was 
dated 1821. The explanatory notes to this book state that the work 
descended from the heavens and should be read with great sincerity.
It is not clear when the ~ Ch1i-chen chuan first appeared and who was 
the author. However, it has attracted readers up to the present day, 
for the book has been reprinted under different titles at least twice 
in the past several years? Hui-t1u Ch'i-chen chuan, in 1974? and
Ch'i-chen shih-chuan, in 1977.
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(novel of martial art) , the She-tiao ying-hsiung chuan f f j j k 1^-
(The Story of the Hero Who Shot. Eagles) by Chin Yung W h  , alias
Cha Liang-yung z was also based on stories of the Ch'uan-chen

270sect. In this novel, the Ch'uan-chen sect is described as a school
of martial arts and Wang Che is depicted as the master teacher of those 
arts.

Although the Ch'uan-chen sect declined sharply in importance in 
later times, legends about it have continued to provide writers of 
popular literature even to the. present day with story material.

Other Influences and Contributions 
The Ch'uan-chen sect, in addition to its close relationship 

with various literary -forms, also contributed to other areas of Chinese 
culture, such as art, architecture, science, and local festivals.

Ch'uan-chen contributions to art and architecture are best
represented by the Taoist Yung-lo temple ' a Ch'uan-chen

271monument constructed in the Yuan dynasty. The Yung-lo temple is the
best preserved architectural complex from the thirteenth century. The 
wall paintings located in the main temple building accurately reflect 
key stylistic features of Yuan dynasty mural art. The paintings at 
that site are second in number only to the murals in the Tun-huang

270. This martial art novel is very popular, but because mar
tial art novels are not regarded as "orthodox" literature, it has never 
been the subject of serious study. It is, however, a well-written 
novel.

271. For the chronological history of the Yung-lo Temple, see 
Shu Pai, "Yung-lo kung ch'uang-chien shih-liao pien-nien" in Wen-wu, 
138-139 (1962), 80-87.
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%%_ ("Chu-ho Yung-lo kung pi-hua tsai Jih-pen chan-ch^/* Wen-wii, 

154 (1963), 1). ■ Two of the four major buildings in the Yung-lo temple 
complex were built to honor the Ch'uan-chen patriarchs Wang Che and Lu
Tung-pin, Forty-nine wall paintings in the Ch1ung-yang Palace

depict incidents in the life of Wang Che, and fifty-two wall 
paintings in the Shun-yang Palace visually relate tales about
Lii Tung-pin,^^^ Even in the main building, the San-ch1ing Palace 
jE- (:Palace of the Three Pure Ones) which honor traditional
Taoist deities, Ch'uan-chen influences are also detectable (Wang Sun, 
22-25). The paintings in the Shun-yang Palace were executed by a 
group of artists under the supervision of Chu Hao-ku ^  , a
fairly well-known Yuan dynasty painter who can be considered the lead
ing representative of the school of Taoist painting in North China at 
that time (Wang Ch'ang-an, 42), The murals in the Ch1ung-yang Palace 
fall below the artistic standards of those in the Shun-yang Palace and 
the name of the artist or artists who painted them is unknown (Wang 
Ch'ang-an, 43).

Certain architectural features of the Yung-lo Temple are rather 
unconventional. Instead of having annexes to the east and west of the 
main building as traditional buildings do, the four major buildings in 
the Yung-lo kuang were sited along a north-south axis. The entire

■ 272, For the explanatory texts of those paintings, see "Yung- 
lo kung pi-hua-t'i chi-lu wen," in.Wen-wu, 154 (1963), 65-78.

273. The Three Pure Ones are Yuan-shih t' ien-tsun XJ ^  
1|l , T ' ai-shang tao-chun yfc Jz. $  , and T'ai-shang lao-chun

± .  %  $  (i.e. , Lao-tzu) .
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layout was designed according to principles of Taoist symbolism and 
demonstrates the special system the Ch'uan-chen sect used in temple 
construction (Tu Hsien-chou, 3-5). The buildings themselves, though 
largely following Sung and Chin traditions ,r contain experimental and 
innovative features which reflect the high professional standards of 
the architects (Tu Hsien-chou,- 5).

In the area of science, water-clocks used by the Ch'uan-chen 
sect in meditation sessions were rather ingenuous. They were designed 
with the- intention of saving both money and energy, and also to correct 
deficiencies characteristic of other types of clocks. These water- 
clocks were made of two bronze bowls, one larger than the other. The 
larger one had no fixed size. When the larger bowl was filled with 
water, the smaller bowl, the size of which was fixed and had a tiny 
hole in the bottom, was placed in the larger bowl. Water seeped from 
the larger bowl into the smaller bowl. To account for differences in 
daylight hours between winter and summer, beginning in the eleventh 
month twenty coins were placed on the bottom of the small bowl to speed 
its sinking, while at night, only the empty bowl was used. In the 
twelfth month, when the night is slightly shorter, nineteen coins were 
used in the day and one at night. Beginning with the first half of the 
twelfth month, every seven days the number of coins was decreased by 
one coin during the day, and augmented by one at night. By the fifth 
month, no coins were used during the day, but twenty coins were used 
at night. A bamboo stick divided into twelve sections indicating the
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twelve time periods, or watches, was used to measure depth of water in
the bowl, and thus the time (Ch'uan-chen tso-po chieh-fa, lb-3b).

This kind of floating-bowl clepsydra was an inverse variant of
the outflow water-clock which had existed long before the Ch'uan-chen
clepsydra was developed. For example, the Buddhist monk, Hui-yuan

(344-416) , is reported to have had a bronze vessel shaped like
a lotus leaf which served as the floating bowl. When half filled with

274water, which required two hours, it would sink. " However, according 
to the author of the Ch'uan-chen tso-po chieh-fa
(Quick Method for [Making] Ch'uan-chen Sitting Bowl), the Ch'uan-chen 
clepsydra was perfected only after years of experimentation. The final 
version was however much superior to other types of clocks then in 
existence (Ch'uan-chen tso-po chieh-fa, la).

The accuracy of the Ch'uan-chen clepsydra is not known, since 
no original model is available for testing; however, the book Ch'uan- 
chen tso-po chieh-fa makes quite clear that talented people with 
scientific minds were associated with the Ch'uan-chen sect. There is 
also evidence that it maintained relations with such well-established 
scientists as the great mathematician, Li Yeh ̂ 7^} (1192-1279) . It
is recorded that Li Yeh composed an essay which was inscribed on stone 
to commemorate the publication of the Yuan dynasty Tao-tsang compiled 
by the Ch'uan-chen Taoists (Chung-nan nei-chuan, 49a). In the preface

274. For more information on Hui-yuan1s water clock, read 
Wang Tang, T 1ang-yu lin, 5/180-181. Cf. Joseph Needham, et al., 
Heavenly Clockwork: The Great Astronomical Clocks of Medieval China,
1960, 85, n. 4.
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to his Ts f e-yuan hai-ching f̂ j (Ocean-like Mirror for
Measuring Circles) , an important mathematical work, Li Yeh stated that 
after he learned about the Tung-yuan/jii theory of the chiu-jung

(nine ways of containing a circle) he wrote his celebrated
275text. It is not clear whether the name Tung-yuan refers to a person

or a book. Yabuuchi* Kiyoshi a leading authority on the
Chinese history of science, suggests that Tung-yuan might have been a
Ch ' uan-chen Taoist, because many Ch1uan-chen adepts used the character

^  276tung |̂Sl in their religious sobriquets. Considering the fact that
Li Yeh did have some connection with the Ch1uan-chen sect, as well as 
the fact that Tung-yuan sounds very much like a Taoist name, the chiu-, 
jung theory might very well have been devised by a member of the sect. 
However, because there is no record indicating that there was a member 
of the Ch1uan-chen sect by this name, Yabuuchi1s theory, at least for 
now, must remain as an interesting conjecture. It is clear, however, 
that the Ch*uan-chen sect did enjoy some connections with the scien
tific community, and it might even have served as the spiritual founda-

277tion for scientific development during that era. Yabuuchi argues

275. For formulas of the Chiu-jung, see Li Yeh1s "Ts’e-yuan 
hai-ching yen-chiu li-ch'eng k'ao"^iJ Ĵ j ^  in
his Chung-suan shih lun-ts'ung, 38-42.

276. Names such as Tung-chen 5-f̂j , Tung-ming , and
Tung-yang TjSj , are common among the Taoists. See Yabuuchi' s "So-, 
Gen jidai ni okeru kagaku gijutsu no tenkai, " I - 't ̂

J ̂  ̂ h i s  So-Gen jidai no kaguku gijutsu shi, 20.
277. This view is expressed by Yabuuchi Kiyoshi in his "Kin- 

Gen kotaikino shakai to kagakuRyukoky Shidan, 68.69 (1974), 64-65;
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that innovations in medicine and mathematics during the time from the
end of the Chin, to the beginning of the Yuan, roughly the decades
around 1200 A.D., cannot be considered apart from the prosperity of the
Ch1 xian-chen ' sect (Yabuuchi , Chugoku no sugaku, 74).

Ch'uan-chen influences permeated life at many levels during its
heyday, and this is no less the case with respect to popular festivals,
tied up as they were with religious observances.

The people of Peking observed a festival called the Yen-chiu
(Feast on the nine [teenth]) , on the nineteenth day of the first

month. On this occasion, people would flock to the Pai-yun Temple in
Peking to worship with the hope that they might encounter a real
"immortal." There was a popular story that an .immortal would come to

278this temple on that particular day.
The Yen-chiu festival is also known, under various different

titles all pronounced like "yen-chiu," as Yen-Ch'iu J|L fLp (Feast for
the Ch1 iu) , Yen-Ch1 iu f̂ || (Castration of the Ch1 iu) , and yen-chiu

(fireworks on the nine [teenth] ) . It is known as the "Feast
for the Ch'iu," because the nineteenth day of the first month was

279Ch1iu Ch1u-chi1s birthday. It is called the "Castration of the
Ch * iu, " because a Ch'uan-chen Taoist named Ch'iu Yuan-ch' ing jlp 7j=j"

278. For a collection, of descriptions of this festival, see 
Li Chia-jui, Pei-p'ing feng-su lei-cheng, 35-38. Cf. also, Pei-p1ing 
sui-shih chih, compiled by Chang Chiang-ts1ai, l/23b-25b.

279. See Ti-ching ching-wu lueh, written by Liu T'ung and Yu
I-cheng of the Ming dynasty, 3/54-55. Cf. Nien-p'u, 4a.
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of the Ming dynasty is said to have castrated himself on that day.280
It is also referred to as "Fireworks on the nineteenth" because it was
customary for people to light fireworks on that day (Shen Te-fu, 3/50a).

The last two explanations are not plausible accounts for the
origin of the yen-chiu festival, and it is more likely that this
festival began as a celebration of Ch'iu Ch'u-chi's birthday, but later

281developed into a carnival-like festival.
In the above pages, I have discussed some aspects of Ch1uan- 

chen contributions to the life and times of the Chinese people. The 
examples which I have cited are illustrative rather»than exhaustive. 
However, they are sufficient to demonstrate that the Ch'uan-chen sect, 
once the most popular of all Taoist sects, exerted a profound impact 
on Chinese life and society. For this reason, its place in the history 
of Chinese society merits close attention ..

280. The reason that Ch'iu Yuan-ch1ing1s castrated himself was 
this, the Emperor bestowed on him two palace ladies unaware that Ch'iu 
was not. supposed to have sex. Not having the courage to refuse the 
imperial offer, Ch'iu chose this painful way of maintaining his 
celibacy. See Shen Te-fu, Yeh-huo pien.pu-i, 3/50a. Probably because 
of this story some people mistook Ch'iu Yuan-ch'ing for Ch'iu Ch'u-chi 
and said that Ch'iu Ch'u-chi castrated himself instead. See Chen Chun, 
T 'ien-chih ou-wen, 9/9a.

281. It is recorded that the Taoists of the Pai-yun Temple ran 
a "get lucky" game, in which coins were tossed through the hole of a 
larger coin, and "whoever made it would be lucky." The coins, whether 
or not they went through the hole, could not be reclaimed. This game, 
which resembles the "Wishing Well" in the West, brought the Taoist 
some income on that day. See Chiu-tu wen-wu lueh, compiled by T'ang 
Yung-t'ung, the "tsa-shih lueh" section 3.



CHAPTER 7

THE NATURE OF THE CH1UAN-CHEN SECT

Although only a handful of scholars have studied the Ch1uan- 
chen sect, interpretations of the nature of the sect are by no means 
few. It has, for instance, been viewed both as an anti-Jurchen and a 
pro-Jurchen movement. In this chapter, I would like to discuss some 
of the theories regarding the nature of the Ch'uan-chen sect.

Ch'uan-chen as an Anti-Jurchen Movement
Among the various interpretations of the nature of the Ch'uan- 

chen sect, the most popular is that Wang Che was an anti-Jurchen hero 
and that Ch'uan-chen Taoism was essentially a patriotic movement. The 
main representative of this point of view is Ch'en Ming-kuei (1824-1881) 
who praised Wang Che as a Sung loyalist (Ch'ang-ch'un Tao-chiao yuan- 
liu, 29). Ch'en suggested that when Wang Che deserted his family he 
moved to Chung-nan, and since Chung-nan was on the border between the 
Jurchen-Chin and the Sung, the fact that Wang moved to the border area 
to live suggests that he did not forget the Sung dynasty.

Ch'en Ming-kuei also argued, based on a poem written by Shang 
T'ing i"̂} (1209-1288), that Wang Che was not only pro-Sung, but that
he actually took part in military actions against Jurchen Chin troops. 
Shang T'ing's poem was written for the Yu-hsien-temple in Kan-Ho, the 
place where Wang Che received his revelation:

220
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Tzu-fang (Chang Liang do 189 B.C.) had the
determination to destroy the Ch'in dynasty (221-205 
B.C.)282

He brought forth a shoe from under the bridge , 2^
And assisted the Han to lay the foundation of a great era.
Solidly, he was like a pillar holding the heavens.
He wanted to join the company of [the immortal] Ch1ih-sung 

•i84When the feat was. accomplished, he resigned and left.
An unusual man gave him an unusual book.^^
The Creator would not easily entrust [anything to anybody].
Ch * ung-yang (i.e., Wang Che) founded the Ch'uan-chen sect.
Gazing on high, he strode forth.
Vigorously, his gesture that of a hero.
Taking advantage of the times, he might have controlled a .

certain area [like a warlord].28
Here, Wang Che is compared to Marquis Chang Liang of the Han 

dynasty who started life as a commoner but later attained personal 
power and fame. After serving in a high official post, Chang decided

282. Chang Liang once tried to assassinate the Chpin emperor 
Shih Huang-ti, but failed. See Chang Liang1s biography in SC, 55/2033- 
2049. Cf. Burton Watson * s translation of the SC, Records of the Grand 
Historian of China, 1/134-151.

283. This refers to the story about an old man who tesbed 
Chang Liang's temper and patience by asking Chang to put on the shoe 
for the old man which he had deliberately dropped. See SC, 55/2034- 
20.35. Cf. Watson, Records, 135-136.

284. Ch'ih-sung was a legendary^immortal who is said to have 
been the "rain master" of Shen-nung and to have walked through a
fire. He could ascend and descend the K'un-lun Mountains by riding the 
wind and the rain. See Liu Hsiang, Lieh-hsien chuan, 1.

The SC_ records that Chang Liang once said that since he 
had reached the highest position a common man could attain, that he 
desired to join the company of Ch1ih-sung, 55/2048. Cf. Watson,
Records, 1/150.

285. Here it refers to the story about the old man on the 
bridge giving Chang Liang the T'ai-kung ping-fa ^  (The
Grand Duke's Art of War). See SC, 55/2035. Cf. Watson, Records, 1/ 
135-136. .

286. This is a partial translation of Shang T'ing's "T'i Kan- 
ho Yii-hsien kung" -^1 %  in Kan-shui, 10/99b-100a.
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to leave the mundane world in search of immortalhood. In this poem, 
Wang is portrayed as a hero who could have established himself as an 
independent ruler.

Based on the above poem, Ch'en Ming-kuei argues that Wang Che 
was an anti-Chin hero who was loyal to the Sung government„ The prob
lem here is that this is the only source which even vaguely suggests 
that Wang Che might have had loyalist leanings or political ambitions. 
No other contemporary record in any way indicates that Wang Che and his 
Ch'uan-chen sect were opposed to the, Jurchen regime. Ch'en explains 
•this lack of information as being due to the fact that no one dared 
mention this fact at the time- However, since Shang T'ing wrote the 
poem under Mongol rule, after the fall of the Jurchen Chin dynasty, he 
ventured to point out Wang Che's real intentions (Ch'en Ming-kuei, 31).

If, indeed, the absence of any records depicting Wang Che as an 
anti-Chin hero can be attributed to the fears of his contemporaries 
why, then, after the fall of the Chin dynasty was Shang T'ing the only 
person to reveal the secret of Wang's allegiance to the Sung? More
over, Shang T'ing's poem is decidedly ambiguous on this point, for it 
merely intimates that Want was "perhaps" a local h e r o . I t  nowhere 
asserts that such was actually the case, and the poem can just as well 
be read as praise of his role as a religious leader who chose the 
spiritual life over that of political action. Finally, in Ch'uan-chen

287. Cf. Yao Ts'ung-wu, "Ch'eng-chi ssu-han," 226-227. Earli
er Yao was also a supporter of Ch'en Ming-kuei's theory; however, he 
later changed his views and came to believe that Wang Che could not 
have been a hero who actually fought the Jurchen soldiers. See 300, 
n. 6.
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writings, there is not even the slightest indication that the sect was
in any way opposed to the Jurchen regime.

Ch'en Ming-kuei1s view has been shared by many others. Ch'en
Yuan, for instance, argues that people who joined the neo-Taoist sects
were often loyalist remnants of the Sung dynasty who refused to serve
the Jurchen Chin (Nan"-Sung ch'u, iii-ivj . These two interpretations
may derive, at least in part, from the personal experiences of the
authors, for Ch'en Ming-kuei was himself a local militia leader who
fought local bandits, while Ch * en Yuan wrote his book during the Sino-

288Japanese war when nationalist fervor was high.
This theory was later adopted by Cha Liang-yung (pen name Chin 

Yung) . In his Shen-tiao hsia-lu (The Devine Eagle and
the Heroic Couple), the sequel to his She-tiao ying hsiung-chuan, one 
of the most popular "martial art" novels if not the most popular one 
ever written, Cha described Wang Che as a young man resisting the 
Jurchen forces. Later, because the Chin troops proved too formidable, 
Wang Che gave up his task, left his home and lived in a tomb in the 
Chungnan mountains. .

While there is no solid evidence to prove that Wang Che was 
ever involved in the anti-Chin resistance, we are also unable to prove 
the contrary. The reason for this is because we know practically

288. For Ch'en and the local militia, see Ch'en's student Lai 
Chi-hsi's "Lo-fou su-lao tung-chu Ch'en hsien-sheng hsiang-
tsanr" i- included in Ch’en Ming-kuai,
i. Ch'en Yuan states in the postscript to his Nan-Sung ch'u that his 
motivation in writing this book is to let people know * that the new 
Taoists were all patriots.
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nothing about Wang Che's life from the time he gave up searching for 
fame until he moved to Chungnan.

Even if Wang Che himself may have taken part in anti-Chin 
activities, the Ch'uan-chen sect which he founded cannot be shown to 
have been either an anti-Jurchen movement or an organization loyal to 
the Sung dynasty. Not only did the Ch'uan-chen sect take no part in 
anti-Jurchen actions, it maintained in fact a very cordial relationship 
with the ruling house.

It is for this reason that the Ch'uan-chen sect has sometimes 
been viewed as a tool of the Jurchen ruling house. According to Hou 
Wai-lu 4 ^  r a Communist historian, not only did the Ch'uan-chen
sect serve the Jurchen Chin state, but its leaders even participated 
directly in suppressing-"peasant rebellions." In support of this 
argument, Hou Wai-lu cites the case of Ch'iu Ch'u-chi's persuasion of 
Yang An-erh's "Red Coat Bandits" to surrender to the Chin government as 
an action which helped the Jurchen government destroy "righteously 
upright" elements as an example to the general population (Hou, Chung- 
kuo ssu-hsiang t'ung-shih, v. 4, pt. 2, 803-804).

Hou Wai-lu thus portrays Ch'iu as a traitor to peasant and 
lower class interests, and thus representative of Ch'uan-chen pro-Chin 
leanings. Hou's interpretation/ narrowly conceived in terms of class 
relationships, is not convincing. That Ch'iu agreed to assist the 
Jurchen authorities in pacifying the "Red Coat Bandits" does not 
necessarily mean that he favored the Jurchen government position. He 
may not have been in a position to reject the Jurchen request for



assistance. Moreover, it is also possible that he convinced the ban
dits to lay down their arms merely as a desire to avoid bloodshed.

On the other hand, Sun K*e-k'uan has suggested a very different
interpretation: that the Ch'uan-chen sect was connected with the "Red
Coat Bandits" and, thus, when Ch'iu started his westward trek, his
disciple was able to persuade the rebel leader Chang Lin 5"Pc^^to

289escort Ch'iu to the north of Shantung. This conclusion also rests
on very slim evidence. Lacking conclusive evidence to*support either 
theory, in all fairness it is best to note that Ch'iu Ch'u-chi was an 
influential religious leader who was highly respected by the ruling 
authority as well as by the bandits, and as such, the Jurchen govern
ment asked Ch'iu to be the mediator between the Jurchen troops and the 
rebel forces.

To label the Ch'uan-chen masters as either Sung loyalists or 
Jurchen Chin collaborators is unrealistic, given the lack of solid 
historical data. Until there is further evidence to support either 
view, it is reasonable therefore to regard the Ch'uan-chen sect as a 
non-political religious movement.

Ch'uan-chen as a Humanitarian and Culture-Preserving Movement
Many scholars view the Ch’uan-chen sect as a vehicle for those 

who, unwilling themselves to submit to a foreign conqueror, sought to

289. See Sun's "Yuan^tai Tao-chiao ti t’e-chih," Ta-lu tsa- 
chih, 30/11 (1965)., 11-12. Also included in his Yuan-tai Tao-chiao 
chih fa-chan, 243-246. For the record on Chang Lin escorting Ch'iu, 
see Kan-shui, 3/51b.
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provide themselves with a shelter from government persecution, as well 
as to preserve their cultural tradition during an era of unrest. The 
main representative of this interpretation is Yao Ts1ung-wu who wrote 
that when cultural developments reached their peak in the Northern 
Sung, the sudden onslaught of the Jurchen invaders brought chaos to the 
land. Loyal and resentful scholars, such as Wang Che, in order to 
maintain the integrity of Chinese civilization and to preserve their 
cultural tradition, assiduously created new schools of thought and 
religion. By creating these schools, they not only saved themselves, 
but they were also able to save others. The Ch'uan-chen sect, in its 
early stages, was one such school (Yao, "Ch'eng-chi ssu-hai," 231; and 
299, n. 1). .

Yao Ts'ung-wu*s view was echoed by Nan Huai-chin j % w h o  

wrote that Wang Che, realizing that he was unable to save the Northern 
Sung from collapse, decided to found the Ch'uan-chen sect to preserve 
Chinese culture (Nan, "Yuan-tai Ch'uan-chen tao yu Chung-kuo she-hui," 
Hsin-t'ien ti, 1/6 (1962), 14). Ch'ien Mu, like Yao and Nan, also
argues that the Ch'uan-chen masters used religion as a cover to pre
serve the cultural tradition. Ch'ien draws a parallel between the 
Ch'uan-chen-sect and the Christian church after the fall of Rome and 
praised Ch'uan-chen as a great contribution to Chinese society (Ch'ien, 
"Chin-Yuan t 'ung-chih-hsia chih hsin Tao-chiao," Jen-sheng, 31/3 
(1966), 5).

Yao, Nan and Ch'ien all share a common thesis: that Wang Che 
and other Ch'uan-chen masters organized the sect in order to avoid
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having to serve the Jurchen rulers and the hardship and humiliation of 
a barbarian rule. They also despaired that Chinese culture would be 
destroyed by the invaders, and thus the sect was formed to preserve 
Chinese tradition.

The problem with this theory is that there is no way to prove 
that the original motivation of its founders in establishing the 
Ch'uan-chen sect was to preserve Chinese culture. By examining the 
works of the early Ch'uan-chen masters, we can see that their teachings 
emphasized self-cultivation as a means of attaining immortality. In 
other words, the primary goal of the Ch'uan-chen sect was personal ful
fillment. rather than preserving Chinese culture. However, because of 
the syncretic nature of its teachings and because of its exhortations 
to read the major texts of the three doctrices, it incidentally helped 
to preserve Chinese culture. Ch'uan-chen sponsorship of the publica
tion of the Yuan edition of the Tao-tsang further added to its credit 
as a preserver of Chinese tradition.

Therefore, although there is no clear evidence to show that 
the Ch'uan-chen masters themselves founded the sect with the intention 
of preserving Chinese culture, the fact.is that this was one of their 
greatest achievements in that their teachings and publications repre
sented the core of China's cultural legacy. For this reason, due 
credit should be accorded the sect as a guardian and preserver of the 
national heritage.
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Ch'uan-chen as a Syncretic Movement 

By examining its activities and early writings, we can see that 
the Ch1uan-chen sect was an advocate of all three major doctrinesz and 
this syncretic nature was one of its most remarkable features. For 
this reason, scholars such as Igor de Rachewiltz, Yoshioka Yoshitoyo, 
and Sun K'e-k'uan all question the correctness of calling the Ghfuan- 
chen sect a Taoist organization. While de Rachewiltz doubts that the 
Ch'uan-chen sect should be considered a Taoist sect at all, Yoshioka 
and Sun only oppose considering the early historical stage of that 
movement a Taoist religion.

Yoshioka Yoshitoyo believes that originally the Ch'uan-chen 
sect represented an amalgamation of the "Three Doctrines," and was thus 
neither a Buddhist nor a Taoist sect. At least, he argues, it is 
improper to call the Ch'uan-chen a Taoist sect before the time of Ch'iu 
Ch'u-chi's disciples or the Buddhist-Taoist struggles of the Yuan 
dynasty. In Yoshioka's opinion, one should simply regard the Ch'uan- 
chen sect as a new religion called "Ch'uan-chen" (Yoshioka, Dokyo to 
Bukkyo, 1/193-194. Cf. de Rachewiltz, "Hsi-yu lu," 12, n. 10).

Sun K'e-k'uan holds views.similar to those of Yoshioka. He 
argues that the original purpose of founding the Ch'uan-chen sect was 
to "harmonize and unite the Three Doctrines," and, therefore, in its 
early stage Ch'uan-chen was not a Taoist sect. While Yoshioka argues 
that the Ch'uan-chen sect should not be called a Taoist sect until the 
emergence of Ch'iu Ch'u-chi's disciples. Sun K'e-k'uan holds that only 
during Wang Che's own lifetime was the Ch'uan-chen sect not a Taoist
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sect. In Sun's view, during Wang Che's time, the Ch1uan-chen sect was 
a new religion which emphasized the unification of the three doctrines 
and self-cultivation. After Wang's death, Ch'uan-chen ideology shifted 
from the syncretism of these three doctrines to that of traditional 
Taoism. Moreover, its focus changed from "withdrawal and self-cultiva
tion" to engagement with an eye to acquiring support from the ruling 

290class.
Both Yoshioka and Sun are correct in pointing out that the 

nature of the Ch'uan-chen sect changed with time. There is very little 
doubt that the Ch'uan-chen sect departed from traditional religious 
Taoism, but to deny that it was a Taoist sect in its early days is 
debatable. As I have pointed out in Chapter Three, while it is true 
that the founding principles of the Ch*uan-chen sect were an amalgama
tion of the Three Doctrines, its Taoist elements far outweighed its 
Confucian and Buddhist elements. Furthermore, even though Wang Che 
stressed the importance of all three doctrines, he quite consciously 
identified his movement with Taoist traditions rather than with either 
the Confucian or Buddhist traditions. Wang did this because he actu
ally believed in Taoist cultivation and pictured himself as a legiti
mate successor to early Taoist masters, such as Chung-li Ch'uan and Lu 
Tung-pin.

290. For more on Sun's view, read.Sun's "Chin-Yuan Ch'uan- 
chen chiao ch*uang-chiao shu-iueh," Ching-feng, 19 (1968), 51? and, 
"Chin-Yuan Ch'uan-chen chiao ti ch'u-chi huo-tung," Ching-feng, 22 
(1969), 23-24.
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, goes even further than Sun

Che called his sect Ch'uan-
chen to coverup the sect's Buddhist and Confucian activities of saving
people during the chaotic Chin-Yuan period. According to the author of
this article, the early Ch'uan-chen masters all used Taoist-cultivation
as the "sugar coating" of the pellet, but actually they had their minds
set on spreading Buddhism and Confucianism. The reason why the Ch'uan-
chen falsely called itself a Taoist sect, it is argued, was due to
religious Taoism being very popular among the middle and lower 

291classes.
Sun Ch'i was a student of Professor Yao Ts'ung-wu and was in

fluenced by Yao * s interpretation that the motivation for founding the 
Ch'uan-chen sect was to save human life during a period of invasion.
But the thesis that the Ch'uan-chen sect was a Buddhist-Confucian

292humanitarian movement disguised in Taoist garb was her own. Her
misconception of the movement probably results from relying too heavily 
on certain historical accounts. Had she investigated the works of the

291. Sun K'e-k'uan, "Ch'uan-chen chiao k'ao-luen," Ta-lu tsa- 
chih, 8/10 (1954), 21-25. Although this article was published under 
Sun K'e-k'uan's name, it was actually written by Sung K'e-k'uan's 
daughter, Sun Ch'i, who left her name off when she submitted the manu
script to the publisher. This mistake has been clarified by Sun K'e- 
k'uan in his "Yuan-tai T'ai-i chiao k'ao," Ta-lu tsa-chih, 14/6 (1957), 
6-13, also included in Sun's Meng-ku, 133-149.

292. Kubo Noritada pointed out that Sun K'e-k'uan's article 
contained the same kind of misconception that appeared in Yao Ts'ung- 
wu's "Yuan Ch'iu Ch'u-chi nien-p'u ,"_(included in Yao's Tung-pei shih, 
1/214-276). See Kubo's "Zen-shin kyodan seiritsu ni kansuru ichi 
kosatsu," Shukyo kenkyu, 32/1 (1958), 6. Apparently Kubo was not 
aware of the fact that Sun K'e-k'uan did not write the article.

Another authority, Sun Ch' i ^  

K'e-k'uan and Yoshioka claiming that Wang
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Ch1uan-chen masters more carefully, she would probably not have con
cluded that Ch1uan-chen masters were simply utilizing Taoism as a 
"sugar coating" in realizing their Confucian-Buddhist goals.

All the evidence indicates that the Ch1uan-chen sect was and
should be regarded as a Taoist sect from the very beginning. However, 
because there are dissimilarities between Ch1uan-chen and traditional 
religious Taoism, and also because of its syncretic nature, it has been 
seen otherwise.

Ch1uan-chen as a Taoist Reform Movement
A prevailing interpretation about the nature of the Ch1 uan-chen 

sect among Japanese scholars.is that the Ch1uan-chen sect was a Taoist 
reform movement which began as a reaction against the corruption of the
Northern Sung dynasty Taoists, such as Lin Ling-su.

According to Nogami Shunjo, in light of the corruption of 
religious Taoism during the Northern Sung, a reactionary purification • 
movement was inevitable ("Zen-shih kyo hassei no ichi kosatsu," in his 
Ryo-Kin no Bukkyo, 263-264). The Northern Sung Taoists, led by Lin
L i n g - s u , accumulated great wealth, took wives, and lived a life of 
debauchery. In contrast, the Ch*uan-chen Taoists lived a frugal and 
stoic life.

The most vigorous proponent of this interpretation is Kubo 
Noritada who contrasts the Ch1uan-chen sect with traditional religious 
Taoism. He also draws some parallels between the Ch'uan-chen sect and 
the Reformation led by Martin Luther in sixteenth-century Europe (Kubo, 
Chugoku no shukyo kaigaku, 198-203). According to Kubo, the
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traditional Taoist sects, such as the Heavenly Master sect, emphasized 
reaching immortality by casting talismans, taking drugs and other 
methods. Unlike the orthodox Taoist sects, the new Taoist sects, such 
as the Ch’uan-chen, established a goal of relieving spiritual distress, 
emphasized sitting in meditation, and regarded those who transcended 
the notion of life and death as the real followers of the Way.

To suggest that the Ch’uan-chen sect was a Taoist reform move
ment would necessarily imply that Taoist sects prior to the advent of 
Ch’uan-chen were corrupt or inferior. Historians generally agreed, be 
they Ch’uan-chen contemporaries or modern scholars, that religious 
Taoism as an institution during the Northern Sung was corrupt. This 
view is based on the belief that many Northern Sung Taoists were con
sumed by desire for wealth, power, and sensual satisfaction. Contem
porary literati, most of them Confucian scholars, were critical of the 
Taoists for their successes in corrupting emperors and in plundering 
the national exchequer.

From the Taoist point of view, the Northern Sung was a time 
ripe with opportunities for institutional growth and expansion. 
Religious Taoism was extremely popular during that time (Sun K’e-k’uan-,. 
Sung-Yuan Tao-chiao chih fa-chan, 43).. What the Confucian scholars
considered corrupt, behavior might have been seen in a different light 
by the Taoist establishment. Favored by the court, its leaders became 
rich and powerful. The Taoists were able to attract many followers 
and to spread their doctrine.



Whether the Taoists themselves would agree that Ch'uan-chen was
a better kind of Taoism than the traditional form is hard to tell.
After all, both the Ch'uan-chen sect and traditional Taoism believed in 
immortality, although they tried to reach it through different means 
and their approach of immortality was quite different. 'Traditional

elixir, " but Ch'uan-chen Taoism sought immortality through self- 
cultivation, the so-called "inner elixir."

However, the Ch'uan-chen sect did not invent the term "inner

was already popular by the Northern Sung. Therefore, what made the 
Ch'uan-chen sect different from traditional Taoism is that it chose to 
pursue the goal of immortality by a different means.

Almost all Ch'uan-chen practices and teachings can be traced 
to earlier Taoist sects, some of which were reformative in nature and 
had advocated doctrines in contradiction to that of the orthodox 
"Heavenly Master" sect. For example, Mao-shan Taoists practiced 
celibacy and did not consider sexual techniques as a viable method of 
self-cultivation. The early Taoist classic T'ai-p'• ing-ching stated 
that wine was a source of evil consequences. In other words, there 
had long existed different standards of behavior between Taoist sects. 
When the Ch'uan-chen sect came on the scene, it simply followed prac
tices of their own choosing. Since the word "reform" means to change 
for the better, one may call Ch'uan-chen a Taoist reform movement only

Taoism is generally linked with alchemy and drugs, the so-called "outer

elixir," the origin of which can be traced back to Wei Po-yang's
The school of "inner elixir"
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if one can agree that the teachings preferred by the Ch'uan-chen sect , 
were regarded by them as being better than those followed by earlier 
Taoist sects.

Ch'uan-chen as a Revitalization Movement
In the preceding pages I have briefly introduced existing 

interpretations about the nature of Ch'uan-chen Taoism. I would now 
like to suggest a different view of this. sect.. This is to consider the 
Ch'uan-chen sect as a revitalization movement.

Anthony Wallace, a contemporary anthropologist, formulated a 
model for "revitalization movements. " By examining -the development of 
the Ch'uan-chen sect and comparing it with the model of a revitaliza
tion movement proposed by Anthony. Wallace, it is interesting to find 
that there are interesting similarities between the two. According to
Wallace, a successful revitalization movement will pass through ten

293stages in three phases. The first or premovement phase consists of
three stages, namely, the steady state, increased individual stress, 
and cultural distortion stages. During the steady state, society is 
satisfied with itself, no major group is experiencing sufficient stress 
to be seriously interested in radical change. This stage corresponds 
to the period of Wang Che's, childhood when North China was ruled by the 
Sung and society was still relatively stable.

293. See the entry "Nativism and Revivalism" written by 
Anthony Wallace in David L. Sills, ed., International Encyclopedia of 
the Social Sciences, 11/75-79.
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The era after the Sung Chinese were conquered by the alien .
Jurchen fits the description given by Wallace for the next stage, the
period of increased individual stress.

As a consequence of one or more of many possible circumstances 
— depression, famine, conquest by an alien society, accultura
tion pressures, or whatever leads to the awareness of a grow
ing discrepancy between life as it is and life as it could be 
(and is for someone else)— growing numbers of people experi
ence psychological and physical stress (Wallace, "Nativism,"
75) .

Living in an era of Jurchen invasion, of local banditry, and of 
accompanying social disorderr it is not strange that Wang Che experi
enced great psychological distress. In fact, his frequent drunkenness, 
his living in a grave, his burning his own hut, and his desertion of 
his family partly conform to Wallace's illustration of individual 
behavior in a period of cultural distortion.

...Some persons turn to psychodynamically regressive innova
tions: the regressive response empirically exhibits itself 
in increasing incidences of such thing's as alcoholism, 
extreme passivity and indolence, the development of highly 
ambivalent dependency relationships, intragroup violence, 
disregard of kinship and sexual mores, irresponsibility in 
public officials, states of depression and self-reproach, 
and probably a variety of psychosomatic and neurotic 
disorders (Wallace, "Revitalization Movements," American 
Anthropologist, New Series, 58 (1956), 269).

Besides Wang Che, records also show that many of Wang's dis
ciples were alcoholics or eccentrics. Our sources, however., do not 
reveal whether intragroup violence or disregard of sexual mores were 
dimensions of their behavior.

Many revitalization movements are religious in character, and 
according to Anthony Wallace, they must perform several tasks which 
constitute the movement phase, or the period of revitalization.
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First, they must go through a mazeway reformulation, and the most im
portant feature of this task is this:

...Whether the movement is religious or secular, the reformu
lation of the mazeway generally seems to depend on a restruc
turing of elements and subsystems which have already attained 
currency in the society and may even be in use, and which are 
known to the person who is to become the prophet or leader 
(Wallace, "Revitalization," 270).

In the case of the Ch'uan-chen, the founding principles of this 
sect were reconstructed from ideas and teachings of the "Three Doc
trines" (Confucianism, Buddhism, and Taoism) which had long been preva
lent in Chinese society.

Other features of this period, according to Wallace, include: 
the prhphet will experience one or several hallucinatory visions; he 
will feel a need to share his experience with others and will also have 
feelings of missionary,obligations; his personality will undergo 
radical change; he will become more active and drop habits like 
alcoholism. The story about Wang's encountering two supernatural 
beings is suggestive of a hallucinatory vision, and his founding of 
the-Ch'uan-chen sect can also be considered a/manifestation of mission
ary zeal. Records also report that Wang Che quit drinking wine after 
he met the supernatural beings (of. Chapters 2 and 3). Not only did 
he give up drinking, he later established a rule prohibiting his dis
ciples to drink.

Wang Che was very active during his ministry in Shantung. He 
established five religious congregations and asked his followers to 
study the Confucian classics, Buddhist sutras, and Taoist scriptures.
He emphasized the importance of arousing oneself from stupor and
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cultivating oneself to attain salvation, Wang's preaching career 
corresponds to the second phase in Wallace *s scheme of revitalization.

converts and to society at large.
Next comes the task of organization. During this period, again 

according to Wallace, a small clique of disciples will cluster about 
the prophet. The prophet, the disciples and the followers form three 
orders of personnel in the movement. In the case of the Ch'uan-chen 
sect, Wang Che was the prophet and the "Seven Disciples of the Ch'uan- 
chen sect," the disciples. As Wallace observed, during this period, 
the membership increases and the complexity of the movement grows, 
necessitating the development of a division of labor. Various titles

of Tapist affairs), etc., reflect the emergence of such a division in 
the sect. However, in the case of the Ch'uan-chen sect, the division 
of labor was not fully developed till after this phase. Furthermore, 
the appointment of a person to an office was not always strictly the 
sect's prerogative. In many cases, the Emperors, rather than the patri
archs, made the assignments.

The fourth task involves adaptation. According to Wallace, a 
revitalization movement will inevitably encounter some resistance. 
Resistance might come from either a powerful faction within the 
society or from agents of a dominant foreign society. The movement 
may have to use strategies such as doctrinal modification or political

It includes revelations by the prophet and promises of salvation to

that the Ch'uan-chen disciples were given.
(intendant) (manager
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and diplomatic maneuver and force to deal with the resistance. Records 
show that the Jurchen Emperor Chang-tsung (resigned: 1190-1208) banned 
the Ch'uan-chen sect in 1190 on the suspicion that they might turn out 
to be a rebellion similar to the Yellow Turban rebellion of Later Han 
(Yuan Hao-wen, "Tzu-wei kuan-chi11 in his ISWC, 35/17b) . However, the 
sect survived without modifying its doctrine or resorting to force.
In general, the Ch'uan-chen was able to maintain good relations with 
the alien conquerors, and it was even able to convert some non-Chinese 
people to its cause.

The next task of the movement phase is cultural transformation. 
During this period of time, according to Wallace, the population comes 
to accept the new religion with its various injunctions and a notice
able social revitalization occurs. In the case of Ch'uan-chen, there 
was no noticeable social revitalization, although its followers do 
appear to have accepted the sect's injunctions.

The sixth task of a revitalization movement is also the first 
stage of the postmovement phase. After the * transformation, the 
responsibilities of the organization are reduced to the preservation 
of the doctrine and the performance of ritual. The activities of the 
Ch'uan-chen sect in its later days indicate that its functions were 
routinized and conventionalized. In addition to preserving its 
teachings through preaching, it secured the preservation of its doc
trines by republishing the Tao-tsang. Records also show that after it 
reached the peak of its development, Ch'uan-chen masters no longer 
went out to proselytize. Instead, they remained in the capital,



performing ceremonies for the ruling house and socializing with the
rich and the powerful. The major Ch’uan-chen temple was "indeed no

294different from ah. administrative branch [of the government]."
After a revitalization movement becomes routinized, it attains 

a stable state. This new state is the last stage of a revitalization 
movement and the cycle is now ready to begin again.

It is clear that the history of the Ch'uan-chen sect conforms 
in many respects to Wallace's model for a revitalization movement.
When Wallace formulated his model, he realized that in most cases 
revitalization movements do not complete the cycle. Therefore, he 
designated movements which accomplished the first three tasks as estab
lished cases of revitalization movements and said that only a highly 
successful movement will go through all ten stages. He believes that 
revitalization movements are to be found in all epochs of human history 
and in most societies. He says:

An earnest attempt to collect all revitalization movements 
described in historical, anthropological, and other sorts of 
documents would without question gather in thousands (Wallace, 
"Revitalization," 264).

In light of the close parallels between Wallace's model and the 
history of the Ch'uan-chen sect, it is reasonable to suggest that the 
sect was one of these "thousands."

Generally speaking, most Chinese scholars regarded the Ch'uan- 
chen sect as a patriotic or humanitarian movement, while Japanese
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scholars tend to view it as a religious reform movement„ Chinese
scholars such as Ch'en Yuan, who stressed the patriotic nature of the
sect, were probably influenced by the prevailing anti-foreign sentiment
during the Sino-Japanese war of the 1930s and 1940s. Japanese scholars,
on the other hand, had no such feelings and their interpretation of the

295sect followed religious .rather than political lines.
Because of the dearth of evidence to support the argument that 

the Ch'uan-chen sect was a patriotic anti-foreign movement, that 
interpretation lacks credibility. The Japanese scholars, in explaining 
the Ch'uan-chen sect, seem to be less sentimentally involved and more 
objective in their interpretation.

When Wang Che established his movement he was acting on 
strongly personal beliefs. The underlying forces which shaped the 
emergences of this sect may never be fully or satisfactorily known.
The historical accounts and later interpretations of this sect can 
therefore only offer limited perspectives on the Ch'uan-chen sect. In 
order to understand the sect better, it is essential that we view it 
from as many angles as the data permit.

As to whether the Ch'uan-chen sect was a Taoist sect or not, 
there should be no question that it was one of many Taoist sects in 
Chinese history. However, because it differs in many respects from our 
conventional understanding of religious Taoism, it would be better to 
call it, together with the T 'ai-i sect and the Ta-tao sect, the "New 
Taoist Sects."

295. This point was suggested by Prof. Sun K'e-k'uan in a 
personal letter to this writer, dated May 13, 1978.



CONCLUSION

Wang Che, a self-made Taoist who was also familiar with Con- 
fucian and Buddhist learning, founded the Ch'uan-chen sect in the 
second half of the twelfth century. With seven capable and energetic 
disciples, he propagated Ch'uan-chen teachings and built up the sect's 
reputation. Ch'uan-chen doctrine was essentially a selection of 
existing practices and tenets from several different earlier Taoist 
sects. Because Wang Che had a good understanding of Confucian and 
Buddhist teachings, he especially emphasized those Taoist values which 
were also honored by Confucianism and Buddhism. He believed that all 
the three major doctrines came from the same root and he persuaded his 
followers to read representative classics of the three schools.

Wang Che's syncretic approach, however, did not mean that 
either he or his sect was not essentially Taoist in form and spirit.
The ultimate goal of Wang Che and his followers was to attain immor
tality, a goal pursued by Taoists of other sects as well. Instead of 
practicing Taoist alchemy, the Ch'uan-chen sect advocated seeking 
immortality through cultivating the "inner elixir." While Taoist 
alchemy required extensive equipment and material to refine the so- 
called "golden elixir," the "inner elixir" cost nothing. For in "inner 
elixir" cultivation, one's own body is.considered to be -the Taoist 
hearth and all the ingredients needed for the "elixir" are already 
contained within the physical body. To refine the "elixir" one needs,

241
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among other thingsz to sever worldly desires, to accumulate good deeds, 
and to perform meditation. The Ch'uan-chen sect represented a major 
school of the "inner elixir" cultivation which attained maturity during 
the Northern Sung dynasty and is still practiced today.

Ch'uan-chen Taoism started as a folk religion which attracted 
only a small local following in the Shantung area, but, gradually, as 
its teachings spread throughout north China, it also attracted sup
porters from among the higher social classes. Later it even gained 
favor from the ruling class and became a state endorsed institution.

The development of the Ch'uan-chen sect reached its peak when 
Ch'iu Ch'u-chi was its patriarch. Chiu was: summoned to the Mongol 
court by Chinggis Khan to discuss ways of attaining immortality in 1219. 

The Khan treated him with great respect and granted him and his clergy 
the privileges of tax and corvee labor exemptions. When Ch'iu returned 
to China from the Mongol court, the sect experienced a dramatic growth 
in membership. It is imaginable that a considerable portion of its 
new members joined the sect simply to take advantage of privileges it 
could offer.

The Ch'uan-chen sect served as an asylum for people seeking 
protection during an era of great social and political disorder. But 
when the^society again became stable, people who previously were in 
need of spiritual comfort or physical protection no longer found the 
sect necessary to their existence. This may have been one of the 
reasons why the number of Ch'uan-chen followers later declined during 
the Yuan, dynasty. In addition, internal causes for its decline
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included a loss of its original zeal and the bureaucratization of the 
movement» The later masters were often too busy performing ceremonies 
for the government - and socializing with dignitaries to spend any time 
preaching the faith to the people. Finally, externally, its losses to 
the Buddhists might have further reduced its prestige• Although the 
Ch'uan-chen sect became less popular after the Yuan dynasty, its in
fluence, nevertheless, continued into later times. Many Ming dynasty 
(1368-1644) dramatists employed Ch'uan-chen lore in their plays. One 
of the most popular contemporary martial arts novels is based on 
stories of the Ch'uan-chen masters. The Ch'uan-chen legacy can also 
be found in other areas, such as art, folklore, and architecture.

The Ch'uan-chen sect was a product of a number of historical 
factors. The existing social and political conditions, Wang Che's 
religious zeal, and the efforts of his disciples— all in one way or 
another helped in the development of the sect. Without Wang Che, the 
founder, it is unlikely the sect would have come into existence, and 
without the help of. Wang's disciples, Ch'uan-chen^teachings might not 
have spread so widely. Undoubtedly, the most important reason for the 
sect's rapid growth was the chaotic social and political conditions of 
the time. Warfare, hunger, and human deprivation helped ferment a 
deep religious need among the general population, and it was precisely 
this that took place in North China, in the late twelfth century when 
the new Taoist sects were born.

The new Taoist sects came into existence at a time of warfare 
and social distress when the Northern Sung lost the north of China to
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the Jurchen invaders. Half a century later the new Taoist sects 
reached maturity during another era of war and famine when the Mongols 
destroyed Jurchen-Chin China. Although the three sects originated from 
different regions— the Ch'uan-chen in Shantung, the T'ai-i in Honan, 
and the Ta-tao in Hopei— they were all able to spread their teachings 
to other areas.

The new Taoist sects developed independently of one another and 
each had its own set of teachings. Although they supposedly were 
rivals in competing for followers, there is no record to indicate that 
any hostility ever developed among the three. On the contrary, the 
Ta-tao sect joined the Ch'uan-chen sect in defending the Taoist estab
lishment against the Buddhists in court-sponsored debates during the 
Yuan.296 .

Generally speaking, all three sects were able to attract fol
lowers from all social strata. Although the Ch'uan-chen and the T'ai-i 
sects were once banned by the Chin court, they were also favored by 
some Chin rulers. The Taoist sects had a close relationship with the 
literati and high officials. This point can be proved by the numerous 
epitaphs written for the Taoists by the literati and officials. The 
favoritism shown the Taoist sects by the ruling class might have in
fluenced people of the lower classes to join the movement. The prac
tice of selling Buddhist and Taoist ordination certificates to

296. The traditional Taoist sect, the Heavenly Master.sect, 
also joined the new Taoist sects in the debate of 1287.
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supplement the national defense budget and to relieve famine .by the
297Chin rulers might have encouraged some people to convert to Taoism.

An element common to all three sects was the emphasis they 
placed on tranquility, a fundamental Taoist value. Among the three 
sects, only the T'ai-i relied heavily on magical practices. The teach
ings of the Ch1uan-chen and the Ta-tao did not stress the importance of 
such acts but, instead, were more a reflection of basic traditional 
Chinese values. Both sects required their followers to be vegetarians 
and to live a frugal life. In the early period, the high spiritual 
values placed by the Ch1uan-chen and the Ta-tao on moderation and 
frugality must have had considerable appeal for the great numbers of 
people who really had no choice but to live simply. They could at 
least console themselves with the thought that through physical suf
fering and deprivation they were gaining spiritual merit.

Among the three new Taoist sects that were especially active 
at the beginning of the Yuan dynasty, only the Ch*uan-chen sect still 
exists today; the T *ai-i and the Ta-tao long ago became part of the 
past history of religious Taoism. Although the present-day Ch*uan- 
chen sect is no longer important and powerful, nevertheless, it has a 
glorious past and should be duly remembered. Unfortunately, the sig
nificance of the Ch*uan-chen sect in the history; of Taoism has been 
overlooked and misunderstood by historians for too long. This is 
reflected by the relatively few studies that exist on the sect compared

297. The selling of Buddhist and Taoist ordination certifi
cates was temporarily suspended by Emperor Shih-tsung in 1165, but it 
was later resumed by Chang-tsung. See CS, 50/374.
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with works dealing with other aspects of Taoism. This lack of interest 
in the Ch1uan-chen may be partly the result of the general lack of 
interest in the conquering dynasties.

As the Jurchen Chin dynasty enjoys no legitimate status as an 
orthodox dynasty in the eyes of; many historians, the Ch1uan-chen sect, 
to many scholars, represents only a temporary phenomenon or a side 
issue in the ever-evolving and complex history of Taoism. However, by 
comparing the popularity of the Ch1uan-chen sect with other religious 
sects, including the Heavenly Master sect in South China, it is clear 
that the Ch*uan-chen sect was the most popular and influential one. If 
the importance, the popularity and the contributions of a sect are used 
as criteria in determining the place of that sect in the history of the 
religion, it is undeniable -that the Ch*uan-chen sect occupied a higher 
position than that of the Heavenly Master sect during the twelfth and - 
thirteenth centuries in North China.

While the Heavenly Master sect in the south might not have 
regarded Ch * uan-chen as the leading Taoist sect, the Mongol emperors - 
certainly recognized the supremacy of Ch*uan-chen Taoism. This point 
can be proved by Mongke authorizing the Ch*uan-chen patriarch Li Chih- 
ch*ang to take charge of religious Taoism (YS, 3/15. Cf. Nan-Sung 
ch*u, 56). Moreover, the huge project of reprinting the Tao-tsang
carried out by the Ch*uan-chen sect put it in the position of being

• 298the leader of the religious Taoist sects.

298. This point is suggested by Ch * en Yuan. See Nan-Sung • 
ch*u, 56).
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If these arguments are valid, it is only appropriate to con

clude that the Ch'uan-chen sect belonged to the "mainstream" of Taoist 
religion in its time.
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